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Foreword
Organization Development: Transforming the Whole
Organization to Thrive, Perform, Achieve Goals, and
Grow Sustainably
Louis Carter
Founder and CEO
Best Practice Institute
www.bestpracticeinstitute.org
West Palm Beach, FL
Since 1998, Best Practice Institute has released its top best practice organization development
(OD) programs highlighting the most admired and innovative companies around the world.
Topping the 2014 best practice leaders are the global brands of Bristol-Myers Squibb,
Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Cigna, Hilton Worldwide, QBE, Baxalta, Tyco, MasterCard,
Thomson Reuters, and BlackRock, among others. These are all globally recognized leaders in
their respective industries and represent organizations whose employees report high levels of
job satisfaction, are convinced of their management's credibility, and enjoy strong ties to their
companies' culture, goals, vision, and operating philosophy.
Each of these companies have created both a corporate culture of transforming and thriving
through their strong sense of community and loyalty among their workforce that extends to their
business and community partners, customers, and shareholders. Their employees have become
partners with their companies, and as such, are invested in their companies' ongoing success
and empowered to be innovative and forward-thinking. Furthermore, the companies'
enthusiasm and dedication are recognized by potential stakeholders who desire to partner with
thriving companies.
A defining factor in the accomplishments of these companies is their focus on development—
the ongoing process of innovation and improvement—whether it be a product, process, policy,
or person. Today's business strategists must be mindful not just of product growth, but of the
importance of planned, careful OD, transformation, and change.
While the concepts of OD and change are not new, it has become even more important in
today's globalized, competitive environment as organizations are required to quickly adapt to
evolving marketplace pressures, streamline global supply chain processes, adopt technological
advances, and compete for the best and brightest talent to perform and sustain themselves.
Unfortunately, many business executives still do not take full advantage of OD and fail to
understand how to make a positive impact for every stakeholder. By understanding the
foundation, theories, practices, and processes of successful OD, internal and external OD

practitioners can help their companies to identify avenues for successful transformation; this
planned process ultimately results in the very successes identified by the employees, partners,
and customers of Best Practice Institute's best practice organizations.
In exploring various models of OD and frameworks for effecting improved organizational
performance, Practicing Organization Development has been a strategic resource for business
leaders, HR professionals, process consultants, trainers, and researchers since the first edition
was first published in 1995. The new, fourth edition of the book continues this tradition,
providing insight into exciting new voices in the field of OD and change. The new edition also
introduces the concept of transformation, because many organizations are looking for those
who fundamentally understand and can lead transformation.
The enduring popularity of Practicing Organization Development among OD practitioners
and scholars owes to its reach beyond the typical business casebook; it is designed from
proven OD theories and practical application as well as focused on current and future
challenges and implications of the OD field.
Over 50 internationally recognized OD practitioners and scholars have contributed their
knowledge and expertise to the fourth edition. This new edition signals a period of the
importance of transformational change and leadership that has been recognized in today's
global environment. For the fourth edition, new contributors bring relevant insights on their
research and practices that apply specifically to the twenty-first-century challenges that OD
professionals face today. This new edition will help the readers:
Understand new and classic theories and practices of transformation
Examine diversity and inclusive whole system dynamics to impact change
Identify contemporary themes in OD, such as positive organizational scholarship,
sustainability, Appreciative Inquiry, social media, coaching, dialogue, well-being theory,
strengths-revolution, social networks in heterarchical organizations, and more
Elevate and extend their practices with new theories and models for positive
transformational change
Understand the different OD cultures
Utilize the concept of behavioral change to promote and sustain individual development
Create innovative teams
Build the ethical strength of a firm
Leverage diversity and create a common language to increase collaboration
Understand how power and politics affect OD
The fourth edition also includes a comprehensive consideration of practical applications and
special issues such as:
Understanding how to implement transformational change, its complexities, and how

transformation change drives business results
Using a model for change as a compass to direct the change process
Harnessing the power of T-groups to achieve personal and professional development
Develop transformational leaders
Applying OD practices for large systems and global environment
Using SOAR framework to build strategic capacity
Learning how environmental sustainability calls for new competencies
Leveraging the relationship between organization design and OD
Predicting performance and assessing competency
Marketing your OD skill set
Understanding the engagement and launch phase of OD
Navigating the countless number of evaluation tools and how to assess the effectiveness of
OD interventions (i.e., mergers and acquisitions)
Measuring change management to determine and demonstrate the value of change
The final section of this new edition takes an in-depth look into dialogic OD, a review of five
future implications for the practices of OD, transformation, and change, and wraps up with a
contributor survey of the most critical elements of OD issues today. Also new for this edition
is the inclusion of online resources and a set of discussion questions located at the end of each
chapter.
Readers of this new edition will note the focus on transformation. Transformation poses unique
challenges for OD leaders in that we must now find ways to transfer this new knowledge and
development to the workplace so that we can develop specific goals and measure results. We
must redefine our role to include stewarding the process of metrics and measurements—all
measurements and metrics—including sales, customer service, profit margin, and growth
metrics. Our goals should be tied to these metrics and lead change in the areas of sales,
operations, and customer service departments, and connect directly to what each is responsible
for.
Indeed, this is no easy task, but without these linkages, there are no measurable results. Without
measurable results, there can be no OD. We must create and achieve a common mental model
and understanding of how we connect to these results.
I would like to recognize the editors' visionary contributions to amass in one book the best as
well as the most complete and practical set of materials for anyone wanting to learn more
about OD and how to lead change. This latest edition continues to serve as the best primer for
OD, defining what it is, what to do, how to do it, and why it should be done—in addition to
offering more contributions and applications with meaningful and measurable impacts, more
evidence of positive impacts of transformational change, and new insights. The resources

provided are a rich companion to anyone engaged or wanting to become engaged in OD. The
discussion questions at the end of each chapter allow you to reflect and discuss how to
understand and move forward with this wealth of information.
No matter what your experience in OD, I expect that you will want to reference this book again
and again. Armed with this resource, you can work with your organizations to create systemic
approaches to whole system planned change that truly leaves the organization stronger and
healthier to embrace and anticipate the future. As the future unfolds in our global complex
environment, the focus of OD is on human values and potential in organizational life.
I wish you great health, strength, and courage to connect to business goals as you continue your
practice in OD, transformation, and change.

Introduction
Getting the Most from This Book
William J. Rothwell, Jacqueline M. Stavros, and Roland L. Sullivan
In the third edition of Practicing Organization Development, the focus was on using
organization development (OD) as a guide for leading change initiatives. Change continues to
be a major dynamic in organization life. What we have heard and seen since the last edition is
the word transformation. That is when an organization goes through a planned process of
profound and dynamic change that takes the organization to the next level—a new direction for
its stakeholders. The fourth edition integrates transformation because many organizations are
looking for leaders who can understand, lead, and support organizational transformation.
According to Don Warrick, “There is an urgent need in organizations of all types and sizes for
transformational leaders who have the courage and skills to reinvent and build organizations
capable of succeeding in today's times of dynamic change and scarce resources” (2011, 11).
This new edition has many contributions to get at the heart of transformational change at the
individual, team, department, and/or organizational level.
To embrace transformational change, organizations and their leaders must take innovative
strategic paths by applying organization development (OD) and change efforts that foster
dialogue around strategic conversations of what is (purpose) and what could be (future).
Results from these strengths-based conversations are more healthy, vibrant, productive, and
high-performance workplaces. New theories, methods, technologies, and approaches must be
embraced and designed specifically to prepare for the changing future, ranging from engaging
multiple classes of stakeholders to strengths-based, whole system approaches to OD. To make
the leap, we need to change the way we think, plan, implement, and evaluate OD. An emphasis
must be placed on creating dialogues around understanding the purpose of the system and also
moving a system forward while engaging the “mindset, skill set, and heart-set” of the
stakeholders involved in the change process (Peters and Grenny 2013, 486). An organization's
most valued resources is its people, and if thoughtfully and carefully taken care of—it is
people who can make the positive impact to produce positive results for themselves, their
teams, organizations, and industries.
Practicing Organization Development: Leading Transformation and Change is now both
about facilitating transformational and incremental changes. This new edition recognizes that
OD is both a field and profession, and there are a diversity of frameworks, models, and
approaches to handle organization issues. The book is about the power and possibilities of OD
that puts human conversation and behaviors at the heart of the change to “achieved enhanced
performance and human fulfillment (Van Nistelrooij and Sminia 2010, 408). There are several
definitions of OD, our favorite is from the tenth edition of Organization Development and
Change, two great OD practitioner-scholars—that is, Tom Cummins and Chris Worley—who

define OD as “a system-wide application and transfer of behavioral science to the planned,
development, improvement, and reinforcement of the strategies, structures, and process that
leads to organization effectiveness” (Cummings and Worley 2015, 2). Their definition
incorporates most of the view of our contributors.

The Audience for the Book
Practicing Organization Development: Leading Transformation and Change (fourth edition)
is written for existing and new OD practitioners (that is, internal to the organization or
external, which is an OD consultant) and scholars and line managers who wish to broaden their
understanding of OD and stay current knowing the field and profession. Those who are new to
the field will find the entire book useful from the foundations to the process and applications.
Those experienced business leaders, practitioners, and scholars will find the book as a most
comprehensive organization change resource compendium to embrace and plan for change at
any level.
At the broadest level, this book is designed for those interested in planned change and
unplanned change. This is evidenced by the increase in memberships by international, national,
and local OD networks, the expansion of the Appreciative Inquiry (AI), positive psychology,
and positive organizational scholarship (POS) communities, Society for Human Resource
Management (SHRM), the Academy of Management divisions on OD and Change, Strategy,
Management Consulting, and Social Issues in Management and the expanding Asian, African,
Indian, and Middle-Eastern OD networks. This book has several intended audiences beyond
internal OD practitioners and external OD consultants to workplace learning and performance
professionals, human resource and strategic management, and managers and executives.
The primary audience is OD professionals who need to stay updated to guide, facilitate, and
support change. For those OD professionals new to the book, there are chapters focused in Part
One on formal grounding in OD theory and practice and even the historical T-groups. This
handbook can be used for students enrolled in programs or courses on OD, organizational
behavior, and change management. Undergraduate programs will find the book can span one or
two courses. Master practitioners and doctoral students will also find this book valuable as a
guide to OD literature, new theories and applications, and as a resource to help them orient,
train, and mentor other OD professionals.
Our second audience includes human resource (HR) generalists and talent development
practitioners, previously called human resource development (HRD) practitioners. Some talent
development practitioners specifically train employees. They devote their attention largely to
increasing employees' job knowledge and to improving individual performance in
organizational settings. But many talent development practitioners go beyond training to ensure
that identified training needs take organization and work-group cultures into account. In
addition, results-oriented talent development knows that individual performance improvement
can only occur when the surrounding work environment supports it. The theory and practice of
changing organization and work-group cultures are OD topics. To do their jobs and achieve

results, talent development practitioners often apply competencies associated with OD.
Our third audience comprises managers, executives, management consultants, social
entrepreneurs, and leaders looking for ways to transform whole organizations and communities
to thrive in the twenty-first century. In today's dynamic business environment, they must know
how to introduce and consolidate change successfully if they are to realize their visions for
improved organizational performance. Executives or managers who lack competence in OD,
transformation, and change theory will have trouble seeing their visions realized and ultimately
serving the stakeholders through its mission (present purpose).

The Purpose and Objectives of the Book
The purpose of Practicing Organization Development: Leading Transformation and Change
(fourth edition) is to build the reader's competencies in assessing the need for change,
managing change, and facilitating the implementation of transformational change in
organization settings. After finishing this book, the reader should be able to:
1. Define OD, transformation, and change and how these relate to each other
2. Understand a variety of models of planned change, its key attributes and phases
3. Describe and apply the competencies needed to conduct planned change
4. Understand the phases of OD work and levels of change and how to make the new change
“stick”
5. Facilitate the contracting of an OD project and work successfully with key stakeholders to
plan and implement the change
6. Define a variety of OD interventions as used in the OD field
7. Learn the importance of strengthening and shaping the organization's culture and design
8. Understand the impact of special issues to OD, such as globalization, sustainability, whole
system approaches, large-scale transformation, complex adaptive systems, mergers and
acquisitions, ethics, diversity and inclusion, social networks, and constructive use of
power
This handbook supports the ongoing development of leaders, managers, practitioners, and
consultants with its coverage of the foundations, key theories, concepts, methodologies,
models, and applications as they apply to improving the performance of individuals, teams,
organizations, and industries. The book has been designed so each major section and chapter
can stand alone and can also serve as a reference to other chapters.

What's New in the Fourth Edition
The convergence of OD with transformation, change management, organizational behavior,
ethics, and human resource management are more prevalent today than it ever has been before
given the changes in our global business environment. Practicing Organization Development:

Leading Transformation and Change (fourth edition) expands and dramatically updates the
third edition to reflect the current and future states of OD and change as it also relates now to
transformational change and leadership. The fourth edition is comprehensive and provides the
essentials: foundations and principles, OD phases, current state and future challenges, and
implications of the OD field with the latest and most widely used models, frameworks,
strategies, and methods to improve human and organization health and performance.
Readers will note unique similarities and differences between the third and fourth editions of
this book. The editions are similar in that both share the foundations and phases of planned
change in OD. The fourth edition is different because it has been wholly rewritten and updated
from the previous authors from the third edition, and it includes 24 new contributors. These
new contributors bring OD frameworks and approaches into leading, managing, consulting, and
coaching, while also increasing the sensitivity to transformation and positive change, and their
aptitudes in facilitating generative dialogues and learning exchanges.
The fourth edition includes 33 new chapters and 49 contributors chosen from a wide variety of
leading OD scholars and practitioners who share theory and practices of OD as it relates to
whole system, strengths-based, and positive change methods, transformation, and the
importance of practicing OD at five levels: individual, organizational, interorganizational,
transorganizational, and global. Each chapter has a set of discussion questions and additional
online resources for you to review. This new edition of Practicing Organization Development
will help any organization build its capacity and capabilities to operate efficiently and
effectively to improve its whole system while operating in its current environment.
To stay current and relevant, this growth and development must continue and that is why there
will be an accompanying website to support the book. The book's website
(www.wiley.com/go/practiceod) contains:
PowerPoint presentations
Sample syllabi for an Introduction to OD course
Videos supporting the materials in the book
Interviews from the founders and elders of the OD field
OD and change websites
Archives of significant chapters and studies from the earlier editions of Practicing
Organization Development
Based on the contributions in this fourth edition, we realize that OD has been transitioning from
being primarily focused on “organizations” to more inclusive of how the “human systems”
transforms the organization. Over the past several years, communication on OD and changerelated LinkedIn groups and Facebook along with articles in leading OD, human resources,
strategy, and change management, journals are moving in this direction.

Theoretical and Practical Foundation of the Book

This book's contributors are both OD practitioners and scholars whose research activities
include creating, validating, and applying OD theories, methods, and tools. There is a new
chapter on OD competencies. A competency is defined as any “personal quality” that
contributes to the successful practice of OD. It includes who one is (being), from what theory
one acts (knowing), and how one performs (doing). The concept of self-as-instrument is
provided in Chapter 5 on how to self-assess one's leadership style and competencies to plan
and lead transformational change.
The book also emphasizes practice in several senses. As Kinnunen (1992, 6) points out, to
practice can mean any or all of:
To do frequently or by force of habit
To use knowledge and skill in a profession or occupation
To adhere to a set of beliefs or ideals
To do repeatedly to become proficient
To drill to give proficiency
The meanings of practice listed above apply to the editors' intentions in assembling this book:
to emphasize the need for development as a practitioner through a focus on the knowledge and
skills—and the beliefs and ideals—that are important to be proficient in the practice of OD.
As you will see, the practice of OD is embedded with a deep connection to the human
endeavor involved in both personal and organization transformation and change: OD
practitioners must have the competencies to be effective. To be competent means to have “an
underlying characteristic of an employee (that is, motive, trait, skill, aspects of one's selfimage, social role, or a body of knowledge), which results in effective and/or superior
performance in a job” (Boyatzis 1982, 20). To be competent is associated with an individual's
characteristics in performing work and includes anything that leads to successful performance
and results. All five sections of this book emphasize competence and developing your
competencies and the characteristics that define successful performance of the practitioner:
who one needs to be, what one needs to know, and what one must be capable of doing.

The Structure of the Book
Practicing Organization Development: Leading Transformation and Change brings together
a rich collection of theories, concepts, models, case applications, innovations, and historical
and postmodern expansions in OD, transformation, and change. This book is structured in five
parts:
Part One (Chapters 1–7), Foundations, provides essential background information and
origins about OD, change process and models, what it takes to transform organizations, OD
competencies for success, transformational leadership development, and Appreciative
Inquiry (the strengths-based revolution).
Part Two (Chapters 8–14), Organization Development Process to Guide Transformation
and Change, includes seven chapters that focus on the OD process. Chapters in Part Two

address marketing and positioning OD, engaging the client system (front-end work),
assessment, planning, launch, implementation, evaluation (with a focus on return on
investment) and measurement, separation (closure), and shaping the organization's culture.
Part Three (Chapters 15–18), Levels and Types of Change, covers different levels of
change interventions from individual, team, and organization to whole system and
strengths-based interventions in large-scale and strategic change.
Part Four (Chapters 19–30), Special Issues in Organization Development,
Transformation, and Change, has material on positive states of organizing, ethics,
sustainability, organization design, mergers and acquisitions, the T-groups, diversity and
inclusion, global OD, and understanding the relationships between OD and HRM and OD
and change management. This section ends with a piece of constructive use of power in OD
and a new piece of research into understanding how to leverage social networks in OD.
Part Five (Chapters 31 and 33), The Future of Organization Development: Embracing
Transformation and New Directions for Change, explores future perspectives in the field
and includes a survey completed by our contributors in Chapter 33. The results represent
an excellent cross-section of scholars and practitioners in the field. This part addresses
three critical questions: How relevant is OD for today's organizations? What is the purpose
of OD? What are the major challenges facing OD?
Change is constant and fundamental to human systems at all levels from individual to global.
By learning to anticipate and plan for change, you can strategically build strong, flexible,
capable, and healthy people and organizations that perform in humane, sustainable, and
profitable ways to achieve ethical, moral, value-laden success. More than any other time in
history, our organizations must be able to master enterprise-wide ongoing transformation and
change. This book provides the conceptual frameworks and approaches to help our
organizations' leaders and members become transformational agents of change.
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Part One
Foundations

Chapter One
Organization Development, Transformation, and
Change
William J. Rothwell, Jacqueline M. Stavros, and Roland L. Sullivan
What are organization development (OD), transformation, and change? Why should you care
about them? What key terms are associated with OD, transformation, and change? What is
systems thinking, and why is it important to OD practitioners? This first chapter addresses
these concepts and related questions.

What Are Organization Development, Transformation,
and Change?
Organization development (OD) helps people in organizations plan how to deal with changes
in their environment. Before we define it more precisely, try the following exercise. Get paper
and write down the first thing that comes to your mind in response to each question:
1. Who should be involved in an organization change effort, and how should they be
involved?
2. Who should decide about how a change effort of any kind is launched? Implemented
continually? Evaluated?
3. What do you believe about change in the world and today's organizations?
4. What does transformation mean to you?
5. What do you believe are the biggest challenges facing decision makers in organization
change efforts?
6. What do you believe are your strengths and developmental needs in enacting the role of
helper to others in a change effort? What do you do especially well? What do you wish to
develop to become a more effective change agent? On what basis do you believe as you
do?
7. When do you believe that a group of people might need an external facilitator in a change
effort?
8. Why should OD, transformation, and change be a focus for managers? Other groups?
9. How should change be defined? Marketed? Launched? Implemented? Evaluated?
10. How have you reacted or felt in the past to change in an organization in which you have
been employed or to which you have been a consultant?
Now identify a few professional peers or colleagues and pose these questions to them. Use this

activity as a warm-up exercise to focus your thinking and understanding about OD,
transformation, and change. When you finish, continue reading because many of your answers
may change.

Organization Development Defined
Over the years, OD has been defined by many scholars, and each definition has a different
emphasis. A few definitions are presented chronologically as follows:
Organization development is “an effort (1) planned, (2) organization-wide, and (3) managed
from the top, to (4) increase organization effectiveness and health through (5) planned
interventions in the organization's ‘processes,’ using behavioral-science knowledge”
(Beckhard 1969, 9).
Warner Burke said, “Most people in the field agree that OD involves consultants who work to
help clients improve their organizations by applying knowledge from the behavioral sciences
—psychology, sociology, cultural anthropology, and other related disciplines. Most would also
agree that OD implies change; and, if we accept that shifts in the way an organization functions
suggest that change has occurred, then, broadly defined, OD is analogous to organizational
change” (Burke 1982, 3).
Organization development is “a system-wide application and transfer of behavioral science
knowledge to the planned development, improvement, and reinforcement of the strategies,
structures, and process that lead to organization effectiveness” (Cummings and Worley 2015,
2).
These definitions imply several key themes. First, OD is long-range in perspective. Second,
OD works best when supported by senior leadership. Third, OD effects change primarily,
although not exclusively, through education. Fourth, OD emphasizes employee participation in
assessing the current state and in planning for a positive future state; making free and
collaborative choices on how implementation should proceed; and, empowering the system to
take responsibility for creating and evaluating results.

What Organization Development Is Not
OD is not a toolkit filled with canned tricks, piecemeal programs, gimmicks, techniques, and
methodologies. As Cummings and Worley (2015) write, “The human resource function tends to
provide change management skills through traditional training programs, not through a
learning-by-doing process that has been so effective in OD” (145). OD involves people in
change and does not coerce them into doing that which they vehemently oppose. Ideas for what
and how to change come from everyone and not just managers.
OD is not a mindless application of someone else's best practice. It uses one's whole self,
encountering the full and quantum living system. Living systems comprise vibrant communities
and changing networks (formal and informal) that practice feedback, self-organization,
continuous change, and learning. OD is not about short-term manipulation to achieve immediate
financial gains. Instead, OD is interactive, relational, participative, and engaging.

Effective trainers are often understood to be in control of a management development effort.
But facilitators of organization change are not in control of the change effort. Instead, they
facilitate collaboration with internal partners. Facilitators learn, shift, and change with the
organization. Successful change efforts require an ebb and flow.

Transformation and Change Management Defined
Transformation means to transcend from a static state. The translation of trans means to
transcend or rise above. When an organization transforms, it is going through a transformation
process that is “primarily the performance of the organization that is mediated via the
performance of both groups and individuals” (Palmer, Dunford, and Akin 2009, 128). Noel
Tichy and Mary Anne Devanna, in their classic work of 1986, outline a three-step process for
transforming organizations: (1) revitalize, (2) create a new vision, and (3) institutionalize the
change. Transformation brings about dynamic change in an organization. Hence, there is a
connection to OD and transformation. Transformation is viewed in more detail in Chapters 4
and 5.
Change is part of organizational life, and the sustainability and growth of an organization
depends on change and transformation. Change management means the process of helping
individuals, groups, or organizations change. The word “management” implies an effort to best
manage and implement the change. Warner Burke (2008) believes, “The change that occurs in
organization is, for the most part, unplanned and gradual” (1).
Burke further states, “Planned organization change, especially on a large scale, affecting the
entire system, is unusual; not exactly an everyday occurrence” (1). Planned change has always
been a key component of OD (Marshak 2006). Change can happen at any level, and this is
examined in Part Three of this book. Many of the most popular OD interventions, techniques,
and methods involving the whole system are presented throughout this book.

Why Care About OD and Change?
According to the Greek philosopher Heraclitus, “There is nothing permanent but change.” By
that he meant that everything is always in flux.
The recent radical changes in global markets and national economies show that the world is
becoming more interconnected and economies and industries are global. We will likely
experience more change during the next few decades than has been experienced since the
beginning of civilization. We can expect more confusion in our organizations attempting to
cope with change than at any other time in history.

Why Is Change Occurring So Fast?
The challenge of the future is to help people learn to ride the waves of transformation and
change in real-time and as events unfold. Time has become important precisely because
changing technology provides strategic advantages to organizations that understand the

importance of timely action. Today, the organization that makes it to market first often seizes
the lion's share of the market and is likely to keep it. And, organizations that miss technological
innovations that increase production speed or improve quality lose out to global competitors
who function in a world where differences in labor costs can easily be taken advantage of
because of the relative ease of international travel and communication.
Changing technology is also a driver for the information explosion—and vice versa. Consider
the sheer magnitude and pace of the information explosion stimulated by technological change.
The quantity of information is increasing so fast that no one can keep pace with it. The
information created and consumed over the past 30 years are far greater than what was
produced over the previous 5,000 years. “Researchers estimate that global information
consumption exceeds 9,570,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes (or 9.57 zetabytes) per year. In
other words, if this information were a stack of books, it would measure 5.6 billion miles and
would stretch from Earth to Neptune 20 times over” (Smith 2011, para. 2). The information
stored on the Internet is huge because it is not on one computer but on a network comprising
millions of computers. No one, not even Google or MSN, has successfully indexed or
cataloged the entire Internet because it is so vast (see www.barbarafeldman.com, Where Is All
the Data Stored?).
People have different ways of responding to information overload and change. One approach
is to give up. Another approach is to multitask. But efforts to cope with the effects of change by
trying to do more than one thing at a time are causing additional problems. Multitasking can
reduce productivity because it may take as much as 50 percent longer to process two tasks
performed simultaneously than it takes to do them one after the other (Rubinstein, Meyer, and
Evans 2001).

What Effects Are Those Changes Having?
There are many effects of change.
One effect is that change begets more change. As organization leaders struggle to meet
competitive challenges, they search for ways to slash cycle times for product development,
chase fads to discover new ways to gain advantage, and struggle with efforts to manage too
many simultaneously implemented initiatives and improvement programs.
A second effect is that the turbulent changes in the environment (political, economic,
technological, and social) have prompted increasing cynicism about change, an emerging theme
in the literature about change management (Bruhn et al. 2001; Stanley, Meyer, and Topolnytsky
2005). Cynicism about change means that workers and managers increasingly question the
motives of those who sponsor, champion, or drive change. Cynicism about the motives of other
people erodes trust and confidence in organizational leaders. A growing number of scandals in
business, government, education, the media, and the church only reinforce that cynicism.
Conspiracy theorists also intensify that cynicism about why events happen and what motives
are behind them.
A third effect is growing stress on individuals and their families. As the rate and magnitude of

change increase, individuals struggle to keep up emotionally and cognitively. Their stressedout feelings about change, if expressed, occasionally erupt in increased alcohol abuse, drug
abuse, workplace violence, domestic violence, suicide rates, heart disease, and even cancer
(Magyar 2003). Stress may also prompt increasing instances of “desk rage” (Wulfhorst 2008),
create pushback through growing interest in work/life balance programs, and encourage people
to seek innovative ways to work that distance them from others.

So Why Should Anyone Care?
The field of OD can help an organization anticipate, adapt, and respond to transformation and
change at any level: individual, team, department, organization, and even society. According to
Cummings and Worley (2015), “OD is both a professional field of social action and an area of
scientific inquiry” (p. 1) that we feel can positively impact human and organizational
effectiveness and performance. So people should care about OD because it is rapidly emerging
as the leading business topic—if not the key business topic—on how to handle transformation
and change effectively.
The ability to lead and manage transformation and change successfully sets leaders apart from
followers. A study by the Center for Creative Leadership on “Essential Leadership Skills for
Leading Change” (2006) found the ability to lead employees is number one, and the ability to
manage change is number two (whereas they were number 1 and 7, respectively, in the 2002
study) as requirements for continued success and competent change leadership. As the pace
increases, the field of OD is experimenting with the idea that “transformational leadership”
skills will be essential at every level of the organization. OD processes create ways to
empower all levels and categories of workers to become leaders and innovators within their
own spheres of influence to positively impact others and the organization's performance.

What Special Terms Are Used in Organization
Development?
As in every other field of endeavor, OD has its own special terms. Although these terms can
create barriers to understanding and may be sources of suspicion for those not versed in them,
the following terms are useful to know in communicating with others.

Organization Change
Change is a departure from the status quo. It implies movement toward a goal, an idealized
state, or a vision of what should be, and movement away from present conditions, beliefs, or
attitudes. Different degrees of change exist. In a classic discussion on that topic, Golembiewski
(1990) distinguished among three levels of change:
1. Alpha change implies constant progress, a shift from a prechange state to a postchange
state in which variables and measurement remain constant. It is sometimes associated with
incremental change.

2. Beta change implies variable progress, a shift from a prechange state to a postchange state
in which variables and measurement methods themselves change. As members of an
organization participate in a change effort, they learn of emerging issues that were unknown
to them at the outset. The members change their vision of what should be and alter the
course of the change effort itself.
3. Gamma change implies, besides beta change, a radical shift from what was originally
defined as a prechange state and a postchange state. It is sometimes called transformational
change, a radical alteration from the status quo, a quantum leap or paradigm shift. It
involves a complete revolution in “how we do things” or “what results we strive to
achieve.”
Anderson and Anderson (2010) provide another classic perspective on levels or types of
change. They distinguish among:
Developmental change: “[It] represents the improvement of an existing skill, method,
performance standard, or condition that for some reason does not measure up to current or
future needs” (34).
Transitional change: “Rather than simply improve what is, transitional change replaces
what is with something entirely different” (35).
Transformational change: It is the “most complex type of change facing organizations
today. Simply said, transformation is the radical shift from one state of being to another, so
significant that it requires a shift of culture, behavior, and mindset to implement
successfully and sustain over time” (39).

Change Agent
In the 1950s, the National Training Laboratories (NTL) founders were in Europe collaborating
with the Tavistock Institute. Someone from Tavistock used the phrase “change agent” to
describe a person who facilitates change by intervening in groups and organizations. The NTL
group used it, and now it is a common phrase among change makers and leaders. OD
practitioners are agents who facilitate positive learning, change, and development.
A change agent attempts to facilitate change in an aspect of an organization or an environment.
Change agents “are often OD practitioners who assist through their process and OD expertise”
(Jones and Brazzel 2014, 117). These practitioners may be internal or external to the
organization. A major impact of this new age of continuous change on the field of OD is on the
role and tasks of the “change agents” themselves. While OD practitioners have most often been
defined as “facilitators” of change (rather than “leaders”), the complexity of every individual
environment in which OD practitioners work demands a more “facilitative” and even
“educational” approach to helping the system identify and plan for new ways of functioning
and relating. The major reason for this shift is that people internal to any organization must
learn how to cope with the changing rate of change. Without this approach of imbedding the
OD skills in the system itself, we see high rates of “failure” reported.

In response to this reality, it is interesting to note that Drucker took the term “change agent” to a
new level. As the classic definition above states, the phrase traditionally refers to a person.
But management pundit Drucker (2004) challenges us now to see the organization as change
agent. In his conscious shifting of meaning we attach to the work “change,” Drucker tapped into
the emerging idea in OD that “change” is not an event, but the constant state in which we live.
While the rate of change may vary as in any living system from the human body to the universe,
once change ends, the living system is dead! Change is the water we swim in. OD is a process
for enabling human systems to embrace and continuously build upon the changes that are an
inevitable part of a living system.
Client.
The client is the organization, group, or individuals whose interests the change agent primarily
serves. Although OD practitioners often think of the client as the one who authorized the
change effort and pays their bills, they are not always certain whose purposes are to be served.
A key question for any OD practitioner to consider is “Who is the client?” (Varney 1977).
Occasionally, the “client” may not be the one who originally sponsored or participated in the
change effort. Again, in this new era, the potential exists for the whole system to be the client.
Culture.
One focal point of OD is changing an organization's culture. Prior to the early 1980s, culture
was restricted to anthropology and OD circles, but culture became a popular buzzword after
the publication of Corporate Cultures: The Rites and Rituals of Corporate Life by Deal and
Kennedy (1982) and In Search of Excellence: Lessons from America's Best-Run Companies
by Peters and Waterman (1982). Peters and Waterman provided numerous examples
demonstrating the importance of culture in many of the best-known and best-run companies in
the United States. Corporate culture means: “Basic assumptions and beliefs that are shared by
members of an organization, that operate unconsciously, and that define in a basic ‘taken-forgranted’ fashion an organization's view of itself and its environment. These assumptions and
beliefs are learned responses to a group's problems. They come to be taken for granted
because they solve those problems repeatedly and reliably” (Schein 1985, 6).
Intervention.
In the nomenclature of OD, an intervention is a change effort or a change process. It implies an
intentional entry into an ongoing system. Cummings and Worley (2015) define intervention as
“a sequence of activities, actions, and events intended to help an organization improve its
performance and effectiveness” (157). It is the implementation or execution phases of a change
effort.
Sponsor.
A sponsor underwrites, legitimizes, and champions a change effort or OD intervention.
Sponsor tactics can include listening, supporting, developing, empowering, or promoting a
person or group as capable. It can include verbalizing positive impressions and images

regarding performance, expression of feelings of goodwill, or promoting acceptance, or
making statements of capability, or the likeability of a person or group. Of necessity,
sponsorship is not a one-time gesture.
Stakeholder.
A stakeholder is anyone who has a stake in an OD intervention. Stakeholders are the people
who maintain an interest in the organization's success or failure. Stakeholders may be
employees, board members, customers, suppliers, distributors, and government regulators.

What Is Systems Thinking and Why Is It Important?
In the simplest sense, a system comprises interdependent components (Burke 1980).
Organizations may be viewed as social systems because they depend on interactions among
people (Katz and Kahn 1978). In addition, any organization that gives and takes information
from the environment is an open system. Organizations take in inputs (customer requirements,
raw materials, capital, information, or people), appreciate value through the input of a
transformation process (production or service-delivery methods), and release them into the
environment as outputs (finished goods, services, information, or people; see Figure 1.1). This
transformation cycle must continue to add value in producing desired results if an organization
is to survive.

Figure 1.1 A Model of a System
A subsystem is part of a larger system. In one sense, subsystems of an organization (a system)
may include work units, departments, or divisions. In another sense, subsystems may cut across
an organization and encompass activities, processes, or structures. It is possible to focus on an
organization's maintenance, adaptive, or managerial subsystems (Katz and Kahn 1978).
Facilitating collaboration with clients is a key competency for OD practitioners. The identity
of a system shifts when it creates a new collective and common understanding. The shift

creates a culture where many ideas for action will bubble up. Helping the system distill “B”
(suboptimal) ideas from “A” (best) ideas is a role much needed today. And, as OD
practitioners experiment with whole system processes, the trend is toward “trying out” ideas in
multiple experimental processes rather than trying to sort ideas with pre-experimental
judgments. It is sometimes the idea we might label “suboptimal” that turns out to be the
solution!
Systems thinking is also important to OD because a change in any part of a system inevitably
changes other parts of the system. The implications of this simple statement are profound. The
change process in any part of a system creates change in all parts of the system. Any change in
a system will have both predictable and unpredictable consequences. Mitigating the
unpredictable consequences best occurs if all parts of the system are in collaboration
throughout the change effort.

What Are the Philosophical Foundations of
Organization Development, and Why Are They
Important?
One way to view the history of OD stresses its emergence from four separate but related
behavioral-science applications: (1) laboratory training, (2) survey research and feedback, (3)
Tavistock sociotechnical systems, and (4) process consultation. It is worthwhile here to offer a
brief view of historical influences to provide readers with essential background information at
the start of this handbook.

Laboratory Training
An early precursor of thinking about OD and change, laboratory training is associated with
unstructured, small-group sessions in which participants share their experiences and learn from
their interactions. Bradford, Gibb, and Benne (1964) explain this application in the following
way: “The term ‘laboratory’ was not idly chosen. A training laboratory is a community
dedicated to the stimulation and support of experimental learning and change. New patterns of
behavior are invented and tested in a climate supporting change and protected for the time from
the full practical consequences of innovative action in ongoing associations” (3).
Unlike employee-training sessions, which focus on increasing individual knowledge or skill in
conformance with the participant's job requirements, laboratory-training sessions focus on
group processes and group dynamics. The first laboratory-training sessions were carried out in
the 1940s, the work of the New Britain Workshop in 1946, under the direction of such major
social scientists as Kurt Lewin, Kenneth Benne, Leland Bradford, and Ronald Lippitt,
stimulated much interest in laboratory training. The leaders and members of the workshop
accidentally discovered that providing feedback to groups and individuals at the end of each
day produced more real learning about group dynamics than did lectures. The groundbreaking
work of the New Britain Workshop led to the founding of the National Training Laboratories
(NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science).

Early laboratory-training sessions were usually composed of participants from different
organizations, a fact that led such groups to be called “stranger T-groups.” (The term T-group
is an abbreviation of “training group.”) Bradford, Gibb, and Benne (1964) define a T-group as
relatively unstructured where individuals participate as learners. The data for learning are not
outside these individuals or removed from their immediate experience within the T-group. The
data are transactions among members' behaviors in the group, as they work to create a
productive and viable organization and support one another's learning within that society.
Behavioral scientists later discovered that the participants had difficulty transferring insights
and behavioral changes to their work lives. This transfer-of-learning problem increased
interest in conducting such sessions in a single organization, a technique that has evolved into
what is now called team building. Laboratory training was an important forerunner of OD
because it focused attention on the dynamics of group or team interaction.

Survey Research and Feedback
Survey research and feedback also contributed to the evolution of OD. This approach to
change was developed and refined by the Survey Research Center at the University of
Michigan under the direction of Rensis Likert. Likert directed the Survey Research Center from
1950 to 1970. He became widely recognized for his innovative use of written survey
questionnaires to collect information about an organization and its problems, provide feedback
to survey respondents, and stimulate joint planning for improvement. This technique is called
survey research and feedback or survey-guided development.
Likert's method evolved when he observed that many organizations seldom used the results
from attitude surveys to guide their change efforts. Managers authorized the surveys but did not
always act on the results. This “ask-but-don't-act” approach produced greater frustration
among employees than not asking for their opinions.
The centerpiece of Likert's approach was a technique called the interlocking conference.
Survey results were given to top managers during the first conference, and then other
conferences were held to inform the organization's successively lower levels. In each
conference, group members worked together to establish an action plan to address problems or
weaknesses revealed by the survey. This top-down strategy of feedback and performance
planning ensured that the action plan devised by each group was tied to those at higher levels.
Likert's views, described in his two seminal books, New Patterns of Management (1961) and
The Human Organization (1967), had a profound influence on OD. He demonstrated how
information can be collected from members of an organization and used as the basis for
participative problem solving and action planning. In addition, he advocated pursuit of a norm
for organizational functioning that has since prompted others to pursue similar norms for
organizations.

Tavistock Sociotechnical Systems
Another major contributor to the evolution of OD is Tavistock Sociotechnical Systems.

Tavistock, founded in 1920, is a clinic in England. Its earliest work was devoted to family
therapy in which both child and parents received simultaneous treatment.
A team of Tavistock researchers experimented in work redesign for coal miners at about the
same time that laboratory training was introduced in the United States. Before the experiment,
coal miners worked closely in teams of six. They maintained control over who was placed on
a team and were rewarded for team production. New technology was introduced to the mine,
changing work methods from a team to an individual orientation. The result was a decrease in
productivity and an increase in absenteeism. The Tavistock researchers then recommended that
the new technology could be used by miners grouped into teams. The researchers' advice,
when implemented, improved productivity and restored absenteeism rates to historically low
levels in the organization.
Tavistock sociotechnical systems' key contribution to OD was an emphasis on both the social
and the technical subsystems. Tavistock researchers believed that organizations are systems
composed of key subsystems. One such subsystem is the people in an organization. The other is
the nonhuman subsystem. Both must be considered if a change is to succeed.

Process Consultation
A more recent influence on the OD field has been Edgar Schein's (1999) process consultation.
Process consultation can be defined as the creation of a relationship that permits both the
consultant and the client to perceive, understand, and act on the process events that occur in the
client's internal and external environment to improve the situation as defined by the client. It
involves intervening to improve the ways groups of people work together to achieve results.

Summary
In this chapter, we explore the meaning of OD, transformation, and change, with the primary
focus on OD. We discuss what OD is and what it is not and define terms that are specific to
OD. With these topics and others, it has been our goal to give you a foundation to
understanding what OD is, and how OD relates to transformation and change to prepare you for
what comes next in this book.

Discussion Questions
1. What are transformation and change management (CM) key components of organization
development (OD)?
2. What organizational functions are impacted by OD?
3. What is systems thinking, and why is it important to OD?

Resources
Mind-Blender, from Psychology Today website: “Why Is the World Changing So Fast?”:

www.psychologytoday.com/blog/mind-blender/201403/why-is-the-world-changing-so-fast
Valerie Keller, “Fit for Purpose: Changing in a Changing World,” on the Huffington Post
website: www.huffingtonpost.com/valerie-keller/fit-for-purpose-changing-_b_3697932.html
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Chapter Two
The Origins of Organization Development
John J. Scherer, Billie Alban, and Marvin Weisbord
The organization development (OD) profession was born from pioneer research studies,
theories, models, and practices developed by a handful of applied social scientists shortly
before, during, and after World War II. These included Kurt Lewin (1890–1947), a German
refugee; Wilfred Bion (1897–1979), a British psychiatrist; Bion's wartime collaborator, Eric
Trist (1909–1993); Fred Emery (1925–1997), an Australian psychologist who came to Britain
to work with Trist; and Douglas McGregor (1906–1964), an MIT psychology professor who
developed many of their ideas into a seminal management book, The Human Side of
Enterprise (McGregor 1960).
We begin with three giants on whose shoulders we OD practitioners are standing: Kurt Lewin,
Wilfred Bion, and Douglas McGregor, each of whom contributed significantly to the
fundamentals of OD still used today. Who named “Organization Development” and what the
correct name for the field actually is comes next, followed by Billie Alban's Timeline of OD,
showing in graphic form the major events and people shaping our evolution. We close with a
closer look into several of OD's more significant fundamental principles and elements that
flowed from our origins.

Kurt Lewin—The Grandfather of Organization
Development (1939)
No one was more crucial to OD's evolution than Kurt Lewin, “the grandfather of applied
behavioral science.” Lewin, a Berlin-educated Polish Jew, pioneered an innovative social
psychology before leaving Nazi Germany for the United States in 1933. “I will not teach in a
country where my daughter cannot be a student,” he said. This kind of principled stand
informed everything he did while creating revolutionary conceptual models for human
behavior. Coupled with this commitment to principles was Lewin's belief that valid knowledge
could be demonstrated only by applying it to real-world situations. “There is nothing so
practical as a good theory,” he said, highlighting that the word “theory” (from the Greek
theorein, “to see”) enables one to see what is happening in new ways.
Many of Lewin's new ways of seeing things were put to work in the single, well-documented
Harwood Manufacturing Company project that began in 1939. Harwood, a new pajama-making
facility, was losing money rapidly, with very high turnover and absenteeism, in spite of wages
and other benefits greater than workers could make elsewhere. When the Lewin-oriented
consultants arrived, they initiated what was then a radically different process, one that you will
recognize as standard practice for OD practitioners today. First, they interviewed the plant
manager, then the other managers and supervisors, and finally a representative group of front-

line employees. After observing the system in action for a while, they made recommendations
to the management team. The gist of their proposal: begin an experiment with the front-line
people, to learn what might make a difference in their productivity. It is hard for us to
understand how revolutionary this was in 1939.

Employee Involvement (ca. 1939)
The consultants also held informal weekly meetings with a cross-functional collection of highproducing workers to discuss what difficulties they encountered and how they might be
overcome, using one of Lewin's models called “Force Field Analysis” to understand what was
happening. The consultants hypothesized that motivation alone does not suffice to lead to
change, and that a simple process like decision making in a group, which takes only a few
moments, is able to “freeze” workers' conduct for a long time.

B = F(P,E)
One of Lewin's most significant contributions to OD thinking is this one: individual behavior
(B) is a function (f) of personal factors (p), multiplied by the impact of the current social
environment (e). This model explains why some training-oriented change efforts aimed at the
individual often fail. Like the alcoholic treated alone and then sent back to an unchanged family
system, change efforts that do not take into account making changes in the (social) environment
as well will not “take.”

The Birth of the T-Group
The OD profession in the United States grew out of a leadership training program in the
summer of 1946. The Connecticut State Inter-Racial Commission invited Kurt Lewin to
conduct a race relations training program for community leaders. He proposed a program to
train leaders (action) and conduct a change experiment (research) at the same time. His team
included Ron Lippitt, once his graduate student at Iowa, Lee Bradford, and Kenneth Benne,
soon to be the founder of NTL Institute. The team led discussions during the day about the roots
and impact on communities of interethnic prejudice (primarily between Polish, Irish, and
Italian immigrants). As Ron Lippitt described what happened (personal communication to John
Scherer): Each evening the staff met in a basement room at the training site to discuss the day's
progress. Several participants wandering by looking for a lost jacket heard a snatch of the
conversation and asked if they could sit in. Some staffers, afraid the participants' presence
would bias the researchers' “neutral” observations, said, “No, this is a staff meeting.” Lewin,
always open to learning, said, “Ya, Ya, come in and join us!” When a participant disputed one
researcher's observation, a heated debate began. It was “like an electric shock,” Bradford said
later. From talking about prejudice, the group plunged into an experience of prejudice-inaction. Lewin, obviously excited, saw that they spontaneously had created a temporary
community, acting out the forces that create prejudice. The next evening, more participants
joined the debriefing session. It had become the program's most energized session! They had
discovered the power of the exchange of “feedback,” a mutual experience of differing
perceptions. Lewin for the first time saw the power of what he dubbed “here-and-now”

interactions. He suggested that the next year's program be planned to feature such
conversations. Hence the seeds were planted for a wholly new profession (for more details
see Bradford 1964).
The pioneers called these small group sessions “sensitivity training,” intended to sensitize
participants to the group dynamics energized by exploring the formation of attitudes and
prejudices in daily life. The method spread rapidly. It later was adopted as a vehicle for
personal growth by the Western Behavioral Science Institute, where the name was shortened to
“T (for Training)-group.” Today, National Training Laboratories (NTL) Institute calls its Tgroups “Human Interaction Laboratories,” and focuses on self-awareness and personal growth.

How the T-Group Led to Organization Development
Lewin died suddenly at age 57 of a heart attack in February of 1947, as his followers were on
the verge of founding NTL to continue his work. Other practitioners, such as Carl Rogers, Jack
Gibb, Will Schutz, and Matt Miles, began using the unstructured T-group format for individual
development in workplaces and public workshops. Consultants and researchers soon found
that people changed themselves dramatically, but they had difficulties at work trying to practice
new norms in traditional systems, which changed not at all. To carry out the original intent of
improving community and organizational life, a new profession arose, created by consultants,
faithful to action research, and seasoned by T-groups. The next generation included such names
as Herb Shepard, Tony Petrella, Peter Block, Marvin Weisbord, Billie Alban, Bob
Golembiewski, Stuart Atkins, Allan Katcher, and John Scherer. They created training
variations, retaining the power of small group dynamics while reducing unnecessary personal
exposure and risk. Roger Harrison's “role negotiation” was a major programmatic step in
reducing the threat of team building. John and Joyce Weir's invention of “percept language”
made it possible for people to provide feedback to themselves while using others as projection
screens (http://reology.org/about/john-weir-and-joyce-weir). John Scherer created the
Leadership Development Intensive (LDI) that integrates personal, team, and organization
transformation in the context of the larger system (www.scherercenter.com/LDI).
These and similar workshop designs focused on real-life applications and led directly to the
invention of a new form of practice: OD. Even now, the power of small groups as the basic
unit of organizational change cannot be overemphasized.

Wilfred Bion—The Tavistock Method
While Lewin was working in America, Wilfred Bion, a British psychiatrist, was responding to
a request from London's Tavistock Institute to help shell-shocked soldiers from World War II
battlefields. There were so many that Bion and his collaborator, Eric Trist, treated them in
groups, intending to work with one veteran at a time, while the other patients observed. Like
Lewin, they too discovered the power of “The Group,” as soldiers spontaneously shared their
experiences, reaching out to their buddies. Participants both helped and learned from each
other, and not just from authority figures. Bion (1940) came to see that the way leaders

conducted themselves created predictable responses from those they were leading. This
discovery paralleled the findings of Lewin, Lippitt, and White's authority-democracy studies
with boys clubs at the University of Iowa in 1938–39.
Bion's observation was that when the leader took sole responsibility, participants reacted to
the authority figure with one of three behaviors:
1. Fight—resisting or doing the opposite of whatever the leader suggests
2. Flight—finding a way to leave, physically or emotionally, or going along with whatever
the authority suggests in a subservient way
3. Pairing—forming coalitions with one or two others in the group as a safe haven
When the leader simply raised awareness of the group's functioning, participants were more
likely to respond with what Bion called work, a fourth option. A participant engaged in work
stayed aware of what was happening in themselves and in the group, and worked through
whatever conflicts emerged. Bion discovered how a leader can empower a group to take
responsibility for its own work and learning.

The Origin of Socio-Technical Consulting and Self-Managed Work
Teams
Marvin Weisbord (2012) recounts a marvelous anecdote, told to him by his friend and mentor,
Eric Trist, that led to insights into how people can work together more effectively to produce
more. Immediately after World War II, in the coal mines of England, miners tried desperately to
recover from the devastation of the war. Kenneth Bamforth, a Tavistock student of Trist's and a
long-time unionized coal miner himself, went back to visit the South Yorkshire mine where he
had worked before the war.
What Bamforth saw stunned him. His former miner colleagues had been experimenting with
new ways to make extracting the ore continuous, having thrown out the older, traditional “long
wall” approach, where groups of miners were organized into teams that performed a single
task (think Taylor). Instead, the unionized miners and general manager had gotten together and
planned a new system in which miners were multiskilled and performed all jobs—an old way
of doing things that had died under the influence of the industrial revolution. The result was that
they could now mine coal 24 hours a day, not having to wait for an earlier shift to complete a
task. Bamforth went back to Tavistock and invited his favorite professor, Eric Trist, to come
down into the mine with him to see if this might not be useful to the country's business
recovery.
As Trist said later, “I came up a different man,” (Sashkin 1980, 145). He realized the
connection between England's business recovery and what he had just seen, putting together the
therapeutic work Bion and he had done with shared leadership in groups, and Lewin's work in
small group dynamics. If given the proper supports and resources, Trist hypothesized, teams
could redesign how they plan, manage, and do their work—and produce at higher levels.
Because of our 50 years of OD hindsight, it is hard for us to realize the dramatic impact of this

discovery!
Bion and the Tavistock Institute recognized in the late 1940s and early 1950s the relationship
of the larger social network to the work structure and the technical system, setting the stage for
the naming and exploration of today's “systems thinking.” Their finding: It was not enough to
focus on individuals or groups internally; you had to look at the structures and systems that
surrounded them. These approaches recognized that an employee's productivity and creativity
have more to do with the way the job was designed and the system around that employee than
with the characteristics of the person, something the Tavistock Institute had seen and
highlighted in their earlier coal mine studies.

Douglas McGregor—Theory X and Theory Y
It was Douglas McGregor, a young faculty member in psychology at MIT, who enticed Lewin
to come to MIT in 1946 to create the Research Center for Group Dynamics. McGregor, a young
industrial relations manager during World War II, found in Lewin's work the theoretical base
for his research in solving labor-management problems. Like Lewin, McGregor liked the
rough-and-tumble world of the workplace and, by attaching the Center to the School of
Engineering, the two of them were able to avoid many of the constrictions and traditional
paradigms they would have faced had they joined the school of academic psychology. Due to
little turns in the road like this, OD's birth took place in the laboratory of work—money,
machines, information, and people—and not in the laboratory of pigeons or rats such as in
classical psychology.
McGregor is best known for his Theory X and Theory Y management model, which asserts that
there are two diametrically opposed worldviews available to managers that result in
completely different workplace results. McGregor's theories had their roots in his family of
origin. His father was an authoritative lay minister. The elder McGregor ran a shelter for men
who had lost their jobs, and carried the pain of his clients heavily in his heart. Douglas
McGregor's Theory X model has an uncanny resemblance to his father's and grandfather's
“hard” and largely negative view of human nature as dominated by sin and fallenness (Bennis
1969). Young Doug, it could be asserted, strived for his whole life to choose another path, one
with a more “positive” view of human nature, his Theory Y.
Theory X managers hold that people are, by nature, lazy, greedy, self-centered, and must be
tightly watched and managed (controlled) from the outside in order to get the best work out of
them. Theory Y managers believe that people are, by nature, predisposed to want to do well, to
make a contribution, to learn and grow, and only need a sense of direction and support in the
form of feedback and coaching to manage themselves to do their best.
One caveat here, from Marvin Weisbord: Most of us need to learn democratic management
practices, as was shown in the classic research study that opened the door to the “leadership
style” industry (Lewin et al., 1939). We are born helpless and dependent, and grow up in
authoritarian systems such as family, school, church, or the military. We have little in our
repertoire on the continuum between authoritarian and laissez-faire behavior. Nobody is born

practicing Theory Y assumptions.
McGregor's 1960 book, The Human Side of Enterprise, took the workplace world by storm. It
offered a rational explanation, with supporting evidence, for what could be counted on when it
came to motivating people. OD owes a great deal of its positive stance regarding human beings
and the potential of teams and organizations to Douglas McGregor. People like Frederick
Herzberg took McGregor's theories to the next level (Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyderman
1959) and made the distinction between “satisfiers” (pay, benefits, working conditions), which
can never motivate—only dissatisfy if they are not sufficiently present—and true “motivators”
(recognition, achievement, responsibility, learning), similar to Maslow's hierarchy of needs.
As Weisbord (2012) notes, McGregor grounded his work in values strikingly similar to those
of Frederick Taylor (1856–1915), the “Father of Scientific Management” (1911). Taylor
consulted full-time to Bethlehem Steel Corporation from 1898 to 1901, where he simplified
jobs, reduced stress, raised wages, and upped production. Eighty years later, Bethlehem hired
Block, Petrella, and Weisbord, an OD firm, to help it recover from the mindless repetition of
Taylor's time-and-motion studies. The legacy turned out to be bitter labor-management
relations and losses of $80 million a month. Reading Taylor's magnum opus, The Principles of
Scientific Management, for clues, Weisbord was astonished to find parallels in McGregor's
The Human Side of Enterprise to Taylor's values, publishing nearly identical quotes from both
authors on the centrality of teamwork, training, and labor-management cooperation. Those who
admired Taylor, as Weisbord puts it, divorced his values and married his techniques. He
considers this a useful warning to OD practitioners who trace their ancestry to Kurt Lewin
(Weisbord 2012).

What Is Different about Organization Development?
OD's founders, above all, valued principles on which they conceived research studies and
methods to put their values into action. They were curious, wanting to learn what was
happening with people at work and why. Our OD “Grandparents” Lewin, Bion, Emery, Trist,
and McGregor, handed these fundamental truths down to us, each in his own way. In Scherer's
words, they hypothesized that finding out what is actually happening and why with stakeholders
(research), then getting all that data “on the table” where it is seen and discussed in a safe
environment with people who are empowered to act, has the power to change people and
systems (action). Every subsequent OD theoretical model, exercise, and/or practice, to be
valid, must engage clients in participative reflection on the processes governing what is
happening.

Who Named Organization Development?
In 1974, Larry Porter, long-time editor of The OD Practitioner, asked Richard (Dick)
Beckhard and Herb Shepard, “Who named OD?” As Larry explained to one of the authors,
“Both Herb Shepard and Dick Beckhard are OD consultants of the external persuasion. After
some discussion among the three of us as to who did what, we agreed that I (Larry) would

identify them as follows in the article: Dick Beckhard, while consulting at General Electric in
1957, invented the term organization development. Herb Shepard, while consulting at Esso in
1957, invented the term organization development,” (Porter 1974, 1).
The originators of the name intended it to be “organization development” and not
“organizational development.” As Peter Vaill puts it, “Organizational development means any
kind of development as long as it occurs in the organization. This could conceivably include
the VP's potted plant. Organization development means the development of the organization,”
(Peter Vaill, personal correspondence). Please, everyone, from now on call our field
organization development. Please drop the “al,” okay?

The Origins of Organization Development Timeline
Billie Alban has done everyone who practices OD a huge service by creating “The Origins of
OD Timeline.” (See Figure 2.1.) Using a process she and her colleagues pioneered in the now
well-established practice of “Large Scale Change” (Bunker and Alban 1997; Weisbord and
Janoff 2010), the timeline shows what was happening as OD came into being, the core
concepts and when they emerged, major contributors, significant external forces and events that
paralleled and impacted things, and OD's early-adapter institutions.

Figure 2.1 Origins of OD Timeline
The horizontal axis is Time, and shown vertically are Core Concepts. Even though they run
across the page as discreet elements, in real life they merged and blended with each other. For
instance, data feedback is also used in team building, and systems theory is applied in many of
the core concepts. We have gone into a little more detail with several of the more significant
elements: action research, Appreciative Inquiry, group dynamics, early adopters, instrumentbased and skill development, systems theory, and open systems.

Action Research
Lewin's now-classic postulate, “No research without action; no action without research,”
defines this element on the chart. One of OD's fundamental principles is the use of datagathering as the basis for planning subsequent interventions. Survey feedback, initially used by
industrial psychologists, pioneered in the early 1960s at the University of Michigan's Center
for Research in the Utilization of Scientific Knowledge (CRUSK) and the Institute for Social
Research (ISR), is a staple in many OD practitioners' repertoire today. Survey feedback has
been part of the OD field from the beginning, the difference being that, in OD, we involve
stakeholders in the process.
While at ISR, Rensis Likert developed what would become a widely used approach to action
research using a scale of responses, allowing people to indicate how strongly they held a
particular position on some item, thus quantifying “soft” data. He also graphed people's
responses so they could visualize the extent to which their unit, or division, or whole
organization was authoritarian, participative, or in between.
It will be interesting to see over time the impact of the Internet on action research and the use
of surveys. Many organizations are now surveying their employees in real time using social
media, providing for the first time virtually instantaneous feedback on whatever elements need
to be researched. One such survey of organizational culture, developed in 1980 by a Dutch
consultant Gert Hofstede (2005), was a study of 130,000 IBM employees in 40 different
countries, and online platforms like SurveyMonkey allow for the creation of custom-designed
surveys.

Appreciative Inquiry
An interesting new approach to action research, based on several early OD models, has been
the development of Appreciative Inquiry (AI), pioneered by David Cooperrider and others
(Cooperrider and Srivastva 1987). In brief, rather than focusing on what is not working and
needs to be fixed, it looks at the positive aspects of “what is working” and “what do we need
more of” now that can be enhanced (for more information on AI, see Chapter 6).

Group Dynamics
It is important to note that in Lewin's model, receiving and giving feedback on individual
behavior was only one of the elements of group dynamics training. Lewin was very interested
that people learn about the dynamics of groups as models of larger social systems, what helped
them function effectively, and what helped them make decisions that the group would willingly
commit to. Lewin and his students saw small group work as having a political aspect—a kind
of training for democracy. What we know now as “team development” evolved in the mid1960s at places like TRW Systems in Redondo Beach, California, an on-the-job “laboratory”
for a brilliant OD pioneer, Shel Davis, and one of the first matrix organizations.

Early Adopters

Organizations had come out of World War II with a need to increase production and improve
human relationships within work groups. More managers started asking, “How could we make
a group of people working together on a task more effective?” If you look at the bottom of the
OD Timeline, you will see some of the early adopters, usually led by internal industrial or
labor relations people and/or human resource staff working with external consultants. Esso,
now Exxon, was one of the companies to experiment, with Herb Shepard being one of the
consultant pioneers. Shepard also started a project with Syncrude in Alberta, Canada, inserting
a then-26-year-old Jonno Hanafin to consult with the 56-year-old president. General Mills had
a similar project, led by Douglas McGregor, and TRW Systems initiated a long-term OD
effort, led internally by Stan Herman.
People embracing the newly emerging field of OD came from surprising places. The Episcopal
Church began sending selected clergy and lay leaders to NTL laboratories in the early 1950s.
Their enthusiasm spun off several organizations dedicated to spreading OD and the applied
behavioral sciences into religious settings. Early NTL-trained Episcopal movers and shakers
were Dick Byrd, David Jones, Bill Yon, and Mary Beth Peters, who came together with
Lutherans Otto Kroeger, Roy Oswald, and John Scherer; Methodists Ken Mitchell, Jack
Tesmer, and Bob Crosby; and Presbyterians Newt Fink, Del Poling, Mike Murray, and Arnie
Nakajima to launch the Association for Religion and Applied Behavioral Science (ARABS) in
1969, which morphed into the Association for Creative Change in Religious and Other Social
Systems (ACCROSS).
A handful of U.S. Army chaplains attended early NTL programs and brought back what they
had learned about OD to their colleagues. As a follow-up, NTL members Rad Wilson, Otto
Kruger, and Denny Gallagher trained and consulted with the Army chaplains for 11 years. That
effort, one of the first long-term OD applications in the military, evolved into the Army's
unique Organization Effectiveness Staff Officer (OESO) program, which resulted in the
placing of highly trained internal consultants on Army bases around the world. The 18-week
OESO curriculum started with a T-group with Will Schutz (imagine a group of hardened
Vietnam veterans learning to see group process and expressing their feelings), and went on to
things like Consulting Skills with Jack Sherwood, and Conflict Management with John Scherer.
As the civil rights movement took off, groups were being used to sensitize people to deal with
issues related to race and gender. As the United States found itself in a far more competitive
market after World War II, groups were formed to study some of the methods being used in
Scandinavia and Japan, such as Quality of Work Life and Total Quality Management. Proctor
and Gamble, in several of their plants, began experiments in self-managed teams. Team
building continues today as one of the most-used OD interventions (see Chapter 16 on team
building).
The dramatic increase in the number of global, matrix, and multicultural teams of individuals
from around the world has presented the field with some interesting challenges, including not
only the distance factor but also the meshing of deep-seated differences. There is also the
pioneering “global OD” work of Allon Shevat (www.gr2010.com), who points out that the
most widely used OD principles and processes were developed for the most part by white

males from the United Kingdom and the United States in the 1940s and 1950s. Some of those
principles will work anywhere, but many will not. How a manager from Indonesia, China, or
Mexico handles conflict or communicates a problem to a superior will be very different from
how an American or a German manager will do it. Chapter 27 offers more insight into global
OD.
The Internet has facilitated the birth of “virtual teams” as a way of managing globally
dispersed people who have a common task or project (Lipnack and Stamps 1997). It is
important to note that these teams are found to perform better when they start out with a real
face-to-face experience, another testimony to the fundamental nature of the small group in
human effectiveness.

Instrument-Based Skill Development
As a number of early OD practitioners modeled, different types of individually oriented
surveys were used to gather responses from a manager and also from their subordinates and
peers, providing feedback on some aspect of their managerial style. Current data feedback
surveys such as last in, first out (LIFO), Myers-Briggs Type Inventory (MBTI), Dominance,
Influence, Steadiness, and Conscientiousness (DISC) Profile and other 360° feedback
instruments, are examples. It was recognized that people at work need additional skills like
conflict resolution, systems thinking, and coaching.

Systems Theory and Organization Change
Although the concept of systems theory was familiar to some of the founders of the field, much
of the early work was done in small groups. There was a general belief that by working with
groups of people in an organization you would change the larger culture. From 1958 to 1959,
an interesting event took place at General Mills that provided a caveat: Richard Beckhard, the
external consultant, and Cy Levi, the internal, went to work “sensitizing” the first-line
supervisors on the shop floor to give them better interpersonal skills in managing the hourly
work force and to encourage more participative ways of managing. After the workshop was
over, research was conducted on a wide basis to see if the desired behavioral change had
taken place. The numbers showed that there had been a definite shift in the culture.
However, several months later, the researchers returned, and to their surprise the situation was
now worse than it had been before the workshops had occurred! What came to light was that
nothing had been done with the mangers who supervised the first level. A clear system theory
message emerged: If you want to change an entire system, you must address the whole system.
Marvin Weisbord and Sandra Janoff's Future Search Conferences and Roland Sullivan's Whole
System Transformation are built on the principle of “getting the whole system in the room.”
A seminal book appeared during this time, Katz and Kahn's (1966) The Social Psychology of
Organizations, which took the system theory of the biologist, Ludvig von Bertalanffy, and
applied it to organizations. Bertalanffy had written that living organisms survive by their
ability to work out a meaningful relationship with their environment. For OD, organizations
survive to the degree that they can adapt to a changing internal and external environment.

Open System Planning
After the end of World War II, there was such a need for consumer goods that companies
focused simply on quantity, meeting the demand. It was a while before the Japanese and
German emphasis on quality, initially in automobiles and then in other imports, began to
capture market share from U.S. and U.K. companies. In addition, the rapid and inexorable
growth of the global economy has put enormous pressures on both for-profit and nonprofit
sectors to innovate or die. Billie Alban and her colleague, Barbara Bunker, have been pioneers
in Large Group Interventions, an effective way of addressing large-scale problems in complex
organizations and systems (Bunker and Alban 1997; and see Chapter 17 for more on Large
Group Interventions).
OD started with social scientists conducting action research in small groups as a means for
creating organizational change. This was followed by a more psychological emphasis on
changing the individual, especially managers and leaders. Finally, there has been a recognition
that change has to do with taking the whole system into account both internally and externally.
Today, OD presents itself as embracing all of the above.

Summary
The pioneers of OD, those who shaped and gave form and direction to our practice, were all
about research, discovering the principles that govern what happens to people at work. The
next generation took those principles and put them to work in creating what is, in effect, a
profession. It is now up to us, their descendants, to do what they did so many years ago:
discover new principles and methods of assisting leaders, members, and their organizations to
be as effective as they can be in a world that is changing at the speed of light.
These are some of the classic “big books” that helped shape and define our field, in
chronological order:

1911 The Principles of Scientific Management, by Frederick Taylor
1948 Resolving Social Conflicts: Selected Papers on Group Dynamics, by Kurt Lewin
Field Theory in Social Science, by Kurt Lewin
The Dynamics of Planned Change, by Ron Lippitt, Jeanne Watson, and Bruce Westley
1960 The Human Side of Enterprise, by Douglas McGregor
1961 Experience in Groups, by Wilfred Bion
The Planning of Change, edited by Warren Bennis, Kenneth Benne, and Bob Chin
T-Group Theory and Laboratory Method, edited by Leland Bradford
Interpersonal Dynamics, by Warren Bennis, Ed Schein, Fred Steele, and David Berlew
Organization and Environment, by Paul R. Lawrence and Jay W. Lorsch
1969 The Practical Theorist: The Life and Work of Kurt Lewin, by Alfred Marrow
New Technologies in OD, by Warner Burke
1973 Organization Development: Behavioral Science Interventions for Organizational
Improvement, by Wendell French and Chip Bell

Discussion Questions
1. What did each of these four contribute to the development of the field of OD: Taylor,
Lewin, Bion, and McGregor? How much of what they “discovered” is still in use today by
OD practitioners?
2. How did “group development” expand to become “organization development”? What was
the role of the T-group in that evolution?
3. What stands out for you as you study Alban's OD Timeline? What are some examples of
how what was happening in the larger world contributed the context and/or the stimulus for
something that happened in the evolution of OD?

Resources
Free tools and information for effective leader of change: www.change-managementcoach.com
NTL Institute: www.ntl.org
Training Development Solutions: Classic OD Theories:
www.trainanddevelop.co.uk/article/frederick-herzberg-theory-of-motivation-a78
Marvin Weisbord resources and video clip on the founding principles of OD:
www.organizationaldynamics.upenn.edu/weisbord
FutureSearch Network: www.futuresearch.net
Action Research by John Scherer: www.wiseratwork.com/videos/action-research

Global OD blog by Allon Shevat: www.blog.gr2010.com
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Chapter Three
Change Process and Models
William J. Rothwell, Roland L. Sullivan, Taesung Kim, Jong Gyu Park, and Wesley E.
Donahue
A model for change is a simplified representation of the general steps in initiating and carrying
out a change process. It is rooted in solid research and theory. Managers and consultants, when
demonstrating the competencies of an OD practitioner, are well-advised to rely on a model for
change as a compass to show them the direction in which to lead the change effort and change
process. In this chapter, we review numerous models to guide the change process.

An Overview of Key Models for Organizational Change
The change models we share rely primarily on a normative, reeducative, and innovative
approach to behavioral change. They are (1) the traditional action research model, (2)
Appreciative Inquiry, and (3) an evolving view of the action research model.

The Traditional Action Research Model
Action research has long been the foundation for many change efforts. It is properly regarded
as a philosophy, a model, and a process. Like any change model, action research is a
simplified representation of the complex activities that should occur in a change effort if it is to
be participative, engaging, and empowering for those affected by it. The model serves as a
compass to consultants facilitating change. While it does not tell consultants, managers, or
workers exactly what to do in a paint-by-the-numbers fashion, it provides a process whereby
the consultant and client can jointly inquire and decide what change is required. It helps
consultants track where they are and where they are going. While the action research model has
been depicted in different ways, the depictions of it share common characteristics. Figure 3.1
illustrates a general model of action research.

Figure 3.1 The Traditional Action Research Model
Action research may also be understood as a process of continuing events and actions. In a
classic description, French and Bell (1990) defined this interpretation of action research as
“The process of systematically collecting research data about an ongoing system relative to
some objective, goal, or need of that system; feeding these data back into the system; taking
actions by altering selected variables within the system based both on the data and on
hypotheses; and evaluating the results of actions by collecting more data” (99).
One way to think about the traditional action research model is to depict it as a necessary step
in any change effort (see Figure 3.1). This traditional depiction is based on the steps originally
presented in Burke (1982) and in “Essential Competencies of Internal and External OD
Consultants” (McLean and Sullivan 1989).
Although the length and depth of each step may vary across change efforts, the steps are usually
present in one form or another. In long-term change efforts—as many are—each step in the
model may actually turn into the whole model in miniature. For example, when it is time for
action planning, the consultant may use all or some of the generic action research model
phases. In other words, that step alone may call for a start-up phase, followed by assessment,
action planning, and an evaluation component once or several times during the action planning
process. The steps will be discussed in Part Two of the book.

Appreciative Inquiry (AI)
Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is the most exciting development in thinking about change in recent

years. In one of the last conversations with the authors, Dick Beckhard, the person who coined
the phrase “managing change” in the 1950s, told the authors of this chapter that he believed AI
held within it the most promising future for OD. Like the action research model, AI is a way of
being, a model, conceptual framework, and a process to guide change. Originally
conceptualized by Case Western Reserve professor David Cooperrider (see Cooperrider and
Srivastva 1987), it has captured much attention in recent years (see, for instance, Cooperrider
1990; Cooperrider 1995; Cooperrider, Whitney, and Stavros 2008; Watkins and Mohr 2001;
Watkins, Mohr, and Kelly 2011). If the action research model can be comparable to the chip
inside the OD computer that drives change efforts, then the Appreciative Inquiry model can be
a different—but complementary—chip.
Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is an OD approach and process to change management that grows
out of social constructionist thought. AI is the “cooperative co-evolutionary search for the best
in people, their organizations, and the world around them” (Cooperrider et al. 2008, 3).
Instead of starting out to solve problems—a typical focus of traditionally trained managers,
steeped in a philosophy of Management by Exception (MBE)—AI focuses on what is going
right, what is motivating, what is energizing, and what are the key strengths of a setting. Instead
of asking the question, “What is going wrong and how do we solve that problem?” AI begins
by asking, “What is going right and how do we leverage that strength to achieve quantum leaps
in productivity improvement?”
Applying AI thus requires a paradigm shift from focusing on what is going wrong to what is
going right and then trying to leverage what is going right into new, higher-level visions of a
positive future. AI is both a philosophy and an approach to change, often represented as a 4-D
method for application: Discovery, Dream, Design, and Destiny. See the AI 4-D model in
Figure 3.2. The addition of Define, the initial “contracting” phase, to the 4-D model results in
the AI 5-D model (Watkins et al. 2011).

Figure 3.2 AI 4-D Model

The Evolving View of the Action Research Model
Burke (2002, 2014) reviewed the change process. In doing so, he posited what might be
regarded as the seeds for evolving the action research model. What is exciting about this new
view is that it gets away from the traditional action research model, which implicitly describes
any change process as functioning as a drawn out and somewhat simplistic process.
Unfortunately, recent experience suggests that so many change efforts are going on at the same
time in many organizations that a linear change approach no longer works. One reason is that
so many concurrent change efforts lead to a crowding out effect. They burn people out and
drive people crazy because it is not possible to remember all the change efforts going on at
once. Against that backdrop of too many simultaneous change “projects,” a single-minded
project-based approach to change is no longer workable. What is needed is a new model to
guide change that does not assume a beginning, middle, and end to a change effort. Instead,
change efforts are continuing and are regarded from a whole systems standpoint.
Burke (2014) describes the phases of change as pre-launch, launch, and post-launch. The
model is written as a guide for change leaders. Change efforts are regarded as proceeding like
spirals rather than circles to depict their ongoing chaotic nature—and the view that what is
learned from each phase of a change effort can be rolled into subsequent phases. In this way,
organizations are transformed into learning organizations that “learn” from experience, and the
spirals represent sequential learning curves of change. The new view of the action research
model is depicted in Figure 3.3 and briefly summarized below. As Burke (2014) notes, “An
interesting paradox about organization change is that we plan as if the process is linear when,
in reality, it is anything but linear” (303).

Figure 3.3 Action Research Model
Pre-Launch. The pre-launch phase occurs before the change effort begins. It establishes the
foundation for a successful change effort. Without it, a change effort is likely to fail—or be
short-lived—as other, more pressing daily crises demand attention. Pre-launch begins
effectively when leaders follow the famous advice of Socrates to “know thyself” and start with
self-examination. Burke (2014) suggests considering several additional issues during the prelaunch phase:
Scanning the external environment
Establishing the need for change
Providing clarity of vision and direction
Launch. The launch phase is the beginning of the change effort. It begins with communication
to key stakeholders inside and outside the organization about the need for change. This is what
some leaders call “making the business case,” and the case for change must be made by
credible people who will be believed. According to Burke (2014), the key to the launch phase
is creating initial activities that will seize attention and deal with resistance.
A major challenge in a long-term intervention is to create a sustained communication strategy
about the change effort. Stakeholders must be reminded what is being changed, why it is being
changed, how the change effort is proceeding, and what benefits are being realized from the
change effort (Rothwell 2001).
Post-Launch. Post-launch involves sustaining a change effort over time. That can be

particularly frustrating. The reason is that events in a change effort, even when successful, may
appear to spiral out of control.
Burke (2014) recommends that CEOs follow the advice of Heifetz (1994). He has three
suggestions. First, be persistent. Second, help people in the organization move beyond their
comfort levels while keeping stress to a minimum. And third, be prepared to manage during the
change effort the predictable “avoidance mechanisms” that can surface such as “blaming,
scapegoating, and appealing to authority figures for answers” (Burke 2014, 318).

New Action Research Change Model: Perpetual and
Instantaneous Positive Change
Change consulting in the twenty-first century requires a new model—a model that works in an
environment of rapid, chaotic change. Many consultants and managers today are frustrated by
the time required for the traditional action research model, but it should not be abandoned. The
response in our practice has been to create a model that responds more adroitly to the growing
complexity of the consulting world but is based on the founding principles of the OD field.
We reviewed hundreds of models being used in the field. One we particularly liked was
Warner Burke's. It seemed to supply a foundational framework to integrate into our traditional
eight-phase model. Using his framework of pre-launch, launch, and post-launch, we came up
with the model depicted in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 Sullivan Rothwell Change Process Model

The model reflects the most current research around change agent competencies. It provides
architecture to frame what change technologists do. The model is not a cookbook technique to
be followed mindlessly but a change framework that drives what OD consultants do. This
framework becomes a philosophical foundation that comes alive only with personal and
creative application, since you (as OD consultant) are the instrument of change.
Each phase of our new change model is discussed in this book. Here we will provide a brief
overview of each phase. We call them phases because, unlike steps, different elements blend
with others in myriad ways. As we have noted above, change efforts are seldom sequential, so
keeping the overall framework in mind is important.

Marketing
OD practitioners often stumble over themselves for marketing and selling. Internal change
agents must also attend to marketing. Often they do not publicize their successes in their own
enterprises and are thereby robbed of the credit they so richly deserve. All organizations want
a present better than the past and a future better than the present. OD is all about doing just that.
So the need for OD services exists.

Pre-Launch
Pre-launch begins when consultants clearly have clients committed to work with them. The
marketing, selling, and entry issues are complete. It ends when the psychological and
nonpsychological contract, relationship connecting, and clarification of expectations are
completed. An old adage in the field says that if anything goes awry in the change effort, it can
usually be traced back to mistakes made in this phase.
Peter Block has had much to say about the importance of relationships in the early phases of a
change effort. He says that the core competency in consulting is how to contract with clients.
This is the heart of his most popular book, Flawless Consulting (Block 2011). For Block,
contracting is about treating the relationship as significant and central. He believes one must
continually process and reset the relationship. Modeling competency in relationship
development will also help the client deal with key relationships. We intend to transfer our
competence to the client system. Our research over the years has led us to believe that the
ability to initiate and maintain excellent interpersonal relationships is paramount to success in
the pre-launch phase and is essential to a successful engagement.

Transformative Launch
This phase starts the change process by assessing the situation and planning for action in order
to launch a long-term, ongoing effort. Sometimes, it's a good idea to start with a striking
catharsis or a euphoric liftoff! In other cases, a quiet start can be more effective as a team
searches for early, quick wins in a sensitive situation. Ideally, the top team starts with itself. In
either case, a flawless beginning can do much to commit the entire top team to supporting
engagement and involvement of all parts of the organization.

Some situations require transformative change, the dramatic shift in focus and priorities that
can occur when conditions are just right. Transformative change is more than step improvement
or incremental change. Freeing a caterpillar from an enclosed jar improves its situation but
doesn't change its nature. In transformation, the caterpillar becomes a butterfly. For
transformative changes, the launch phase should be a striking and dramatically positive jump
into a brilliant future.
Today, we see the change cycle requiring a process and philosophy built in for constant
reaction and continual planning efforts. It is not a phase of a long-term effort, but rather an
ongoing implementation of a myriad of interventions, an endless loop (or spiral) of short-cycle
change.
In Figure 3.4, you can see the launch phase broken out into a submodel, which we call SPAR:
Scan, Plan, Act, and Re-Act. Each phase or each session within a phase may include all four
elements of SPAR. That is the Chinese box phenomenon—the famous puzzle consisting of a
series of progressively smaller boxes inside a large box—which may typify many change
efforts. In other words, when a change effort is big enough and long-term enough, the
assessment and feedback moment or experience (for instance) may itself have an entry
component, a start-up component, and so forth.
Scan. Diagnosis traditionally is the phrase used to describe the major function of the Scan
phase. Our quantitative research over the years involving almost four thousand change agents
has produced many heated arguments over whether to use assessment or diagnosis. We have
been won over to the assessment side of the street because diagnosis comes more from a
medical model looking for something sick. Assessment is typically known as a classification of
someone or something regarding its worth. When a change process is positive, conversations
are energizing. The process entropies when conversations are about problems, negativity, and
blamestorming.
This is the phase where valid information is central. Common sense and classic research
agree. Too often we see people in organizations jump right into the end-state planning without
generating an accurate picture of where they are now and a clear view of a desired destiny.
Asking the right questions is key. David Cooperrider (founder of Appreciative Inquiry, which
depends heavily on crafting the right questions) says that he spent days of intense concentration
determining the exact questions he would use in breakout groups while he facilitated leaders of
all the major world religions in a summit. Asking the right questions has much to do with
where the client system lands in the next phase of planning. Usually we like to co-create
scanning questions with the client. They know better than we do what is important. Often they
need help rephrasing questions that could elicit negative, and perhaps unhelpful, responses.
In sum, the scan phase is about helping the client system get a comprehensive view from
individuals or small groups about where they are and wish to be. Creating a system-wide
synthesis and common-ground intelligence base comes in the next phase.
Plan. There is a wide assortment of techniques and methods that can be used to plan what you
will act on. What approach should you use? It all depends. It may depend on the scope of the

effort, the style of leadership, or the nature of the data-collection methodology. Here are some
practical tips for the Plan phase:
Feed back the data in a distilled manner
Spend some time validating the data collected
Do allow the system to disturb itself
Be sensitive in confrontation
Work together to create compelling propositions
Ensure that clients are able to freely choose their plan
Anticipate and name the resistance that may arise
Create a simple, elegant master plan format
Act. Acting the plan is the heart and soul of what we do in OD, where the interventions we
have planned with clients are carried out. The Act phase is where we get the results and where
we add value. When we do it well, performance improves. If we have done all previous
phases and subphases competently, success should spontaneously occur.
Chris Argyris (2004) offers a clear, simple, and profound statement around “Act.” He writes,
“In order to act, human beings diagnose problems, invent solutions, and evaluate the
effectiveness of what they have produced” (p. 2). These are indeed the same steps we are
describing in SPAR. A key competency of an OD practitioner is to facilitate client
conversation to help these effective change actions happen.
Argyris continues by noting that “productive reasoning (1) produces valid knowledge, (2)
creates informed choices, and (3) makes personal reasoning transparent in order for the claims
to be tested robustly. The core of productive reasoning is that the parties involved are vigilant
about striving to avoid unknowingly deceiving themselves and others” (2004, 3).
The following are some practical tips for the Act phase:
Increase the quality of the conversation
Facilitate high-performing relationships
Establish a climate of trust and openness
Empower all to “act” through engagement
Ensure that the people in the organization are prepared to support the action
Engage the leaders
Help internal change agents
Re-Act. The Re-Act phase occurs in more than one way. Planning renewal is a must. Re-action
is necessary as the organization responds to the implementation of the plan. The action plan
always evolves differently than you might have expected, so your plan must be updated and

adjusted. Reaction feeds corrective action. Now is also the time to extract the learning from the
previous three phases and to be prepared for the next cycle of SPAR.
The following section highlights issues related to this phase:
Obtain information on which to base reaction
Deal with challenges
Avoid slippage to old ways
Celebrate success
Apply lessons learned
Every year or so, depending on how much people in an organization thirst for positive change,
the change effort may start back at the launch phase when a deep dive transformation lift is
needed. For one of our clients, the largest financial system in South Africa, launching
transformative change has become a way of life. They are known to do a dozen summits per
year. The summits are designed where the system boundaries are open to customers and events
in the larger culture. That keeps them close to their customers and has made them one of the
most loved brands in Africa.
So we see that the SPAR model can be a cycle within a cycle—a Chinese box within a box—
an endless loop of response to the ongoing change in today's organizations. Leaving the SPAR
model, we come back to our larger change frame and conclude.

Separation
When we search the literature, we find little on consultant separation or closure. Yet we know
from our learning on the dynamics of small groups that saying good-bye and endings are very
important.
Separation is already treated in this book, so we only wish to add one story. We know of a
well-known and respected OD consultant who establishes up-front ground rules for separation.
One key ground rule is this: Either the consultant or the client can call a separation meeting at
any time. The clients and the consultant commit to a full-day session offsite in an environment
free from distractions. At that time they can process the engagement with openness, trusting that
a mutual decision about how and when to separate will evolve. A heart-to-heart conversation
will start movement for additional external help or a termination that can be settled on in a
manner that is agreeable to everyone.

Organization Development Effectiveness Model
Given all the insightful approaches and their relentless applications to practices, it is
interesting to realize that a recent argument by IBM that organizational change strategies fail
about 60 percent does not differ from Druckman and Bjork's (1991) assertion over 20 years
ago. While reminded again of the complex and difficult nature of change efforts, we felt

compelled to present another model that would help increase the success rate of the efforts.
The new model's approach is threefold: (a) building on well-rounded wisdom, (b)
incorporating constructive feedback, and (c) learning from other disciplines, particularly
innovation diffusion research. The new model, illustrated in Figure 3.5, offers additional and
complementary considerations to the existing models for more effective organization
development and change.

Figure 3.5 Organization Development Effectiveness Model™
The OD Effectiveness Model emphasizes the individual's approach to change and the crucial
role of interpersonal and technological communication networks. Many change models take a
normative/reeducative approach to individuals' behavior change, as mentioned earlier in this
chapter, when people are empirical/rational and act on self-interest (Duck 2001). In other
words, these models imply authority-driven, top-down approaches to managing change when
individuals seek for trustworthy communications to help with their independent and voluntary
change decisions (Smollan 2013; Zhou 2008). This new model, therefore, complements the
existing change models by emphasizing the importance of the change process on the
individual's side as well as the organization's side.
What follows is a summary of the phases.

Inquiring
Living systems, whether organizations or individuals, are continuously changing and
challenged with the impetus to view and appraise the present in pursuit of a better future.
Previous change models have relied mainly on either of two representative approaches to
understanding the present: (a) examining data that represent value-neutral reality and (b)

engaging in communications that disclose people's perceived reality. Considering that
objective/subjective goals, capabilities, and cultures coexist in an organization, the present
needs to be viewed using the two approaches simultaneously and interpreted from both
perspectives of initiators and adopters of change. Again, there is no “one best way” to manage
change.
Unless an organization is in a complete dysfunction, issues or opportunities identified from the
appraisal cannot be let go without being addressed. A seminal activity, before coming up with
a strategy to address these, is to inquire into how the organization's communication practices
and structures look like. The comprehensive understanding of decision-making practices,
formal/informal communication networks, and information technology systems should be a key
to establishing robust strategies for any changes to come. Success of change efforts depends on
whether and how well these are inquired and explored.

Strategizing
As a next step in change efforts beyond inquiring, a desirable future is envisioned for change
efforts, and the options that could drive the present to or beyond the future are reviewed. This
process is called strategizing.
Referring to the future as if it is something concrete is misleading. Rather, the future is really an
organic moving target. A caveat, therefore, is that envisioning the future is an activity that
should involve recursive redefinitions aided by the feedback systems in place. As a story
unfolds and people engage, it constantly changes.
In reviewing change options, multiple aspects should be assessed, including the attributes of
each option, its fitness with the target groups and individuals, their readiness for change, and
the organizational communication network. Top leaders' commitment should also be discussed
as they are the primary change agent and cheerleader who would accept of the premise that
change must happen at all levels and that it is part of their job.
It is a desired practice to put change options into scenarios with potential benefits and costs.
Scenarios with potential crises, plausible possibilities, and predicted communication patterns
and responses among the target people will help make a sound decision about change options
and plan on solutions.

Planning
Once selected, the change options need to be crafted into the form of organizational change
initiatives—a visionary implementation plan with anticipated consequences.
A major consideration in this phase, in addition to planning the time frame and resources, is to
design a communication scheme consisting of two core components: (a) framing messages to
help people pay more attention to certain facets of the change initiative and shape perspectives,
and (b) formulating communication networks to engage messengers and technologies in
communicating the initiative in the framed manner. For example, information and messages
need to be framed in an understandable, advantageous, and compatible way; executives,

middle managers, opinion leaders, target individuals, and even potential resisters, along with
communication technologies, need to be assigned to a proper role. The communication scheme
should also continue to be revisited throughout the change process.
Undesirable consequences, such as instability of the organization and members' resistance to
change, may arise before, during, and after implementation of a change initiative and should be
discussed in this phase and on-the-go. Since it is impossible to anticipate all the possibilities,
the importance of having the feedback systems work is emphasized here again. The feedback
systems will help vibrant communications and appropriate/timely adjustments take place along
the way, while enabling a substantive evaluation at the end.

Doing
Once the implementation plan is in full swing, the change initiative transforms from an
organization's blueprint to vivid reality that members and related stakeholders face, respond to,
and co-create.
In this phase, effective knowledge sharing should occur to help the target adopters be informed
of and interested in the proposed change (Rogers 2003). As planned, the capacity,
effectiveness, and efficiency of communication technologies should be harnessed for informing
people; the communicators should fulfill their assigned job in influencing them. Especially, the
impact and contribution of formal/informal opinion leaders must be vitalized because they are
those who can move people's minds. Knowing is one thing, and doing is another.
Once the change is welcomed by early adopters, it is more likely to appeal to a broader
audience (Centola 2013) through the interactions that the communication networks, opinion
leaders, and already-adopters have with not-yet others. As diffusing, the change initiative
continues to develop in a certain way hopefully similar to or possibly different from what was
originally planned. Required of change leaders, therefore, is to maintain the momentum and
keep approximating the anticipated outcome by being flexible and creative rather than trying to
stick to the predetermined details. Meantime, negative reactions to and evolving characteristics
of the change initiative need to be monitored and discussed by the relentlessly working
feedback systems. A poorly managed process might result in not only the initiative's failure but
also the organization's failure.

Revitalizing
In the midst of change, living systems keep self-organizing and sense-making. Even after
making a change decision, they engage in the activities to try it, to confirm or revoke it, and to
revitalize the change to inspire whole new possibilities.
This phase consists of three major components: (a) helping sustain the change, (b) evaluating
the effort, and (c) inspiring people to keep renewing and transforming. While the efforts to
offer reinforcements and foster an organizational ecology conducive to change are being made,
the evaluation of the change initiative should be conducted according to the established plan. In
particular, top leaders are encouraged to celebrate the new practice and to keep engaging in the

constructive feedback, as well as to champion the final phase of a thorough evaluation about
the processes, consequences, and lessons learned; all with an eye to the future.
If formative evaluations have been conducted to get ongoing feedback as things unfold (Ashley
2009) and proactively used for modification of the strategies throughout the process, this phase
would be more robust and rewarding with its outcomes. A follow-through evaluation is also
recommended to see if continuous improvements are being made in the organization with its
people, strategy, process, and structure, and if there is another change opportunity. As one
innovative product is not an end to change, just an end to a phase of the change cycle that keeps
going on, specific change initiatives may come to a certain conclusion, yet change in
organizations is constant and must continue.

Summary
A model for change serves as a compass to guide managers and consultants as they lead or
facilitate change efforts. These models are best understood as simplified representations of the
general steps in initiating and carrying out a change process. This chapter reviewed numerous
models for change…some old, some evolving.
The traditional action research was the first model examined in this chapter. It was used as a
foundation for many change efforts. It is properly regarded as both a model and a process. A
typical way to view it is that change is managed as a project and encompasses eight key steps.
A second model examined in this chapter was Appreciative Inquiry (AI). AI is a philosophy
and an approach to change. It “invites us to choose consciously to seek out and inquire into that
which is generative and life-enriching, both in our own lives and in the lives of others, and to
explore our hopes and dreams for the future” (Watkins and Mohr 2001, 58).
A new view of action research was a third model examined in this chapter. It is in response to
recent research that indicates that the old linear models are not working. It reinvents the
traditional action research model based on the assumption that change efforts should not be
managed as projects but instead as a process.
The final section of the chapter reviewed a new change model. A large section of this book is
based on the evolving view of action research. The reader will therefore find chapters in the
rest of the book that address these methods in more detail.

Discussion Questions
1. What criticisms might you expect to hear from operating managers about the traditional
action research model, and how might you answer them?
2. Why is Appreciative Inquiry often regarded as a revolutionary approach to change?
3. How are Burke's pre-launch, launch, and post-launch unique and different from other
approaches to change?
4. What is the difference between incremental and transformational change?

5. How does action research compare to Appreciative Inquiry?

Resources
Change management models: www.scrumalliance.org/community/articles/2014/march/changemanagement-models
Kotter's 8-Step Change Model: www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newPPM_82.htm
Kurt Lewin 3-Phase Change Model: www.change-management-consultant.com/kurt-lewin.html
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Chapter Four
Organization Development and Transformation
What It Takes
Linda Ackerman Anderson
Note: All figures in this chapter are from Beyond Change Management, Copyright © 2010 by
Dean Anderson and Linda Ackerman Anderson or The Change Leader's Roadmap © 2010
by Linda Ackerman Anderson and Dean Anderson, with permission of the publisher, John
Wiley & Sons.
My OD practice in “planned change” evolved significantly over a 37-year career as an internal
and external practitioner. It started with meeting facilitation, event design, organization
assessment, and performance systems, and evolved to focus solely on large-scale strategic
change consulting. I realized that my understanding of organizational change had to expand in
order to achieve outcomes and business benefits at scale that, heretofore, my colleagues and I
were not able to attain. Was the shortcoming in the way we were practicing OD, or was it that
the nature of the changes we were attempting to guide was different, more complex, and unable
to be “planned” or controlled as we had been taught?
It was both. This recognition gave rise to the identification of a unique type of change
—transformation—that was far more complex than our OD practices were originally
designed to serve. Transformation is defined below, and its unique requirements outlined. OD
is now optimally positioned to take on the challenge of consulting to transformational change
as a primary focus of our practice.
This chapter starts with a description of how transformation came to be named. Then,
considerations are offered for how the field of OD might expand its approaches to large-scale
change to better serve organizational results. To ground this discussion, conscious change
leadership is introduced, the method Dean Anderson and I have co-developed over the past 35
years to guide consultants, leaders, and senior executives through successful transformation.
My opinions about the practice of OD are based largely on my observations of the
practitioners within my client systems and are not reflective of the written guidance of the
field.

How Organization Transformation Emerged
Until the mid-1990s, OD, quality (process improvement), and project management were the
primary fields addressing change in organizations. During that time, transformational change
became more prevalent, and it is my opinion that none were able to adequately address its

complexities. Executives, wanting more help with project implementation and overcoming
people's resistance, gave rise to the field of change management. Over the past decade, this
field has grown, establishing standards and practices through the Association of Change
Management Professionals. However, this field is also not designed to handle the complexities
of transformation. What's missing? Will OD evolve itself to fill the gap? Let's look at history
for some clues.
In the early 1980s, a group of OD practitioners gathered at a regional OD network conference
to explore some emerging questions and patterns we were seeing about change in the
organizations we served. John Adams, Harrison Owen, Linda Nelson, Frank Burns, Laury
DeBivort, myself, and others started a conversation that resulted in the conclusion that there
was a “new” type of change afoot that was very different than what we were used to seeing.
We shared common challenges: We couldn't plan for everything that was happening or needed
as things were emerging and shifting by the day; change was underway without a clear picture
of an end state; leaders were unsettled and without clear plans; people were deeply affected by
how much disruption the change was causing them; and there were cultural barriers to making
progress. These dynamics of change were nothing like the theory we had learned and practiced
of “unfreeze, change, and refreeze.”
We sponsored a symposium to gather other organizational consultants who also recognized
these unique dynamics to attempt to define transformation and how to approach it. We sent out
50 invitations, and 170 people showed up! This was the first of many annual gatherings over
the next two decades, and the field of organization transformation (OT) was born.
Perhaps describing OT as a field was a naive misnomer. Many of our OD colleagues
immediately reacted and a debate ensued. Was it OD or OT? Which do you do? Which is
better, right, and more important? While heated at the time, these questions were off the mark.
We realize now that OD is a practice performed by both internal and external practitioners, and
transformation is a type of change, one that OD practitioners (and change consultants from
other fields) can and should be able to support, since I see it as the most prevalent type of
change in our organizations today.
The conferences and the debate led me to publish an article (Ackerman 1986) to define
transformational change by contrasting it with two other types of organizational change—
developmental and transitional change. These definitions are explored in the next section.
Defining transformation began a several-decade journey of determining how to lead it, consult
to it, and support it to succeed. This work continues today.

Three Types of Change
The following descriptions define the three types of change. OD practitioners can and should
be positioned and capable of consulting to all of these types, start to finish.

Developmental Change
Developmental change represents the improvement of an existing skill, process, performance

standard, or condition that for some reason does not meet current or future needs.
Metaphorically, they are enhancements “within the box” of what is already known or practiced
(see Figure 4.1). Such improvements are often logical adjustments to current ways of working
with the goal to do “better than” or “more of” what is already being done. The key focus is to
strengthen or correct what exists in the organization, thus ensuring better numbers, improved
performance, reduced cost from mistakes, and greater satisfaction. Developmental change is
best designed to motivate people to grow and stretch to attain new and meaningful performance
levels.

Figure 4.1 Three Types of Change
Source: From D. Anderson and L. Ackerman Anderson, Beyond Change Management: How to Achieve Breakthrough
Results Through Conscious Change Leadership, 2nd ed. (San Francisco: Pfeiffer, 2010), 53.

Developmental change is the simplest of the three types. The focus of the new state—its
content—is a prescribed enhancement of the old state, rather than a radical or experimental
solution requiring profound change. The impact on people is relatively mild, usually calling for
new knowledge or skills. It is the least threatening type as most people understand the need to
improve over time. Traditional project management and training approaches suffice, as the
variables are predictable and can be managed against time and budget. Developmental change
applies to individuals, groups, or the whole organization and is evident in changes such as
training (both technical and personal), increasing sales or production, process or quality
improvement, or team building.

Transitional Change
Transitional change is more complex. It is triggered by the need to respond to more significant
shifts in environmental forces or marketplace requirements for success. Rather than simply
improve what is, transitional change replaces what is with something different. It begins when
leaders recognize a problem or see an opportunity not being pursued. Therefore, something in
the existing operation must change or be created to better serve current and/or future demands.
The process of addressing transitional change involves an assessment of the need and
opportunity against current reality, and then the design of a better future state to satisfy new
requirements. To achieve the new state, the organization must simultaneously dismantle and
emotionally let go of old ways of operating while the new state is put into place. This process,
while tricky, can be managed against a fairly rigorous budget and timeline since the solution is
clearly defined in advance. Project management is usually effective for transitional change,
especially when the people impacted by the change are engaged in it and are committed and
supported to make it happen.
OD and change management help in addressing these human dynamics. Along with acquiring
new knowledge and skills, people can be supported to change or develop new behaviors and
practices. Significant problems occur, however, if executives view their organization's
transitional changes as purely technical, operational, or structural and do not provide adequate
OD and change management support to the people affected, especially when people are
overworked.
We must note that William Bridges's (2004) well-known work on transitions is different from
the transitional change to which we refer. Bridges's work addresses understanding how people
go through change psychologically and emotionally and how to help people get through their
personal process in effective ways (in other words, make the emotional “transition”). Since all
organizational change, regardless of type, impacts people, Bridges's work can be used in all
types. The variable that affects the people strategies is the degree and depth of the impact.
Prosci's ADKAR model (Hiatt 2006) supports all types of change as well.
Examples of transitional change include reorganizations; simple mergers or consolidations;
new technology that does not require major changes in culture, behavior, or mindset; and the
creation of new products, services, systems, processes, policies, or procedures that simply
replace old ones.

Transformational Change
Transformation is one of the most challenging yet potentially rewarding undertakings for
leaders. It holds the greatest possibility for breakthrough results. The transformational process
is triggered by a profound shift in worldview, with leaders realizing that the organization
cannot continue to function or produce what the future demands and must undergo a radical
shift to meet the requirements of its changing marketplace. It begins with the overt recognition
that the status quo must fundamentally change.
The first challenge in transformation is that the future state is largely uncertain at the beginning.
It is known that something very different must be done, but it is unclear about exactly what that
needs to be. For example, it may be known that the organization wants to be fully digitized, but
it is unclear what that entails. Therefore, both the future state design and the process to figure it
out and implement it are often emergent. Things are discovered along the way that could never
have been known without first launching the journey. No plan stays in place for long. Through
responding quickly to what shows up, clarity emerges. As events proceed, leaders (and
practitioners) must have acute awareness of what they are trying to accomplish, how they are
trying to get there, how they respond to what shows up, and how to make adjustments.
Therefore, the change process is nonlinear, with numerous course corrections. These
requirements are generally not comfortable for leaders, and less so for middle management and
the workforce waiting for direction and clarity. Figure 4.2 shows the journey, emphasizing the
need for active and continuous course correction of both the outcome and the change process.

Figure 4.2 The Journey of Transformation
Source: From D. Anderson and L. Ackerman Anderson, Beyond Change Management: How to Achieve Breakthrough
Results Through Conscious Change Leadership, 2nd ed. (San Francisco: Pfeiffer, 2010), 66.

To complete the picture, while addressing a radical change in the way the organization works,
transformation also triggers profound human dynamics. Beyond managing the uncertainty, it
requires a shift in people's awareness, mindsets, ways of relating across boundaries, and
culture that significantly alters how they see the marketplace, what their customers need from
them, their work, their peers, and themselves. Leaders must lead differently, managers must
manage differently, and the workforce must operate differently. How? The process needs to
make the expectation for deep personal change up front. The need for personal change must be
integrated into the plan and be supported over the life of the effort. Given these dynamics, you
can appreciate why even the best application of project management or change management,
alone or in tandem, does not suffice. Leading this process is not about minimizing variance
from the plan; it is about maximizing intelligent adjustments to it as rapidly as possible.

Since leaders do not have all the answers they are accustomed to having, and they need to
support rapid course correction, they must lead in new ways. And, without answers from
leaders, or seeing things change so often, people are typically more uncertain and afraid. If the
workforce is accustomed to being told what to do and how, they will not like being “kept in the
dark,” feeling yanked around, or thinking leadership is not telling them the whole truth.
Succeeding at transformation requires engaging the people who must make changes in the field
or on the ground in the challenge of finding the best solutions and ways of working. Early and
ongoing stakeholder engagement, especially in identifying potential course corrections, is key
to every transformational strategy. It is one of the central cultural shifts that can drive
successful transformation and produce breakthrough results. It is the best strategy for leaders to
demonstrate their seriousness about the transformation being owned by the organization and
therefore, sustainable.
The people dynamics are so significant that without leaders overtly addressing them, the
transformation will fail. Leading developmental change is comparatively easy. Leading
transitional change is more demanding, but manageable. Leading transformational change
requires leaders to develop themselves, from the inside out. They need to walk the talk of what
they are asking of the organization. This development is core to the change process and must be
a part of the OD practitioner's required services. Leaders have brought the organization to its
current reality with their existing set of skills, strategies, and mindsets. Transformation
demands a change in all of these, so that leaders can actually guide the organization through the
complexities of change with the inspiration and capability to succeed in its new reality.
You can determine whether your change effort is transformational by answering three
questions:
1. Does the change require your organization's strategy, structure, systems, operations,
products, services, or technology to change radically to meet the needs of customers and
the marketplace?
2. Does your organization need to begin its change process before the destination is fully
known and defined?
3. Is the scope of the change so significant that it requires the organization's culture and
people's behaviors and mindsets to shift fundamentally in order to implement the changes
successfully and sustain the benefits of the new state?
If the answer is “yes” to any two of these questions, then you are likely undergoing
transformation. If the answer is “yes” to all three, then you are definitely facing transformation.

Requirements for Transformation to Succeed
Transformation is the dominant type of change in organizations today. Change management,
project management, and others each have valuable practices to contribute, but all are partial,
and most are set up to compete or function in piecemeal fashion on major initiatives. None
provide the entire breadth and depth of what is needed in an integrated way. OD can step into

this void. The following describes key requirements for success.

Take a Conscious Approach to Change Leadership
For the past 30 years, we have been developing the approach of conscious change leadership.
This type of leadership is essential to support successful transformation, outlining the
awareness, knowledge, methods, and skills OD needs to serve leaders in transformational
journeys. This approach is both the practice of consciously designing the process of change
and a personal way of being.
Leaders who embody conscious change leadership are actively aware of both the
organizational dynamics they are dealing with, and their internal states that are impacting the
status of the change and the people involved. Simply said, it entails simultaneous attention to
the external factors at play in the organization undergoing the change and the inner factors of
the leader's mindset and reactions. Leaders engage in personal development to produce the
highest outcomes from the change, keeping the best interests of the organization and
stakeholders in mind.
Conscious change leaders demonstrate an advanced level of ego development in how they
think and operate. William Torbert, in Action Inquiry (2004), has articulated a hierarchy of
adult stages of ego development that indicate predictive impacts on leaders' ability to be
successful in complex circumstances, which is true of transformation. Based on Torbert's work
and our 30 years of observation, transformational efforts succeed or fail in direct proportion to
the level of ego development of the leaders. The more self-aware—conscious—the leaders
are, the more they can see beyond their traditional worldviews and “get perspective on their
perspectives.” They have the ability to objectively assess if what they are seeing and doing is
working. If not, they proactively consider what else they, and their stakeholders, might generate
that will work better in their current circumstances. The conscious change leadership of
transformation requires a greater depth and breadth of perspective to see how best to address
its complexity and volatile demands. It requires leaders to be willing and able to adapt their
mindsets, behavior, and subsequent decisions.
Contrast taking a conscious approach with taking a reactive approach. The reactive approach
refers to leaders who operate on autopilot, simply doing what they have always done as if the
transformational playing field is the same as “running the business.” Reactive leaders orient
only to their external reality and approach it as they always have, applying habitual methods
without awareness of the fact that a different approach might be needed. Conscious leaders
understand that their “mindset is causative,” that how they see the world heavily influences
what they see in the world. They can better identify when they are stuck “in the box” rather than
“getting out of the box.” They know their internal reality is at play, so they consciously
innovate, learn, and course correct. They see people and change process dynamics that
reactive leaders miss. Consequently, they can proactively plan and mitigate those dynamics
rather than be blindsided by them. Their awareness gives them far greater insight into how to
design and implement transformational change processes that effectively address people's
needs so they engage in and commit to change, rather than resist it.

Conscious leaders set their change efforts up for success from the beginning; reactive leaders
never take this time, typically being too busy or moving too fast. Conscious leaders stay
involved and give the attention required on a regular basis, separate from running operations.
Reactive leaders “bless and delegate to a project team” and disappear until things go awry.
Taking a conscious approach requires providing leaders with significant self-awareness
training, development, and coaching. In the book Beyond Change Management (Anderson and
Ackerman Anderson 2010), the nuances and power of taking a conscious approach are
described and explored. Leaders must learn to move beyond their head-level understanding of
how to lead change and fully engage in the personal development work to discover how they
need to think, act, and relate differently for the transformation to succeed. This personal work
must be built into the change strategy for the transformation.

Take a Process Approach and Use a Process Methodology
The next requirement for transformation to succeed is to take a process approach and use a
change process methodology to guide the transformational journey with all of its unpredictable
dynamics. A process approach plans for and adjusts to the action required to get the
organization—and its people—from where they are to where they need to go. Because the
specifics of the future state are unclear until they emerge during the process, leaders must rely
on shaping a process that enables them to observe, assess, learn, and course correct
continuously and rapidly. As leaders expand their awareness, they see and understand change
process dynamics they previously missed. This is true of both the change plan and the desired
outcome. Taking a process approach requires a conscious leader and a conscious OD
practitioner to be in full alignment.
Most change models are dashboard and toolkit-based. They have myriad tools that generate
data about the current status of change that gets fed into a project dashboard. Leaders are given
periodic status reports, such as the balanced scorecard “Red-Amber-Green” status where
green is positive and red is negative. While the snapshot is momentarily useful, leaders need to
take time to understand and use the data to consciously course correct the process. It is my
experience that executive time is typically not spent to explore data to realign strategy and
action. For conscious leaders, data are most useful when they drive new insight and action in
the change process, whereas reactive leaders put the data first and then assume others will fix
it.
Conscious leaders design a comprehensive flow of activity to handle both the tangible
organizational changes as well as the human dynamics at play. Reactive leaders orient to
isolated events and checklists, reacting against things going wrong. Conscious leaders
understand where the effort is in its process and drive it at a strategic level. Reactive leaders
bounce from event to event, trying to mitigate red issues rather than proactively design a
process that minimizes their occurrence from the beginning.
Transformation requires a process methodology as its guidance system, one that integrates the
organizational changes with the people changes and enables rapid course correction. Many
organizations use project management, Six Sigma, and change management to generate separate

and distinct plans. Transformation requires one integrated plan. A process model fit for
transformation is Being First's nine-phase Change Leader's Roadmap (CLR; Ackerman
Anderson and Anderson 2010) shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 The Change Leader's Roadmap (CLR)
Source: From L. Ackerman Anderson and D. Anderson, The Change Leader's Roadmap: How to Navigate Your
Organization's Transformation, 2nd ed. (San Francisco: Pfeiffer, 2010), 23.

Figure 4.4 shows the CLR model at its next level of detail, the activity level (Ackerman
Anderson and Anderson 2010). As the activities show, the CLR is robust, addressing launch,
case for change, the creation of a change strategy, and the design and implementation of
organizational changes as well as the human dynamics and culture change from start to finish. It
supports taking a conscious approach and enables leaders to generate breakthrough results.
More detail on the Change Leader's Roadmap is available in a book by the same title
(Ackerman Anderson and Anderson 2010).

Figure 4.4 The Change Leader's Roadmap Activity Level
Source: From L. Ackerman Anderson and D. Anderson, The Change Leader's Roadmap: How to Navigate Your
Organization's Transformation, 2nd ed. (San Francisco: Pfeiffer, 2010), 27.

Align on Vision and Design Requirements for the Future State
The next requirement is to align the vision and design requirements for the future state. While
the specifics of the desired solution for the organization and its people may not be clear at the
outset, the “aha” that triggers the change typically includes information that is essential to
figure out what that future needs to be in reality. Getting leaders aligned to what they are trying
to accomplish, and what their vision is for their new state is an essential step during launch.
They must articulate the factors and principles that are guiding their decision to transform, their
design requirements for what the future needs to produce or accommodate, and even their
boundary conditions for what cannot change.
Given that leaders do not yet have all the information or insight to determine a tangible
outcome, they can begin to model a more conscious leadership style by sponsoring a highly
engaging visioning process, one that gathers the best thinking of their key stakeholders for what
is possible, what the future holds that is compelling and exciting. This type of early engagement
is a core strategy for generating breakthrough results because stakeholders will begin to own
the change from the outset. Leaders will need to consider the input, but are not obligated to
follow it. However, just asking stakeholders and giving genuine consideration to their ideas
generates greater energy for the transformation, as Appreciative Inquiry (AI) practices have

demonstrated (see Chapter 6 on AI). It can also accelerate the creation of the actual future state
design and enable rapid course correction. Note how different this strategy is from hiring an
external expert to produce a design solution for you, not with you.

Launch with a Dynamic Change Strategy
Transformation requires a dynamic change strategy. Most change efforts begin with a project
plan. Transformation begins with the creation of a strategy that then guides the planning process
over the life of the effort. A change strategy aligns the leaders about how to lead the effort,
enabling an agile process, good governance and decision-making, and a scope that integrates
the organizational, behavioral, and cultural changes required. It declares the use of early
engagement, inspiring communications, adequate resources and capacity, and realistic pacing.
Chapter 18 introduces the SOAR framework and its 5-I approach as a way to engage
stakeholders into a strategic conversation to create a strategy and/or strategic plan.

Set the Expectation for Rapid Course Correction
The change strategy also enables the expectation for rapid course correction. The need to stay
acutely aware of what is showing up in the organization as it changes is critical to the
transformation's success. Many organizations have norms in place that inhibit risk-taking and
mistakes, such as “Kill the messenger of bad news!” Transformation is dependent on getting
smarter by the day, and incorporating changes to the outcome, the change process, and
leadership as required.
Leaders must establish and model course correction to demonstrate how important it is that all
stakeholders be on the lookout for what is happening that supports the future state, what is still
needed, and what is blocking it. There needs to be an overt process for establishing and
accomplishing course correction—a strategy, way of engaging stakeholders, process of
surfacing potential indicators of course correction, ways to address the data, make changes,
and communicate how things have shifted. Once the organization believes that course
correction is a good thing, this process can enliven the transformation significantly.

Ensure Early and Ongoing Stakeholder Engagement
The case has already been made for the benefit of engaging stakeholders in the change process
from launch. When seeking new information for what the future needs to be and how the
process can work most effectively, those undergoing the change will likely have a lot to say if
they feel safe to speak. They live in the “trenches” and have a keen eye for the reality on the
front lines. They may even have a good sense for strategy and design requirements. Your
resistors may be the very people who have valuable ideas you have not considered. In the
conscious leadership approach, their input is treated as “friendly data” and given attention.
Engagement goes far beyond calling people into a large hall and informing them via an
extensive slide deck about what is about to occur. Good engagement is task-driven, where any
action in your change process may be designed to engage appropriate stakeholders. Obvious
tasks for high engagement include making the case for change and visioning, generating design

requirements, solution design, impact analysis and resolution, and input on course corrections.

Attend to Mindset, Behavior, and Culture
Perhaps the most important requirement of successful transformation is to overtly attend to
leadership and employee mindset, behavior, and culture. Transformation means a shift in
worldview, seeing through new eyes. Leadership development is essential to address how to
alter leaders' mindsets and behavior in the context of the business' needs. This work starts with
the executives and typically cascades to the managers and workforce depending on the nature
of the transformation affecting them. If leaders do not change their mindsets, and do not walk
the talk they are asking of the organization, the transformation will not sustain. There is more
on leadership development for leading transformation in Chapter 6.
Mindset is to the individual as culture is to the organization. A strategy to change culture is
also required, one that assesses which aspects of the current culture already support the
desired future, which block it, and what may need to be created to better serve it. Leaders must
design their desired culture and consciously clarify how it serves the specific needs of the
future they aspire to create. Every initiative within the transformation, even technology,
impacts culture. The integrated change plan must identify the indicators in the current
organization that inhibit the future—including leadership norms. Then, it must clarify how to
recreate, reinforce, and reward new indicators or norms so that both leaders and stakeholders
learn to act in ways that contribute to the adoption and sustainment of the future. A typical
desired cultural indicator is the willingness of leaders to share information across boundaries
instead of working in silos. While making organizational changes takes a significant amount of
time, culture change—which is people-dependent—takes longer. Again, sustainment strategies
must account for this, following go-live.

Ensure Adequate Capacity for Change
One of the biggest factors that inhibits transformation is the lack of adequate capacity for
change. Many leaders assume that change work can happen on top of people's already
excessive workloads. However, change takes time, attention, and resources. Space must be
made on people's calendars to participate, input, learn, and adjust to what is being asked of
them. If the organization is already experiencing change fatigue (a clear symptom of this issue),
conscious leadership attention needs to be given to how to generate adequate capacity for the
transformation. This is not a nice-to-have; it is a must, and a clear indicator of taking a
conscious approach.

Align with the Rest of the Organization
Lastly, it is critical to align the transformational outcomes with the rest of the organization. A
transformation in a portion of the organization must be designed so that it can achieve its
outcomes in the context of what is best for the larger organization. The change process and
scope will inevitably interact with what is not changing around it. In a conscious approach, the
interface needs to be raised, addressed appropriately by senior leadership, and conditions set

up in advance to ensure that the transformation can make its contribution to the larger
organization.
Secondly, the outcome of the transformation must be aligned with the rest of the organization,
or its scope increased to address additional changes. We often see the need to change the
reward system, talent management strategies, shared services, and supply chain. Any aspect of
the organization may come under scrutiny when it becomes evident that it is blocking the
possibility of the transformation happening or sustaining. Many large organizations run in
functional or business unit silos, even if they share infrastructure and protocols. It may become
obvious that the prime cultural shift required is to dismantle the silo orientation and create a
cross-boundary, collaborative way of leading and working. The conscious leadership
approach does what is best for the overall organization, not just a piece of it.

Implications for the Organization Development
Practitioner
There are many opportunities for OD practitioners to support projects as well as create
services for enterprise-level transformational change efforts. A consolidated way to summarize
what goes into an integrated strategy for transformation is shown in Figure 4.5, the Conscious
Change Leader Accountability Model (Anderson and Ackerman Anderson 2010, 5). The model
names the areas requiring conscious attention when consulting on, or leading, transformational
projects. It is adapted from the AQAL Model by Ken Wilber, author of A Theory of Everything
(Wilber 2000).

Figure 4.5 Conscious Change Leader Accountability Model
Source: From D. Anderson and L. Ackerman Anderson, Beyond Change Management: How to Achieve Breakthrough
Results Through Conscious Change Leadership, 2nd ed. (San Francisco: Pfeiffer, 2010), 5.

The left-hand quadrants on the front face describe internal people dynamics at the individual
and collective levels—mindset at the individual level and culture for the collective. The righthand quadrants depict external dynamics—behavior for the individual (what people are doing
and how they are going about their work), and systems for the collective. “Systems” is a broad

label that refers to all organizational elements that we can see, work with, and change, such as
structure, business processes, work practices, strategy, plans, IT, training, and so on. When
consulting on transformation, all of the quadrants must be accounted for, integrating the internal
people dynamics and the external organizational requirements. Most leaders only think and
care about the external quadrants. Project management is designed for the external quadrants.
Both the internal and the external are essential to transformation, which is why an integrated
strategy and process plan are essential.
The right-side face of the cube lists the levels of the system that may need attention: individual,
relationship, team, organization, and marketplace. Marketplace includes customers, vendors,
regulators, and so on. When the transformation has been scoped, you will know which of these
levels needs attention. Many OD practitioners work at the individual, relationship, or team
levels. Large-scale change work involves all levels.
The top face of the model refers to the process of change, which infers the need to handle all
elements in the model, as well as those that show up along the way. The Change Leader's
Roadmap is the process methodology that enables the leader and consultant to think about and
incorporate all aspects of the model.
The Conscious Change Leader Accountability Model also helps describe the set of
competencies that consulting on successful transformation requires. The first of these is
conscious process design, which is the competency for taking the conscious process approach
described above. The design of the transformational strategy and plan, both of which are
processes, must take into account what has gone before, what is happening now, what is nearterm, and what is likely to be needed in the future. Staying on top of the change process is
critical, going much beyond managing to the plan. Each step in the process will need to be
consciously designed to produce its optimal impact. Most OD practitioners have been trained
in meeting and event design. That is a great foundation for up-leveling these same skills to
design large-scale multilevel change processes.
The second competency is systems thinking—taking into account all of the distinct elements of
a situation that interact to impact the collective whole (Senge 2006). This is not new to OD,
but combined with conscious process design, accounting for both the internal and external
dynamics inherent in transformation, and addressing all levels of the system transforming, it
takes on a whole new magnitude. OD practitioners can hone their systems thinking skills in the
context of supporting transformation.

Summary
Transformational change is everywhere and needs competent support. Imagine working at the
large-system scale and helping to deliver lasting breakthrough results. Imagine working in
close partnership with other change resources in your organization to do this, as all have value
to contribute to transformational change. Take a conscious leadership approach; use a process
methodology that integrates both the content of the change and the people and cultural
dimensions of it. Set up the expectation for leadership to transform themselves to be able to

transform their organizations. And, support them to engage the organization in the compelling
challenge to generate breakthrough results. There is huge gratification in bringing the conscious
change leadership approach to our organizations so that they can excel at the inevitable
transformational journey.

Discussion Questions
1. What types of change are you consulting on? Are any of these changes transformational?
2. How well do your clients understand the unique requirements of transformational change
and how to lead them?
3. How could you get better positioned to consult on large-scale change efforts from their
launch, especially those that are transformational?
4. What large-system change methodologies do you or can you use? How well do they
address the requirements of transformational change?
5. How well are you positioned to provide executive coaching to leaders who aspire to lead
their change efforts in conscious ways?

Resource
To access the following resources from Being First, Inc., please go to:
www.beingfirst.com/practicing-od-chp4-resources/

Articles
“A Candid Message to Senior Leaders: Ten Ways to Dramatically Increase the Success of Your
Change Efforts”
“Awake at the Wheel: Moving Beyond Change Management to Conscious Change Leadership”
“Which Will Be Most Successful for Your Current Change Effort: A Change Process Approach
or a Change Tool Approach?”
“Why Leading Transformation Requires a Shift in Leadership Mindset”
Overview of the Change Leader's Roadmap Model presented by Linda Ackerman Anderson
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Chapter Five
Transformational Leadership Development
Jacqueline M. Stavros and Jane Seiling
While the idea of transformational leadership has a rich and well researched history, few
leaders are familiar with the term, few organizations are developing transformational
leaders, and very few leaders have any idea how to be a transformational leader.
Warrick 2011, 11

There is a huge need for revolutionary transformation change in organizations of all types—yet,
unfortunately, Warrick's statement above is most definitely true. Among scholars, organization
development (OD) practitioners, and knowledgeable organizational leaders, fortunately, there
has been an expansion of interest in transformational leadership behaviors and their role in
group and organizational performance beyond individual and small-group dynamics and their
role in organizational change behaviors. Krishnan (2012, 551) quotes Burns (1978), noting that
transformational leadership “occurs when one or more persons engage with others in such a
way that leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels of motivation and morality”
(20). Krishnan notes these efforts result in “transforming effects on both leaders and
followers” (551).
Of interest are the transforming effects experienced by parties engaged in these
transformational relationships—especially during change. It has become evident that newer
OD practices are perceived as important in engaging strategic issues and interpersonal matters
(Van Nistelrooij and Sminia 2010). Transformation leadership behaviors are recognized as
having a central role in achieving the transforming effect in these processes. Learning and
practicing transformational leadership is important for today's leaders. A question of
importance is: How do my leadership abilities become a transforming factor during change?
It is relevant that the focus moves to the development of those leaders charged with leading
change. This chapter starts with defining transformational leadership and two key components:
(1) self-awareness and mindfulness and (2) what transformation means in a dynamic
environment. Then, we provide a leadership self-assessment process to discover how one can
best aspire to understand and lead one's self and others effectively.

Understanding Transformational Leadership
Transformational leadership is defined by Mitchell et al. (2014, 2) as “a style of leadership
that transforms followers to rise above their self-interest and challenges them to move beyond
their current assumptions (Bass and Riggio 2006; Pieterse et al. 2010).” They encourage
followers to move beyond their own self-interest and to transform their “perspective from
[solely their] own goals to group or collective goals” (Effelsberg, Solga, and Gurt 2014, 131).
Relevant to the transforming effect of focusing on others instead of total self-interest is the need

for organizational members to be willing to engage in self-sacrificing, group-oriented behavior
of their own that benefits their organization (Effelsberg et al. 2014).
Research in OD has identified a mixture of personality traits, experiences, knowledge,
consulting skills, relational skills, competencies, and so on, important to leading change (Burke
2008). In addition, the psychological aspects of leading change (influencing skills,
intrapersonal skills, and interpersonal skills) and building competency skills (abilities in
managing the consulting process, general consultation skills, and knowledge of OD theory) are
necessary. The sense of obligation to “do no harm” during leadership efforts and OD
consulting activities is also important. This obligation calls the OD person to focus first on self
as an instrument—to first look at oneself from the standpoint of change and development in
order to effectively lead.

Transformational Leadership Development—Two
Components
This section emphasizes the importance of transformational leadership development (TFLD)
through initiation of a self-focus (Taylor 2010) on seeking self-awareness and the practice of
mindfulness. Assessment of self begins with becoming more aware of issues and changes
essential to leading self and others. Baumeister's (2005) comprehensive review of literature by
psychology researchers concludes that self-awareness is “anticipating how others perceive
you, evaluating yourself and your actions according to collective beliefs and values, and caring
about how others evaluate you” (7). Hall (2004) notes two components of self-awareness:
“The internal (recognizing one's own inner state) and the external (recognizing one's impact on
others)” (155).
Mindfulness is also a significant part of the process. Without being mindful of self—and
seeking the input of respected others—it is difficult to believe the need for change brought
forward by concerned others. “Fundamental organizational change is difficult,” state Reger,
Mullane, Gustafson, and DeMarie (1994, 31). This is assumed as an appropriate statement
because of the long list of failed change efforts—even when touted as successful. Perhaps the
number of successes would have grown if change leaders had started with a dedication to selfchange—transformation of self involves a dedication to transformational leadership
development—change of self.

Self-Awareness
Leader self-awareness and purposeful development are essential to knowing thyself in order
to effectively lead others (Taylor 2010). Although it is not clear how to define, detect, and
measure self-awareness, scholars and leaders are becoming more aware of the need to better
understand their personal strengths and identify where expanded development is needed (Ilies,
Morgeson, and Nahrgang 2005; Taylor 2010). Being “other-oriented” is a key element of
transformational leadership (Quinn and Quinn 2009). A key to this recognition is
transformational leadership development (TFLD). TFLD is reliant on relatedness and the

development and exchange of trust during the change process. Self-awareness has been a topic
of research and interest for decades, ultimately identifying it as fundamental to psychological
functioning—and the emergence of social relations and personal well-being (Miller 2003).
The ideal place to expand self-awareness and approach its rewards is in the process of TFLD.
According to Krishnan (2012), “Transformational leadership is a mutually stimulating and
engaging relationship between leaders and followers,” (550). He also notes, “According to
Burns (1978), transformational leadership ‘occurs when one or more persons engage with
others in such a way that leaders and followers raise one another in such a higher level of
motivation and morality’ (20), and results in a transforming effect on both leaders and
followers” (251, emphasis added). This engagement with others in the process of learning
through awareness will be evident in the transforming effect experienced through the process
of development offered later in this chapter.

Mindfulness
Weick and Sutcliffe's (2001) writings on mindfulness (as related to aircraft carriers) suggest “a
preoccupation with updating” (44), that can be adapted to the practitioner's need for updating
personal understandings and skills in preparation for planning and leading change. According
to Weick and Sutcliffe, one must reexamine discarded information by refining, differentiating,
updating, and replacing misinformation with information that is relevant to the situation. They
define mindfulness as “The combination of ongoing scrutiny of existing expectations,
continuous refinement and differentiation of expectations based on newer experiences,
willingness and capability to invent new expectations that make sense of unprecedented events,
a more nuanced appreciation of context and ways to deal with it, and identification of new
dimensions of context that improve foresight and current function” (Weick and Sutcliffe 2001,
42).
Weick and Sutcliffe's definition verifies Langer's (1997) suggestion that “When we are
mindful, we implicitly or explicitly: (1) View a situation from several perspectives, (2) See
information presented in the situation as novel, and (3) Attend to the context in which we
perceive the information, and eventually create new categories through which this information
may be understood” (111).
In the following section, we pay attention to the mindfulness that the OD practitioner commits
to when examining and reworking self prior to leading change. This includes attention to the
practitioner's values, vision, and mission pertaining to work and how they impact client
performance as an OD practitioner. The self-assessment process is discussed regarding how it
supports the growth of the OD practitioner's ability to lead and the expansion of their practices
of “leading with” and influencing others during change. Unless noted, the terms “leader” and
“practitioner” are interchangeable for this writing.

Transformation in a Dynamic Environment
Dynamic environments are not unusual; it is often part of the normal environment of working in

fast-paced, growth-oriented, and innovative organizations. Dynamic environments benefit from
the presence of transformational leaders for many reasons. For example, dynamic relationships
are benefactors of transformational leaders throwing themselves into strong relationships with
organizational members who then respond with active and responsive engagement. There are
also transformational leaders who provide opportunities to be together in an appreciative
paradigm of beneficial relatedness (Stavros and Torres 2005). These efforts create dynamic
environments of possibility for the present and the future. It is this environment that designs the
usual and unusual context within which people work productively. Note the following example
of a dynamic environment as it relates to performance.
Weick and Sutcliffe (2001) studied people on aircraft carriers. This group was chosen because
the dynamic nature of their work requires them to operate at a very high level of performance.
In a constant state of high complexity and a high need for precision, carriers offer a unique
environment for the study of change. The study concluded that this combination of complexity
and precision required a high level of mindfulness.
First, Weick and Sutcliffe (2001) found that people working on aircraft carriers are
“preoccupied with failure” (47, italics in text); the workers focused on working to avoid
failure while always accomplishing their goal(s). For practitioners leading change,
preoccupation with identifying what needs to be done (and not done) to lead a successful
change is essential. To avoid failure, preoccupation is an attribute the OD practitioner sorely
needs.
Second, people on carriers are “reluctant to simplify,” while taking nothing for granted (47,
italics in text). OD practitioners know that to simplify can be a barrier to accomplishment of
change. Simplification can lower the level of belief in need for change and lessen the intensity
of purpose by the participants to move toward accomplishment of the targeted change.
Third, people on carriers “maintain continuous sensitivity to operation” (47, italics in text).
They have an ongoing concern with the normal and the unexpected. Practitioners pay attention
to process and know that development of a flexible process encourages a focus on the goal
while knowing outcomes are unpredictable. Change is significant to growth and survival for
the organization. Practitioner efforts for continual mindfulness are a top priority in order to
maintain sensitivity to the interventions needed to accomplish change.
Fourth, the people on carriers have a “commitment to resilience” (48, italics in text).
Resilience is defined as the ability to demonstrate both strength and flexibility in the face of
change (Barrett 2004). Practitioners strive for resilience, recognizing that there will be times
the process appears out of control and that good and bad surprises will occur. Comfort with
chaos, disorder, and uncertainty is important. Resilience is key to psychological fitness to lead
others (Seligman 2011).
And fifth, people on carriers “maintain deference to expertise” (48, italics in text). Listening
to and acknowledging those with a deep knowledge of technologies, people, and potential
organizational capacities are important to a successful change process (while being merged
with the avoidance of failure). The act of giving these potential hidden contributors a “voice of

expertise” can influence them and others to expand their support and contribute extra efforts for
change.
This section emphasized the importance of transformational leadership, recognizing selfawareness and mindfulness as essential to knowing thyself to effectively lead others through
change using relatedness and development of trust. The remaining part of this chapter provides
a leadership self-assessment process to discover how one can aspire to lead change effectively
for transformation.

Creating Self-Awareness
The OD practitioner's ability to create meaning (the creation of understanding mindfulness
around a particular change process) and get things done are filtered through choices made by
people doing something the leader/practitioner may have requested or discussed. These
choices include (1) which decisions are to be made, (2) the choice to make decisions happen
—or not, and (3) the generation of personal responsibility and accountability to and with
others regarding “what we have to do together to make things work.”
Quinn (1996) offers a set of questions about how to empower oneself for generating personal
deep change and change in others. As practitioners, we (the authors) often use an adaptation of
these questions to support leaders in becoming mindful of personal development needs,
specifically about leading change:
1. How can I become aware of my own sense of meaning and task-alignment?
2. How can I become aware of my own sense of impact, influence, and power?
3. How can I become aware of my own sense of competence and confidence to rally efforts
toward change in others?
4. How can I become aware of my own sense of self-determination and choice? (228,
adapted)
Quinn's original questions used the verb increase; we changed it to “become aware of” to
make the question more reflective. Taking the time to write out the answers to these questions,
specifically for yourself, can “shift the responsibility for our own empowerment from someone
else to ourselves” (Quinn 1996, 228), ultimately increasing task-alignment, impact
competence, and confidence, as well as efforts toward change, self-determination, and choice.
Warner Burke (2008) believes there are as many diverse definitions of leadership as there are
of love. One's personal definition of leadership, he adds, will probably depend on past
experiences with and/or observations of leaders and whom one is talking to at the moment of
definition. Burke offers the following explanation (not definition) of leadership: “Power is the
capacity to influence others; leadership is the exercise of that capacity.” He adds,
“[L]eadership [is] the act of making something happen that would not otherwise occur” (228).
Our challenge to this definition is: Leaders cannot make things happen. What a leader can do is
rally a group of stakeholders around a shared vision (direction), provide leadership and

resources attuned to a purpose (mission), and demonstrate a presence of personal values and
motivation (inspiration) to get things done. Warren Bennis (1991) said it well, “A leader
creates meaning. You start with a vision. You build Trust. And you create meaning” (5). The
ability and opportunity to rally a group requires being aware of one's personal directionsetting capabilities—your believed-in vision, which, according to Boyatzis and Akrivou
(2006, 625), is based on the ideal self (“a core mechanism for self-regulation and intrinsic
motivation”) as an envisioned self in the future.

Know Thyself
The most basic competence of the change leader and/or practitioner is identifying his or her
ability to know thyself before leading others. Knowledge of the processes for change is
located in the head. Self-awareness of one's role and capabilities in addressing the emotions
involved with loss, concern for the member, and authentic caring for the people involved in the
change is located in the heart.
In order to legitimately and authentically lead, a leader must start first with looking at his or
her self. At the end of the day, the leader should consider three questions:
1. Why would anyone want me to lead him or her?
2. How well did I lead today?
3. How can I lead better tomorrow?
As noted by Hesselbein (2002, 4), “Just as leaders are responsible for understanding their
organization's strengths and preparing for its future, we must assess our personal strengths and
take responsibility for planning our own development.” This requires the leader to do the hard
assessment and retrospective thinking required to make necessary personal changes. They must
step back and examine their basic understandings regarding their own values, vision
(direction), and mission (purpose), and how they might impact their ability to lead others.
Leaders of change must understand their leadership style, including their personal strengths,
weaknesses, and aspirations, and then be willing to make changes to develop their personal
model for leadership further. To take steps to improve their leadership style continually shows
others that being mindful of personal development is ongoing—especially as it pertains to
leading others. While emphasizing personal development and change, every leader can build
trust, confidence, and rapport with those he or she serves in his organization. Achievement of
transformational personal change, as described in this chapter, involves deep thinking and
reflection, interviews, and writing about it to bring clarity.
The process first starts with focusing on the self as the foundation for change; the journey
begins with identifying your values. Second, you will write your vision and mission
statements. You should identify your vision and mission in all four domains of life—self, work,
home, and community—to create alignment among them. Third, you will identify your
leadership competencies and leadership style—being honest and forthright with yourself.

Once you have identified your values, vision, mission, and leadership competencies and style,
you will have conversations with trusted advisors. The role of your advisors is to offer
guiding information for learning and growth. You must be open to their feedback and insights.
Reflect deeply on the feedback of your trusted advisors. This takes the form of a
contemplative, honest, and forthright written leadership self-assessment.
Last, in the same assessment, identify a continuation of development that moves through
specific areas of need for improvement, making commitments that stretch to strengthen one's
leadership in years to come. If there are no stretches to strengthen, you will have fallen short of
the opportunity for transformational leadership development.

The Self-Assessment Process
Transformation is change that can be seen, in this case, in a person's leadership behavior.
Change is a departure from the status quo. Thus, significant transformational change by a
leader can transform the nature of the organization and its members (Palmer, Dunford, and Akin
2009).
As noted above, for personal and organization transformation to happen, leaders must first
examine themselves. Self-assessment requires time, dedication, and a willingness to learn
about yourself from others. And, it is a futile effort unless there is a willingness to believe
what has been heard and a desire exists to act on the assessment by taking steps toward change.
The following expands on the above described components of the self-assessment process.

Values
While Meglino and Ravlin (1998, 354) characterized values as “oughtness” (how one ought to
behave), Feather (2003, 34) conceived of values as “general beliefs about desirable ways of
behaving or about desirable general goals.” Identifying your values provides the foundation for
writing your vision and mission statements. Values identification helps to answer the following
questions:
What do I want to live and work by each and every day?
How do I want to treat others?
What do I stand for?
What do I care about?
How do I show I care about others?
Values are only “good intentions” unless you take the time to reflect on their impact on your
actions each day—especially when making key decisions. Satisfaction with decisions comes
with deciding while being mindful of your core values. In identifying your values, you should
be able to locate your top ten-to-fifteen values without much thought or hesitation. Then,
narrow the listing down to five or six core values. It is in reflection on why you have selected
these values that you identify what is important to you and where to focus in the future. A

Values Exercise is posted on this book's website.
Table 5.1 offers an example of a leader's value set. Later in this chapter, we present how her
values connect to her vision and mission, plus the values, vision, and mission of her boss and
organization. She feels her values are based on her history and experiences so these are also
provided. Her values are bolded. The additional information is her description of the meanings
of her values.
Table 5.1 Values Listing
Her
History

I grew up in a family of six in Detroit. We lived a simple life. There was
plenty of love, a lot of sibling rivalry, and lessons learned while growing up.
We lived in a flat above Grandma near a large automotive plant and next to
a Union 76 gas station until my parents had enough money to move to the
suburbs so we could attend public schools. Now my family and extended
family provide unconditional love and support.
Family
In my values, “family” includes close friends. For a family to be strong, it
includes connection and belonging, feelings of acceptance and feeling like my
presence matters to those I care about.
Integrity
Integrity provides the basis for living. Each of us has a purpose in life. We need
to model our purpose through being genuine and honest in our relations with self
and others to gain trust and respect. Living with integrity makes it easy to sleep
at night!
Respectful- I strive to see a “sense of worth” in people and situations. In doing so, I strive to
Kindness use consideration and kindness no matter how tough or frustrating the situation
may get. This allows me to be honest with people and help them grow.
Energy
I value the energy that I awaken with each morning and the opportunity to renew
it when I go to sleep at night. In order to live my values and take care of my
family and career, I need a balance of physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual
energy. If you find your passion and define your vision based on what you are
passionate about, energy is fueled. You need energy to go after your dreams! I
live my life trying to make sure that I have a full energy source.
Humor,
Mental health (along with the field that I work in) requires that I live with the
Health, and presence of ambiguity and uncertainty. My life never fails to give ample
Humility
opportunities to encounter ambiguity. Laughter is healthy, and I use it to diffuse
situations. I try to bring humor and laughter into my life every day.
In this case, her organization's values are teamwork, integrity, excellence, respect, and
sustainability. There is a connection between the core values of “integrity” and “respect,” plus,
although not an exact word connection, the values of “teamwork” and “family” connect. She
sees an alignment of her values with her organization's values. Ideally, there should be an
opportunity for the leader to share her values with others in her organization and to have them
do the same. The result can be a significant increase in respect, communication, patience,

understanding—and accountability, over time.

Vision
Leading scholars and practitioners have stated that vision is a key differentiating factor when
comparing leaders to managers (Buckingham 2005; Kotter 1996). Vision is based on a person's
values. We study values because they enable one's vision to happen—how we create our
futures and they also impact the futures of those we lead in our organizations. The following
questions should be considered in preparation for writing your vision:
Think of a future you feel strongly about. What do you want your “ideal self” to be
experiencing in this future? What is your vision as it relates to that future?
What is your organization's vision? Is there alignment?
Do you act as a symbol of your vision?
How does your vision reflect your values?
How could you communicate this vision to others?
Having a vision is about providing the power to take action toward reaching that future.
Leaders use this mental image as power (energy) to fulfill their leadership roles and
responsibilities and to inspire others. According to Kotter, “The direction setting aspect of
leadership does not produce plans; it creates a vision and strategies…it is…simply a
description of something (an organization, a corporate culture, a business, a technology or an
activity) in the future, often the distant future, in terms of the essence of what it should become”
(1990, 36).
The impact of a powerful vision provides a clear direction that motivates movement forward.
This view is also supported by Tichy and Devanna (1986), “The vision is the ideal to strive
for. It releases the energy needed to motivate the organization to action. It provides an
overarching framework to guide day-to-day decisions and priorities and provides the
parameters for playful opportunism” (123).
At work, leadership is about aligning people, which includes getting the people behind an
organization's vision (Kotter 2002; Kotter and Cohen 2002). The way the leader-change agent
communicates the vision serves as a symbol of the authenticity of the vision. The leader is the
central advocate for the vision. Leaders must also work diligently to ensure that the
stakeholders know where this vision is going and how it affects them. This includes asking for
their insights and engaging them in dialogue about the vision so the vision is real to them.
People (and organizations) can have multiple visions that overlap. For example, a leader can
have both a personal and professional vision—and, as noted, they must be aligned to achieve
the two visions successfully. Within an organization, different divisions that make different
products may have different visions, but the overriding vision is the vision of the parent
company—the dominant vision that must be shared and adhered to.
In an organization, visioning is a process of creating and communicating the direction of the

organization as it impacts every stakeholder, especially the employees and customers. A
process of education, training, questioning, and communicating must be used to bring the vision
to life for each organizational member. The vision statement found in the strategic plan, a
website, or on the wall must find a way into the behavior, attitudes, purpose, and heart of the
people as well as to the goals, strategies, and tasks to be achieved for the organization.
Returning to our example, the leader who presented her values above, her organization's vision
is “To take a leadership role in preparing our students to be life-long learners while making a
difference in a global environment.” The president's vision is “To create a more humane and
sustainable world community by developing global learners and leaders.” There is alignment
of the president's vision with the organization's shared vision. Her vision is “To strive for
authentic simplicity and engage in learningful relationships with a meaningful and sustainable
purpose.” Like her values, her vision aligns with the president's and with the organization's
vision. There is a shared direction.
As noted, a person can have visions for different parts of his or her life, but a person's
dominant vision can change or adjust other visions at any given time. Be aware of the
connections between them. Having a meaningful personal vision provides “the ideal to strive
for.” It also provides a basis for action and provides the motivation for creating and
committing to one's direction. Being mindful of one's vision is crucial for it to have an impact
on one's work and life.
Identification and communication of a set of core values and a vision (both personally and
organizationally) is a strong start. Yet, a vision is only effective if purposeful action is taken
reflecting the meaning of the vision. The next step is to identify one's personal mission that
stimulates action.

Mission
Mission is purpose. It is what you do each and every day to live by your values. Also, a
mission statement will support taking you where you want to go, to reaching your vision. A
mission statement helps you to focus on what should be done. It can energize the highest and
most creative energies to attain set goals. This suggests the benefits of writing a good personal
and professional mission statement. Mission statements, like vision statements, take time to
write and require deep reflection to achieve connection across one's values, vision, and
mission. Consider the following example as a place to start in writing a personal mission
statement.
My mission is ________ _________ __________ (use action verbs) for what: _________
(principle or cause) to/with or for (whom) ____________ .
The question to be considered: What is the guiding purpose that pulls you closer to realizing
your vision? Continuing with the above leader illustration, the organization's mission is
“Developing leaders through innovative and agile programs that focus on the sustainability and
entrepreneurial issues for organizations.” We define sustainability as including the whole
system to collectively consider human, financial, and environmental capital as it relates to

profit that can result in a better world for this generation and generations to come.
The president's mission is “Developing and delivering distinctive and innovative management
programs that maximize students' potential.” The organization's member wrote a mission that is
simple yet significant to the organization's and president's mission. Because she is a faculty
member that serves students, her mission is “Facilitating learning and serving with others to
create a sustainable future for the students, myself, and my organization.” There is alignment of
her mission to both the president's and the organization's mission.
As noted above, the mission statements for both the leader and his or her organization are at the
center of the process of knowing what you, as the leader of change, should be doing today as a
leader of change. There are practical implications for writing a meaningful personal mission
statement. Being fully engaged is essential to commitment to one's mission and the quest to
fulfill goals.
In order to go beyond just writing the words to design what Quinn (1996) calls “rules of
operation,” one must be able to closely identify with and be continually mindful of the
behaviors and actions that are reflected in the written statements. Because change, for our
purposes, includes hearing challenges, resistance, and agreements, writing your mission
statement can be a challenging activity—especially as it relates to personal change. Yet,
according to Quinn, “Knowledge accumulates, assumptions are made, values formulate,
competencies develop, and rules of operation are established” (1996, 9). Importantly, a
person's rules-of-operation are best based on written vision and mission statements that gain
full commitment by a determined writer. Next, you will think about leadership competencies.
Many of your competencies have been influenced and made possible the formation of your
values, vision, mission, and the ability to lead effectively.

Transformational Leadership Competencies
It is no mystery that a leader's competencies will manifest themselves in demonstrated actions.
The areas in which a leader is strong will receive more attention and show through—whether
or not they are beneficial competencies. A study by Stavros (1998) shows that outstanding
capabilities of a leader come to the surface as the leader functions with organizational
members. Skills, such as oral communications, networking, self-confidence, initiative, and
attention to detail, may be the hallmark of a particular leader's activities. Also in Stavros'
studies of leaders, the ability to take the initiative in creating a new vision, communicating the
vision to others, giving attention to detail, presenting feedback, and having the confidence to
move forward demonstrates the essence of effective leadership skills. These are noted as the
competencies required in an organization for leadership of transformational change to happen.
For identifying your leadership core competencies, Table 5.2, based on Boyatzis (1998),
provides terms and definitions.

Table 5.2 Leadership Competencies to Effectively Lead Change
Competency
Efficiency
Orientation
Planning
Initiative
Attention to
Detail
Flexibility
Networking

Competency Define
The ability to perceive input/output relationships and the concern for
increasing the efficiency of action.
The ability to define goals/objectives, strategy, tactics, and resources to be
used to meet the purpose (mission).
The ability to take action to accomplish something and to do so before being
asked, forced, or provoked into it.
The ability to seek order and predictability by reducing uncertainty.
The ability to adapt to changing circumstance, or alter one's behavior to fit
the situation better.
The ability to build relationships, whether they are one-to-one relations, a
coalition, an alliance, or a complex set of relationships among a group of
people.
The ability to consistently display decisiveness or presence.

SelfConfidence
Group
The ability to stimulate members of a group to work together effectively.
Management
Developing
The ability to stimulate someone to develop his abilities or improve his
Others
performance toward an objective.
Oral
The ability to explain, describe, or tell something to others through a personal
Communication presentation.
Pattern
The ability to identify a pattern in an assortment of unorganized or seemingly
Recognition
random data or information.
Social
The ability to perceive another person's beliefs, emotions, and perspectives,
Objectivity
particularly when they are different from the observer's own beliefs,
emotions, and perspectives.
Source: Adapted from Boyatzis (1998) and (2007).

Taylor (2006) notes that the key to self-development is the real self being identified through the
accurate knowledge the person has of self and then through gaining input from others that adds
to self-knowledge. “This is because the individual and others have unique insights into the
individual's real self, making their joint observations a more complete assessment than either
assessment would be alone” (644). Therefore, after identifying leadership competencies, these
competencies can also be used in an interview process with three to four of your trusted
advisors. These are people you respect and admire, people who have known you for a good
while, and people you have worked with in the past. Trusted advisors also may include a
personal acquaintance such as a family member or close friend whom you request to be honest

as well as people who genuinely want the best for you.
Prior to your conversations with your trusted advisors, you will ask them to identify your core
values. Then, you will share your values, vision, and mission and compare their perceptions
with yours. This conversation will help you best understand your trusted advisors' perceptions
of you and your leadership style and whether your actions reflect their understanding of your
values, vision, and mission. The goal is to learn what they believe are your leadership
competencies and then compare their list with yours. Seek trusted advisors who are willing to
give straightforward answers regarding what leadership competencies they see you
demonstrate in your personal and work environment and to be honest about where
improvement is needed. The openness of the trusted advisors will support future development
efforts. It is helpful to rank these competencies listed as outstanding, above average, average,
or needs improvement.

Writing Your Leadership Self-Assessment
An important step in the journey to awareness is to write your findings regarding each step in
this journey. Write it down. Don't miss anything, and make it a comprehensive journey of
leadership development.
The findings include putting your values, vision, and mission at the beginning and writing a
narrative that is a personal message to yourself and then comparing it to the organization's
values, vision, and mission. The following are some questions to consider:
1. Why is the journey occurring (including why you are doing the assessment)? What do you
hope to accomplish? Does it matter?
2. What have you done in the past in developing leadership capacity? How do you expect to
accomplish growth through this effort?
3. What are your values, vision, and mission statements? It could include why you chose the
five values. Write comments from your trusted advisors perceptions of your values, vision,
and mission. What is the true reality identified? Is it yours, theirs, or something new?
4. What is the outcome of the assessment? How do you expect to use these results? Write a
report and commentary on your interviews regarding your leadership competencies and the
evidence provided to support these competencies (the matrix). What competencies
surprised you? Which ones do you need to further develop? What are your thoughts on what
was said about your leadership competencies? (This is the larger part of your report.)
5. What will you do as a result of what was learned? What must you be mindful of regarding
performance as a leader? Write a commitment describing how you will specifically use the
information from the interviews and the collected materials from the process. What
specifically will you do in the next weeks and months to achieve your vision and mission?
How will you expand your leadership capabilities for your performance as a
transformational leader?
6. Make a commitment to developing yourself in identified areas and how often you will

revisit the materials to stay on track. Stay focused on your values, vision, and mission and
their alignment with your work and your organization.
The goal in writing this self-assessment is to make sense of the possibilities that can and do
arise from the learnings achieved from the assessment. The final question above is linked to the
essence of this learning process.

Summary
This chapter provides the materials to support a leader's developmental journey, whether they
are active OD practitioners or organizational leaders. Effective transformational leadership
development requires a self-organized assessment process. We acknowledge there are many
ways to move through deep, personal transformational change. Living an effective life requires
us to listen to the messages of “shoulds” offered by experiences, thinking, reflections, and
personal learnings (Buckingham and Clifton 2001). It also requires us to be mindful of how to
successfully utilize those messages. According to Sethi (2009, p. 7), “Mindfulness at work is a
key leadership competency, and leaders now more than ever need to live and lead mindfully,
coach others to be mindful, and create a mindful organization.”
Transformational leaders can transform organizations because, by knowing themselves and
their organizations, visionary leadership can be the outcome, while also resulting in “new
ways of thinking about strategy, structure, and people, as well as about change innovations, and
having an entrepreneurial perspective” (Warrick 2011, 13). This is a leadership style that can
be learned and nurtured through mindfulness and self-awareness.

Discussion Questions
1. How can transformational leadership help transform organizations?
2. What OD competencies help to strengthen a transformational leader?
3. Do your personal values, vision, and mission align with your organization's values, vision,
and mission? If so, how and why? If not, what can be done?
4. How can you as a transformational leader stay aware of internal and external factors of
your organization and its environment before and during an organization's transformation?

Resources
Center for Creative Leadership Development: www.ccl.org
Brian Tracy's Leadership Blog on successful leadership:
www.briantracy.com/blog/leadership-success/great-leadership-leadership-traits-types-ofleadership/
“How Good Are Your Leadership Skills?” assessment by Mindtools:

www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newLDR_50.htm
The Frances Hesselbein Leadership Institute, formerly the Drucker
Foundation:www.hesselbeininstitute.org
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Chapter Six
Appreciative Inquiry
Organization Development and the Strengths
Revolution
Jacqueline M. Stavros, Lindsey N. Godwin, and David L. Cooperrider
Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is a theory and practice of inquiry-and-change that shifts the
perspective of organization development (OD) methods by suggesting that the very act of
asking generative questions has profound impact in organizational systems. Inquiry and change
are not separate moments. Our questions focus our attention on what is “there” to be noticed.
Reflecting its social constructionist roots (Cooperrider, Barrett, and Srivastva 1995; Gergen
1995), which suggest that words create worlds, AI offers a new change imperative by
suggesting that we be aware of the negativity bias that pervades our investigations into
organizational life and instead shift our focus to the good, the better, and the possibilities that
often go undernoticed in our systems. Building on Gergen (1995) and Cooperrider and Avital
(2003), Cooperrider and Godwin (2012) summarize, “AI posits that human systems move in
the direction of the questions they most frequently and authentically ask; knowledge and
organizational destiny are intimately interwoven; what we know and how we study it has a
direct impact on where we end up” (740).
Leveraging the power of generative questions, AI changes the focus of what we typically study
in organizational life, questioning the prevailing mindset that “organizations are problems to be
solved,” (Cooperrider and Srivastva 1987). Instead, AI suggests that “organizations are
mysteries and miracles of human relatedness; they are living systems, alive and embedded in
ever-widening webs of infinite strength and limitless human imagination. Organizations, as
centers of human connectivity and collaboration, are ‘universes of strengths,’” (Cooperrider
and Godwin 2010, 10). AI invites change agents to look into their organizations with
“appreciative eyes”—scanning the system for things for which to be grateful, seeking out what
is next and what is possible, and focusing on valuing those things of value worth valuing. AI
theorists posit that such a shift in our approach to organizational change is needed if we are to
inspire our imaginative capacities to their fullest potential.
An entirely different approach to organization inquiry, transformation, and change emerges
when such an appreciative approach is applied to OD work. Transforming our underlying
metaphor of organizations transforms how we approach them as agents of change. If
organizations are not problems to be solved but instead are conceptualized as alive—as living
systems—then the fundamental question of change also shifts. Instead of seeking to answer
What is wrong here and how do we fix it? We instead search for What gives life to the living
system when it is most alive? What is the positive core of this system—including all past,
present and future capacity—and how do we magnify and engage this positive core with

constructive, transformational intent?
At its heart, AI is about the search for the best in people, their organizations, and the strengthsfilled, opportunity-rich world around them. AI is not so much a shift in the methods and models
of organizational change, but a fundamental shift in the overall perspective taken throughout the
entire change process to “see” the wholeness of the human system and to “inquire” into that
system's strengths, possibilities, and successes. The appreciative paradigm has emerged as a
way to describe any OD change approach that attends to the positive core of relationships and
organizations. It is a causative theory applicable to OD, transformation, and change methods.
Examples of interventions with an appreciative perspective are discussed throughout this book.
AI practitioners discover that applying such an appreciative perspective increases the power,
effectiveness, and sustainability of any classical OD intervention, from strategic planning and
organization redesign, to team building and diversity, to coaching and personal growth
approaches. AI is being used worldwide in both small- and large-scale change initiatives
across every type of organizational sector (case studies, podcasts, and video clips are
available at http://appreciativeinquiry.cwru.edu). Given the vast usage of AI across the globe,
Ken Gergen, a thought leader in social constructionism, reflects that, “The growth and
application of Appreciative Inquiry over the past two decades has been nothing short of
phenomenal. It is arguably the most powerful process of positive organizational change ever
devised” (in Whitney, Trosten-Bloom, and Rader 2010, x).
This chapter begins by further defining AI, followed by a brief history of AI, and an overview
of both the classic and emergent principles of AI. The AI 5-D model is then briefly reviewed,
and AI is situated within the emerging field of positive organization development (POD). The
chapter concludes with a discussion of how AI is providing the grounding philosophy for the
emerging three circles of the strengths revolution within the field.

Defining Appreciative Inquiry
To begin understanding Appreciative Inquiry (AI), it is important to first examine the very
words themselves that is what it means to appreciate and inquire.
ap-pre-ci-ate, v., 1. to recognize and like a favorable critical judgment or opinion; to
perceive those things that give life (health, vitality, excellence) to living systems 2. to feel
or express gratitude 3. to increase in value (e.g., the economy has appreciated in value) 4.
to fully know of; realize fully. Synonyms: value, prize, esteem, honor.
in-quire, v., 1. to explore and discover 2. to question 3. to be open to seeing new
potentials and possibilities. Synonyms: discover, search, systematically explore, and
study (Cooperrider, Whitney, and Stavros, 2008, 1).
Over the years, AI has been defined in many ways. It has been called a philosophy, an
approach, a method, a process, and a way-of-being for engaging all levels of an organizational

system in an inquiry into its positive core. The positive core is that which makes up the best of
an organization and its people and all of its relationships. This positive approach leads to
changes in the organization based on images of the best possible future as articulated and
visualized by the people and stakeholders who make up the human system of the organization.
The most commonly cited practitioner definition says:
AI is the cooperative co-evolutionary search for the best in people, their organizations,
and the world around them. It involves the discovery of what gives life to a living system
when it is most effective, alive, and constructively capable in economic, ecological, and
human terms. AI involves the art and practice of asking unconditional positive questions
that strengthen a system's capacity to apprehend, anticipate, and heighten its potential. AI
interventions focus on the speed of imagination and innovation instead of the negative,
critical, and spiraling diagnoses commonly used in organizations. The discovery, dream,
design, and destiny model links the energy of the positive core to changes never thought
possible. (Cooperrider, Whitney, and Stavros 2008, 3)
Many articles, book chapters, and books have defined AI as an approach to organization
dialogue, development, design, and learning. No matter how AI is defined, it is deliberate in
its life-giving search to help organizational systems discover their positive core of what gives
life to their system. The 5-D Process (described later in this chapter) for applying AI in
organization systems is, like the classical OD process, dramatically transforms Kurt Lewin's
action research model. The major difference is in the appreciative perspective and the role of
the OD practitioner. Rather than the practitioner working to identify problems and deficits in an
organization, AI involves the whole system in dialogues among members (including external
stakeholders) of the organization. These conversations focus on lifting up all of the “life giving
factors” inside and outside of a system, and are narrative rich. Instead of analysis of the
information being done only by the OD practitioner, AI encourages narrative process and
dialogue to learn about the best of the past to understand what relevant stakeholders want more
of, and to use that as a basis for imagining the most preferred future for their organization. It is
not a top-down approach, nor is it bottom-up; rather the approach is “whole,” with all voices
in the system working in concert during each phase. When the whole organization aligns with a
positive image of the future based on discoveries from the storytelling, dialogue of strengths
and opportunities, and images of the future, multiple projects are designed, agreed on, and
implemented to create that future.

Brief History of Appreciative Inquiry
The birth of AI came in 1980 via the coauthorship, thought leadership, and collaboration
between Dr. David Cooperrider and his advisor, Dr. Suresh Srivastva. As a doctoral student,
David was involved with a group from Case Western Reserve University working with the
Cleveland Clinic in a conventional diagnostic organizational analysis in search of “What is
wrong within this organization?” In gathering his data, David was amazed by the level of
positive cooperation, innovation, and egalitarian governance he was finding in the
organization. Suresh noticed David's excitement and suggested he follow his fascination and

excitement and make it the focus of his inquiry.
David obtained permission from the Clinic's chairman, Dr. William Kiser, to reverse the
diagnostic organizational focus and instead take a life-centric stance in his analysis of the
Clinic. This analysis focused on the factors contributing to the most highly effective functioning
of the Clinic when it was at its best in every way. The Cleveland clinic became the first large
organizational site where a conscious decision to use an inquiry focusing on life-giving factors
formed the basis for an organizational analysis. The term Appreciative Inquiry (AI) was first
introduced and written as a footnote in the feedback report of “emergent themes” by David and
Suresh for the board of governors of the Cleveland Clinic. The report created such a powerful
and positive stir that the board called for ways to use this method with the whole group
practice. The momentum set the stage for David's seminal dissertation and AI's first theoretical
articulation in a journal article calling for an appreciative paradigm shift for the field of
organization and management thought (Cooperrider 1986; Cooperrider and Srivastva 1987).
The research, in brief, demonstrated a Heisenberg “observer effect” on steroids, how just the
mere act of inquiry in human systems can change a whole organization. That realities shift as
we put our attention on something, asking questions, gathering information, and paying attention
to someone, is so commonplace by now that we forget that it might just be the most important
first principle for a field devoted to human systems development and change. For some, this
simultaneity between inquiry and change is an incidental phenomenon. It has a name. It has
been dubbed “the mere measurement effect.” However, as it relates to the generative task of
AI, there is nothing at all minor about it. The Cleveland Clinic—under the leadership of Dr.
William Kiser, who saw the power of AI to bring out the best in human beings—became one of
the finest medical systems in the world. As Dr. Kiser later commented, AI created the
goodwill, the collaborative mindset, and the positive practice environment to inspire an
entirely new generation of extraordinary achievement at the Cleveland Clinic (see Cooperrider
1986).
AI was articulated first as a method for building generative theory. It was a call for “a
scholarship of the positive,” focusing our attention on “what gives life” to human and
ecological systems when they are most alive (Cooperrider 2013). Quickly—beyond its use as
a positive organizational scholarship and theory-building method—the applied power of AI
was discovered, and soon it spread to many domains such as organization development,
strengths-based management, applied positive psychology, evaluation studies, change
management, coaching and counseling, corporate strategy, sustainable development, social
constructionism, design thinking, organizational behavior, biomimicry, and learning theory. In
his New York Times best-selling book, Go Put Your Strengths to Work, Marcus Buckingham
(2006) points to the theory of AI was one of the important academic catalysts for the “strengths
revolution” in management. Beyond the work of Cooperrider and Srivastva, the other two
foundational sources of the strengths revolution in management included Peter Drucker's The
Effective Executive (1966) and Martin Seligman's call for positive psychology (Seligman
1999). Together, AI, Drucker's management theory, and positive psychology have created a
society-wide, positive-strengths movement, argued Marcus Buckingham, “because it works.”

Now, nearly 30 years since that seminal work at the Cleveland Clinic occurred, AI has spread
to become a global phenomenon. Today, many OD practitioners and scholars are advancing the
theory and practice of AI as part of a historical shift in the social sciences toward more
constructionist, strengths-based, and positive approaches to research, OD, transformation, and
change. Thousands of organizations are embracing this positive OD revolution by applying AI
in for-profit, nonprofit, government, and social sectors. These range from global and
government agencies, nongovernmental agencies, Fortune 100 organizations, nonprofits, and
school systems to community planning organizations. World conferences on AI have been held
in the United States, Nepal, Belgium, and South Africa.
Given the impact from almost three decades of practice in every corner of the world, we can
assert with confidence that AI is both a way of being with a process that respects and affirms
both the differences and similarities in gender, culture, and nationality. It is a way to talk
generatively across differences and to find ways forward no matter how challenging the path.
AI is an approach to OD that is highly culturally sensitive and adaptable across a wide variety
of national cultures (Yaeger, Head, and Sorensen 2006). Whenever an appreciative approach is
used, though, it is grounded in the fundamental principles of AI—to which we now turn our
attention.

Appreciative Inquiry Principles
Appreciative Inquiry (AI), in whatever form it takes, rests on a set of five principles originally
articulated by David Cooperrider (1986): constructionist, simultaneity, poetic, anticipatory,
and positive. These five original principles are central to AI's theoretical basis and practice
for OD work that is generative and strengths-based. The defining article that first outlined these
principles is “Appreciative Inquiry into Organizational Life” (Cooperrider and Srivastva
1987). Besides these original principles, there are also five emergent principles, which
include: wholeness, enactment, free choice, awareness, and narrative. Knowing these 10
principles facilitates the application and adaptation of the original AI 4-D cycle to any
organization, from the interpersonal to the whole system level. Organizations that work to
embed the AI principles into their culture have been shown to become generative and creative,
leading to even more innovation in the use and form of AI itself.

The Five Original Principles
The five original principles detail the underlying beliefs that connect AI from theory to
practice. Besides using these principles to guide organizational change efforts, applying these
principles in one's life leads the OD practitioner to experience their relevance in creating
strengths-based relationships and success in organizations and communities (Stavros and
Torres 2005).
Constructionist Principle. Reflecting a social constructionist stance toward reality and
knowledge creation (Gergen 1995), this principle states that knowledge about an organization
and the destiny of that organization are interwoven. Rather than assuming one absolute truth,

this stance suggests that truth is local, meaning that organizational members are continually coconstructing their own realities (Gergen 2001). Therefore, what we believe to be true about an
organization, how we “know” it, will affect the way we act and the way we approach change
in that system. It reminds us that organizational systems are never static entities; rather they are
continually evolving and products of our collective co-constructions through our conversations
and interactions. These constructionist dialogues predict the next moment.
Simultaneity Principle. Working in concert with the Constructionist Principle, this principle
proposes that inquiry is intervention. This means that change begins simultaneously at the
moment we first pose a question in a human system, not after we find an answer. Questions,
whether positive or negative, become fateful because they are the catalytic force that sets the
stage for the areas on which we focus our attention and energy. Therefore, one of the most
impactful things an OD practitioner does is to ask questions. The questions we ask set the stage
for what we “discover,” and what we “dream” creates the narratives that lead to conversations
about how the organization lives in the present moment and will construct its future, which is
“design” and “destiny.” Just as Heisenberg's (1949) principle holds true for the physical
world, so it is true for our social systems; we create new realities during the process of
inquiry. What we focus on appreciates, or grows, in value.
As Cooperrider and Godwin (2012) describe, an organization-wide survey on low morale
produces ripple effects through the mere act of asking: “What are the causes of low morale?”
This question concentrates attention on what or who is causing the low morale; it provides a
more precise language for speaking about low morale, and provides a presumptive assurance
if we “figure out the problem,” then we can apply the “right” intervention to help the system
return to a more normal state. However, one more expensive low-morale survey, even with all
the good intentions, will not tell us how to create a supercharged, highly engaged workforce. If
we want to learn about how to create an engaged workforce, we must ask questions about
when people have felt most engaged and what engagement looks like to them.
Poetic Principle. The Poetic Principle acknowledges that human organizations are like open
books to be interpreted. An organization's story is constantly coauthored by the people within
the organization and those outside who interact with it. The organization's past, present, and
future are endless sources of learning, inspiration, and interpretation, just as a good poem is
open to endless interpretations. We can study any topic related to human experience in any
human system. We can inquire into stress or the nature of positive emotions. We can study
moments of innovation or moments of failures. We have a choice because all aspects of
humanity exist in every system.
Anticipatory Principle. This principle suggests that human beings act based on their
“anticipation” of future events, and this anticipation affects themselves, the people, and
systems in the organization. Leveraging the Simultaneity Principle with the power of questions
and the Constructionist Principle with the power of co-construction, the Anticipatory Principle
invites organization systems to ask questions that help them generate a collective understanding
of the present and vision for a desired future. This image of a better tomorrow guides the
current behavior of any person or organization. If we act from our expectations and we move

toward what we anticipate, an important task for change agents is to help organizations
articulate a powerful image of their ideal state, which becomes a beacon for the realization of
that vision.
Positive Principle. This principle's premise is that the more positive and affirmative the
images we carry, the more likely we are to move into these images. The Positive Principle
supports the other four principles. Positive questions lead to positive images of the future, and
positive images lead to positive, long-lasting actions (Cooperrider 1999). Taking an
appreciative stance in organizational change helps positively impact the affective side of
transformation by creating upward spirals of positive emotions in organizations (Fredrickson
2009). The positive emotions of hope, optimism, compassion, and awe generated by
appreciative work literally strengthen a person or organization's ability to bring their positive
images of the future into fruition (Fredrickson 2003).

The Five Emergent Principles
The five original principles have since been augmented by the principles of wholeness,
enactment, free choice (Whitney and Trosten-Bloom 2010), awareness (Stavros and Torres
2005), and narrative (Barrett and Fry 2005). A summary of these are presented in Table 6.1.
These emergent principles have elevated and extended the original principles, further helping
OD practitioners apply an appreciative stance when leading organizational change work.
Table 6.1 Five Emergent AI Principles
Principle
Wholeness
(Whitney and
Trosten-Bloom
2010)
Enactment
(Whitney and
Trosten-Bloom
2010)
Free Choice
(Whitney and
Trosten-Bloom
2010)
Awareness
(Stavros and
Torres 2005)
Narrative
(Barrett and Fry
2005)

Meaning
To include all parts of a system in creating the future. Important to
recognize that an organization is a “whole” and all parts are interrelated.

When we act as if something is true in our organization, then it becomes
true. If we want a more egalitarian organization, then use an egalitarian
process to create it.
People can choose how to engage and contribute in the change process; they
then perform better and are more committed to the change.

Self-reflective awareness of the connectivity of original principles is
needed to apply AI in daily living. Being aware of your thoughts, habits,
and actions allows you to operate in an appreciative paradigm.
Stories have a transformative power in organizational life. Stories should
be told and written to reflect the best realities and to live into these stories.

The Appreciative Inquiry 5-D Cycle
If these principles represent the overarching gestalt of Appreciative Inquiry (AI) work, the 5-D
cycle offers generative yet practical scaffolding upon which AI work is often built, as
illustrated in Figure 6.1. Each of the Ds represents different activities and generative dialogues
happening in a systematic manner throughout the organizational system. Regardless of the level
of work within the system, from one-on-one coaching, to team building, to system-wide change,
the 5-D model can be leveraged as a guide for creating positive change. Each phase is
summarized briefly below, but many resources further articulate the details of these phases
depending on the OD work one is leading. We recommend that you visit the AI Commons
(www.appreciativeinquiry.case.edu) and the AI Practitioner: The International Journal of
Appreciative Inquiry website (www.aipractitioner.com) that combined has hundreds of
illustrations of AI in action.

Figure 6.1 AI 5-D Cycle

The Defining Phase—What Is the Topic of Inquiry?
While the AI 4-D (Discovery, Dream, Design, and Delivery) cycle remains the simplest and
the most often-used visual when describing the appreciative process, in OD work there should
always be a conversation on defining the purpose of how and why AI will be used. Many OD
practitioners have concretized this process by adding this fifth D, Define, to center the model
to cover what OD practitioners typically call the “contracting” phase of the process. In this
phase, the guiding question is, “What generative topic do we want to focus on together?” This
phase often involves reframing or clarifying a pressing organizational issue into opportunity
areas for further inquiry.

For example, when British Airways launched a change initiative that became the largest
customer responsiveness program in the company's history (Cooperrider and Whitney 2005),
the first step in the process was to define the generative topic in which they wanted to invest.
While the topic initially presented as a problem of “How do we deal with excessive baggage
loss,” it ultimately evolved into “How do we create outstanding arrival experiences.” The
generative reframing of the topic was fateful, as it helped launch a discovery process into the
existing moments of outstanding arrival experiences and a dreaming process of what
outstanding arrival looks like, and so on. Ultimately, it became one of the most successful and
well-documented change programs ever done at British Airways (Whitney and Trosten-Bloom
2010).

The Discovery Phase—What Gives Life?
In the Discovery phase, the goal is to inquire, learn about, and appreciate the best of “what is”
in a person or organizational system via appreciative one-on-one interviews. The ability to
collect strengths-based, life-giving (i.e., the Positive Principle), and future-oriented data (i.e.,
the Anticipatory Principle) is key to the Discovery phase. The guiding question for this phase
is, “When we have been at our best, what were we doing?” The assumption is that every
person or system has strengths, high-points, and positive things to be discovered (i.e., the
Poetic Principle) and leveraged for the future.
The Discovery phase has several important aspects. First is the importance of lifting up
individuals' stories (i.e., the Narrative Principle). Through sharing stories, the organization's
members get in touch with their ideas and beliefs about what makes a peak experience and
understand how to create more of these positive experiences (i.e., the Constructionist
Principle). According to research on the human brain, stories have the power of connecting the
left brain, where reason and language reside, with our right brain, where our artistic nature,
innovation, and creativity reside (Dew 1996). By tapping into the whole brain (i.e., the
Wholeness Principle), we access our full range of ideas and emotions, giving a powerful base
to our images of an ideal state. Five classic appreciative questions are:
1. Reflecting on History and High Point Moments: What is a peak experience of “x” or at
“y” (customized to the focus of the inquiry)?
2. Learning from Others/Search for Inspirational Practices: What are best practices from
others regarding “x” and how can we learn from what has worked elsewhere to inform
what we want to do?
3. Building on What We Value Most/Continuity: No matter what changes about “y,” what do
we value most about ourselves, our colleagues, and our organization?
4. Images of the Future: Imagine it is five years in the future and the organization has become
what you most want it to be, what does it look like?
5. Three Wishes: If you had three wishes for your organization, what would they be?
The “x” refers to a topic of inquiry such as a high-performing team and “y” could refer to the

organization. AI interviews can go deep when interview partners are coached to listen with
curiosity and probe their partners to share details about their experiences and visions for the
future. The insights from this phase are typically culled and themed (often by a facilitator in
collaboration with members of the organization) and then shared back to participants to help
set the stage for the Dream phase.

The Dream Phase—What Might Be?
The Dream phase is an invitation for the participants to amplify the positive core of the system
by imagining possibilities for the future (i.e., the Positive and Anticipatory Principles). For
example, the conversation may center on what a high-performing team might look like, based
on the list of themes created from the interviews in the Discovery phase. The guiding question
for this phase is, “When we achieve our ideal state of success, what will it look like?” The
Dream phase seeks to expand the organization's true potential and begins to “shift” the current
status quo toward a desired future reality. This phase creates momentum, synergy, and
excitement among the participants of “what can be.” Dreaming is a significant activity that
leads to higher levels of creativity, commitment, and enthusiasm for the organization's future. It
is in these higher levels that participants access the ideas and energy for identifying and
articulating tasks and actions in the Design phase.
How data are gathered in this phase depends on the size of the organizational system.
Typically, teams across the organization will engage in this process and then share their
collective visions with the wider system. There is no methodological recipe to do this, you just
have to decide how to work the process and what you want to discover in the Dream phase.
For example, in the British Airways example, they “wanted to uncover and transport from
station to station all the best practices that would support British Airways' world-class
service” (Whitney and Trosten-Bloom 2010, 130).

The Design Phase—What Should Be the Ideal?
The Design phase focuses on leveraging the best of the past as discovered in the stories
(continuity) to help move the system toward action steps for achieving (transition) their desired
state as articulated in the Dream phase. The design steps vary depending on the complexity of
the project, but include a two-step process: (1) brainstorming and (2) rapid-prototyping. First,
the team, group, or organization brainstorms a list of activities and ideas of things they want to
create in their ideal organization. These are activities and processes that can be planned and
implemented in alignment with the dreams created in the previous Dream phase. A guiding
question for this process is often, “How might we make our vision a reality?”
Once the brainstorming ideas are synthesized and prioritized, the focus then becomes on
exploring the question, “What will these ideas look like in action?” While there are a variety
of models and processes within the purview of OD practice that can be blended with an AI
perspective to help answer this question, one of the most promising approaches has come from
the field of design. As detailed by Coughlan, Suri, and Canales (2008), prototyping helps an
organizational system concretize their ideas into tangible artifacts. Prototyping represents the

Constructionist Principle in action, where an idea such as “We need a new employeeorientation program” gets co-created into an initial iteration of what that would look like (i.e.,
the elements of the program are sketched out, communication templates are mocked up, a
calendar for the program is drawn out, etc.) for further evolution in the Destiny phase.

The Destiny Phase—How to Empower, Learn, and Improvise?
In this phase, the organizational members discuss how to deliver the dream and design by
leveraging the strengths and resources lifted up during the discovery dialogues. Like the
previous three phases, the Destiny phase (sometimes t is also referred to as the Delivery
phase) continues with a whole system dialogue. The guiding question now becomes, “How do
we continue to leverage our strengths to deliver on the promise dreams and ensure our system
flourishes in the future?”
While there are many forms of the Destiny phase, this phase will depend on the complexity of
the system and what are the expected outcomes of the 5-D application. Many systems will
create an interval process where the 5-Ds are continuously used to access how projects are
proceeding and update plans for the future. This review involves asking the system/group
another discovery question: “Tell a story about the best things that have happened in this
project since we began.” This is followed by a dream question that refocuses them on creating
an updated image of success; that is, “Imagine it is three months from now and the project has
become wildly successful, what does that look like?” This can be followed by another Design
process to continue moving the project forward with new iterations. Ultimately, the Destiny
phase transforms the organizational culture into an appreciative learning culture and the cycle
continues.
While these phases for applying AI are fairly concrete and understandable—whether 4 or 5 Ds
—the way those steps are carried out makes all the difference. In traditional OD processes,
large-group planning often aims to produce a list of things that the group wants done expecting
some senior-level people will make it happen. The AI process, however, must be “owned” by
the “whole” of the organization so any external facilitator/consultant functions as coach or
advisor. Of major importance in all of these phases is that some configuration of the whole is
working together to bring about the lasting change they have identified as desirable. This might
literally be the whole system of thousands of people coming together as in an AI Summit (see
examples in Cooperrider, Godwin, Boland, and Avital 2012), or it may be representative
members from across the system collaborating on behalf of the whole.

Appreciative Inquiry and the Organization Development
Strengths Revolution
Compared to the deficit-based management culture that dominates much of our organizational
life, it is perhaps no surprise that the strengths-based movement that has emerged within the
field of OD is being called a revolution. Since the 1940s, organizations have used the
traditional deficit-based approach to solving problems. Traditionally, it starts with identifying

problems, then diagnosing and analyzing the problems and ends with a plan to fix the problems.
As detailed above, Appreciative Inquiry (AI) provides an alternative to this approach and
challenges the traditional approach to a more affirmative, strengths-based way to look for what
is working well in the organization and what the organization wants more of in its future.

Strengths-based Principles
AI posits that organizations need not be fixed. Instead, they need constant reaffirmation and
opportunities to be solution-seeking. More precisely, organizations as heliotropic systems
grow toward the direction of what they most focus on, or put more precisely, what they most
persistently ask questions about. Whereas traditional OD work has aimed at asking questions
to identify problems, diagnose the underlying causes of those problems, analyze possible
solutions, and plan how to lessen those problems, the appreciative approach starts the change
process from a different paradigm, with a different set of questions. AI invites people to
appreciate and ask about the best of what exists within their system, envision what might
become in the future, dialogue about what should evolve, and innovate together to make their
highest hopes become realities. Cooperrider and Godwin (2012) created a set of strengthsbased principles, which are summarized in the left-side column of Table 6.2. We present the
implications for OD practitioners in the right-side column.
Table 6.2 Principles of Strengths-based Approaches and Implications for Positive OD
Strengths-based Principle Implications for Positive OD Practitioners
1. We live in worlds our
Be aware of the questions being asked within organizations as
inquiries create.
well as the ones you pose. The ROI on change initiatives is
dependent upon what we inquire into: deficiencies or the best in
life.
2. We excel only by
Pay attention to the initial framing of your work and beware of
amplifying strengths, never the negativity bias inherent in our traditional OD approaches
by simply fixing
because excellence is not the opposite of failure.
weaknesses.
3. Small shifts make
Instead of focusing 80 percent on what's not working and 20
seismic differences;
percent on strengths, it is important to put this 80/20 rule in
strengths-based change
reverse to harness the transformative power of the “positivity
obeys a tipping point.
ratio.”
4. Strengths do more than It is important to help organizations and the individuals within
perform, they transform.
them to uncover the best within themselves and imagine “what is
next” in order for them to create upward spirals.
5. We live in a universe of Focus your attention and the attention of the organization on what
strengths; what we
they want to become more of, not less of. There are unlimited
appreciate (see as having strengths in any organizational system to be found and amplified
value) appreciates
if we seek them out, including success, vitality, and flourishing.
(increases in value).

These principles are informing a new epoch in our work as leaders of organizational change.
Building on the strengths revolution (Buckingham 2006; Rath 2007) and fueled by AI, positive
OD work entails three main stages: (1) the elevation of strengths, (2) the alignment or
connected magnification of strengths, and (3) the creation of strengths-based organizations to
become positive institutions—vehicles for elevating, magnifying, and refracting our highest
human strengths outward to the world (Cooperrider and Godwin 2012; Cooperrider et al.
2008). As illustrated in Figure 6.2, these three circles of work are undergirded by the
appreciative paradigm—the capacity to see beyond problems and see possibility and inquire
into what gives life to a system when it is. These three circles, while not exhaustive, provide a
framework for the many streams of scholarship informing the strengths-based approaches we
are seeing gain traction today in OD.

Figure 6.2 Strengths-Based Revolution for Positive OD
Source: From D. Cooperrider, “The 3-Circles of the Strengths Revolution,” AI Practitioner: International Journal of
Appreciative Inquiry (November 2008, 8), with permission.

Three Circles of the Strengths-Based Revolution for Positive OD
The focus of the first circle—Elevation of Strengths—leverages the theories and
methodologies in domains such as positive psychology (Seligman 2011; Seligman, Steen, Park,

and Peterson 2005), appreciative intelligence (Thatchenkery and Metzker 2006), positive
organizational scholarship (Cameron, Dutton, and Quinn 2003; Cameron and Spreitzer 2012),
emotional intelligence (Boyatzis and McKee 2005), and strengths-based management
(Buckingham 2006; Rath 2007). The guiding question of this level of work is: “What are the
strengths of individuals within this system?”
To help answer this question, OD practitioners are benefiting from the growing array of tools
being developed that lift up strengths and talents of individuals, small groups, and teams. From
strengths-finders such as the Values in Action (VIA) (Peterson and Seligman 2004) and
Strengths-Finder 2.0 (Rath 2007), to tools such as the Best Self Analysis (Roberts, Dutton,
Spreitzer, Heaphy, and Quinn 2005), the SOAR Profile (Stavros 2013), to appreciative
coaching methodologies (Orem, Binket, and Clancy 2007), there are a wide assortment of
instruments, frameworks, and processes at the modern OD practitioner's disposal to discover
and lift up the individual strengths and assets that have often gone unnoticed, unlabeled, and
underappreciated.
Elevating strengths lays the foundation for the work of the second circle, which involves
creating an alignment and magnification of individual's strengths. The guiding question for this
level of work is: “How do we take isolated strengths and amplify them to a new level?” The
domains of work informing this circle of work include the anthropological power of narrative
from the social constructionist realm (Miller, Potts, Fung, Hoogstra, and Mintz 1990), the
Drucker-esque management philosophy that emphasizes the importance of the alignments of
strengths (Drucker 1966), and investigations into high quality connections (Dutton and Heaphy
2003). One of the most powerful tools used in this sphere of work is the classic AI Summit
methodology, which has been used to convene whole systems of hundreds to thousands of
individuals (see examples in Cooperrider, Godwin, Boland, and Avital 2012). New
technologies are making it even easier for the AI Summit to truly become a macro-management
tool that aligns disparate parts of complex systems across time and space (Godwin, Bodiford,
and Kaplan 2012). Other tools for aligning and magnifying strengths include the World Café
model (visit: www.theworldcafe.com), Asset-Based Community Development (Kretzmann and
McKnight 1994), Future Search (Weisbord and Janoff 1995), and SOAR (strengths,
opportunities, aspirations, and results; Stavros 2013)—the appreciative alternative that
leverages and amplifies the “S” and “O” of SWOT.
The lifting up, magnifying, and aligning of strengths become the building blocks for the third
circle—the creation of positive institutions, which “not only elevate and connect human
strengths (internally) but serve to refract and magnify our highest human strengths into society”
(Cooperrider and Godwin 2010, 738). This circle is perhaps the greatest realm of work
affecting the future of OD, as it asks: “How do we co-create institutions that support both the
creation and reflection of our best selves outward to the world?”
A myriad of terms have emerged to describe the work being done in this domain—
sustainability, eco-efficiency, social entrepreneurship, social responsibility, triple bottom-line,
and sustainable development, to name a few. Theoretical frameworks informing this work
include stakeholder theory (Freeman 1984), the call for sustainable value (Laszlo 2008), and

the search for business to act as an agent of world benefit (BAWB; Piderit, Fry, and
Cooperrider 2007). From advances in biomimicry (Benyus 2002), to the BAWB world inquiry
(see www.worldbenefit.cwru.edu/inquiry), tools for accomplishing these lofty aims include
the bottom of the pyramid protocol (see www.bop-protocol.org) and the next generation AI
Summit, or “the sustainable design factory” (Cooperrider 2008).
These circles are not necessarily linear. As detailed by Cooperrider and Fry (2012),
organizations can also cultivate what they refer to as “mirror flourishing” by committing to
sustainability and other initiatives that help to bring out the best of the individuals within them.
They define mirror flourishing as “The consonant flourishing or growing together that happens
naturally and reciprocally to us when we actively engage in or witness the acts that help nature
flourish, others flourish, or the world as a whole to flourish” (8). When people see positive
outcomes happening within their organizational system, it helps inspire them to bring their best
selves to their work and their world. Positive institutions can lift up and align individuals'
strengths, just as individuals' strengths can be aligned to create positive institutions.

Summary
Appreciative Inquiry (AI) was originally intended and used first as a qualitative research
process—an appreciative way of exploring what is going right in a system to build futureoriented prospective theory (Cooperrider 1986). Over the years, AI has evolved to become
part of the OD discipline as a philosophy and process that engages individuals across the
organizational whole system in processes that create renewal and positive transformational
change.
Today, AI is a global phenomenon that offers a way of being and a framework for
organizational inquiry from an appreciative, strengths-based lens. Anchored in its principles,
AI can be embedded into all levels of an organization, from an individual's life, to team
dynamics, to entire systemic change initiatives. There are several ways to apply AI (via its 4D or 5-D cycle). The AI 5-D cycle operates on the belief that the responsibility for
transformation and change resides with the people. The shift begins with individuals within the
organization taking responsibility for the process through story sharing and dialogue that is
generative.
The impact of AI across organizations has been felt around the globe. A recent empirical study
by Verleysen, Lambrecths, and Van Acker (2014) suggests that “leaders of change would be
well advised to help enact and sustain the principles of AI and 4-D cycle of AI” and that “AI is
an effective way to increase psychological capital…which are conditions for co-creating new
possibilities and effective systematic change” (21). There are many possibilities to
transforming and creating a positive future for you, your department, organization, or industry.
The probability that any of these comes into reality depends on how you embrace the
possibilities; ask yourself: What kind of future should we live into?

Discussion Questions

1. Take a negative situation; using the AI philosophy and principles, how would you reframe
the situation into a positive situation—something that you wish to learn about and have
more of?
2. How are you seeing the three circles of the strengths revolution affecting the field of OD
today? How are you working to lift up, magnify, and refract strengths in yourself and others
through your work?
3. Reflect on how you might experiment with the impact of inquiry—how much do you track
the impacts of different types of questions you ask? How does a deficit-based question lead
to a different dialogue than an appreciative question?
4. How can you integrate the principles of AI with other OD methodologies to experiment
with new approaches for creating positive organizational change?

Resources
AI History and Timeline: http://appreciativeinquiry.case.edu/intro/timeline.cfm
AI Video Clips and Interview Guides: http://appreciativeinquiry.case.edu/practice/video.cfm
Appreciative Inquiry: A Conversation with David Cooperrider: www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3JDfr6KGV-k
David L. Cooperrider Center for Appreciative Inquiry in the Stiller School of Business,
Champlain College: www.champlain.edu/appreciativeinquiry
Appreciative Inquiry Practitioner—The International Journal of AI:
www.aipractitioner.com/
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Chapter Seven
Competencies for Success
Steve H. Cady and Zachary D. Shoup
In the early 1970s, David McClelland (1973) wrote a groundbreaking article focused on
testing for competence rather than intelligence. The reigning paradigm of that time was to focus
on intelligence testing, particularly as it predicted grades in school. The assumption was that
intelligence leads to high performance in one's job. McClelland challenged this paradigm by
first looking at achievement motivation, then exploring what really predicts performance. He
concluded (1973), “While grade level attained seemed related to future measures of success in
life, performance within grade was related only slightly. In other words, being a high school or
college graduate gave one a credential that opened up certain higher level jobs, but the poorer
students in high school or college did as well in life as the top students.” (2)
When considering what it means to be a competent professional, we look at what is commonly
referred to as KSAs—knowledge, skills, and abilities. Knowledge generally refers to a
person's education and training. Skills refer to a person's potential to perform observable tasks
related to a specific set of job duties. Finally, abilities refer to a person's capability to exhibit
certain behaviors that lead to a predetermined result. These three provide statements of
specific requirements for effective performance in a given job position. KSA statements guide
the selection of a person for a job; and, once the person is hired, these statements are used in a
variety of personnel processes such as performance evaluations, training, and promotion.
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the current state of competency development in
organizations, provide an approach to developing a robust competency framework, and
propose a way forward for competencies in the field of organization development (OD). It is
important to note that the role of competencies in our field is relevant for both professionals
and managers. Advancing an up-to-date competency framework that is on par with comparison
fields (talent development or human resource management) will enable us to create more
robust programs in education, certification, recruitment, selection, placement, employee
development, and ongoing research.

Competencies as Competitive Advantage
Competencies are applied and utilized by varying professionals across multiple disciplines,
playing an integral role in overall organizational performance and growth. OD professionals
and managers utilizing OD principles to improve or champion organizational change can
leverage the power of competencies across multiple contexts. Competency development is
quickly emerging as an opportunity for OD practitioners to stay at the forefront of
organizational effectiveness as discussed next.

Recruitment and Selection
The strong connection between enacted behaviors and professional competencies creates an
opportunity for organizations to identify and solicit talent using competency-based
interviewing. Recent studies have further illustrated the notion that a competency framework or
model provides organizational savings, primarily by improving talent selection decisions
(Sutton and Watson 2013). Currently most organizations utilize a standard set of skills,
behaviors, and abilities to recruit and vet potential employees. Competencies are used to
establish benchmarks for prospective talent and represent indicators of applicants' fit and
ability to meaningfully contribute to a given organization (Edgar 2009).

Self-Management
Professional competencies provide a target for practitioners to pursue and also guide
development through an individuals' lifetime learning cycle. Professional development
undertakings proliferate after the creation and implementation of professional standards and
can help to advance individuals' skill levels in design, communication, or other technical area
essential to work (Lattuca, Bergom, and Knight 2014). OD professionals understanding the
essential competencies for the field and how they influence desirable outcomes in the
workplace will provide a catalyst for increased professional development. Truly grasping the
importance and impact of a robust competency model will in turn help practitioners selfmanage their growth and learning within the field. Competencies as benchmarks will guide OD
professionals while choosing which publications to consume and which scholastic courses to
participate. A competency model in essence will act as a roadmap for increased professional
capacity and learning.

Performance Evaluation
Competencies models by nature of their construction include behavioral indicators that are
intended to represent actionable steps to achieve an explicit end. Because of this unique
construction competencies also serve well as performance evaluation tools. Evidence exists
that displays measuring either technical or behavioral focused competencies will provide
indicators of overall organizational outcomes (Semeijn, Van Der Heijden, and Van Der Lee
2014). Essentially measuring expressed competencies will provide a metric for employee
performance. Within any set of specific job duties the linked foundational competencies can be
utilized to measure actual performance or demonstration of the key components determined as
essential for the role (i.e., the competency). Often this is achieved by facilitating a
comprehensive and systematic review of the employee with a focus on the previously
established competency standards. Organizations can utilize varying types of 360-degree tools
to illicit data in relation to the demonstration and potential related to a competency.
Consequently, the adherence to the organization or the professional fields' competencies
becomes the key performance metric for the employee.

Training and Development

Competency models also assist in identifying forthcoming training and development needs
(Sutton and Watson 2013). Competencies include aspirational behavioral outcomes and
subsequently can be utilized to generate training objectives. Competencies identified as
performance musts for a specific organizational role can be incorporated into curriculum. To
be assessed as competent, a person must demonstrate the ability to perform a job's specific
task and developing employee training programs to teach people to understand, model, and
exhibit competencies leads to competent employees.

Retention
Retention of talent is a derivative of using competencies effectively in an organizational
context. As discussed above OD professionals have multiple avenues to implement
competency based approaches to further any number of significant organizational pursuits.
Competencies play a role in retaining people by helping clarify what role they play, how they
fit in the organization, and ensuring beneficial development opportunities are presented.
Competencies provide indicators for who you want to retain; and being clear about
competencies, and by developing people in those competencies you can then retain the optimal
talent. OD professionals can use competencies as a strategy to increase retention of the people
that will make the most meaningful impacts on the organization.

Developing a Competency Framework
Quality competency models have the most impact on the functional areas outlined above and as
such are areas that professionals can continue to focus on advancing in their work with
organizations and communities. A review of the literature on the professional development of
competency-based approaches provides the following distinctions (Davis, Naughton, and
Rothwell 2004; Elements for HR Success, 2012; Marshall and Eubanks, 1990; Richey, Fields
and Foxon, 2001; Rothwell and Lindholm, 1999; Society for Industrial and Organizational
Psychology 1999; Sullivan, Rothwell, and Worley 2001):
Definition. Competencies combine KSAs into an integrated statement of what can be
behaviorally observed in a person. The behavioral observations are applied to tasks that
correspond to job duties, along with internal factors of the person in terms of attitudes and
values.
Standards. The competencies are focused on adding value to the organization by
contributing to job performance. In addition, competencies are measured by a set of
standards.
Demonstration. While there are internal and external competencies, each statement reflects
the KSAs as a demonstration; hence, it is an observable behavior. External competencies
are tangible and more easily observed. Some of the observable behaviors are directly
related to the gross or fine motor skills necessary to perform a job duty. Internal
competencies are intangible and not directly observed. The statements, in this case, are
behaviors that serve as a proxy for competencies such as mental processing, values, and

attitudes.
Understanding. It's important that competencies are clearly connected to results in that the
person knows why a specific behavior is important and adds value to the organization.
Conceptualization. Competencies are typically organized into integrated multifaceted
conceptual frameworks. The frameworks tend to focus on the following: soft to hard
qualities, foundations to advanced levels, and inputs to outputs for success.
Impetus. Competency frameworks appear to be created in response to some general trends
or changes being felt among most professionals in a particular field. Some of these needs
include: legitimization, globalization, technology, and demographics.
In response to the above discussion, one could argue that the distinction of competencies
from KSAs is murky at best. We agree. The reason is that different aspects of a job's KSAs
are represented to varying degrees in competency statements. The two are more similar
than different.

Competencies and KSAs
Building on the KSA concept, and the focus of this chapter, we incorporate elements of the
KSAs, yet take the “value add” aspect a step further. A competency is what a person is able to
do that adds value to the organization. Richey, Fields, and Foxon (2001) define competency as,
“A knowledge, skill or attitude that enables one to effectively perform the activities of a given
occupation or function to the standards expected in employment” (31).
Why is the distinction between KSAs and competencies important? Because competencies are
what future employers are going to be most interested in knowing in hiring decisions for
employment, promotion, or specific projects. Within the field of OD, our profession is
progressing to the point that managers at all levels are looking to build their OD competencies.
In summary, KSAs are utilized and integrated in the creation of specific competency
statements.

Competencies and Job Duties
While competencies are not the same as job duties, they are related and the success of a job is
related to completing certain tasks that require certain competencies. Hence, a list of job duties
set next to a list of job competencies will invariably look similar. Competencies can be thought
of more broadly and generalizable to other similar functions. For example, the job duties of a
labor relations specialist will be different than a recruitment specialist; the two jobs will share
a set of similar competencies necessary for success, while each job will likely have a unique
set of specific duties (Condrey 2010).

Writing Effective Competency Statements
A well-written competency statement provides an operational definition that makes the desired
behavior accessible to the readers, particularly those required to exhibit, assess, or develop

that competency. They are a clear and understandable description of the KSAs and attitudes
that lead to success. So, what are the best competency statements? We draw from three
important concepts as we look at a model for crafting competency statements: planned
behavior and levels of specificity (Ajzen 2002; Fishbein and Ajzen 1975; Kautonen, Van
Gelderen, and Tornikoski 2013), self-efficacy (Bandura 1994), and assessment centers (Arthur,
Day, McNelly, and Edens 2003).
Here is the key point we wish to make. The greater the level of competence specificity
provided in the statement, the more understandable, accessible, and predictable the
competency will be with regard to its criterion. Our recommendation is that you explicitly
consider each of the factors below and incorporate them into your competency statement. In
some cases, the competency statement will be supported by two or more performance
examples. Together, this hierarchy makes for a complete competency statement.
Target. What is the competency impacting? In OD, it will often be at levels of analysis:
individual, group, or whole. Sometimes, it may be focused on certain types within one of
these levels (e.g., nonprofits, business, or government); in other instances, it may apply to
more than one level.
Action. What is the observable behavior involved? This is stated as a verb and can use
existing concepts and terms. In some cases, the action may be related to internal
mechanisms (values, thoughts, etc.). We recommend you avoid these types of statements, as
they are often subject to arbitrary and capricious applications. Find a close proxy and state
it clearly as the external indicator of that internal mechanism.
Context. What is the situation or condition in which this competency takes place? This
captures the circumstances and other factors in the environment that influence the target and
action.
Time. When does the competency need to be exhibited? This can be date, time, season,
step within a process, and so on. In OD, it may be a step in the action research process.
Performance. What is the desired level of performance that indicates success?
Complementing the competency statement will be further defined performance criteria that
describe the behavior (examples, observable, frequency, etc.) in a way that lends itself to
an assessment center approach.
We developed Figure 7.1 as a concise tool for dissecting and creating effective competency
statements. From this example, we offer some caveats. The phrase “During annual performance
reviews” could be replaced with “In any situation and in all conversations.” It is also possible
to not include the statement, assuming that it is true at all times and situations. Pending the legal
environment where the competencies are applied, this may need to be mentioned in the
preamble to the official documentation. As a result, the phrase is not needed and could be
stated as “Comprehends and learns from what another person says.” The key here is to
explicitly consider and address the role of timing and context for the competency. In addition,
notice the “Note.” The purpose of this in the example is to specify that additional resources
with specific required terminology may be referenced as key approved documentation

connected to the competencies. That is, if you have certain models, formats, tools, procedures,
or processes that need to be properly utilized, it is appropriate to reference them as a required
part of the competency statement.

Figure 7.1 Example of Competency Statement within a Conceptual Framework

Conceptual Framework and Hierarchy
Taking a competency approach is more than a list of one-sentence statements. We recommend
building a competency framework or model. When crafting a framework, there are three main
steps. First, conduct a behavioral interview and observation study of superior performers
(Berger and Berger 2003). Second, develop competency statements that are comprised of a
label and basic definition supported by performance or behavioral criterion. Utilize the
specificity checklist provided above to guide you in crafting the statements. The label serves
as an anchor word that cues a person to the whole statement. The definition sets that stage for
the supporting performance criterion. Third, build a framework or model comprised of
domains, subdomains, and competency statements. For example, imagine a competency
framework that is focused on management. The title is “Managerial Competencies.” One of the
domains is “Employee Engagement.” Then, a subdomain is “Communication,” and finally the
competency statement is “Active Listening.” The competency statement has a definition and
performance criterion, described in one sentence for each concept.
The three levels of domain, subdomain, and competency statement provide a hierarchy for
organizing a more dynamic or organic model that will realistically represent the holistic nature
of the competency framework. Organize the key words for each of the levels into a visually
integrated model. This is akin to the old saying, “A picture is worth a thousand words.” In the
next section, case examples will demonstrate best practices for building a comprehensive
competency framework as prescribed.

Professionalization: Case Examples
In recent years, established professional organizations (e.g., Association for Talent
Development [ATD] and Society for Human Resource Management [SHRM]) have tackled a
similar challenge by advancing a comprehensive global competency framework for their field.
Common characteristics of these initiatives include: conducting comprehensive research,
involving a global community, utilizing the research-based competency framework to provide a
suite of products and services, and continuously improving and validating the framework.

Industrial-Organizational Psychology
The Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SIOP) began a standardized process
to develop professional competencies in 1982. Their competency list is specifically tailored
for doctoral level scientific-practitioners. The SIOP competency model is intended to guide
curriculum planners in the creation and implementation of doctoral-level graduate programs in
industrial-organizational psychology. Development of the competencies was championed by an
education and training committee of experts and the most recent revision of the content was
published in 1999 (Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology 1999). SIOP defines
competencies as “The skills, behaviors, and capabilities necessary to function as a new
member of the profession” (Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, Perspective
of the Guidelines, para. 6). The SIOP competency model is separated into two distinctive
groups, accounting for 25 individual competencies. The first group illustrates general
knowledge determined as essential to the training of industrial-organizational psychologists.
This group includes six different competencies. The second group includes competencies that
illustrate functional areas for the field of industrial-organizational psychology and contains 19
different competencies.
The SIOP competency model utilizes elements of the best practice competency development
model process. They begin their model utilizing broad domains or competency categories and
connect each to a narrative containing specific behavioral or competency statements. To
illustrate, we examine the domain of “Training: Theory, Program Design, and Evaluation.”
This broader category of training is then connected to the competency statement, “The
instructional process begins with a needs assessment, including organizational, job and task,
and person analyses, to determine the goals and constraints of the organization and the
characteristics of the job and trainees” (Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology,
Training: Theory, Program Design, and Evaluation, para. 1).

Instructional Design
The International Board of Standards for Training, Performance, and Instruction (IBSTPI)
began a standardized process to develop competencies and performance statements in 1986.
Their standards have been utilized by various professional communities and were developed
specifically for instructional designers, instructors, and training managers (Richey 2002).
IBSTPI has adopted and reports the standard definition of competencies are, “A knowledge,
skill, or attitude that enables one to effectively perform the activities of a given occupation or

function to the standards expected in employment” (Richey, Fields, and Foxon 2001, 8).
Several iterations of each competency standard have been developed and work is currently
being completed to further refine and improve the content.
The IBSTPI competency framework includes three distinct but interrelated components:
domains, competencies, and performance statements. Domains act as broad areas that narrow
into generalized competency statements, which again narrow into behaviorally based
performance statements (Richey 2002). As an example, IBSTPI utilized “Design and Develop”
as the broader domain, that in turn is supported by the competency statement, “Select, modify,
or create a design and development model appropriate for a given project” (8). The
competency statement is next linked to several different performance statements to demonstrate
the behavior is enacted.

Training and Talent Development
The Association for Talent Development (ATD) began a standardized process to develop
competencies in 2004. Their model was specifically developed to guide successful practice
within the talent development field (Davis, Naughton, and Rothwell 2004). The most recent
version of the ATD competency model has been published in 2013. This iteration of the ATD
model includes a wide catalogue of topics for talent development practitioners and specific
actions for achieving success. ATD defined competencies as, “Competencies encompass
clusters of skills, knowledge, abilities, and behaviors required for people to succeed” (Davis
et al. 2004, 19). The ATD competency model includes two hierarchical layers. The first layer
includes six foundational competencies and the second layer expresses 10 specialized
expertise areas (AOEs). Foundational competencies are considered essential for every
practitioner within the talent development field and AOEs are specific knowledge needed for
individual roles within the field (Arneson, Rothwell, and Naughton 2013).
The ATD competency model also illustrates the use of the components determined in the best
practice model of developing competencies. They use the domain, subdomain, and competency
statement structure. The broad to narrow structure progresses from expansive competency
category to very detailed actionable statements. That is to say, ATDs “Interpersonal Skills” act
as the domain, which narrows to the subdomain “Training Delivery” and is accompanied by
the behavioral statement, “manages and responds to learner needs” (Arneson et al. 2013, 20).

Human Resource Management
The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) began the endeavor of creating a
validated competency model in 2011. SHRM exists for the advancement of the human
resources field and their competencies are seen as the leading human resource practitioner
standards and guidelines. The SHRM model includes what they believe are essential
competencies for personal and professional success in the field of human resources. SHRM
defines competencies as, “Competencies are individual characteristics, including knowledge,
skills, abilities, self-image, traits, mindsets, feelings, and ways of thinking, which, when used
with the appropriate roles, achieve a desired result. Competencies contribute to individual

exemplary performance that creates reasonable impact on business outcomes” (Elements for
HR Success 2012, 5).
Their competencies are the technical and behavioral standards that HR professionals should
engage in to be successful. The SHRM model includes nine different competency areas; one
technical and the others behavioral. “Each area is defined with five distinctive components:
(1) title, (2) definition, (3) sub-competencies, (4) behaviors, and (5) proficiency standards”
(Elements for HR Success 2012, 7). The SHRM competency model has also developed
differing levels to correspond with varying human resources expertise from entry to executive.
SHRM utilized the broad domain to the more specific behavioral indicator model that is seen
as the benchmark of valid competency development. For example, they note, “Human
Resources Technical Expertise and Practice” as a major domain, with narrowed competency
and behavioral statements connecting the domain to actions. “Workforce Planning and
Employment” illustrates the subdomain and is linked by the “Delivers customized human
resource solutions for organizational challenges” competency statement (Elements for HR
Success 2012, 10).

Current State of Competencies for the Field of
Organization Development
During the 1990s, two seasoned OD practitioners from Washington developed a small but
fundamental research project in an attempt to develop an empirically based competency model
for the field of OD. In 1990, Julie Marshall and James Eubanks made critical steps to
developing a validated research process to produce a standard list of essential OD
competencies. The overall purpose of the study was to develop a competency-based model to
utilize in training graduate-level OD practitioners at Washington University in Ellensburg,
Washington. Marshall and Eubanks developed a model that consisted of 17 behaviorally based
statements listed in three categories: (1) delivery, (2) people, and (3) data. The outcomes of
the study produced broad competency domains and supporting behavioral indicators of each
category (Marshall and Eubanks 1990).
Examining Marshall and Eubanks's work from the previously mentioned best practice model
for developing competencies, we notice that several elements are present. They utilize
domains to represent broad categories for the competency foundation and developed
behavioral or competency statements to demonstrate indicators of the broader category. For
example, they established “delivery” as a domain or competency category. Connected to
delivery is then the behavioral indicator of “Made it clear as to what you could and could not
do for the organization.” Again they established “data” as the competency domain and
supported it with the behavioral statement of “Used information from interviews to help the
clients see how their behaviors affected the organization” (Marshall and Eubanks 1990, 9).
Many different practitioners have contributed work toward a validated competency model for
the Organization Development Network (ODN). The most recent of such initiative includes the
work by Roland Sullivan, Bill Rothwell, and Chris Worley in 2001. This initiative principally

stems from three early research projects. Those studies included Shepard and Raia (1981);
Worley and Varney's (1998) Delphi study including 70 OD practitioners; and the Worley and
Feyerherm (2003) exploration of several founders of the field. Over the last 30 years, a
competency list has been continuously refined by an international sample of approximately
3,500 individuals (Worley, Rothwell, and Sullivan 2010). The ODN utilizes the following
definition of competencies: “An underlying characteristic of an employee (that is, motive, trait,
skill, aspects of one's self-image, social role, or a body of knowledge) which results in
effective and/or superior performance in a job” (Boyatzis 1982, 20–21).
The current ODN competency list includes a robust selection of competencies determined to be
essential for OD practice. This list includes 17 competency domains that include 141
behavioral statements. Roland Sullivan and colleagues clearly utilize certain elements
determined to be best practice component for developing competency models. They have
included broad domains to capture the overall theme of the specific competency and support it
by linking behavioral indicators or competency statements. For instance, they established
“diagnosis” as a competency domain and link the following behavioral statement: “Utilize a
solid conceptual framework based on research” (Sullivan et al. 2001, 2).
Early in the new millennium, Mary Eggers and Allan Church championed an initiative to create
a more universally acknowledged and utilized set of standards for the field of OD. This
competency initiative was described as the Principles of Practice. The purpose of this
initiative was to provide direction for the overall practice of OD. Their principles were
intended to demonstrate a standard or benchmark which OD practitioners could use for
accountability and training. This professional values–laden set of standards would allow for
assessment and evaluation of OD practice and practitioners. Competencies received input from
a diverse sample of thought leaders and practitioners from the field of OD (Eggers and Church
2015).
One comprehensive work related to the refinement of OD competencies is a study conducted
by Roland Sullivan and colleagues (Worley, Rothwell, and Sullivan, 2010). This study aimed
to improve the list of OD competencies developed in 2001 by further examining the utility and
structure of the content. A methodology was utilized to identify and analyze clusters of items
measuring specific concepts and correlations to the overarching competency list structure.
Items were examined using a section-by-section analysis and pooled-item analysis. These two
analyses were next compared to further refine a final competency list (Worley, Rothwell, and
Sullivan 2010). The examples in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 illustrate the section-by-section analysis
and pooled-item analysis.
Table 7.1 The OD Process: Section-by-Section Analysis
Marketing

Competency Label
Ability to describe OD processes
Quickly assess opportunities for change
Clarify outcomes and resources

# of Items
7
4
3

Start-Up

Develop relationships
Make good client choices

2
1

Set the conditions for change
Address power
Build cooperative relationships
Clarify roles

4
3
3
2

Diagnosis/Feedback Research methods
Keep the information flowing
Clarify data needs

6
5
4

Keeping an open mind re: data
Relevance
Action Planning
Creating an implementation plan—I
Creating an implementation plan—II
Facilitate the action planning process
Obtain commitment from leadership
Intervention
Adjust implementation
Transfer ownership of the change
Evaluation
Ability to evaluate change
Use evaluation data to adjust change
Adoption
Manage adoption and institutionalization
Separation
Manage the separation
Other Competencies Master self
Be available to multiple stakeholders
Ability to work with large-scale clients
Manage diversity
Be current in theory and technology
Maintain a flexible focus
Possess broad facilitation skills
Be comfortable with ambiguity

3
1
4
3
3
2
4
3
5
4
9
5
8
7
4
3
4
2
2
2

Table 7.2 Self as Instrument: Pooled-Item Analysis Results
Competency Label
Self-mastery

# of Items
13

Ability to evaluate change

6

Clarify data needs
4
Manage the transition and sustain momentum 8
Keep information flowing
7
Integrate theory and practice
6
Ability to work with large systems
6
Manage the separation
Participatively create a good action plan
Apply research methods appropriately

3
6
4

Manage diversity
Imagination skills
Focus on relevant issues
Clarify roles
Address power
Clarify outcomes
Keep an open mind regarding data
Stay current with technology
Apply effective interpersonal skills
Set appropriate expectations
Let data drive action
Manage ownership of change
Be mindful of process
Think systemically
Comfort with ambiguity
Action plan with results in mind
Involve leadership
Be credible
Be a quick study
Monitor the environment
Network your services
Make good client choices
Get leadership commitment

4
2
5
2
2
1
2
2
3
4
3
3
2
3
3
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

Table 7.1 provides a list of 32 competencies clustered around the OD process from marketing

through separation. Table 7.2 provides clusters that focus on personal competencies, similar to
the concept of self as instrument. The 33 clusters represented in this analysis all contained
multiple correlating elements. Comparison of the two figures illustrates that the majority of the
competencies clusters are present across both analysis, suggesting further validity for those
specific competencies (Worley et al. 2010).

Summary
The field of OD is in need of a current, concise, and validated competency framework that is
accessible to both professionals and managers. Why now? We are witnessing an increasing
number of degree programs, job positions, and departments, all with a focus on organization
development. Along with this growth, there are calls for more clarity on what the field is and
what it offers, including steps to elevate the field's legitimacy in scholarship and practice
(Church and Jamieson 2014).
Scholars, students, and practitioners spend significant amounts of time discussing and defining
the field of OD. This ongoing discussion has been ever present and demonstrates the need for a
standardized and valid set of competencies. As practitioners and scholars yearn for an answer
to the question “What is OD?” we are inclined to help provide a framework for the answer.
When considering the underlying need for OD competencies, three broad areas should be
considered. The gap between the current state of OD competencies and the preferred future
includes the components of legitimacy, relevancy, and longevity. Each of the above needs
illustrates an important precipitating component and demonstrates the unique opportunities that
the field of OD can improve upon.
While we have made progress as discussed above, there is an opportunity to take the work
(e.g., from 2001) and build a framework that advances our field. Our contemporary
professions are developing robust, continuously improving competency frameworks. We, as a
field, are running the risk of getting left behind. In response, we propose implementing a
process to advance the work described above and validate a framework that sets the stage for
continued research, lending credibility, and encouraging learning around OD competencies.
This includes bringing together an international research team in order to design and implement
a long-term research project. If you wish to learn more and possibly join us on this initiative,
go to www.tinyurl.com/ODcompetencies.

Discussion Questions
1. Pick a particular set of jobs (OD professionals) or roles (leadership). Create a competency
framework utilizing the competency development model: domains to subdomains to the
competency statement.
2. Identify existing competencies and use the model prescribed in Figure 7.1 Example of
Competency Statement within a Conceptual Framework to assess how well the competency
meets the specificity requirements.
3. What are the benefits of developing validated OD competencies? What are the challenges

to creating a competency framework for the field of OD?
4. What role can OD practitioners play in developing and implementing competency
approaches in organizations?

Resources
Organization Development Network Competency website: www.odnetwork.org/?
page=ODCompetencies
The Association for Talent Development Competency website:
www.td.org/Certification/Competency-Model
Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology Competency website:
www.siop.org/PhDGuidelines98.aspx
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Part Two
Organization Development Process to Guide
Transformation and Change

Chapter Eight
Entry
Marketing and Positioning Organization Development
Alan Weiss
Most organization development (OD) practitioners fail to realize that they are in the marketing
business. Consultants cannot get work because they believe marketing is not required. Average
OD consultants are doing well because they recognize the importance of marketing and can do
it. Consultants who are great marketers can name their fee. Which group would you rather be
in?
Even when you work internally, you should not sit back and wait for employee line areas to
call you. You must analyze the organization from a business perspective and proactively
recommend to executives what can be done to improve productivity. This chapter will enable
you to: determine your value proposition, identify your buyer, establish routes to reach that
buyer, achieve conceptual agreement, and create a proposal to close business.

Determining Your Value Proposition
There are three critical factors to embrace when attempting to market professional services:
(1) What is the market need? (2) What are your competencies? and (3) What is your passion?

What Is the Market Need?
This is the essence of marketing. There may be a preexisting need—for example, sales
development or leadership improvement is typically needed. Or, you can create a need, such as
satisfying employees before satisfying the customer. Since OD is an often nebulous and inexact
concept, it is vital to create a clear value proposition.
A value proposition is always a benefit for the potential client and never a description of your
methodology. Here are good and poor value propositions:
Good

Poor

Improve retention of core talent

Perform exit interviews

Decrease time-to-market of new products

Assess marketing/sales relations

Merge acquisition and parent cultures

Run focus groups for new people

Improve customer response time

Create customer survey

You can embrace existing market need or create a new market need. Apple is adept at “jumping

on the next big thing,” in Steve Jobs's words, and creating recombined new needs, the iPhone
being an example.
You must become proficient in articulating your value proposition as a client outcome. Here is
mine: “We improve individual and organizational productivity and performance.” (The only
legitimate response to this rather vague statement is, “What does that mean?” I reply: “Well,
tell me something about your business, and I will be more specific.” You cannot learn while
you are talking, and the more you talk, the more the other person will tend to “deselect” you.)
One other point: You can anticipate need. In your organization or a client organization, is there
an emerging need to manage virtual teams that never see each other, or to change recruiting
practices to hire different types of skills, or use an internal social networking medium? These
are key OD marketing competencies.

What Are Your Competencies?
Competencies are skills, experiences, and behaviors that make you proficient. Your
competencies cannot come from “store bought” materials from training vendors. Believe me, if
they were sufficient, the company wouldn't need you.

Exhibit 8.1 The Rainmaker Attributes
Strategies for Marketing
Intellectual breadth
— Able to discuss a wide variety of issues
Sense of humor
— Able to ease tension, maintain perspective
Industry conversancy
— Able to relate to and identify situational issues
Superb communication skills
— Able to command a room or a meeting
Presence: Sogomi
— Able to be accepted as a peer of the buyer
Framing skills
— Able to quickly describe problems and opportunities
Innovation
— Able and willing to raise the bar, seek new paths
Resilience
— Able to accept rejection and reject acceptance
Life balance
— Able to view life holistically
If you do not have sufficient competencies, then the good news is that you can always acquire
more. But what are you good at, and what would you like to become good at? Exhibit 8.1 lists
the marketing traits for a “rainmaker” (namely business developer/marketer) that I have
discerned over the years.

What Is Your Passion?
Market need and competency must be fueled by passion. Isolate those competencies and needs
you most favor and are most passionate about, and focus on them. I will not do any
“downsizing” work, because I am against it, since I consider downsizing to be a heinous act
implemented to compensate for executive error. I am passionate about developing leadership,
so I actively seek that work. If you refer to Figure 8.1, you will see four possibilities:

1. Need and capability without passion create drudgery. You become a hired hand with little
motivation and no “ownership” of outcomes.
2. Market need and passion without competency makes you a snake oil seller, hawking your
potions but without the real medicine needed to cure the ills.
3. Capability and passion without market need make you a dilettante, offering aesthetic
solutions to problems no one cares about unless you can convince them otherwise.
4. The combination of these elements makes you an effective marketer.

Figure 8.1 Three Areas and Four Conditions for Value
If you have these elements in place, then you need only respond to the following questions—
and the good news is that marketing is difficult but not complex—to arrive at your marketing
strategy:
1. What is my value proposition?
What outcomes do you provide for the client? Consider another way to ask this question:
After you walk away, how is the client better off? How has the client's condition been
improved?
2. Who is likely to write a check for that value?
I call this the “economic buyer” or the “true buyer.” He or she has the budget to authorize,
approve, and launch your project. In large organizations there are scores (or even
hundreds) of economic buyers. In small organizations, there may be just one or two. If your
contact must go elsewhere for approval or to “seek budget,” you are not talking to an
economic buyer.
3. How do I reach that buyer?
A key problem in marketing is that too many consultants go directly to point 3 without

understanding the first two points. But the only way to arrive at point 3 is after establishing
the first two realities.

Identifying and Reaching the Economic Buyer
There are two types of “buyers” in organizational settings:
1. Economic buyer: Possesses the power and authority to approve a check for your services
and to fund the project.
2. Feasibility buyer: Provides opinion and analysis of the project's appropriateness in terms
of culture, scope, credentials, content, and other relative clients.
Most consultants fail at marketing because they spend too much time with feasibility buyers—
who cannot say “yes” but can say “no”—and not enough time (or no time at all) with economic
buyers who can say “yes.” That is why the attributes mentioned above are so important. You
must be able to relate to economic buyers on a peer basis. Your content and OD skills are not
sufficient for that. You must have business acumen and conversancy.
When you encounter feasibility buyers—“gatekeepers” and “filters”—you must endeavor to go
around or through them to the economic buyer. You can do this in three ways.
1. Appeals to rational self-interest. Try to convince the feasibility buyer it would be
dangerous to proceed even with a tentative plan or preliminary proposal without hearing
from the true buyer's lips exactly what he or she expects. Explain that your experience
about this is unequivocal: The economic buyer must be brought into the discussion,
however briefly, early when creating a proposal. Attempt to form a partnership with the
feasibility buyer to accomplish this.
2. Guile. Use some device to get past the feasibility buyer. Here is my favorite, and honest,
alternative: “Ethically, I must see the person who has the fiduciary responsibility for the
project, since I need to understand exactly what his or her expectations are before deciding
whether to bid on this work.” Another: “It is unfair of me to expect you to market on my
behalf, especially if there may be adverse reactions. Let me take that responsibility.”
3. Power. Ignore, circumvent, or blast through the gatekeeper. Although this will create bad
relations, you will not get the business in any other way. Send a letter, email, fax, or phone
message informing the economic buyer you have enjoyed working with the gatekeeper but
must have 20 minutes of his or her time before submitting a proposal. Provide your contact
information and hope for the best.
If you content yourself with people who will see you but cannot help you (cannot say “yes”),
you will fail as a marketer (and as an effective OD practitioner). A strong value proposition
will capture the attention of an economic buyer if you can reach that person. When people are
empowered only to say “no,” that is what they will inevitably say. Find the person who can say
“yes” or “no,” which at least gives you a fighting chance.

Establishing the Routes to the Economic Buyer
The best way to market is to create a “gravity” that draws people to you. This changes the
entire buying dynamic. Instead of having to prove how good you are, you instead engage
people interested in what you can do for them. This is why branding, reputation, and word-ofmouth are so important. No one enters a McDonald's to browse. The buying decision has
already been made before entering the store. Figure 8.2 lists a variety of ways to create
gravity, and these are discussed in the following sections in more detail. Internally, you can
build powerful brands. It's not unusual to hear an executive request, “Get Jane Hudson on this,
we need her to help us find the right solution.”

Figure 8.2 The “Gravity” Concept of Marketing OD Services

Pro Bono Work
Pro bono work for marketing should have the following characteristics:
A cause or objective in which you believe and wish to support
Relatively high-profile nonprofit or charity
Public events and media coverage
Significant potential buyers or influencers are volunteers and/or key exhibitors (the editor
of the local newspaper, the general manager of the electric company, the senior vice
president of a major bank)
Involvement will be interactive, and not individual

Seek a leadership position or fill a difficult position in the organization. Typically, fundraising, managing volunteers, and publicity are vitally needed and tough to do well. You want a
high-visibility position and one in which you can rub elbows with your potential buyers and
influencers. Take on the difficult jobs, but do them well. Make the reports at the meetings, give
interviews to the media, and shower credit on your colleagues.
When the time is right, suggest to the executive you have worked with or the publisher you
have supported that it might make sense to have lunch and compare notes about your two
organizations. Pro bono work like this automatically builds relationships and allows others to
see your abilities on neutral turf. That is why you should do the tough jobs and do them well.
Excellent organization ability, strategies, management of others, fiscal prudence, and similar
traits translate well into the needs of your pro bono colleagues.
Pro bono work is especially powerful for those living in fairly major markets and who wish to
reduce their travel and work closer to home. I have done work for everyone from the League of
Women Voters to a shelter for battered women to local theater groups.
Basic Rule. Engage in at least one pro bono activity each quarter.

Commercial Publishing
A commercially published book can provide a strong credibility statement. For successful
consultants endeavoring to reach the next level, this may be the shortest route. Early in my
career, I published books that addressed the issues I wanted to be hired to consult about:
innovation, behavior and motivation, and strategy. Later in my career, I published books that
capitalized on my established expertise: marketing, consulting, and speaking professionally. An
entirely new career was launched for me when I published Million Dollar Consulting, which
established me as a “consultant to consultants.”
Writing a business book is not like writing a novel. You need a topic, 10 or 12 chapters, and a
half dozen key points supported by facts, stories, and anecdotes in each chapter. If you do not
believe this, pull any 10 random business books off the shelf and look.
Another aspect of commercial publishing involves articles and interviews in the popular and
trade press. Circulate article query letters and manuscripts regularly. Successful consultants,
with a raft of client experiences and case studies, should be able to create powerful, vivid
pieces that will draw interested readers to want to know more.
Try to include an offer to contact you in your articles of research studies, visits to your
website, email responses to questions, and so on, enabling readers to continue to connect with
you in more personal ways.
Basic Rule. Set a goal to publish one article per quarter, meaning you should propose four
articles per quarter in different publications.

Position Papers
I often refer to these as “white papers.” These are powerful tools that can be used for:

Content in your press kit
The basis for an article or booklets to be published
Web page content
Handouts at speeches
Giveaways for inquiries
Position papers are two-to-six-page discussions of your philosophy, beliefs, findings,
experiences, and/or approaches. They should never be self-promotional. Instead, they should
build credibility through the impact of their ideas and the applicability of their techniques. Try
to provide as many immediately useful ideas as possible. The best position papers can be
used. The reader should come away from them saying, “I would like to apply this, and I would
like to hear more from the author.”
Position papers are one of the most economical, high-impact, and versatile aspects of the
gravitational field. You probably have sufficient experience and ideas to create several dozen.
Create short ones that are “plain vanilla” and straightforward and some longer ones with
graphs and charts.
Basic Rule. Create one white paper every month.

Radio and Television Interviews
Do radio and even television appearances at any point in your career. They are relatively easy
to do, since there is a constant need for fresh voices and faces to provide expert commentary
on issues ranging from management fads to business etiquette to how to retain key talent.
As with the entire gravitational field, do not evaluate media interviews by number of “hits” or
new business. Regard them strategically as an ongoing part of your major thrust to create
recognition and higher levels of credibility. Some radio appearances may seem worthless in
terms of short-term business, but you never know who will hear you and pass your name on or
what other media professional might then invite you to a more appropriate setting.
Radio interviews should be done, with rare exception (such as National Public Radio and
some major syndicated shows), from your home and over the phone. Television shots are done
in the nearest local affiliate. For a memorable interview (most TV shots are only five to eight
minutes, while some radio interviews can last for an hour), follow these rules:
Provide the interviewer and/or segment producer with detailed background about you,
including pronunciation of your name, and key “talking points” or questions to ask.
Research the topic so you can quote a few dramatic statistics and anecdotes. The media
love pithy sound bites. Practice short responses to all questions so more questions can be
accommodated.
Always have two or three points in mind that promote that you can work into responses no
matter what the question. Do not rely on the host to promote you, no matter what the

promises. Example: If the question is, “Alan, what is your opinion of large-scale
downsizing and its impact on our society?” then answer this way: “One of the reasons I am
asked to work with executives from top-performing organizations is that they want me to
help them retain key talent, not throw it away. So let me answer from their perspective…”
If you have written a book, then say, “As I point out in Chapter 4 of my newest book, Good
Enough Isn't Enough…”
Obtain an MP3 download or other recording. Usually, asking the station in advance will do
it, but always back it up with another taken from the actual airing by a friend. Splice these
recordings/downloads together for a “highlights” reel of your media work, which will sell
more sophisticated media outlets and just might get you on national TV. A recording is also
impressive with prospects.
Radio and television work requires a promotional investment for ads and listing, but it is well
worth it when you have reached the stage where your experience and accomplishments make
you an “authority.”
Basic Rule. Appear in a minimum of one major listing source with at least a half-page ad
annually.

Electronic Sources and Social Media
Aside from your website, you have the potential to use blogs, Facebook, LinkedIn, and other
social media to contact people, network, and show your capabilities. You're best off if you
already have a brand, because people will follow you. Also consider a well-done (not generic
or formulaic) blog to convey your intellectual property, ideas, reactions, and guest
commentary. Use social media to keep people informed of what you're doing and why.
Basic Rule. Spend a little time with social media. Executives do not explore the web to find
consultants; they rely on peer referrals and more public visibility.

Speaking
Early in people's consulting careers, I advocate they speak wherever and whenever they can to
improve credibility and visibility. However, for the experienced consultant, professional
speaking is not only a key gravitational pull but is also lucrative.
Audiences must be captivated and even entertained if they are to accept any message. The
keynote spot at major conferences or in-house company meetings provides a terrific platform
to reach hundreds (and sometimes thousands) of potential buyers and recommenders to
establish the beginnings of a relationship with you at one time. This is not the place to go into
the details of developing a professional speaking career, but we can examine a few key steps
to consider.
As a keynote speaker or concurrent session speaker, continually cite your experience and
other organizations with which you have worked so the audience can think about how you
might be helpful to them. Always clarify that you are a consultant who speaks at such

meetings and not a speaker who also consults.
Provide handouts with your company's name and full contact information.
Obtain a participant list of everyone in your session.
Come early and stay late so you can network with the organizers, senior management,
participants, exhibitors, and others.
Charge a high fee for your speaking, just as you would for your consulting. I suggest a
three-part fee of increasing amounts for keynotes, half-days, and full-days.
I used to speak for free as a method to publicize what I do. Then, I realized that not only were
others being paid, but that the speakers doing the most important spots were always the highest
paid. Today, it is not unusual for a client to say, “I would like you to address our annual
meeting, and then let us explore how you can work with us to implement the theme.”
National Trade and Professional Associations of the United States (Columbia Books;
www.columbiabooks.com) is an excellent resource if you want to find out which associations
are holding meetings, the executive director, what the themes will be, who will be in the
audience, and what the budget is.
Basic Rule. Speaking at least once a month in front of groups that include potential buyers.

Website and Electronic Newsletters
Your website should be state of the art and up to date from a marketing standpoint, not
necessarily a technical one. It is not the bells and whistles that matter but the “draw” and
appeal for potential customers. I often tell prospects to “be sure to visit my website” only to
hear, “That is where I just came from.” A high-powered website should follow these tenets:
Sufficient search engine presence using generic and key words to drive people to the site
A user-friendly initial page—with immediate appeal and options for the visitor
Easy navigation and no “traps” that force visitors to hear more about your methodology
than they would ever need to hear
Immediate value in articles to download; links to related, high-quality sites; tools and
techniques; and so forth
An opportunity to contact you easily
A compelling reason to return and to tell others about the site
By posting an article each month (still more utility provided by the position papers discussed
earlier), new lists of techniques, and other value-added additions, you create a useful site.
Develop and upgrade your site with the potential buyer in mind.
Electronic newsletters are a wonderful means by which to reach more buyers, since readers
routinely pass excellent newsletters along to colleagues as a favor. Start with your current
database, create a sign-up spot on your website, and offer the newsletter in your signature file

on your email. An excellent electronic newsletter should:
Be brief—on average, no longer than a single screen
Be nonpromotional—and carry your contact information at the bottom
Enable people to subscribe and unsubscribe easily (which is also required by law)
Contain high-value content immediately applicable for most readers
Go out at least monthly and regularly on the same day
Be consistent and constant; consistency is everything
Be copyrighted
Use an ISSN number to protect your newsletter (the equivalent of an ISBN number on
books): www.issn.org/.
One person in my mentoring program began with a modest list and soon had thousands of
subscribers to his sales skills newsletter, which addressed “sales acceleration.” He closed a
piece of business with a bank in Toronto he never would have even spoken to without someone
in the bank finding the newsletter and realizing that the bank's loan officers needed this sales
help. Commercial list servers can automatically deliver the newsletter and add and delete
subscribers for less than $50 per month.
Basic Rule. Consider a newsletter—either a monthly electronic one or at least a quarterly print
version.

Word of Mouth, Referrals, and Third-Party Endorsements
All of us need to keep fueling the “buzz” that surrounds our names and our approaches. I have
found that consultants become blasé about endorsements and testimonials after a while, but
they are our stock-in-trade.
In every engagement, ask the client for a referral, a blurb for a product you are creating, to
serve as a reference, and to provide a testimonial letter. If you do not ask, they rarely happen.
Write letters to magazines, newspapers, and electronic sources that rely on your credibility for
the point you make, pro or con, relative to a recent article. Stand up at business, social, civic,
and professional meetings to make your point. Take controversial and “contrarian” stands if
you must.
Once you have an established reputation, it is far easier to maintain the momentum of word of
mouth, which is a powerful lead source. But we rarely bother any longer, which is ironic, since
it is now easier than ever. And this leads into other parts of the gravitation field. It is likely that
some of your high-level buyers can place you in front of the trade associations to which they
belong as a featured speaker at the next convention or meeting. Are you pursuing these
connections?
Basic Rule. Active clients should provide a minimum of one testimonial and three highly

qualified referrals every month. Ask for these very reasonable resources.

Trade Association Leadership
At this point in your career, when you may feel you are not getting anything out of professional
associations and trade associations (and justifiably so, since most members will be at a lower
level), it is time to use them differently. It is time to take a leadership position.
In the first case, the association and its membership can use your expertise and experience. In
the second, it is a good way to “pay back” the profession that is so kind to us. And third, the
visibility will be a tremendous source of gravity.
You do not have to take on time-consuming national duties. You can serve as an officer at the
local or chapter level, head a committee, organize an event, or sponsor an initiative. Whatever
it is, your status within the industry will be enriched. I find that many of my referrals come
from other consultants who feel they cannot handle the assignment and hope I will either
reciprocate time or involve them in the project, both of which I am happy to do. Since few
capable people ever seek these offices, it is almost guaranteed that you can be as responsible
and as visible as you choose.
Basic Rule. Belong to the Institute of Management Consultants (IMC; www.imcusa.org/), or
the Society for Advancement of Consulting® (SAC; www.consultingsociety.com) and be
known to your local membership, presenting a session at least once a year at a scheduled
meeting.

Teaching
You will establish an entirely new circle of references and contacts through teaching part-time
at a university, college, or extension program. You can earn the title of “adjunct professor”
usually and teach one evening a week. The ideal is to teach at the graduate level, where you
will be challenged by students and receive a diversity of opinions you might not experience in
business life. These positions add immeasurably to your ability to become published, gain
higher levels of credibility, and receive references from the university (and, sometimes, from
the students).
You can almost always find a junior college or trade school to start out with if you are
uncertain and want to test the waters—or do not possess the requisite doctorate for work at a
senior institution.
Basic Rule. Teach as a guest lecturer three or four times a year at local institutions or by
contract at national sites.

Alliances and Networking
I have placed these two together for discussion since alliances are often the result of effective
networking. Interestingly, and short-sightedly, experienced consultants sometimes feel that their
networking days are behind them. But that is only if you see networking as a tactic instead of a

marketing strategy—and a strong aspect of gravitation. Among those who constitute networking
potential for you are
Buyers

Recommenders to buyers

Media people

Bankers

Key vendors

Key advisors

Mentors

High-profile individuals in your business

Endorsers

Trade association executives

Meeting planners

Community leaders

Networking is far easier than ever, utilizing email, voice mail, instant messaging, social
networking, and other communication alternatives, but nothing is as effective as the face-toface interaction that allows for personal chemistry to develop. If possible, networking should
be done in person. It should then be followed up or reinforced through other communications
avenues.
Basic Rule. Network at some event at least twice a month and establish at least one useful
contact from each one.

Establishing Conceptual Agreement
Whether you contact people or they approach you due to “gravitational pull,” you must achieve
conceptual agreement on three basic issues prior to submitting a proposal. Most practitioners
submit too many proposals too soon in the marketing process. Conceptual agreement means you
and the economic buyer agree on:
1. Objectives. What are the outcome-based business objectives to be achieved through this
project? There are usually only a handful in a cogent project. Keeping them tightly
described avoids “scope creep” (the gradual enlargement of projects as clients keep asking
for more tasks to be accomplished) through the focus on specific, mutually agreed-on goals.
2. Measures of success. What are the metrics that will indicate that you have made progress
and/or reached the goals? Agreeing on these means that your proper contribution will be
noted and the proper time to disengage has arrived.
3. Value to the client. What is the worth and impact of what you are accomplishing, and is it
annualized? By stipulating to the value of the project, the client is focused on value and not
fee and can make an appropriate ROI determination. If you are discussing fees and not
value, you have lost control of the discussion.
Figure 8.3 shows the role of conceptual agreement in the overall marketing process. You can
see two factors in Figure 8.3. First, conceptual agreement is the heart of the process. Second,
the proposal should not be submitted until after conceptual agreement is gained, since it is
merely a summation and not an exploration. Let us conclude by considering powerful

proposals.

Figure 8.3 Conceptual Agreement as the Key to Closing New Business

Creating Proposals That Close Business
Let us begin with the parameters of what proposals can legitimately and pragmatically do and
not do. Proposals should:
Stipulate the outcomes of the project
Describe how progress will be measured
Establish accountabilities
Set the intended start and stop dates
Provide methodologies to be employed
Explain options available to the client
Convey the value of the project
Detail the terms and conditions of payment of fees and reimbursements
Serve as an ongoing template for the project
Establish boundaries to avoid “scope creep”

Protect both consultant and client
Offer reasonable guarantees and assurances
Proposals should not:
Sell the interventions being recommended
Create the relationship
Serve as a commodity against which other proposals are compared
Provide the legitimacy and/or credentials of your firm and approaches
Validate the proposed intervention
Make a sale to a buyer you have not met
Serve as a negotiating position
Allow for unilateral changes during the project
Protect one party at the expense of the other
Position approaches so vaguely as to be immeasurable and unenforceable
There are nine steps to a great proposal which you can find in my work, How to Write A
Proposal that Can Be Accepted Every Time, or you can find the steps on this book's website.

Summary
We have discussed how to: (1) determine your value proposition; (2) identify your buyer; (3)
establish routes to reach that buyer; (4) achieve conceptual agreement; and (5) create a
proposal that will close business.
Marketing is the first of the OD phases to plan and facilitate change. The following chapters
will take you through the pre-launch and launch phases of an OD intervention and beyond.
However, unless you market effectively there will be no projects.

Discussion Questions
1. Do you find market needs changing for your expertise?
2. Are you periodically asking if your passions are changing?
3. Are you spending time on ideal or less-than-ideal buyers?
4. Are you meeting an average of two ideal buyers weekly?
5. What book topics would find appeal among your ideal buyers?
6. What events can you host that will attract buyers/recommenders?

Resources
Free articles, podcasts, and videos: www.summitconsulting.com
www.contrarianconsulting.com
Discussion groups: www.alansforums.com/
Speech at Harvard on consulting: www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ztFJmapypw

Chapter Nine
Front-End Work
Engaging the Client System
David W. Jamieson and Rachael L. Narel
Engaging the client system is the front-end work critical in all service, consultation, and
helping roles. It establishes the platform for success with sustainable outcomes as the quality
of the relationship and contract drive your influence and the capability of the client to sustain
and follow through. When an organization development (OD) practitioner initially enters a
client system to facilitate change, several early outcomes must go well as the front-end phase
serves as the platform for subsequent OD work. The quality and clarity of the foundation
established at the outset will help or hinder subsequent work phases. Often, challenges
encountered later in change work can be traced to missed or flawed outcomes during this
initial intervention phase.
All OD practitioner relationships require a sound beginning regardless of philosophical
orientation, style, or approach. Any helper must contract for the work, create relationships,
build rapport, establish credibility, and validate the issues and needs within the organization.
This will help clarify what the OD practitioner must do, who they will need to work with, how
they will conduct the process, how fast it will need to occur, and what the results should look
like.
This phase rarely falls neatly, distinctly, or sequentially between the marketing and closing
activities and the assessment and diagnosis work. Because of this complexity, some elements
can occur while obtaining the work and continue throughout the engagement. For this chapter,
front-end work begins when an OD practitioner has a client with a desire to work, and when
the activities associated with marketing, selling, and closing have been completed. It concludes
when the OD practitioner and client have clarified the change effort, their working
relationships, their expectations, and their contract; and when they are ready to proceed with
more extensive diagnosis or other initial activities. However, front-end work is, in reality, a
series of outcomes that comprise an ongoing effort as the cyclical nature of organization
development requires entry and contracting throughout the engagement.
In business today, front-end work requires even more iterative action (Burke 2010). In the
early years of OD, the concept of planned change was useful in that one was intervening using
a systematic approach to effect some desired change and the environment was relatively
placid. The inherent complexities, uncontrollable variables, unanticipated events, and speed of
environmental change will undoubtedly affect modifications in outcomes and any change plans
(Jamieson 2003). Some front-end activities ordinarily create some “unfreezing,” but most
organizations today experience rapid, continuous change, chaos, and uncertainty, and are quite

“unfrozen” (Weisbord 2012; Worley and Lawler 2010).
As Burke (2014) has emphasized, much of the work of implementing change today is about
managing reactions of people and organizations, balancing multiple interventions
simultaneously, handling complex variables, and adapting. A consultant cannot plan change or
work in sequential phases, yet still must accomplish certain outcomes involving entry and
contracting at the beginning and throughout the engagement. This is the dilemma of front-end
work that OD practitioners face today. This chapter explores the critical elements of front-end
work and illustrates how to engage with a client system to achieve sustainable change.

The Essence of the Front End
The essence of the front-end phase is to enter the client's world, build a platform for engaging
in change work, and contract for work, methods, relationships, and exchanges. Everything done
to obtain these early outcomes is an intervention, affecting the client system (Bruce and Wyman
1998) from first contact, early questions, discussions, and gathering diagnostic information
(Schein 2010). These help consultants understand the organization (values, vision, and needs);
identify initial clients and sponsors; preliminarily assess helps or hindrances of change; agree
on work tasks and methods; and establish relationships characterized by mutual openness, trust,
and influence. Achieving these outcomes is critical to the success of the change effort and
ensures a client-focused project on the “right” path, with the right relationships, using the
correct methods, working within the specified time, and eliciting the proper support. Since
resources such as time and money are valuable, it is the responsibility of both the OD
practitioner and client to conduct sound front-end work.
Front-end work is relevant for both internal and external OD practitioners. While internal
practitioners may know the client and the organization, they can also be enmeshed in the culture
and see the world as the clients do. They should not make early assumptions about what needs
to be done or what has to be clarified. External OD practitioners (i.e., consultants) must do
more to become familiar with the organization and contract financial arrangements. However,
both must establish a sound platform during front-end work.
In building the foundation for working together on change, certain issues must be addressed and
certain agreements must be made. Seven key elements must be realized at the outset and at
other key junctures during the engagement:
1. Identifying the client(s) and sponsor(s).
2. Becoming oriented to the client's world.
3. Establishing competence and credibility.
4. Developing an open, trusting, and aligned relationship.
5. Completing a preliminary diagnostic scan.
6. Contracting for the work, working relations, and exchange.

7. Introducing the engagement and consultant(s) to the larger organization.

Identifying the Client(s) and Sponsor(s)
It is not always possible to know immediately who all the players in the client organization
will be or who will be involved, but those who are known and who are possible key players
should be the early focus of attention (French and Bell 1999) whether an individual, a group,
or even multiple clients. Sometimes the client at the outset is replaced by subsequent clients as
the intervention progresses (Cummings and Worley 2014). There may be a primary client
directly involved and secondary clients influenced by the results. Also there are differences in
sponsors, who initiate and often pay for the work but have minor participation, and clients,
who have direct or indirect participation and impact. It's important to clarify client(s) and
sponsor(s) because it requires contracts with each, and their involvement, responsibility, and
perspective are critical for success.
Burke (1994) offers another perspective on identifying clients. He suggests the relationship
and/or interface between individuals or units comprise the client. Identifying interactions and
interrelationships in the issues or central focus of a desired future identifies the players. This
concept is supported from the classic work on consulting as intervention by Argyris (1970):
“To intervene is to enter into the ongoing system of relationships, to come between or among
persons, groups, or objects for the purpose of helping them” (15).
The importance of client identification is further illustrated by Schein (1997), who defined six
basic clients in complex systems:
1. Contact clients: Individual(s) who make first contact with a request, question, or issue.
2. Intermediate clients: Individuals or groups involved in various interviews, meetings, and
other activities as the project evolves.
3. Primary clients: Individual(s) who ultimately “own(s)” the issue being worked on or the
desired future being developed; typically also own(s) budget.
4. Unwitting clients: Members of the organization or client system above, below, and laterally
related to primary clients who are affected by interventions but are not aware of it.
5. Indirect clients: Members who know that they will be affected but who are unknown.
6. Ultimate clients: The community, total organization, or any other group whose welfare must
be considered in any intervention (202–203).
For many in OD, the health and vitality of the whole organization, its various subsystems, and
its individual members define “client” in the broadest sense.
While each project is unique, initially there is a discussion with one person from the
organization that is then broadened to a group of key sponsors, management, or employees.
These group members may continue as clients or become engagement sponsors. Depending on
the interventions, a new group, such as a design team, may become the client. The consultant

may also be asked to work as a co-consultant with others from inside or outside the
organization or department. These co-relationships can become problematic and careful
clarification is required, however, as roles can range from being helper, to equal partner, to the
“real” client.
Clients and sponsors can have different perspectives, work styles, and levels of influence.
Sometimes the OD practitioner may need to work with people who cannot make necessary
intervention-related decisions, requiring the involvement of other decision makers or may
sometimes listen too much to one group over others. Direct clients may not agree on a key
sponsor. All viewpoints should be included; if (unknowingly) the OD practitioner is not in
contact with all key players, inappropriate courses of action may happen or work derailed by
powerful players excluded. It is important at the front end to identify and create alignment in
contracting among all clients and sponsors.

Becoming Oriented to the Client's World
People in organizations operate from perceptions of reality influenced by their experiences,
their organization's history and culture, work technology and processes, beliefs and
assumptions about their organization, industry, and competitors, and how work should be
performed. The OD practitioner must understand and appreciate how the clients perceive their
world; this involves questioning, observing, and reading.
OD practitioners should also familiarize themselves with characteristics of the client system,
including work, structure, technology, culture, and people. This is a significant part of what
Margulies and Raia (1978) called “mapping.” Because organizations are systems, parts and
interconnections must be understood and change must be viewed in its largest context. When
becoming familiar with the client's world, the consultant must know what else the organization
is doing, working on, or changing to integrate and coordinate the change effort appropriately.
This provides the OD practitioner a foundation; a way of understanding language, fears,
desires, frustrations, and present state. It provides a basis for relating, introducing alternative
thinking, different frameworks, and new ideas. It also demonstrates the OD practitioner cares,
is credible, and connects with people through their reality. This connection can be powerful
because it's important to start where the system is (Shepard 1985). This foundation can also
help the consultant talk about change or desired future states grounded in current reality.

Establishing the Consultant's Competence and
Credibility
The competence and credibility of the OD practitioner rest in the eye of the beholder: the
client(s). The client must perceive the OD practitioner as competent and credible for their
organization and change situation for the OD practitioner to be influential. OD practitioners
depend on influence since they have no formal power or authority. Influence derives from the
social power (French and Raven 1959) they receive from clients based in part on developing

competence and credibility in the clients' eyes.
Clients may have different criteria in mind when they assess an OD practitioner's competence,
so they need to understand background, related experience, and values. Burke (1994) adds that
clients assess competence and trustworthiness, whether they can relate well, and if previous
experience applies to the present situation. Positive perception of competence and credibility
can reduce client anxiety in receiving help (Lundberg 1997). Continuous and obsessive
questioning of background, past experience, and credentials is often a sign of resistance,
dressed as concern for competence. It needs to be addressed early so it can be dealt with
appropriately.
Knowledge, skills, experience, values, and work style must fit the change intervention and
client(s) needs. The OD practitioner must be appropriate for the work and client situation
(Lippitt and Lippitt 1986) and is just as responsible as the client in determining a match
(Greiner and Metzger 1983). Few clients are sophisticated enough to understand differences in
expertise and specialties. It is ineffective and unethical for an OD practitioner to work on a
project for which he or she lacks competence. Engaging guidance of someone more
experienced or creating a team arrangement provides requisite skills and the OD practitioner
can learn and build competence.
Competence comes from various areas. It may result from expertise in a particular content area
required for the intervention, such as work-process redesign. Competence also may result from
the OD practitioner's expertise in process design and facilitation, such as ability to involve
people, run large groups, generate new ideas, or reach consensus. It also may be based on
outcomes of previous work, understanding of the situation, or their writings or teachings.
Credibility is associated with more than just the right knowledge and competencies;
authenticity, honesty, and confidence contribute. It is enhanced when strengths and limitations
are discussed, concerns are voiced, and confidence or enthusiasm is expressed. Credibility
grows from ability to organize action, such as next steps and sequencing. Ultimately, the
success of an intervention depends both on what is done and the effectiveness of the client-OD
practitioner relationship.
Competence and credibility can easily be underplayed or overplayed. If too much time is
devoted to displaying credentials, discussing successes, or naming bigger clients, some clients
may become intimidated or put off. Demonstrate expertise, establish credibility, and share
experience to gain confidence and comfort without giving a sales pitch, creating dependence,
or setting expectations of solving the client's problem (Lippitt and Lippitt 1986).

Developing an Open, Trusting, and Aligned Relationship
Developing an effective working relationship is essential for gaining client trust, building
support from power brokers, and ensuring influence (Jamieson and Armstrong 2010). The
client-consultant relationship provides an understanding of culture and continual data on
progress of the work (Schein 2010). Through relationships much of the consultation occurs
(Jamieson 1998), and Old (1995) describes the nature of this relationship as “partnering.” It

must be built on a foundation of mutual openness, confidence, and trust (French and Bell 1999).
Confidence comes from perception of competence and credibility. Openness is important
because all information must be shared, including important information about organizational
and personal concerns, fears, and everyone's opinions.
Trust is essential, especially since the OD practitioner and client must rely on each other for an
unimpeded flow of information to decide. The OD practitioner must feel his or her skills are
being used properly with the right motives; clients must feel that their confidential information
will be properly handled and the OD practitioner is working for their best interests. They do
not have to agree on everything but have to be candid, discuss differences, and clarify how to
proceed.
Major barriers to openness and trust can stem from a client's negative past experiences with
other consultants, organization culture, or vulnerability. OD practitioners, as role models, have
to take initiative showing support, sharing realistic concerns, expressing reservations or
optimism, modeling openness and authenticity, talking honestly about what has worked and
what has not, and discussing their working relationship. However, barriers can also stem from
“who” the OD practitioner is and his or her “self” strengths and issues (Eisen 2010; Jamieson
2003; Jamieson, Auron, and Shechtman 2010; Keister and Paranjpey 2012). Fears, personal
needs, values, and unresolved emotional issues all translate into what one can see, understand,
and do.
Openness and trust also emanate from a foundation of alignment, honesty, and authenticity. To
establish such a foundation, all must maintain a continuing dialogue about what is meaningful,
significant, compelling, or frightening; addressing issues as they arise. They must discuss what
forces support and hinder the success of the intervention, motivations underlying the change
effort, and what they find exciting about the desired future (Jamieson and Armstrong 2010).
Values are also an important part of achieving alignment; everyone operates with desired
methods and results in mind. OD practitioners often bring to a change effort perspectives that
contain such principles as a high regard for employee involvement, empowerment, and respect
for human dignity. The OD practitioner must know which of the client's values relate to the
change effort, what the client is changing for or changing to, and how compatible these values
are with those of the OD practitioner (Jamieson and Gellermann 2014).
Mixed feelings about a change effort can lead to resistance on contracting closure. Additional
barriers are created if clients find it difficult to understand or work with the OD practitioner.
Satisfaction and comfort during change work are affected by how clients are included,
informed, and what is asked of them. Often, the consultant experiences a mix of support and
resistance from clients throughout the work; elation after a discussion of intended end states but
discomfort after reviewing a methodology that differs from preferences. Without contracting,
readiness checking, and commitment testing throughout early interactions, many forms of
passivity, discomfort, or sparring may show up.
Margulies and Raia (1978) stressed the importance of consultant-client “fit” and described the
quality of the relationship as dependent on value systems, competency, and ability to “help”

with the perceived challenge, experience with other consultants, expectations about the OD
practitioner's role and process, personalities and interpersonal styles, and compatibility with
needs and objectives. Massarik and Pei-Carpenter (2002) describe this relationship as
interconnecting “selves” with the overlay defining congruence of styles, needs, objectives, and
values. Mitchell (2010) also discusses the importance of alignment of client and OD
practitioner preferences on approaches.
In developing open, trusting, and aligned OD practitioner-client relationships, the OD
practitioner's ultimate value is in maintaining a boundary position (Cummings and Worley
2014) with marginality and objectivity (Margulies and Raia 1978). Becoming intimately
involved with the culture yet remaining apart from it provides detachment and objectivity
required for effective work. It involves an ability to understand and empathize with the system
while avoiding becoming so acculturated that one mirrors the same biases and subjectivity.
Ability to not be absorbed by culture (French and Bell 1999) and remain free from
organizational forces that might distort the OD practitioner's view of the organization and its
issues should not be compromised in developing a quality client–OD practitioner relationship.

Completing a Preliminary Diagnostic Scan
In a preliminary diagnostic scan, OD practitioner and client are “scouting” (Kolb and Frohman
1970), which involves developing a general understanding of:
Current state (presenting issues and needs, culture, vision);
Potential sources of resistance and support;
Apparent power and political system; and
Perception of the organization's readiness, commitment, and capability.

The Current State
At the front end, the OD practitioner attempts to learn enough about client and change desires
to contract effectively for initial work. One must approach this aspect with a spirit of inquiry
and neutrality, accessing one's ignorance (Schein 1997), and avoiding inappropriate
assumptions or premature conclusions about the situation and treating hunches as hypotheses. It
is also important to know of and control diagnostic orientation and biases to avoid creating
self-fulfilling prophecies (Lippitt, Watson, and Westley 1958).
In a preliminary scan, OD practitioners should not strive to obtain great detail; rather, they look
to understand issues, possibilities, and relationships among them. In part, OD practitioners are
trying to achieve clarity and elevate confidence about what to work on and how, while serving
as an organization mirror (Bruce and Wyman 1998), sharpening clients' understanding. OD
practitioners are also trying to establish the validity of current state (Cummings and Worley
2014) and determine commonality of perceptions or distinctions among viewpoints; they
should seek information from multiple parties.

Sometimes OD practitioners are trying to scope the situation to design a diagnostic approach,
and at other times gauging the possibilities and strength of resources to plan an appreciative
process. They want enough knowledge of the issue(s), resources, and desires to enable
informed choices about proceeding with the engagement (Cummings and Worley 2014). OD
practitioners may have to facilitate discussions to surface real strengths, issues, and challenge
beliefs, and review studies, memos, or other documents that relate to the issues, needs, and
viewpoints. It may be helpful to observe regular meetings or tour work areas to see the
operations, interactions, and culture at work. A preliminary scan will help contract for, and
place the change on, the right path.

Support, Resistance, Power, and Politics
When performing the scan, OD practitioners should also note who appears to support or resist
and why to help crystallize motives and personal agendas. Supporters and resisters may
dramatize real hurdles ahead or identify key considerations in designing content and process.
Resistance provides valuable data and can be an indicator of missing information, lack of
understanding, poor prior involvement, and disagreement with some aspect of what's planned,
power assertions, or violation of existing norms.
It is also important to identify potential leverage points for change (Burke 1994) by
understanding the power system and political dynamics (Greiner and Schein 1988).
Knowledge of the power structure can positively help leverage change (Cobb 1986; Cobb and
Margulies 1981; Greiner and Schein 1988). Who has significant influence, how decisions are
made, and who has expertise are all pertinent to the change effort. It is imperative to learn
about the motives, perspectives, and values of those in power in the organization to understand
political dynamics inherent in its culture. Greiner and Metzger (1983) refer to this aspect of
consulting as “meeting the power structure.”

Readiness, Commitment, and Capability
When performing the preliminary scan, OD practitioners should assess organizational
readiness, level of commitment, capability of members, and extent of resources available to
support the effort (Burke 1994), including commitment of key stakeholders. People can be
against change direction, neutral about letting it happen, passively for it, or wanting to make it
happen (Beckhard and Harris 1987). Assessing commitment to change by those involved helps
ascertain the strength of change champions and how much readiness building is needed.
The capability of organizational members is measured by knowledge and experience with
change, change processes, and level of required skills, including ability to participate, work
productively in groups, function openly, think creatively, and flexibility. In some organizations,
this could be new, counter-cultural, and people may be highly rigid. Others may be accustomed
to change, having learning cultures (Senge 2006; Worley and Lawler 2010), with employees
who seek variety and innovation. Being familiar with an organization's change competence can
help determine how much education or skill building should be included in the intervention
strategy and how to use the organization's human resources during the change.

A preliminary diagnostic scan will often move the client from wanting a simple training
solution to desiring a more complex reexamination of the organization's work structure or
culture or a participative assessment/planning process. Alternatively, when present-state
descriptions are presented by the client, they may be full of attributions and can be seen more
accurately only by surfacing real causes. Skipping or short-cutting preliminary diagnostic
scanning can be disastrous. Without a good understanding of “reality,” subsequent work can be
off-target, designed too narrowly, or end up as “a hammer looking for a nail.” If an OD
practitioner hurries to begin intervention, resistance may be elevated, necessitating
unnecessary remedial work. The OD practitioner must help pinpoint real needs and intentions.
Only then is it possible to contract appropriately and design diagnostic and action strategies
effectively.

Contracting the Work, Working Relationships, and
Exchange
The information learned so far provides a foundation for the contracting process and data for
identifying content of work and contracts (Boss 1985). The term “contracting” is appropriate
given its original roots; tractus: to draw something along; con: with someone else (Bruce and
Wyman, 1998). In consulting, contracting means establishing and clarifying expectations about
the change effort, working relationship(s), consulting support needs, and financial or other
arrangements. Contracting is a focus during the front end, but will be continuous in some
respects and reopened as conditions change.
Block (2011) refers to contracting as an explicit agreement about what all parties should
expect and how they should work together. This can be a formal document or verbal agreement
where wants, offers, and concerns of everyone are clarified and agreement is reached through
negotiation. Weisbord (1973) defines contracting as an explicit exchange of expectations,
clarifying what all parties expect to obtain from the relationship, time invested, when, and at
what cost, and basic ground rules.
Contracting allows good decisions to be made about how to carry out the change process (Beer
1980) and sets the tone for the entire intervention (Block 2011), establishing clarity needed to
have effective working relationships and avoiding subsequent surprises or problems that derail
projects. The organizations or persons with whom OD practitioners should contract will
depend on who is identified as different client(s), sponsor(s), and other key player(s). OD
practitioners may sometimes need to perform primary contracting for all aspects of a change
effort and working relationships with some client(s), but auxiliary contracting for parts of the
change effort or limited relationship needs with others.

Contracting for the Work
The OD practitioner should begin by gaining agreement about desired results, intended
outcomes, value proposition(s), and options, methods, timing, and accountabilities anticipated.
They should establish critical success factors or organizational effectiveness criteria that can

later be used in evaluating success (Smither, Houston, and McIntire 1996). These can include
objective, measurable outcomes, such as reduced turnover or quality improvements, and/or
more subjective attitude or behavior outcomes, such as improved morale or positive group
dynamics. However, there is no guarantee of improvement in human systems work. Often, it is
impossible to directly correlate changes to the intervention and there are external,
uncontrollable factors that can negatively affect change, such as an economic downturn.
Regardless, there can be no change or improvement without full support and committed
participation of the organization, hence the mutual nature of contracting process and change.
Boss (1985), Lippitt and Lippitt (1986), and Schein (1988) have all stressed the importance of
joint responsibility of clients and OD practitioners during contracting.
Developing consensus on strategy and methods will produce more detailed information on
project boundaries, work tasks, and data requirements; which people are involved and how;
where work occurs; sequencing; timing and pace; how technology will be used in data
collection or ongoing communication; deliverables; and approximate duration. Flexibility
should be included in contractual language because there are still many unknowns. Even though
there may not be a separate assessment or diagnosis phase, contracting for how data will be
generated and used as effective interventions requires valid and useful data, free and informed
choice, and internal commitment (Argyris 1970) leading to action taking.
The result of contracting is often a plan that is more specific and detailed for immediate next
steps, such as diagnosis, and more general for subsequent cycles of design, intervention, and
implementation. Sometimes contracting is broken into phases, such as education, diagnosis,
design, and implementation work, or preparation, design, and execution of a large-scale event.
It is helpful to include key decision points in the change plan for review.

Contracting for Working Relations
The most in-depth relationship contracting occurs with the direct client(s) addressing the full
range of relationship issues and developing a working relationship. In developing working
relations, OD practitioner and client are contracting primarily for psychosocial aspects of the
relationship and creating an interpersonal relationship for changing the organization (Bruce and
Wyman 1998). Trust and openness are of central importance. In addition, OD practitioners will
find it essential to clarify their roles, client roles, and expectations from each other, how they
should work and plan together, and how they should reach critical decisions (Jamieson and
Armstrong 2010).
Unless there is mutual understanding and agreement about the process, there is significant risk
that one or both parties' expectations will not be met (Bellman 1990). It is reasonable to expect
that roles and needs will change during the project; contracting requires recycling, the OD
practitioner and client asking for what they want or need (Block 2011; Boss 1985), and each
having self-awareness and clarity of individual motives and values (Smither et al. 1996). “Self
as an instrument of change” (Eisen 2010; Jamieson 2003; Jamieson et.al. 2010) is particularly
accentuated in contracting since outcomes depend on what each person can put on the table,
knowing what's personally important to stand firm on, and how each honors agreements.

OD practitioners have numerous orientation, role, and style choices based on who they are and
what the system requires (Jamieson 1998) which are a part of establishing expectations and
“fit.” They might position themselves in the foreground, central in change work and highly
visible, or in the background, working through the client(s), educating and building their
capability through transferring knowledge and skills, being task or process oriented (Margulies
and Raia 1978), or relying more on the client's knowledge and experiences than their own. OD
practitioners can be more or less directive, supportive, confrontive, or facilitative (Jamieson
1998; Lippitt and Lippitt 1986), serving as experts, pairs of hands, or collaborators (Block
2011). These choices create different dynamics in the client-consultant relationship and meet
different client system change needs and parties' personal needs.
Harvey and Brown (2001) identified five consultant styles based on the emphasis on
effectiveness or goal accomplishment, relationships, morale, and participant satisfaction:
1. Stabilizer: Low on effectiveness and satisfaction; keep from rocking the boat; low profile.
2. Cheerleader: High on satisfaction and morale; smoothes differences, maintains harmony;
nonconfrontational.
3. Analyzer: High on goal accomplishment; rational problem solving; operates from
expertise.
4. Persuader: Focus on both dimensions; optimizes neither; low risk; motivated to satisfy
differing forces.
5. Pathfinder: Seeks high effectiveness and satisfaction; collaborative problem solving;
challenges organization.
An insightful study identified the client's profile of the ideal consultant: listens, but does not
sell; fits into the organization, embracing its mission and culture; teaches internal staff, helping
them achieve independence; provides good customer service; protects confidentiality;
challenges assumptions; recognized expert; provides perspective and objectivity; and
celebrates with the organization (Bader and Stich 1983).
There are critical implications to clarifying if the primary client's role includes project
manager, co-consultant, or decision maker. The more OD practitioners act as experts on
substantive content issues, the less effective they will be on managing process (French and
Bell 1999) and the more they intrude on a needed client role. If the client(s) acts in a coconsultant role, they lose power and context of being the decision maker (Jamieson and
Armstrong 2010).
Sponsors and key power players also want different levels of involvement; some joining in,
others observing; all need to be informed and provide input. Contracting here involves
determining level of participation, contributions, and updates and faith in the OD practitioner's
ability to pursue their objectives. If others will be involved later, it may be helpful to brief
them on the project, determine communication mechanisms, estimate timing and level of
impact, and discuss, if appropriate, preparation for participating.
Once roles have been discussed, working processes and expectations such as meeting

frequency, planning, and facilitation, and communications and accessibility can be clarified.
Work styles also must be considered as some people require very detailed designs and
discussions; others work well with general outlines. Some require everything to be data-based;
others work well from intuition, a concept, value, or vision. Other issues include how quickly
people learn and work; preferences for working alone or collaboratively; and tolerance for
ambiguity, flexibility, and risk taking. Sometimes, these are compatible and relationship
contracting is easy. When they are not compatible, clarity and compromise may be necessary to
minimize tension and frustration.
Ground rules often originate from work styles, involvement, and information-sharing
discussions. Agreements such as “It's okay to call me at home” or “We will share everything
and avoid surprises” provide everyone with understanding of what is acceptable and effective.
These might relate to anticipating problems, listening, equality, timeliness, logistics, or how
each party grows and develops. All must clarify and agree on how they will work together in a
trusting, productive, and rewarding manner.
The OD practitioner should also discuss termination options during contracting, including
planned termination and transfer of expertise, circumstances causing breach of contract, who
can terminate, and penalties for premature termination.

Organization Development Practitioner Support Needs
Sometimes OD practitioners need help to see the change effort through to a successful
conclusion, including administrative assistance and other support services. These services may
be supplied by either the client or the OD practitioner. Frequent on-sites may require office
space, clerical help or travel, and lodging arrangements. Many interventions require members
of the organization to supply and/or analyze data. Which party is responsible for the expenses
associated with these items? If questions about support are left unanswered, they may cause
misunderstandings or lead to a situation in which support tasks are not carried out and aspects
of the engagement are handled poorly.

Organization Development Practitioner-Client Exchange
The last aspect of contracting involves the “what” and “how” of the exchange. Most involve
financial payments, but it is possible to barter for using developed materials, exchange of
services, or OD practitioner learning, for equity. When financial arrangements are used, client
and OD practitioner must agree on rates, expenses, and billable time definitions, and provide
estimate of effort and cost up front. Invoice processes including recipient, level of detail,
payment terms, and fees should be clarified. There are often sensitivities and
misunderstandings related to money; be clear about billing and payment procedures and
document them.
Both parties should discuss any changes affecting the financial arrangement, such as utilizing
the budget faster than anticipated or unanticipated cuts in funding. They should also discuss,
periodically, change effort progress in relation to expenditures. When cost-benefit relationship
does not seem correlated, everyone's concerns should grow: People do not want to spend

substantial sums of money without witnessing visible progress toward goals!
Throughout contracting, the OD practitioner must pay attention to ethical issues to establish the
right boundaries, relationship, and work methods. White and Wooten (1983) summarized
ethical dilemmas in OD: misrepresentation and collusion, misuse of data, manipulation and
coercion, value and goal conflicts, and technical ineptness. Page (1998) added client
dependency. It is common in OD to ensure that participation is voluntary; protection from harm,
confidentiality of information, individual data are owned by individuals; and the organization
owns nonconfidential and nonanonymous data (Smither et al. 1996). OD practitioners should
not misrepresent their abilities, require clients to overly depend on them, or collude with one
part of an organization against another part. Gellermann and Egan (2010) suggest ethical
dilemmas in OD are created through conflict between competing rights, obligations, and
interests. Remembering these will help improve the quality of OD contracting and practice.
Each situation is unique; contracting must be customized to meet individual and mutual needs
of both parties. It should enhance rather than interfere with the working relationship.
Contracting is a complex, human-interactive process requiring sensitivity, skill, and flexibility.

Introducing the Engagement to the Organization
Introducing the OD engagement and OD practitioner(s) can be difficult. The OD practitioner
must know culture and systems to present the intervention properly. If people are not informed
before the OD practitioner arrives, they might resist. The “who” and “how” of the introduction
affects credibility, and the wrong person or method of communication could begin the
intervention poorly.
Involvement of key members in the introduction helps others to see the work as important,
cross-organizational, and not “owned” by one person, group, or faction; the OD practitioner,
client, and sponsors can all have roles. Part of the introduction should be in writing to have a
clear statement without multiple interpretations (Greiner and Metzger 1983) providing
rationale for what is being started and why. More than one medium, such as email notification
followed by a small group session, can be beneficial. Today, technology can be used posting
this information on the company website or intranet for review and response.
OD practitioners can also meet key people informally before the introduction to build comfort
and rapport while minimizing feelings of concern. Providing personal and professional
information about themselves can also help build credibility and the larger client's confidence.
How various parts of the organization will be involved or affected should determine how much
time and effort should be devoted to the introduction. Some people should just be informed;
others should be involved in two-way forums to ensure they understand the intervention and
what to expect. The OD practitioner should know how information is usually introduced, but
may want to differentiate the change effort with a new process if its method is ineffective.

Summary

Numerous difficulties arising in OD interventions can be traced to flaws in the front-end phase.
Difficulties can stem from misunderstanding the organization, ignoring issues associated with
power structure, disagreeing about work methods, not reaching agreements on rates or time
commitments, or clashing work styles. Setbacks and issues can be avoided if a consultant takes
care to address them early on.
Consultants must work carefully in surfacing organizational issues or starting down a new path
with a client; working to instill trust and matching their personal styles to expectations of
multiple players. Starting OD projects takes on great significance because change is inherently
risky and both parties also face uncertainty and ambiguity. OD practitioners can be lured by
feelings of competence, unworthiness, or dependency to engage in inappropriate agreements or
ones not in their best interest. Change can engender feelings of vulnerability, guilt, or
inadequacy in clients, intensifying emotions in ways that complicate helping relationships.
The concept of “self as instrument” (Eisen 2010; Jamieson 2003; Jamieson et. al. 2010;
Keister and Paranjpey 2012) is central to understanding OD work. OD practitioners are change
agents who have to rely on thoughts, feelings, strengths, and weaknesses throughout their work.
Quade and Brown (2002) take this concept to a new level discussing the importance of being
“conscious consultants” who enlarge awareness of who they are, their styles and ways of
thinking, working, and interacting, and who actively track and change implicit models and
assumptions in their work. In each engagement, one is using self and growing self.
Authenticity and skills are central to establishing effective working relationships that
contribute to successful change. OD practitioners cannot be too needy or too greedy, too
passive or too controlling. They have to remain marginal to the system yet remain close enough
to the change effort and the people to obtain valid data and to instill trust and confidence.
Work that OD practitioners do is affected by how quick they are to judge, criticize, or
conclude. Communicating, listening, and probing effectively will increase understanding and
ease client fears. Confronting others appropriately and giving timely and effective feedback
will increase clients' clarity about issues and authenticity in approaching problems and
solutions. How well OD practitioners adapt to cultures may determine the success of their
interventions. The front-end work will be greatly improved by their ability to elicit hope,
facilitate discussions, work collaboratively, empathize, and assert their points of view.

Discussion Questions
1. What have you found most challenging during front-end work?
2. What are your best practices for the front-end outcomes?
3. What have you found most critical in how your use of self shows up during this front-end
work?
4. Where do you see opportunities for improving current practices?
5. Where do you see similarities or differences in opportunities and challenges for internal
and external OD practitioners?

Resources

For more information on the contract and entry phase: http://organisationdevelopment.org/theod-cycle/the-contracting-and-entry-phase/www.zeepedia.com/read.php?
entering_and_contracting_clarifying_the_organizational_issue_selecting_an_od_practitioner_organiza
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Chapter Ten
Launch
Assessment, Action Planning, and Implementation
D. D. Warrick
All phases of the organization development (OD) process are important, but the “launch” phase
is the heart of the OD process. The success of OD efforts depend on it. If done well, the
probability of successful change will be high. If done poorly, the aftermath can be far reaching.
The term launch was coined by Warner Burke (2008, 257). It is a phase of OD in which
valuable information is gathered and analyzed and a collaborative approach is used to evaluate
the information, plan actions around the change process, and implement changes using methods
that can significantly improve the probability of successful change. While this phase of OD can
make changes that address issues, the ultimate goal of the launch process is to improve the
health, effectiveness, and self-renewing capabilities of an organization.
The field of OD has made valuable contributions to the knowledge and skills needed to assess
reality and plan and implement changes. This chapter presents essential information for anyone
interested in successfully managing change.

The Purpose of Launch
While assessment and action planning may be used informally in the Pre-launch phase of OD
and more formally in the launch phase, they are used variously throughout OD efforts.
Likewise, implementation is a dynamic process that often requires frequent adjustments and
may involve going back to the assessment and action planning phases. These three phases of
OD are as interactive as all phases of the OD process. The purpose of the launch phase is:
1. To assess reality before treating what is assumed to be reality.
2. To understand the strengths, opportunities for improvement, and future possibilities of
organizations, departments, teams, and other relevant groups.
3. To collect useful information for designing, managing, and monitoring the change process
and improvement efforts.
4. To develop action plans based on a sound change process.
5. To know how to successfully implement change so there is a high probability for success.
6. To involve and engage people in the change process.
7. To evaluate the success of OD efforts and plan future actions.

Developing a Launch Philosophy
Significant and sometimes radical changes in an organization's environment and changes in OD
itself make it important to develop a sound philosophy for assessing organizations, planning
actions, and implementing changes. Philosophies may run from a problem-centered philosophy
focusing on what is wrong and how to fix problems, to a more positive Appreciative Inquiry
(AI) philosophy that focuses on best practices and discovering the life-giving properties
present when organizations are performing optimally. It is important for OD practitioners to
carefully think through the philosophies they embrace as their philosophies will significantly
influence how they approach the launch phase of OD.

What It Takes to Build Successful Organizations
Besides having a clear philosophy for approaching the launch phase of OD, it is also important
to have an organized approach for understanding organizations and for building organizations
capable of succeeding. Organizations are much like people. They have beliefs, values,
attitudes, habits, strengths, and weaknesses. Like people, they can be very different. Some are
exceptionally focused, healthy, productive, vital, innovative, quick to adapt to change, willing
to learn and grow, and great places to work for and with. Others are confused, unhealthy,
dysfunctional, rigid, slow to learn and grow, resistant to change, and great places to avoid.
Understanding and assessing an organization are critical to planning and implementing changes
to assure that the strategies for changing the organization fit the unique characteristics, needs,
and circumstances of each organization. Otherwise, strategies are likely to fail or underachieve
what is possible.

Understanding Organizations
In trying to understand organizations, it is best to rely on a model that can be used in knowing
what to look for. Models can also be used in designing an assessment strategy, developing
interview questions, and organizing and presenting information in a useful and understandable
way. Several such models are described next.
The Diagnosing Organization Systems Model (Cummings and Worley 2014). This is perhaps
the most comprehensive of the models for understanding organizations. It is a systems model
that looks at inputs, design components (often called processes in other models), and outputs at
the organization, group, and individual levels. It considers types of change, levels of
intervention, and issues to consider.
The Six Box Model (Weisbord 1978). Weisbord identified six organizational components that
can be used to understand organizations. The components are organizational (1) purposes, (2)
structures, (3) relationships, (4) rewards, (5) leadership, and (6) helpful mechanisms. These
six components influence and are influenced by the environment in which the organization
functions.
The Organization Dynamics Model (Kotter 1976). Kotter's classic model focuses on seven

major components for understanding organizations. These are (1) key organizational processes,
(2) external environment, (3) employees and other tangible assets, (4) formal organizational
arrangements, (5) social systems, (6) technology, and (7) dominant coalition (top management).

Criteria for Building Successful Organizations
In planning and implementing changes, it would make sense that OD practitioners should have
a good understanding of the fundamentals of building successful organizations as a framework
for everything they do. Many efforts have been made to study best-run organizations and to
identify what separates these organizations from the rest. While every organization is different,
there are many consistent themes in research on successful organizations. Interestingly, they
focus on many of the essential targets identified early in OD for building successful
organizations, such as leadership, strategy, structure, processes, systems, people, and culture
while paying close attention to both organization effectiveness and health. An example of a
model identifying the fundamentals of building successful organizations is shown in Exhibit
10.1.

Exhibit 10.1 Fundamentals of Building Successful
Organizations
1. Lead the Way
— Good leadership is the major key to success.
— Top level leaders have a passion for excellence and are humble, competent,
visible, approachable, trustworthy, straightforward, and skilled at providing
vision, direction, and inspiration. They walk the talk.
— Top level leaders are close to the organization and function like a united,
focused, results-oriented Top Leadership Team.
2. Develop a Strategy for Succeeding and Get Everyone on the Same Play Book
— The vision, mission, core values, and strategic goals are clear, energizing, and
known throughout the organization.
— The strategy includes a strong emphasis on both people and performance.
— Everyone knows how they can contribute to the success of the organization and
is empowered to do so.
3. Structure the Organization for Results
— Get the right people in the right places doing the right things.
— Align everything to support the goals and values.
— Simple, flat, nonbureaucratic, adaptable, responsive design that is effective,

efficient, and results oriented.
— Processes, systems, technology, and practices make it easy to get things done.
4. Build a High Performance Culture
— Values-driven culture that encourages excellence and frees people to be their
best.
— Encourages both teamwork and being self-directing.
— Values both disciplined action and entrepreneurship.
— Emphasis on being open, straightforward, treating people with respect, and
doing what is right.
— High level of trust.
— Values innovative thinking.
5. Develop Value-Added Managers
— Managers at all levels are expected to add value, get results, and make things
happen.
— Managers are empowered to get the job done and are expected to do the same
with their people.
— A strong emphasis is placed on the continuous development of the leadership
and management skills of present and potential managers.
6. Take Care of Your People
— Having a committed, motivated, and well-trained workforce is a top priority of
the leaders.
— People at all levels are treated with value.
— Efforts are made to attract, retain, develop, and fully utilize committed and
talented people who are a good fit with the organization.
— Efforts are made to make working conditions and the work environment a plus
rather than a minus.
7. Take Care of Your Customers
— Being customer driven to both internal and external customers is a high priority.
— Employees from top to bottom are encouraged to know their internal and
external customers and their needs.
— Building good relationships with present and potential customers is valued.
— The organization has a reputation for treating customers well.
8. Build Teamwork

— Teamwork is encouraged and developed at the top, within teams, between
teams, and outside the organization with groups that are key to the success of the
organization.
— There is a one-team mentality with minimal barriers between groups.
— Involvement and collaboration are a way of life.
9. Never Stop Learning, Improving, and Building a Great Organization
— A strong emphasis is placed on continuous learning, improvement, and
development at the individual, group, and organization levels.
— Many opportunities are provided for people to share ideas and make
improvements.
— Complacency and maintaining the status quo are not options.
10. Keep Score and Get Results
— Measures of excellence are simple and clear and allow the organization to
know where it stands regarding performance, human resource indicators, culture,
customers, and other important measures.
— Decisive decisions are made to make needed adjustments to get the best results
without damaging the culture or compromising the core values.

Considerations in Applying the Launch Phase of
Organization Development to Changing Times
While the fundamental principles of OD have remained relevant, the world in which OD is
applied has changed significantly and with these changes comes the need for new thinking,
methods, and applications. With this in mind, in understanding the launch phase of OD, it may
be helpful to keep the following in mind:
1. The potential uses of assessment, action planning, and implementation go far beyond
traditional OD literature. While much of the OD literature deals primarily with existing
organizations and groups, the processes may be used in forming new organizations, groups,
and alliances; in preparing for and integrating merged organizations; and in working on
social, political, or international issues or with geographically dispersed or culturally
diverse groups.
2. Technology has opened up many new alternatives for assessing organizations, groups, and
individuals, for guiding the action planning process, and for implementing change.
Examples include electronic questionnaires, real-time messaging, conferencing, and action
planning without geographical constraints, and many other technologically driven
alternatives.
3. Efforts should be made to find ways to accelerate the change process and make change as

clear, understandable, time efficient, and value added as possible. OD efforts sometimes
die of their own weight because they have become too complex and time consuming.

Assessment
Assessing organizations, groups, and individuals is an important contribution and value-added
aspect of the OD process. Many changes are made with little, if any, diagnosis of the realities
driving the changes. This leads to potentially faulty perceptions and assumptions about needed
changes and often results in treating symptoms rather than the real issues. OD has always been
a data-driven approach to collecting and evaluating information that identifies present realities,
future possibilities, strengths, opportunities for improvement, issues, needs, and possible
solutions. The valuable information provided by the assessment can motivate change, unite key
stakeholders (leaders and those involved in and impacted by change) around a common
understanding of reality, and plan, track, and evaluate changes. There are four major steps in
the assessment process: planning, data collection, data analysis, and data feedback (see Exhibit
10.2).

Exhibit 10.2 Organization Assessment Process
Planning
1. Involve the right people in the project.
2. Clarify the desired goals and outcomes of the assessment.
3. Agree on what and who will be assessed.
4. Choose methods.
5. Determine how to best collect data.
6. Determine how to analyze and report the data.
7. Determine how to feedback and utilize the data.
8. Agree with leaders on the process and how the results will be utilized and coach the
leaders on their role in making the assessment successful.
9. Develop planning milestones.
Data Collection
10. Assure that anyone involved in performing the assessment is trained.
11. Prepare the organization for the assessment.
12. Perform the assessment.
Data Analysis
13. Develop a strategy for analyzing and presenting the assessment results in a userfriendly way.
14. Prepare a simple-to-understand presentation of the findings.
Data Feedback
15. Design a feedback strategy for determining who gets what information how and when.
16. Prepare the appropriate people on how to use the results for helpful and not harmful
purposes.
17. Decide on when and how to connect the feedback to action planning.
18. Prepare people for how to understand and utilize the data in helpful and positive ways
to diffuse anxiety and ensure that the process will be a beneficial and useful one.
While this chapter provides an overview of the assessment process, there are many good
sources that provide the details (see Cawsey and Deszca 2012; Church and Waclawski 2007;
Cooperrider, Whitney, and Stavros 2008; Kaughman and Guerra-Lopez 2013).

Planning the Assessment
A well-planned assessment can be the catalyst for breaking down resistance to change and
increasing the motivation for change. A poorly planned assessment, however, can demoralize
people and cause division. Therefore, it is very important that someone with expertise lead the
planning process.
The size and scope of the assessment, level of expertise of the person or persons leading the
assessment process, and the commitment needed to make the assessment successful will
determine who and how many should be involved in the planning process. A known, trusted,
and experienced internal or external OD practitioner may plan an assessment with minimal
involvement. However, many efforts require considerable involvement in agreeing on who and
what is assessed and how to fulfill the other steps in the planning process.
Data Collection.
Technology has made it possible to collect and analyze data quickly. However, every situation
must be evaluated to determine the most effective way to collect data given the realities and
what leaders will do. While a wealth of information can be collected and analyzed through
questionnaires, people may be more open in face-to-face interviews and communicate things
that cannot be picked up in questionnaires.
The most frequently used methods of data collection are using available information (an
organization's vision, mission, values, strategic goals, organization charts, turnover rates, and
so forth) and using questionnaires and interviews. Ideally, both quantitative and qualitative
data are preferable. Quantifiable data are typically collected through questionnaires; this
makes it possible to know the magnitude of an issue. An average of 2.5 on a 7-point scale, with
7 being the highest favorable score, has a far different meaning than a 6.5. However,
quantitative data will not tell you what is behind the numbers. Qualitative data are collected
through one-on-one or focus group interviews and open-ended questions on questionnaires.
Interviews can pick up information and impressions that explore a range of issues, including
what is behind the issues.

Data Analysis
The OD practitioner leading an OD process usually compiles, analyzes, and prepares a report
of the assessment results. Technology has made it possible to automate the compilation and
analysis part of an assessment, and with large numbers of people being assessed, this is almost
a necessity. The data go in and a report comes out, complete with attractive charts and graphs.
However, no matter how dazzling the technology and resulting report may be, of much greater
importance is that the analysis should provide valid and useful information presented in a brief
and useful way. Some question whether this can be done solely by machine without involving
an experienced OD practitioner. This part of the assessment and action-planning process is
important, and a poor analysis or presentation of the results will lead to a low use and/or
misuse of the assessment.

Data Feedback
Whether and how data are fed back can have a significant impact on OD efforts. Feedback
properly handled can energize people, create momentum for change, and ensure that
organization members trust and own the data. However, if feedback isn't properly handled and
fed back in a timely manner, it can undermine OD efforts. Properly planned feedback is
important to the OD process and poorly planned feedback can have many consequences such as
a loss of credibility and trust in the OD process.
Although the feedback process must be designed for each unique situation, it typically includes
a version of the following steps:
1. A strategy is developed by the OD practitioner in collaboration with the people about who
gets what information, how, and when.
2. If appropriate, training is provided for those leading feedback sessions so there will be
consistency in philosophy, methods, and outcomes in each session.
3. The top-level leader involved will usually be briefed on the findings and coached on
behaviors that help or hinder the feedback process and what the feedback process
comprises.
4. The feedback then is usually presented to the primary group it is intended for or cascaded
down the organization, starting with top management. Each group receives the information
appropriate for it to see and respond to. There are exceptions where a “bottom-up”
approach is used, with recommendations eventually formulated to present to top
management.
One interesting aspect of assessing organizations is that many methods can discover what is
going on and what is possible (Harrison 2005). Each method has advantages and
disadvantages. Interviews make it possible to collect much data, find out what is behind issues,
and see and dialogue with respondents, but may suffer from interviewer bias. They also can be
time-consuming and expensive if a consultant is used and many people are interviewed.
Questionnaires make data quantifiable but may suffer from respondent bias and are not likely to
reveal what is behind the numbers. A summary of the major advantages and disadvantages of
assessment methods is shown in Exhibit 10.3.

Exhibit 10.3 Organization Assessment Methods
Method
Existing Data
Published information
Brochures
Vision, mission,

Advantages

Disadvantages

Information already
exists

Reality between what is
stated and what is may differ

Generally easy to
access

Some existing information
may be difficult to access

values, goals
statements
Organization charts
Data on profits, sales,
turnover, etc.

Quickly familiarizes the
person doing the
assessment with the
organization

Gives only a surface view of
the organization

Efficient and
inexpensive
Relatively objective

Interviews
Structured (specific
questions designed to
elicit specific
responses)
Nonstructured (openended questions)
Individual
Group
Face-to-face
Phone or electronic

Questionnaires
Used to gather data
on whole
organizations, groups,
or individuals, or a
specific focus

Makes it possible to
collect rich, valuable,
in-depth information

Time-consuming and
expensive if large number of
respondents involved

Can be used for a wide
range of assessment
purposes

Subject bias and influence

Makes it possible to
probe and elaborate on
information and pursue
new lines of
questioning

May not give a sense of
magnitude or importance of
information collected

Can build empathy,
trust, support for OD
efforts
Make it possible to
quantify and
objectively analyze
results
Can involve large
numbers of people

Interpreting interviews can be
difficult

Risks inconsistencies in
interviewing style and
interpretation of the results if
more than one interviewer
involved
Misses qualitative data
especially if open-ended
questions not included
May not reveal what is
behind the numbers

Quantifiable
Questionnaires
Open-ended
questions

Numbers can be
motivators for change

Lack the flexibility of
interviews

Relatively inexpensive

Subject to bias if respondents
lack knowledge pertaining
questions

Can compare before
and after results

Interpreting and summarizing
data may require a high level
of expertise

Observations
Formal (specific
things to observe;
information to
collect)
Informal (observing,
talking, attending
meetings, etc.)

Live Assessments
Data collected and
analyzed live at
meetings and
workshops
Data collected and
analyzed real time
electronically

Organization behavior,
processes, and systems
can be observed firsthand
Can obtain a better feel
for the culture of the
organization or group

Not always easy to arrange
and can be distracting to
those being observed
Possible observer bias in
interpreting what is observed

Real-time data

Can be expensive and time
consuming for the value
received

Flexibility in terms of
what is observed

May be difficult to analyze
what is observed

Interesting, engaging,
real time, and provides
fast turnaround and use
of information

May miss valuable
information that comes from a
variety of sources over time

With skilled facilitator
can be used with large
groups of people
Quickly involves
people and builds
commitment to change

Dependent on having key
people present or
commitment may be lost
Somewhat risky in the event
that unforeseen things can
happen that undermine the
process

Action Planning
Action planning is a collaborative process of systematically planning a change effort. When
done effectively, it can mobilize people, improve the impact of a change, and accelerate the
time needed to achieve results. When done ineffectively, action plans will generate little
commitment, have a low probability of being implemented, and produce unintended negative
side effects.
Even though action planning is an integral part of any OD effort, little has been written about it.
Action planning first appeared in the pre-OD days of Kurt Lewin in his action research concept
and centered on gathering data, organizing and feeding it back, and using the data to explore
improvements.

The Action Planning Process
Many approaches can be taken to plan change actions (Anderson 2012, 182–191). The
fundamentals of the action planning process are: involve key stakeholders, evaluate and
prioritize data, agree on the changes to be made, develop a change strategy, and clarify roles

and follow-through on responsibilities (details are shown in Exhibit 10.4).

Exhibit 10.4 Action-Planning Process
Involve Key Stakeholders
1. Involve those who are in the best position to understand and utilize the assessment and
lead needed changes.
2. Ensure that someone will lead the change effort. If needed, develop a change team to
plan and manage the change process.
Evaluate and Prioritize Relevant Data
3. Develop a process for evaluating, prioritizing, and making the assessment information
manageable and useable.
4. Clarify the focus of change efforts (whole organization, group or intergroup,
individual, structural, technological, etc.).
5. Consider the level of desired change (fine tuning, incremental, or transformational).
6. Focus on present realities and future ideals and possibilities and explore alternatives
for achieving greater success.
Agree on the Changes to Be Made
7. Agree on the actions to be taken recognizing that it is better to do a few things well
than many things poorly.
8. Evaluate the change from a systems perspective considering the implications of the
changes and the alignment needed.
Develop a Change Strategy
9. Identify any forces working for or against the desired change.
10. Explore intervention alternatives.
11. Develop a change process based on a sound change model and set of change
principles.
12. Develop a process for monitoring and managing the change process.
Clarify Roles and Follow-Through Responsibilities
13. Clarify the roles and follow-through responsibilities of all involved in the change
process.
14. Commit to keeping the change process as clear and simple as possible
Action planning is a dynamic process that must be adapted to changing situations. Typically, a

master strategy is developed that is then modified as needed. The degree to which strategies
are changed will determine who needs to make the changes. It is assumed that an OD
practitioner or change champion (a person appointed to champion the change) was appointed
early in the change process to lead the change effort. If not, a person must be appointed at the
latest during action planning.
Involve Key Stakeholders. Stakeholders include people at all levels of an organization that
must be involved to make the change process successful. This could include an OD practitioner
or person appointed to champion the change, a leader or leaders needed to support the change,
and others who have influence, expertise, or experience that could be helpful in planning
changes. Sometimes the stakeholders are obvious, such as in efforts involving a top leadership
team or a department or team within an organization. When key stakeholders are involved in
the action-planning process, voices close to the situation can be heard and those involved are
likely to have a strong commitment to ensuring success. When key stakeholders are not
involved, commitment may be lacking from those who can make or break changes, and the
changes may make little sense to those who must carry them out.
Evaluate and Prioritize Relevant Data. It takes a skilled OD practitioner to facilitate
meetings to evaluate and prioritize data and plan actions. Occasionally, the meetings to
accomplish these important tasks are separate meetings, although they typically are part of the
same meeting. Whether these meetings are with a small or large group, face-to-face or virtual,
considerable planning is required to make them useful, positive, and productive experiences.
Some issues that must be considered in preparing for the evaluation and prioritization of data
and action planning are:
Choose a skilled professional to facilitate the meeting.
Send a carefully planned agenda to the participants ahead of time.
Consider if the meeting needs training and possibly the establishment of ground rules.
Consider the process used and any information and technology to evaluate and prioritize
data and plan actions.
Choose a meeting room that fits your process and any technology needed.
Be clear on the end goal of the meeting and what is to be accomplished.
The data used in action planning may be simplistic or sophisticated, and the process used to
evaluate and prioritize data may range from easy-to-use and understand processes to complex
processes. Whatever the methodology used, the approach should be tailored to the audience
and purpose selected. Where appropriate, it is also important to clarify the focus of change
efforts (whole organization, group, intergroup, individual, systems, processes, structures,
culture, etc.) and to consider the level of desired change (fine-tuning, incremental, and
transformational).
Agree on the Changes to Be Made. Sometimes the actions to be taken are reasonably
obvious. At other times, it is helpful to agree on criteria for deciding which actions to take. It
may be helpful to classify actions as “quick and easy” and “high-impact” actions or “short-

term” and “long-term” actions. It is also helpful to choose one or more “early win” actions that
will reinforce the commitment to change. Another consideration is to recognize that it is better
to choose a few actions and do them well than to overwhelm people with many actions that are
unlikely to be accomplished. In choosing actions, take a systems perspective that considers the
broad implications of changes and the support needed to make the change successful. Finally,
actions, which sometimes are listed as goals, need to be simple and clear and should include:
the action, a brief action plan of how the action will be accomplished, timelines, and who will
champion getting the action accomplished (this could also include a team of people to work
with the champion).
Develop a Change Strategy. Developing a change strategy for implementing the desired
change based on a change process is as important as the actual changes. Even the right changes
implemented the wrong way will fail and may have far-reaching consequences for change
efforts. This important part of the action planning process can increase the probability of
success, not only of the action planning process but also of the entire OD process. This is the
part of action planning where OD contributes; yet, it is also the part sometimes left out. For
some changes, the strategy may be fairly simple and clear and for others it requires a more indepth analysis of the potential interventions and approaches that can be used.
One way to develop a change strategy is to do a force-field analysis. This is a technique
developed from the work of Kurt Lewin that analyzes the forces working for change and the
forces working for maintaining the status quo or resisting change (Lewin 1951). In its simplest
form, this involves listing the forces working for and against the desired change, and then
planning ways to increase the forces for change and reducing the forces against change.
The next step is to explore intervention alternatives. This requires an understanding of the
individual, group, and organization interventions that OD offers. Once the interventions are
selected that will best accomplish the desired goals, it is helpful to use a change model and
change principles to create a model or descriptive explanation of the change process, or both,
that can be used throughout the change process. An example is shown in Figure 10.1.

Figure 10.1 Change Process for a University's Transformation
Clarify Roles and Follow-Through Responsibilities. The final step in the action-planning
process is to assure that roles are clarified and responsibilities are followed through. Exhibit
10.5 shows the typical roles that must be covered in change efforts.

Exhibit 10.5 Roles in Successfully Managing Change
Change Agent (OD Practitioner): A person who is a specialist in organization
development and change.
Change Leader: A person in a leadership position who can significantly influence the
success or failure of a change effort and provide the support and the leadership necessary
for change to succeed.
Change Champion: A person at any level of an organization who champions needed
changes and has at least a basic understanding of how to successfully plan and implement
changes.
Change Team: A team that is responsible for planning, managing, monitoring, and
championing a change effort.
Note: The same person may play multiple roles in some situations, several people may occupy a role, and while at least one
change champion is always needed, change agents and change teams may be needed depending on the change.

Keep in mind that—depending on the scale of the change and the training and skills of
available resources—one or more persons may play multiple roles and not all roles are
needed for all changes. The roles required and the persons fulfilling the roles may change
throughout a change effort.

Implementation
All previous phases of OD build toward the implementation phase where OD achieves results.
Six steps are recommended for the implementation process: keep the big picture in mind; use a
sound change plan and model to manage the change process; adapt the interventions to achieve
the best results; keep people engaged; identify and manage resistance to change; and follow
through and learn from the process (details are shown in Exhibit 10.6).

Exhibit 10.6 Implementation
Keep the Big Picture in Mind
1. Keep focused on the specific change and the end goal of improving the health,
effectiveness, and self-renewing capabilities of the organization; approach changes
from a systems perspective.
Use a Sound Change Plan and Model to Manage the Change Process
2. Use the action-planning change plan and change model to guide and manage the
change process.
3. Build in feedback mechanisms so you will know what is working and not working
and adjustments can be made.
Adapt the Action Plan and Interventions to Achieve the Best Results
4. Adapt the action plan and interventions to changing conditions.
5. Use strategic involvement to economize the time of the participants.
Keep People Engaged
6. Find ways to make the incentive to change greater than the incentive to stay the same.
7. Target and communicate early and continued wins.
8. Involve key leaders in keeping people focused, communicating progress, and
providing encouragement.
9. Make sure that those involved in helping achieve the desired change are recognized
and valued.
Identify and Manage Resistance to Change
10. Be aware of significant resistance to change and take positive steps to overcoming
resistance.
11. Deal with continued resistance as quickly and constructively as possible.
Follow Through and Learn from the Process
12. Follow through until the desired goals of the change are achieved.
13. Assess what has been accomplished and what remains to be done.
14. Build in ways for the change to be sustained.
15. Learn from the process and share what has been learned.
When implementation is done well, it energizes people, results in needed changes, and

produces confidence in the change process. However, it is also filled with many challenges as
conditions may frequently change and guiding changes to successful completion requires
considerable skill. The six implementation steps are discussed next.

Keep the Big Picture in Mind
Remembering the big picture in implementing changes from an OD perspective means keeping
focused on the change goals and the end goal of OD and taking a systems approach to change.
The end goal of OD has been defined differently by various experts in OD but usually includes
increasing the health, effectiveness, and self-renewing capabilities of an organization. A
systems approach considers the implications of changes on various parts of the organization
and how organizational systems that could affect the change are aligned with the change.

Use the Action Plan and a Change Model to Manage the Change
Process
This part of the implementation process includes using the previously developed action plan
and a sound change model hopefully used in preparing the action plan to guide and manage the
change process and adapt the plan to changing conditions. One often overlooked key to
successfully implementing changes is building into the process feedback mechanisms so you
will know what is working and what is not. It is common for changes to not be working and for
those who initiated or are managing the changes to be unaware of how the changes that made
such good sense to them are being experienced. Issues that could have been identified and
addressed with good feedback mechanisms go undetected and can leave a path of unresolved
issues, demoralization, and distrust of future change.

Adapt the Action Plan and Interventions to Achieve the Best
Results
In a dynamic environment of constant change, even the best planned OD efforts must respond to
changing situations. This is why it is so important to know of changing conditions and use
feedback mechanisms to quickly detect what is working and not working in the change process.
It is also important in adapting the action plan and interventions to changing conditions to
strategically plan how to engage people without using too much time. Otherwise, the changes
are not likely to be well received.

Keep People Engaged
Anyone who has made changes knows how challenging it is to keep people engaged in the
change process. Leaders get busy with other tasks; key players often have too much going on to
stay focused and carry out their responsibilities; and changes in leadership and circumstances
can present obstacles to keeping changes alive.
Things can be done to keep people engaged. Use innovative thinking to make the incentive to
change greater than the incentive to stay the same. Unless there is a compelling vision for the

change and a change plan that provides opportunities for people to influence and possibly
benefit from the change, changes are likely to be viewed as one more badly planned effort.
Another way to keep people engaged is to seek early and visible wins that confirm the value of
the change is producing results. It can also be helpful to involve leaders in the change process
and in communicating progress. Finally, keep those involved focused on the purpose and goals
of the changes, engage them where appropriate while protecting their time required for
involvement, and recognize and value their efforts.

Identify and Manage Resistance to Change
There are many reasons people resist change. Some prefer the status quo to having to adapt to
something new. Some resist for the sake of resisting. Some may resist for political,
ideological, or self-serving reasons. However, some, if not most, resist for perfectly logical
reasons…most changes are unsuccessful, the reasons for change are not clarified, the leaders
are not vested in making the change succeed, and so forth. Exhibit 10.7 shows several reasons
people resist change and how to overcome resistance to change.
The lesson is that people will support well-planned change and resist poorly planned change.
Another lesson is that, while positive efforts should be made to win over resisters, if those
efforts are unsuccessful and resisters are undermining the change process, at some point they
need to be confronted and face consequences for their resistance. Failing to confront
unwarranted resistance will cause involved leaders to lose credibility and could derail the
change.

Follow Through and Learn from the Process
It takes considerable discipline and perseverance to follow through on changes to assure that
the desired goals are achieved. However, this is not the end of the implementation. Plans also
must be made to evaluate what has been accomplished and what remains to be done. In
addition, plan ways to sustain the changes accomplished. A wrap-up step rarely pursued is to
take the time to learn from the process and document what has been learned so others can
benefit from the experience.

Exhibit 10.7 Why People Resist Change and
Overcoming Resistance to Change
Why People Resist Change
Lack of vision and purpose
regarding the change
Organizational memory about
past change efforts
Leaders not effectively
leading or supporting the
change
Lack of involvement in the
change process

Overcoming Resistance to Change
Communicate compelling reasons for change
Demonstrate visible and convincing leadership
involvement and support
Appoint a capable and respected champion
Involve key stakeholders and contributors
Make the incentive for change greater than the
incentive to stay the same
Educate, train, and prepare people for change

Lack of incentive to change

Communicate regarding the vision and progress

Fear of unknown

Listen to and address concerns and obstacles

Personal threat or possible
loss

Use assessments and data to motivate change

Work overload

Target early wins and use pilot projects to gain
confidence

Change overload

Be sensitive to time and action requirements

Ideological differences or
concerns

Take a positive approach to dealing with issues
and resistance but know when to bite the bullet

Political or self-serving
reasons
Lack of resources or
institutional support
Lack of skills to make the
needed change
Lack of information
Poor timing

Summary
The launch phase of OD is the heart of OD. Skillfully assessing what is going on and what

needs to be done, planning actions that can cause significant changes and improvements, and
implementing changes in a way that has a high probability of success will make or break the
OD process and can be critical to success. The skills required in the launch phase of OD are
essential for OD practitioners. They are also invaluable to organizations facing nonstop change
and experiencing a high failure rate at change, which puts them at a competitive disadvantage,
demoralizes employees, and causes leaders to lose credibility. In dynamic times, the launch
phase of OD provides skills that every organization should become proficient at.

Discussion Questions
1. Why is the launch phase of assessing, action planning, and implementation so important in
the OD process?
2. What are some of the philosophical issues that should be considered between the change
agent and the client before engaging in the launch phase of OD, and why are these issues
important to the change process?
3. What are examples of how significant changes and decisions have been made by top level
leaders without first assessing reality and listening to those closest to the issues involved?
4. What are important advantages and disadvantages of using various assessment methods?
5. What would you put on your checklist of criteria to remember in making action planning
and implementation successful?
6. What do you believe are important pitfalls to avoid in the launch phase of OD?

Resources

A sample action plan for organization development:
www.haltonccg.nhs.uk/Library/public_information/Halton%20CCG%20OD%20Plan%202012%2015
A toolkit for action planning for change:
http://vawnet.org/DELTAPREPToolkit/docs/ActionPlanningWorkbook.pdf
A list of steps to take in developing an action plan to change organizational culture:
www.nonprofitinclusiveness.org/developing-action-plan-organizational-culture
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Chapter Eleven
Evaluating Organizational Transformation
A Situational Approach
Steve H. Cady and Sheryl A. Milz
How does one evaluate organizational change, particularly when the change is transformative
in nature? Within the field of organization development (OD), change initiatives are considered
intentional interventions, which may be proactive or reactive, and can come in a variety of
forms: training sessions, social programs, policy creation, projects or initiatives, strategic
planning, organizational redesign or restructuring, cost-cutting programs, new product
development, succession planning, implementing or upgrading technology, and more. When
considering what's at stake with undertaking a change initiative, a question you will often hear
from leaders, participants, and observers is, “Was the initiative worth the resources, the time,
and money expended?” Another question often raised is, “Did it work and how do you know?”
(Cady, Auger, and Foxon 2010).
In this chapter, we provide you with a way to navigate the myriad evaluation tools and choose
the best combination for assessing the effectiveness of OD interventions from small-scale
incremental change to large-scale transformation. The reason we address the full spectrum
from small to large is that all change initiatives are comprised of a series of interventions
woven together into a comprehensive whole. The chapter begins with a review of
organizational change. Then, the paradox of competing demands is discussed. Finally, we
provide a decision model to guide you in choosing an evaluation strategy for each situation.

Defining and Differentiating Change
Something small or big happens, a disturbance if you will. This is the essence of change. On a
personal level, it can be a health crisis. On an organizational level, it can be a merger. On a
societal level, it can be a natural disaster. And, it is sometimes viewed as positive or negative,
pending the “eye of the beholder,” from the birth of a child to a new product line to a vote for
independence. Regardless, disturbances, or changes, evoke and even provoke a response
(Axelrod, Cady, and Holman 2010).

Whole System Collaborative Change
Whole system or large-scale organizational change has been defined as “A lasting change in
the character of an organization that significantly alters its performance” (Mohrman et al. 1989,
2). Over the past 50 years, the pioneers of whole system approaches to change have led the
way in inventing methods for engaging the people of the system in creating their future (e.g.,
Laszlo 2012). There are many practices now in use and more are emerging all the time. Some

widely used methods include Appreciative Inquiry, Conference Model, Future Search, Open
Space Technology, Whole-Scale Change, and World Café. These methods allow for groups to
determine common ground and dispel assumptions so that the individuals participating actually
generate better solutions together, taking ownership for resulting solutions (Holman, Devane,
and Cady 2007). Large-group approaches provide dialogue-based activities that enable
efficient facilitation of 50 to 5,000-plus people at one point in time, or over time with more
asynchronous techniques. However, sustaining change requires continued processes, not just
one event (Goldstein and Behm 2004).
Mohrman et al. (1989) summarize this as follows: “As the size of the organization grows, as
the change becomes more pervasive, and as the depth of change increases, the risk, difficulty,
complexity, unpredictability, and intensity of the change also become greater” (27). Manning
and Binzagr (1996) noted that for large-scale change interventions, the intervention needs to be
at the whole system level and cannot just be focused on system dynamics or ripple effects.
Additionally, individuals must voluntarily take ownership for large changes to occur (Manning
and Binzagr 1996). Covin and Kilmann (1988) demonstrated that the success of large-scale
programs was positively correlated to the percentage of employees participating (p < 0.01). In
other words, the higher the participation in the program, the more likely the program
succeeded. Whole System Collaborative Change (WSCC) enables organizations to more
effectively utilize people's time and effort to solve problems. These methods help provide:
The forum for personnel to work together so that they arrive at a common understanding of
an issue, are able to take ownership, and are able to commit to changes that will make a
difference in the organization.
The configuration allowing large amounts of information to be communicated in
preparation for change.
An efficient manner to harness employees desire to participate in the process and to create
quality outcomes.
The location for persons of all backgrounds and cultures to work together and participate
in the changes and have their voices heard and understood.
The prospect for people to state what is important to them, and to work together to
understand these important issues so that actions can be taken for the good of the
organization (Axelrod et al. 2010).
WSCC can also be described by a formula that explains what is necessary to overcome
resistance within organizations. The formula states that D × V × F × S > R, where D represents
the desire for change, V represents the vision for change, F represents first steps toward
change, S represents the supporting mechanisms that allow the change to occur, and R
represents resistance to change. Therefore, if the desire, vision, first steps, and supporting
mechanisms exceed the resistance to change, then change can occur. If any of these are zero,
they cancel out the formula and resistance stops the change (Cady, Hine, Meenach, and
Spalding 2011; Cady, Jacobs, Koller, and Spalding 2014).

Transformational versus Incremental Change
Transformation is defined as “a change that alters an entire organization, including strategy,
structure, core processes, power distribution, controls systems, culture, and people's work”
(Cady and Hardalupas 1999, 90). Collaboration is defined as “exchanging information,
alteration activities, sharing resources, and enhancing the capacity of another for mutual benefit
and to achieve a common purpose” (Himmelman 2002, 4). Combining these two concepts, we
define collaborative transformation as occurring when information and resources are shared in
order to alter an entire system (e.g., organization(s), community, industry, or bigger) for mutual
benefit.
One view of transformation is that it requires two fundamental changes for it to be considered
transformative. Using a biological perspective, the two key changes of transformation are the
mode of production or delivery and the resources as a source of energy. While both the mode
and resources can change dramatically, the core values and competencies of the system remain
the same. Changes to both the mode and resources will result in a transformation. Incremental
change occurs when only one of the aspects changes. Both transformational change and
incremental change can be a punctuated or immediate change brought on by some event or the
change can occur over time.
On the other hand, incremental change is the more traditional approach. Top management
decides to make a change and then passes the expected changes down to middle management,
who in turn pass the change down to the employees (Bunker and Alban 1997). Additionally,
incremental change can be viewed, as stated above, to occur when just one of the key aspects
change. In other words, either the mode changes or the resources change, but not both, during
incremental change. Furthermore, incremental change occurs over time even when
organizations are stable (van der Heijden 2010) or incremental change can occur as the result
of some disturbance.

The Challenge of Evaluation
The question, “Did it work?” deals with the question of cause and effect. Interventions are
developed, and then money and time are allocated for implementation. Sometimes, the impact
of the intervention is evaluated. As organizations evolve, dramatic events and trends sweep the
world, new technologies emerge, profit margins shrink, market demographics change,
competition ebbs and flows…leaders are exerting more and more pressure to see the value
added by interventions (Cady et al. 2010).
Studying the effects of changes is highly dependent on the accuracy of measurements, but
measuring change is difficult (Butler, Scott, and Edwards 2003; Terborg, Howard, and
Maxwell 1980). However, Brennan, Sampson, and Deverill (2005) conclude that routine data
are a necessary part of evaluating initiatives. Evaluation needs to be done in order to
determine whether the change has been effective and whether the change should be retained
(Kirkpatrick 1998). For example, Way and McKeeby (2012) reported the results for a research
hospital from a two-day leadership retreat with 30-, 60-, and 120-day follow-ups. At 120

days, a performance setback was identified, while overall communication, teamwork, and
morale had increased to an acceptable level that was not apparent prior to the leadership
retreat. Should they hold another retreat in the future, as they set goals and identify priorities
for the next year? With the evaluation report provided, they have the data necessary to make a
more informed decision.

Paradox of Competing Demands
There seems to be an underlying assumption, that in an ideal world, it is best to perform
rigorous high-quality evaluations of all interventions. Therefore, it is necessary to balance the
need of proving an intervention was successful or the need for improving the intervention with
the cost of evaluating the intervention in terms of time and money.

Prove and Improve
When considering the why or purpose of an evaluation, it boils down to two aims. The first
aim is to prove that the intervention worked. Proving is important to those who are responsible
for the intervention's impact. In some cases, it is about accountability for results and in others
it's about making the business case. The second aim is to evaluate an intervention in order to
improve it for the future. A future focus is based on a need to understand how interventions
work, identify the relative importance of a technique or method, advance theories, and create
more robust approaches to change (Cady et al. 2010).

Time and Money
Conducting evaluations can be costly for all stakeholders involved in terms of both time and
money. In terms of time, leaders will need to pull people away from other work in order to fill
out evaluations, be interviewed, and provide data. Money may be necessary when outcomes
are difficult to measure. Therefore, if either the time or the money or both are too high, it may
lead the client and the consultant to decide against conducting any evaluation (Cady et al.
2010).

Paradox of Competing Demands
The paradox comes from wanting to prove the intervention worked and will improve for the
future but not wanting to spend lots of time and money. As you focus on proving and improving
an intervention, it will cost more in terms of time and money (see Figure 11.1). If you cannot
do it all, then how do you make the tough choices?

Figure 11.1 The Paradox of Competing Demands in Evaluation
On one hand, there is a costly intervention that has important implications for the organization
or community. If there are long-term plans for the intervention, the intended impact is vital to
the future. Further, continued funding will depend on demonstrating results in some objective
fashion. On the other hand, evaluation will take time away from implementing the intervention.
There may be no money in the budget allocated to the evaluation. Often, evaluation can be an
afterthought. A leader might say, “Did that program work?…Can you confirm that it was worth
our time and money?…Are we better off?…What next?…We are not done, right?…Oh, by the
way, can you provide an update focused on these questions at our meeting next week?” Some
believe that funds would be better spent on additional interventions. Some might even argue
that evaluation is not necessary and it does not add value to the intervention. It is just a
bureaucratic mechanism for show. The perception is that the outcomes of the process are so
obvious it is not necessary to conduct an evaluation (Cady et al. 2010).

Levels of Evaluation
There are two particularly user-friendly models for evaluation. They are Kirkpatrick's (1998)
Four Levels of Evaluation and Phillips's ROI (1996). While originally intended for the field of
training, they have been applied to a variety of change initiatives (Russ-Eft, Bober, de la Taja,
Foxon, and Koszalka 2008). The five levels can be thought to answer the following questions.
Level 1: Reaction—How satisfied are the participants?
Level 2: Learning—What do the participants know?
Level 3: Behavior—What are the participants doing?
Level 4: Results—What outcomes have been achieved?
Level 5: Return—What is the return on investment (ROI)?
While the higher levels provide more improving and proving data, they also cost more in terms
of time and money. Some may argue that it is unrealistic to expect practitioners to conduct
comprehensive evaluations in every situation. They would argue that one should settle for

evidence rather than seed proof (Kirkpatrick 1977). In this case, the evaluation will need to be
less rigorous and less formal. While in other cases, it will be more formal and more rigorous.
The scope of Levels 1 and 2 includes participants in the moment. An example would be
satisfaction surveys and quick multiple-choice testing done in the classroom during a training
program. The scope focuses on the specific training program in isolation from the application
context. Level 3 brings the evaluation into the organizational setting, by evaluating whether the
initiative when implemented leads to actual change beyond reaction and learning. However, it
doesn't indicate if there are benefits to organizational processes and productivity. Levels 4 and
5 provide that scope of data because they move from evaluating the specifics of an intervention
to examining the intervention's impact on the whole organization (Kirkpatrick 1998). Level 5
data require the evaluation of monetary data and forces the intervention to align with the
organization's strategic plan (Phillips, Phillips, and Zuniga 2013). Kirkpatrick (1998) suggests
that evaluation should begin with Level 1, even if the goal is to evaluate at Level 3 or 4. By
starting at the lower levels, results are obtained so that if no behavior change has occurred
(Level 3), more information is available that may help explain why the behavior has not
changed.
The challenge to be resolved is for evaluation to be fully utilized as a practical tool in the
organizational toolkit. Consider utilization trends. Practitioners agree that Level 4 or 5 are the
most desirable, yet they appear to be the least done. Twenty years ago, Foxon (1989) found that
30 percent of training practitioners consider evaluation to be one of “the most vexing
problems” of the job. She found that more than 75 percent of organizations conducted only
Level 1 evaluations. More recent data suggest little has changed. Rossett (2007) reports that
Level 1 to 4 evaluations are being conducted 94 percent, 34 percent, 13 percent, and 3 percent
of the time, respectively.

Qualitative and Quantitative Evaluations
Evaluation can be done both qualitatively and quantitatively for all five levels of evaluation.
At times, evaluation can be less rigorous and formal and therefore qualitative data may be
acceptable. Other times, evaluation needs to be more rigorous and formal requiring
quantitative data. However, qualitative evaluation can be more formal and rigorous and
quantitative evaluation can be less formal and rigorous. Qualitative evaluation includes
collecting observations, feelings, and impressions of the participants, which is often analyzed
using a thematic technique (Vaterlaus and Higginbotham 2011). Quantitative evaluation
encompasses collecting measurable data on the effects of the training and can be analyzed
using statistical software.

Case Example: International Organization
Phillips et al. (2013) provided an example of utilizing all five levels of evaluation at an
international organization. High turnover rates and low employee satisfaction were a concern
of the executive team for a U.S.-based company that operates in 12 countries with 21,000
employees. Diagnostics on the organization determined three key issues: (1) employees needed

to have a clearer understanding of career paths; (2) to grow the business, more leaders were
needed to take positions higher up in the company; and (3) the internal fill rate for leadership
was 10 percent, and it would be beneficial to the company to groom more internal talent for
higher positions. The OD team working with the company had managers throughout the
company identify high-potential leaders. These potential leaders participated in a 360-degree
feedback process based on established leadership competencies.
Evaluation was performed at all five levels. At Level 1, the OD team had participants
complete a questionnaire immediately after the 360-degree feedback asking about satisfaction
with the process and planned actions. The Level 2 evaluation was also completed immediately
after the 360-degree feedback. The facilitator had participants complete a questionnaire
regarding their learning on topics such as gaining business acumen, communicating effectively,
and personal strengths and weaknesses. The Level 3 evaluation was not done until six months
after the 360-degree feedback. The facilitator and store training coordinator completed a
checklist of demonstrated competencies and a second 360-degree feedback was performed for
each participant to determine what had changed over the six-month period. The Level 4
evaluation was also completed six months after the initial 360-degree feedback. The store
training coordinator accessed company databases to determine if costs had been reduced, if the
voluntary turnover rate had been reduced, if promotions had increased, and if employee
satisfaction had increased. The Level 5 evaluation was a calculation of the ROI. The
company's aim was for a 25 percent ROI (Phillips et al. 2013).

Choosing an Evaluation Strategy
Evaluation strategies can be visualized as a 3 × 5 matrix with the columns focusing on the five
levels of evaluations and the three rows focusing on the rigor of the strategy. This matrix is
shown in Figure 11.2. The result is 10 evaluation strategies, with five being a blend of low to
high rigor.

Figure 11.2 Fifteen Situational Evaluation Strategies

The higher the rigor, the more formal and planned the evaluation. As for levels, the more whole
the focus, the more the evaluation moves beyond examining the participants' perceptions of
their experience to the intervention's impact on the entire system. In other words, evaluation at
the lower levels focuses on participants, whereas evaluation at the higher levels focuses on the
system (i.e., organization or community). Figure 11.2 provides examples for each of the 10
evaluation strategies based on levels of evaluation and rigor. Evaluations needing medium
rigor, the middle five strategies, would require a blending of the two strategies. Listed below
are more specific examples of ways to accomplish the 10 strategies.
Strategy 1. Ask participants to provide a one-word or one-sentence “check out” on what
was their greatest takeaway or learning from today's event. Ask participants for a “five
finger evaluation” to rate each aspect of the intervention on a scale of 1 to 5.
Strategy 2. Ask participants to complete a survey that has been validated; the results could
be compared to responses from other events, times, or organizations.
Strategy 3. Administer oral quizzes during the intervention to determine if the participants
have learned the material presented. Use the large-group dialogue based techniques (e.g.,
World Café, Appreciative Inquiry, Open Space, Whole Scale Change, etc.) to engage the
participants.
Strategy 4. Ask participants to complete pre- and post-intervention tests to determine the
knowledge they have gained during the intervention.
Strategy 5. Determine the number of participants engaged in the process, volunteering for
projects, offering ideas, and so forth, and track over time.
Strategy 6. Perform a Success Case Evaluation in which both high performers and low
performers are interviewed to determine the effects of the intervention (The Learning
Sanctuary 2007).
Strategy 7. Conduct a survey of customer and employee intentions to determine if
employee morale has improved and whether customer satisfaction or recommendations
have improved.
Strategy 8. Verify actual changes in objective measures such as the degree to which
production, retention, and quality changed.
Strategy 9. Use group opinion or consensus for a quick SWAG. (scientific wild ass guess)
to estimate the ROI (return on investment).
Strategy 10. Calculate a benefit-cost ratio (BCR) on the intervention (Phillips and Phillips
2009).

The Evaluation Selection Process
Which strategy is best for your situation? Figure 11.3 presents a decision model that will guide
you in picking the best strategy. Walk step by step through these questions; your answers will
direct you to the appropriate evaluation for a situation. The decision model is organized into

two sets or series of questions based on the competing demands: “Prove and Improve” and
“Time and Money.”

Figure 11.3 Question Series #1—Choosing an Evaluation Strategy
Start with the first series of questions that focus on the intention to prove and improve the
intervention (Figure 11.3). This series of questions is based on your intention and it will help
you determine the level of evaluation. Begin with determining the need or desire to prove
whether or not the intervention had the intended impact. Next, answer the question, “Do you
need to improve the intervention for later application or use (i.e., continuous improvement)?”
It may be that the intention is to improve a change initiative that is in process over a period of
time. If you need to prove and improve the intervention, then you are looking at a
comprehensive evaluation utilizing all the levels of evaluation. If you don't need to prove or
improve the intervention, then you don't need to conduct an evaluation at all.
The second series of questions addresses the constraints of time and money (Figure 11.4). This
series of questions focuses on balancing constraints. These questions help you to determine the
level of rigor to apply for any of the levels identified in the first question series. First, how
much time do you have—a lot or a little? Then, consider how much money or resources you
wish to use or have available to conduct the evaluation. If there is plenty of time and money,
then it's recommended that you conduct a rigorous analysis. If you have little time and money,
then choose a less rigorous approach.

Figure 11.4 Question Series #2—Choosing an Evaluation Strategy

Case Example: A Technology Firm
In South Africa, an information technology service center's most important task was to keep
their main customer's computers up and running. If an incident occurred that interrupted the
computers, the number of incident-free days was reset to zero. The average number of incidentfree days was 8.94, with a low of ero and a high of 24 days. This number of days between
resets was low, so low that the contract was in jeopardy. In response, an intervention was
launched, titled “80 Days Around the World.” Management put up large banners and held a
braai (i.e., a cookout) announcing a mandated goal of 80 incident-free days (Oelofse and Cady
2012).
Let's walk through the decision model and analyze what happened next. The first series of
questions focus on “prove and improve.” Do they need to prove that it worked? Yes. Do they
need to improve the process? Yes. With that, the model suggests that all levels of evaluation
are needed. The next series of questions in the decision model focus on “time and money.” Do
they have time? Not much—time is of the essence. They are on the verge of losing their
contract. Do they have money? Yes. They are willing to spend money on banners, T-shirts, and
more. However, they did not have a lot of resources to expend, and their budget was very lean.
As a result, the consulting team working on the project tracked the incident-free days (Strategy
8) and also assessed employee morale in meetings (Strategy 1). What they found was
employees did not understand nor see the need for such a goal of 80 incident-free days, and
five months later, nothing improved and attitudes worsened.
Perplexed, management decided to relaunch the program with bigger banners, fancier T-shirts,
more fliers, and another braai. The consultants offered a different solution, one where they
would facilitate dialogue with employees based on the change formula D × V × F × S > R (see
description earlier). The dialogue-based process would enable them to gather richer
information at the lower levels of evaluation (Strategies 1, 3, and 5). The approaches allow
for a real-time evaluation, blending high and low rigor in order to provide information

necessary to improve the process. A repeat of the previous results, using the same
interventions, would be disastrous. There is an old saying, “The definition of ‘crazy’ is doing
the same thing over and over, and expecting different results.” They needed a different
approach to solving this problem.
Reluctantly, upper management agreed to a two-hour session with all employees. Of the WSCC
methods available, World Café was chosen as the medium in which the employees formed into
groups to discuss the questions centered on the formula. Toward the end of the two-hour
session, the manager was so impressed with the dialogue and great ideas being offered that he
formed a cross-sectional team of volunteers (Strategy 5) to prioritize and coordinate the
implementation. The organization saw immediate results. Utilizing Strategy 1 and 2 evaluation,
they showed that attitudes improved, and utilizing Strategy 8, they proved the positive impact
of the intervention. Performance exceeded the expectations beyond the 81-day mark in the
study to more than 120 incident-free days and counting, as shown in Figure 11.5. (Data were
based on a presentation at the University of Johannesburg in South Africa on July 15, 2013, by
E. Oelofse and Steve Cady.)

Figure 11.5 Trend of Incident-Free Days

Summary

Evaluation can be thought of as a research project. The evaluator is trying to disprove the
hypothesis that no change had occurred from the intervention. Therefore, evaluation should be
approached in the same manner as a research project. However, the research topic has already
been chosen. The evaluation strategy chosen provides a starting point. An Internet search is
then useful to determine if the type of evaluation chosen has been done before. It is generally
easier to start with a survey or other instrument that has already been created and validated.
Make sure you are using trustworthy sources such as government (.gov) and education (.edu)
websites. Remember that anyone can post anything to the Internet (Antioch University).
Additionally, it is helpful to focus your evaluation narrowly (Indiana University). The more
comprehensive the evaluation, the more difficult it will be to perform. The focus of the
evaluation can be on one of the objectives of the intervention.
This chapter has provided a foundation to evaluate the effectiveness of whole system
collaborative change. Whole system collaborative change and organizational transformation
were reviewed. The challenge of evaluation was presented, including a brief history of
evaluation and a discussion of the paradox of competing demands. The five levels of
evaluation were discussed along with guidance for choosing an evaluation strategy. The
Phillips Case Example demonstrates the use of all levels, in a rigorous fashion. However, that
is not always possible, as discussed with the competing demands. Taking a situational
approach will enable you to choose a more realistic evaluation strategy. The World Café
example shows how powerful a situational evaluation can be when blended with dialoguebased process. The belief in the wisdom of the people in the system is a fundamental principle
of collaborative processes. Finding the right balance, the right blend, within the realities of the
competing demands, is what differentiates masterful OD professionals from the good ones.

Discussion Questions
1. Describe a situation or scenario where you have had to compromise proving or improving,
because of time and money limitations? How did you handle that situation, what did you
learn, and what would you do differently next time?
2. What are the benefits to finding effective ways to balance these competing demands? What
are some of the risks?
3. As you look at the 10 evaluation strategies, can you come up with more examples or
options that you could utilize? Consider describing low- versus high-rigor strategies for
one of the levels. Then describe a blended approach drawing from both.
4. In a small group, have one person bring an evaluation challenge. Walk through the two
question series to identify a strategy, and then discuss the implementation of that strategy.

Resources
he ROI Institute's website: www.roiinstitute.net/applications
Training and Evaluation Methods by Kirkpatrick Partners website:

www.kirkpatrickpartners.com/Resources/tabid/56/Default.aspx
NEXUS for Whole System Collaboration and Change website: www.nexus4change.org
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Chapter Twelve
Measurement to Determine the Return on Change
Management
Tim Creasey and D. Scott Ross
Organization development (OD) and change management (CM) make significant contributions
to the achievement of change and organizational outcomes. Demonstrating the value of CM to
organizations and leaders is an ongoing challenge. Effective CM is correlated with project
success; however, executives and project leaders regularly press CM practitioners to measure
their impact and show their value (Creasey and Taylor 2014). This chapter provides a
concept-driven, research-based model for measuring CM and showing the contribution that
effective CM makes to delivering change results.

Multi-layered, Holistic Measurement
The Prosci® Change Measurement Framework™ is based on years of benchmarking research
conducted by Prosci. In Prosci's 2013 research effort, study participants answered several new
questions on CM measurement (Creasey and Taylor 2014). Analysis of responses produced the
Prosci Change Measurement Framework™ comprising three levels: Organizational
Performance, Individual Performance, and Change Management Performance, and three
timeframes for measurement—early, mid-term, and late. The framework balances activity and
outcomes measures to create a holistic assessment of CM's impact.
To provide a common platform for the measurement discussion, CM will be defined as “the
application of processes and tools to manage the people side of change from a current state to a
new future state so that the desired results of the change are achieved” (Hiatt and Creasey
2012, 9). Prosci's CM work focuses on driving adoption (individuals are performing in the
new way) and usage (being proficient and completely capable). CM enables and catalyzes the
individual transitions that deliver the portion of the outcomes that are dependent on adoption
and usage.

History of Measurement
OD and CM are challenged to measure the value of their contributions, but agreed upon
standards are lacking. Some practitioners have devoted significant time and effort to
responding to these challenges.
As Steven Cady, Julie Auger, and Marguerite Foxon note, the roots of measurement and
evaluation efforts appear in education and social programs, in OD, and in training and
development (Cady, Auger, and Foxon 2010). OD has a rich history of evaluating the impact of
interventions, from the early days of Frederick Taylor and Kurt Lewin (Lewin 1946; Taylor

1911). In training and development, Donald Kirkpatrick and Patricia and Jack Phillips provide
frameworks to gauge the impact of training and OD, evaluating reactions, learning, behavior,
results, and return (monetized results) (Kirkpatrick 1998; Phillips 2010; Phillips and Phillips
2012; Phillips, Phillips, and Zuniga 2013). Other disciplines, such as communications and
marketing, seeking to change individual or group attitudes, beliefs, or action, also seek tools to
measure and evaluate effectiveness (Corder 2010; Farris, Bendle, Pfeifer, and Reibstein
2010).
These efforts struggle with two challenges: monetizing the value of the outcomes produced and
determining the causal connection between their efforts and the outcomes. These challenges
exist to varying degrees in all change, but the private sector can be especially demanding. To
determine an ROI, the costs and benefits must be on the same scale for comparison. Monetary
costs are relatively easy to determine. The question is what monetary value can be directly
attributed to the OD or CM activity. This is compounded by the challenge of answering the
conditional counterfactual question, “What would the outcome have been if the activity had not
occurred?”
The approach described next addresses both, not with a silver bullet scale for the monetization
or epistemological issues, but by changing the conversation. The following approach relies on
a socially constructed prior agreement on the outcomes that CM will be accountable and
responsible for delivering and their value. With that agreement, a scorecard can be constructed
and CM can be held accountable for its role in and contribution to the outcome.

Change Measurement Framework
Prosci's 2013 benchmarking study involved 822 change practitioners from around the world,
with 34 percent of respondents from the United States, 25 percent from Australia and New
Zealand, 15 percent from Canada, 14 percent from Europe, and 12 percent from other regions.
As in the previous seven studies, participants shared experiences regarding a variety of change
management topics. In the 2013 study, practitioners were asked how they measured and
reported on their effectiveness, measured whether changes were occurring at the individual
level, demonstrated the value added from applying CM, and measured the overall impact of
applying CM. Each question provided insight into the challenges of and potential
considerations for CM measurement. A meta-analysis of the responses yielded patterns that
created a picture that holistically measured change management's impact. Prosci's Change
Measurement Framework (Figure 12.1) emerged from this analysis, comprised of three levels
of measurement in each of three timeframes across the lifecycle of the change.

Figure 12.1 Prosci® Change Measurement Framework™
Source: From T. Creasey, “Cracking the Measurement Code: Create Your Research-Based Change Measurement
Scorecard.” Paper presented at the ACMP Pacific Northwest Symposium, Redmond, WA, 2014. Reprinted with
permission.

Three Levels of Measurement
Practitioner responses yielded three foundational questions for measurement. How much value
did the organization realize from the initiative? How effectively did individuals bring the
changes to life in their behaviors? How well did practitioners “do” CM? The first two—
organizational results and individual transitions—measure the outcomes in the change, while
the final level measures implementation of change management activities. This provides a
multilayered view of CM measurement.
The three levels interact to create an integrated measurement system. The definition and
measurement of initiative performance addresses why the change was undertaken and how the
organization improved (or expected to improve). Some portion of expected benefits depends
on individuals changing their behavior. Consider a new knowledge and content management
system. Some of the project benefits may not depend on employee adoption and usage, say
reduced data holding costs in the new system. However, benefits such as faster decision
making and increased information flow depend on employee adoption and usage. In today's
economy, the most important and strategic changes tend to have a greater dependence on
individual adoption and usage. The benefits that depend on individual adoption and usage are
the benefits that change management drives as outlined in Prosci's approach to Change
Management Return on Investment (CMROI; Creasey, 2013, 2014a; Ross, 2013).
CM activities are the steps a team or change practitioner can take to facilitate needed
individual transitions. Prosci's research identifies specific activities that drive adoption and
usage, leading to success. These include active and visible sponsorship; effective
communications; manager engagement; and employee participation. When CM activities are
customized and scaled, and focused on helping individuals embrace a specific behavioral
aspect of their job, the individual transitions that occur drive organizational outcomes. Linking
CM activities to individual adoption and usage, and adoption and usage to organizational

outcomes, creates an integrated framework for measurement.
Organizational Performance. The first level of measurement emerging from the analysis
focuses on overall results and outcomes of the change, project, or initiative. This dimension
asks whether the effort has delivered the expected benefits and improvement in performance.
Were benefits realized (costs reduced, revenue increased, efficiencies improved, error
lessened, risks mitigated, culture enhanced)? Was performance improved as expected? Was the
targeted return on investment (ROI) achieved? Each effort has, or should have, specific results
and outcomes it is attempting to deliver. Measurement begins with evaluating objective
definitions and change requisites. During the implementation of the change, progress to plan is
tracked, including milestone, budget, and deliverable adherence. Evaluating organizational
performance resulting from the initiative provides the first level of outcome measurement.
Individual Performance. Achievement of the organizational outcomes requires individuals to
behave differently. Change ultimately takes place one individual at a time. Whether a
transformation, a program, or a project, some individuals in the organization will experience
changes in the way they work, including changes in processes, systems, tools, job roles,
critical behaviors, mindset/attitude/beliefs, reporting structure, performance measures,
compensation, or location. Measuring individual transitions begins with ensuring awareness,
understanding, and commitment or buy-in. When those occur among sufficient numbers of
individuals, then participation, engagement, and adoption are measured to determine if and
how many individuals are behaving in the new way. Beyond simple adoption, measurement
efforts shift to usage, quality of compliance, and proficiency. Both adoption and the proficiency
of usage determine the extent to which results are achieved and organizational outcomes are
realized.
Change Management Performance. Research and experience show there are repeatable
actions that can be taken within an initiative to support individual transitions. Over the past
decade, the discipline of CM has evolved and matured with formalization of the processes and
tools aimed at catalyzing individual adoption and usage. Formalization does not mean
mechanization, but rather laying out a structured process and sequence of activities that, when
customized for the situation at hand and adaptively applied, increase the likelihood of
individuals successfully adopting the change. Prosci's research focused on scaling and
customizing the approach used for the circumstances based on change history, culture, and
underlying systems.
Research also shows that a structured approach applied by dedicated resources increases the
overall effectiveness of change management and the likelihood of meeting of objectives.
During the change effort itself, measures focus on the completion of CM activities and their
impact. Late in the effort, measurement focuses on sustainment activities and outcomes.
Evaluating CM performance requires answering both an “activity” question and an “outcome”
question: Are best practice activities occurring? Are they having the desired impact on
individual transitions?

Three Time Frames of Measurement

Each of the three levels—organizational performance, individual performance, and change
management performance—is measured across the duration of the change, in each of three time
frames—early, mid-term (during), and late in the change life cycle. However, in analyzing the
results of the benchmarking data, what is measured differs in each of the three time frames. In
the early stage, the focus is on readiness. In the mid-term, the focus shifts to progress. And late
in the change, measurement focuses on outcomes and results.

Change Measurement Scorecard
The Prosci Change Measurement Framework presents three levels of measurement over three
time frames. To create a Prosci® Change Measurement Scorecard™, the practitioner must
identify specific measures for each of the nine cells (3 × 3) of the scorecard (see Figure 12.1).
The creation of a scorecard based on the framework should not be done by a single person
working alone. Creating the scorecard as a collaborative team—including initiative leaders,
sponsors, team members, subject matter experts, organization representatives, OD consultants,
communication specialists, and training specialists—is an important step in creating a common
vision of change success. The process of co-creating the scorecard drives agreement and
clarity on organizational benefits, project objectives, and the change management effort
required for success, establishing expectations and a shared platform. The goal of a scorecard
creation conversation is to set a path for what will be measured and how success will be
defined during and at the end of the initiative. Below are five steps for an effective co-creation
effort.
Step 1: What Is the Initiative Trying to Achieve?
The first step focuses on identifying the organizational benefits and objectives of the initiative
or change. The team will function more effectively if it has a clear and shared vision of
outcomes and what success looks like. Often, the initiative or project objectives are clear, but
their connection back to organizational benefits and alignment with strategy is fuzzy at best. By
incorporating these into the Change Measurement Scorecard, change practitioners are taking
responsibility, even without sole influence or ultimate accountability, for delivering the
expected benefits to the organization.
Step 2: Identify Affected Groups.
The second step is identifying affected groups and individuals—the groups and individuals that
will have aspects of their job changed because of the initiative. Many organizational
initiatives, programs, projects, and even transformations move forward without ever defining
the change at the individual, granular level. The team's inventory of affected groups is an
important input into customized and scaled CM strategies, plans, and activities.
Step 3: Define “To Adopt and to Use” for Each Group.
After identifying the affected groups, the team works to collaboratively define what “to adopt

and to use” means for each group. Meaningful individual performance measurements depend
on this crucial step: If we do not know how individuals and their behaviors will be affected,
then we do not understand what to measure. Adoption and usage at the individual level can be
defined by reviewing the aspects of an individual's current role that an initiative can affect:
processes, systems, tools, job roles, critical behaviors, mindset/attitude/beliefs, reporting
structure, performance reviews, compensation, or location. With the definitions from the team,
the change practitioner can create measures and metrics to track progress.
Step 4: Evaluate Strategy and Plans to Drive Adoption and Usage.
With a clear picture of expected change results and affected groups, the CM team reviews and
plans how to drive and facilitate adoption and usage. The team should review the structured
CM approach being used and the resources allocated for CM.
Step 5: Set Plan for Measuring.
The outputs of the collaborative session may need to be translated into measures and metrics.
The final step is to set a date for reviewing the initial draft and success targets created by the
change practitioner and to establish a schedule for measurement throughout the initiative's life
cycle.

A Case Application of Change Measurement Scorecard
A $20 billion financial services organization used the Prosci® Change Measurement
Scorecard™ to plan, track, and evaluate the implementation of a customer relationship
management (CRM) application designed to increase revenue, win rate, and opportunity size.
A simplified version of their scorecard is shown in Figure 12.2.

Figure 12.2 Prosci® Change Measurement Scorecard™
Source: From T. Creasey, “Cracking the Measurement Code: Create Your Research-Based Change Measurement
Scorecard.” Paper presented at the ACMP Pacific Northwest Symposium, Redmond, WA, 2014. Reprinted with
permission.

Creation of the scorecard presented both challenges and opportunities. To create the scorecard,

the team had to further clarify the organizational outcomes expected from the initiative. The
team could recite the mantra for project objectives but was challenged when translating those
objectives into the organizational benefits to be realized. While defining organizational
outcomes was a difficult exercise, and one frequently skipped in many organizations, the team
found great value in the exercise. Using the Prosci Change Measurement Framework enabled
them to build a defined model that highlighted the connection between the change being
introduced, the impact on individual behavior, and the specific, measureable outcomes desired.
The integrated and multilayered view of change success enabled them to “connect the dots” in
a novel way. The team developed measures and metrics for all the time frames with more than
25 metrics identified to assess individual performance. In addition, the scorecard integrated
several existing tools being used to manage the change, producing a single big-picture view. In
addition, the process of creating the scorecard increased the understanding of and commitment
to CM, with one executive noting, “Now, I get it. I understand what change management is
doing.”

Summary
The Prosci Change Measurement Framework provides an integrated measurement approach
that links CM activities to individual performance focusing on adoption and usage, and
connects individual adoption and usage to overall change outcomes and organizational results.
A co-created scorecard that establishes metrics based on the Change Measurement Framework
provides agreed upon targets directly tied to the delivery of organizational results. The CM
team can use these to track and measure both activities and outcomes. The framework and
scorecard's holistic and integrated view of measurement enables practitioners to build support
for change management with leadership and ensure a unified, clear, and shared set of criteria
for defining success and measuring impact. Experience with the Change Measurement
Framework and Scorecard will help refine the approach and identify best practices for use.

Discussion Questions
1. What benefits result from a co-created, shared definition of change success?
2. How does the Change Measurement Framework build on earlier efforts to measure the
impact of OD and CM activities?
3. For the CRM example described above, identify measures relevant to the individual
adoption and usage outcomes.
4. Discuss the difficulties you would expect to experience when implementing the Prosci
Change Measurement Framework.

Resources
Change Measurement: Cracking the Code: www.linkedin.com/pulse/article/2014091618435233879-change-measurement-cracking-the-code

Cracking the Measurement Code: Create Your Research-Based Change Measurement
Scorecard
Paper and presentation from ACMP Pacific Northwest Symposium, Redmond, WA:
www.slideshare.net/TimCreasey/prosci-change-connect-2014-breakout-cracking
How to Calculate CMROI. [Webinar replay]: https://portal.prosci.com/resources/view/26
CMROI Calculator by Prosci: http://portal.prosci.com/
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Chapter Thirteen
Closure
Mobilizing Energy to Sustain an Agile Organization
Ann M. Van Eron and W. Warner Burke
The last phase in the organization development (OD) consulting process is closure. This final
phase is important for reaping and sustaining the benefits of an OD intervention. It needs to be
conducted in a careful, planned manner. Few consultants or researchers choose to write or
speak about this phase of the OD process (Anderson 2015; Block 2011). Given the rapid pace
and complexity of change today, when leaders and organizations are faced with multiple
challenges and the need to be innovative and responsive to demanding external pressures, the
benefit of attending to closure is magnified.
Closure can be a valuable way to mobilize energy for agility and sustainability. Inadequate
closure can limit the impact and learning of a successful OD intervention. More than simply
separating from the OD process, there are benefits in a thoughtful and present attention to
closure throughout an OD intervention. By stopping and reflecting, meaning can be made that
will support future initiatives and enhance organization agility and growth.
We begin this chapter with a case example where closure was not successful and some related
reasons for endings of OD projects. Then, we highlight the need to mobilize energy through
closure. We suggest the value of attending to closing throughout the OD intervention to increase
learning, agility, and sustainability. We also provide questions for a meaningful closure
process. We share insights on determining next steps. As a summary, we provide an example of
a successful closure process and offer discussion questions.

Case Example
While not atypical, the following synopsis of an actual OD effort provides an illustration of an
OD practitioner managing the final phase rather poorly. The OD practitioner had worked with
his client for about nine months conducting the usual steps. Data had been collected via
interviews from a majority of management and key staff personnel. The data were reported
back to the CEO and his direct reports, followed by a similar summary of the interview results
to the larger system.
The OD practitioner's diagnosis was that most of the data collected were symptoms and that
the major underlying cause was the existence of two “camps” within top management who
vehemently disagreed with one another as to how the company should be managed and what
business strategy was best regarding the future. The OD practitioner held an open discussion
concerning the two-camp issue with the CEO alone and then with the entire top group of

executives. The group verified that the OD practitioner's diagnosis was correct and that action
should be taken to do something about this serious conflict. The CEO was very supportive of
participation, that is, he wanted consensus within his top team. As a result, he was
immobilized by the seemingly intractable differences of opinion, particularly regarding
strategy. The OD practitioner provided coaching with suggestions for action steps. Changes
within the top group needed to be made, but no action was taken. Time went by, with the CEO
continuing to be in a “frozen” state.
The CEO did eventually modify the organizational structure somewhat and dismissed a key
executive, but the OD practitioner believed that these changes were largely cosmetic and
would not lead to the fundamental changes that were needed for significant improvement in
organizational performance.
The OD practitioner had other clients at the time who were more demanding, and therefore, he
allowed this client to drift away rather than pursuing potential options for change and working
on his relationship with the CEO. Closure in this case occurred, not due to a planned process,
but rather as a function of time passing and inadequate motivation on either the OD
practitioner's or the client's part to try harder or to agree in a deliberate way to discontinue the
relationship.
While real and not necessarily unusual, we are not recommending this case as an exemplary
one for the closure phase. The fact that a careful closure phase is not common is no reason to
overlook the importance of this final phase in OD practice. Closure is not easy, and, in any
case, we should be clear that separations occur more often as a consequence of, say:
A change in leadership due to retirement, a new and perhaps sudden assignment, or leaving
the organization. For example, one of us had been a consultant to a large, global
corporation for over three years and had worked closely with the CEO and head of HR.
Both of these gentlemen retired at about the same time. The succeeding CEO, who had been
with the corporation for a number of years, made it clear to the consultant that he would no
longer be needed. In the eyes of the new CEO, the consultant had been “too close” to the
retired CEO and the HR executive, and he needed to establish his own direction and bring
in a new consultant who would not be seen as “linked to the old regime.” Although not
planned by the consultant, separation occurred nevertheless.
Acquisition or merger where new leadership takes over and perhaps changes many of the
old ways of doing things, including changing consultants. Often change initiatives are
stalled or stopped with a merger. New leaders often bring their own OD practitioners
based on their comfort and desire to signal a new way of working.
Sudden change in organizational priorities due to an unforeseen crisis, for example, GM's
massive recall of cars, changes in insurance and health care legislation, an economic
downturn and downsizing, or perhaps some sudden change in technology that drastically
affects the business. One of our clients stopped major change initiatives to focus attention
on a hostile takeover. Sometimes change initiatives are stopped with little fanfare and often
little attention to lessons learned when other pressures take precedence. One of our clients

agreed to have quarterly dialogue sessions with the extended leadership team after other
work. However, each quarter they were faced with more urgent demands, and they
continued to postpone the follow-up intervention. While the OD practitioner highlighted the
value of the intervention, there was no energy and closure occurred without reflection.
These examples represent frequent unplanned separations; therefore, these are rarely under the
control of the OD practitioner. We will now address the closure phase in a more consciously
planned manner.

The Planned Closure Process
Done properly, the closure phase will be linked back to the contracting phase. What did the
initial contract (probably revised a number of times along the way) call for? For the external
OD practitioner, the contract covers the work to be done, of course, and is usually
accompanied by specifications regarding time and money. This process may be less defined for
internal consultants, since they are often considered to be “on call” much of the time. Yet,
internal OD practitioners can conduct their practice in much the same way as externals, that is,
moving through the phases from entry and contracting to closure. It's just that separation for
internals is more like a clearly demarcated ending of a project but not ending a relationship
with the client. Given that internal consultants are likely to be working on other OD projects, it
is useful to take the time for closure in order to free up energy and the client to work on new
projects. It is valuable to complete or close any unfinished business and reflect on learning that
can be applied in the next initiatives.
In any case, closure is planned as a function of the content in the contracting phase. Good
contracting on the part of the OD practitioner consists of agreements of who does what and
when, and the specification of “deliverables”—the work to be performed—and how long
everything is expected to take. Once these deliverables are achieved, then ending the project is
in order. Separation can be difficult. Often clients and OD practitioners are more focused on
the next initiative and may not take the time to benefit from the closure process.

Mobilizing Energy
The Cycle of Experience, applied to organizations, by the Gestalt Institute of Cleveland,
identifies closure and withdrawal to be a critical phase of the OD process (Stevenson 2013).
The Gestalt process is unique since it highlights closure as an important phase. The Cycle of
Experience is based on the view that we become aware and focus on a “figure” or issue. Then,
energy is mobilized to take action, it naturally recedes, and we reduce our focus, withdraw our
attention, and then turn our attention to another “figure.” Gestalt practitioners focus on noting
when attention to an issue is being withdrawn. It is always useful to notice what has occurred,
what is finished, and what remains unfinished. The act of noting the shift frees energy for a new
awareness.
Closing—identifying what has been achieved and what remains undone—supports learning and

integration. Moving toward closure and separation does not imply that the work has been
unsatisfactory, but that it is time to move on. By closing the engagement, there is space for new
awareness and mobilizing energy for new beginnings. Closing must happen with the client and
the OD practitioner. Each should pause and reflect on what went well, what is unfinished, and
what was learned.
Effective closure mobilizes energy for new initiatives and next steps. Given the fast pace of
change, it is easy to quickly shift focus and fail to effectively close. For example, when
something is unfinished, such as the need to write a paper, pay taxes, or complete something,
our energy is tied up with what we need to do. When we complete the task, we often have a
sense of relief and a release of tension. We can redirect our attention and energy to the next
project.
The Zeigarnik Effect is the psychological process of remembering an incomplete task that takes
our mental and psychological energy. It was discovered and studied when Zeigarnik and her
mentor Kurt Lewin noticed that waiters in Vienna could easily recall complex orders but
immediately forgot or let go of them after a person paid for their meal. Without adequate
closing, incomplete OD initiatives and other projects take mental space that could more easily
be used for another creative endeavor. Incomplete projects drain our mental energy.

Reflecting Supports Agility
We serve our clients and ourselves by making it a habit to regularly incorporate reflection
related to closing in order to mobilize energy for moving forward. Research on how reflection
aids performance, reported by Di Stefano, Gino, Pisano, and Staats (2014) in the Harvard
Business Review, supports that a critical component of learning is reflection, which is the
intentional effort to synthesize and articulate key lessons from experience. This study used both
laboratory experiments and a field experiment in a large business to support that focusing
augments learning or reflecting on what one has been doing. A significant performance
differential was found when reflection was emphasized. Greater perceived self-efficacy was
also an outcome of reflection. Our experience with closure reflection concurs that leaders
experience a greater sense of self-confidence and self-efficacy through the process of
considering what they have collectively learned from an intervention. Leaders are more likely
to recall lessons learned from OD initiatives and incorporate useful behaviors in future
initiatives after engaging in conscious reflection as they close a meeting or an intervention.
Given the rapid pace of change that most organizations are experiencing, we find that leaders
are likely to be more agile—that is, more nimble, flexible, and able to move quickly when they
have incorporated reflection and conscious closure into their interventions. Agility and
sustainability requires being able to assess what has been achieved, what is unfinished, and
what can be learned from what went well and what did not. This learning supports leaders as
they approach their next change efforts. It seems that there is little space between such efforts
these days. Leaders are continually embarking on new initiatives and benefit when they can
incorporate their learning from experience and reflection on closing. This agility is more

needed now in our fast-paced and complex organizations than ever. Research and our
experience confirm the words of the American philosopher, psychologist, and educational
reformer John Dewey, “We do not learn from experience…we learn from reflecting on our
experience.”
When we do not take the time for closure, energy is tied up in the process, and we do not feel
completely finished and ready to move on. For example, there was a premature closing to an
initiative to bring together various parts of an organization where leaders were creating similar
programs, thus duplicating efforts. It was a successful initiative to come to agreement on
working together, presenting a cohesive message, and reducing costs dramatically. A new
leader was assigned to the business and the OD initiative using the OD practitioner was
abruptly ended. Meetings with the OD practitioner were stopped without an effective closure
process. The incomplete process took psychological energy of the client team and the OD
practitioner. It was not until later that they were able to formally close. After the dialogue, both
felt satisfied and ready to move on. The client had the same dialogue with the leaders of the
organization and all were better prepared to move forward.
We have closing ceremonies when we graduate from school, when we get married, or when we
experience significant changes in our lives, such as birth or the death of a loved one. The
opportunity to stop and reflect supports us in closing one experience and having the energy for
moving to the next experience. When we fail to have such a ritual, it can take longer to
mobilize our energy to go to the next phase or new beginning (Curtis 2013).
In her book Honorable Closure, Linda Curtis (2013) draws on the work of cultural
anthropologist Angeles Arrien to emphasize the value of conscious reflection to effectively
close experiences. Traditional cultures often have transition rituals to acknowledge the impact
and lessons of an experience. Curtis emphasizes the importance of effectively navigating exits,
endings, and good-byes. She highlights the value of the skill of honorably closing. Closings,
even those we initiate and choose, always involve emotion. When we close with a sense of
integrity—that is, honoring our emotions and speaking our truths—all involved seem to be
better off. Closure is a process, and OD practitioners need to support their clients in reflecting
and expressing emotions and learning to support effective transition and positive change.
Curtis suggests that since endings are inevitable, why not become skillful at them? When we
pause to reflect on what we have learned as we close, we become more open to possibilities.

Attend to Closing Throughout an Organization
Development Intervention
Most organizations are embarking on multiple change efforts and seem to be continually
introducing new initiatives. It is not always easy to see clear endings. We have experienced the
benefits of attending to closing in order to mobilize energy and agility throughout an OD
intervention for those in the system to move forward without necessarily having an OD
practitioner there. For example, we noticed, after facilitating an important leadership team
intervention with two merging organizations, that when we met again after several weeks, team

members did not incorporate what we thought was a significant breakthrough. Upon reflection,
we realized an outside speaker had joined the meeting, and we did not effectively close that
intervention and take the time to reflect on how to incorporate the insights. We have noticed
similar experiences in executive coaching sessions, where a leader may not recall or act on an
important insight.
Often leaders are running from one meeting to the next with little opportunity for integration
and reflection. When leaders learn to make reflecting, learning, and identifying intentions for
future initiatives a part of the OD process, they more effectively close and incorporate the
learning in the next endeavor. This supports them in being more agile and they can quickly
adapt. This is particularly true when a leadership team builds the habit of effective closure. We
have seen members of leadership teams, keeping the team focused and benefiting from past
learning. For example, one leadership team recalled that they had made a quick decision to
move ahead on implementing a significant change in the organization's performance review
process. In their haste to demonstrate a change in culture to stronger accountability, they failed
to get full support from the business leaders and the rest of the human resource community. In
their haste to change the culture, they had not prepared the organization and rather than positive
change, the quick move cost the leaders much goodwill. The closure process enabled the team
to see they had not engaged in careful enough reflection and did not involve key stakeholders.
Later, when they were about to quickly approve another significant cultural change, the
leadership team was able to recall their previous closure conversation and take steps to ensure
stakeholder buy-in and to more widely share the key goals of the initiative. Without the
previous effective closure conversation, this leadership team would have likely made similar
mistakes. In fact, we often hear members of organizations question how leadership teams can
continue to make some of the “same mistakes.” Without clear reflection and agreement on
learning and closure, it is not surprising that leaders continue with habitual responses.
It is important to create an environment where leaders can share their emotions and thoughts
about a change initiative. When leaders can openly share their disappointment, frustration,
excitement, and other emotions and receive empathy, there is more energy for taking on the next
initiative. After all, organization change is not easy. While significant changes are being made
there are pressures on many fronts while keeping the organization functioning. OD practitioners
can support open dialogue where leaders can safely share their experience of the unchartered
change process during closure.
Continual reflection, learning, knowledge sharing, knowledge creation—effective closure—
supports agility and ultimately sustainability. Those organizations that routinely reflect and
effectively close initiatives are more likely to see where changes are needed and be more
nimble in making future changes. By making closure a regular part of the change process,
participants are in a continual process of learning and taking actions based on learning
throughout the change effort. From our many years of experience, we are convinced that teams
and organizations that take the time for effective closure are more resilient and often more
effective.
By building in reflection and attention to closing throughout an OD intervention, closing

becomes a normal part of the process. We find this enhances the agility that is needed these
days. Leaders and others learn to value closing as a part of all interventions. Many of our
clients have adapted the process of attending to closing and report positive outcomes. We
allow time for closing in each meeting as a normal part of the OD process. Clients learn to
incorporate the closing reflection questions into their processes. In this way, they learn to
appreciate and understand the benefits of interventions.
By highlighting the value of closing in each team meeting or component of an OD intervention,
clients get in the habit of pausing for reflection on what they have learned and what is finished
and what is not finished. With the habit of allowing time at the end of meetings for closings,
clients learn to value and attend to closure. Just as openings are important, closures contribute
to the success of OD interventions. By attending to closure throughout an OD intervention,
clients are more nimble in making adjustments and learning throughout the process. This agility
supports the long-term success and sustainability and viability of the organization

Guidelines for the Closing Process
A simple process for closure is having the client and OD practitioner reflect and answer a few
questions. It is useful to take a positive perspective and begin with an overarching question.
What are you leaving with from this experience? What meaning are you making?
What has worked well?
What is unfinished?
Is there anything else that needs to be said for closure?
While our clients have become used to questions to help bring closure, we have found it useful
to share these questions in advance and then meet with our clients in a conducive environment
where we can take the time to reflect and talk about the questions as a contract comes to a
formal end. An open conversation where the client and the OD practitioner share their
thoughts, emotions, and reflections related to closing is impactful. One of our clients shared
specifically how she had grown as a leader and benefited from our support. She acknowledged
what her leadership team achieved—how they created a compelling vision and made progress
in changing the organization's culture. She also identified the areas that still needed attention.
We appreciated the leader's courage. Years later, both the OD practitioners and the client
consider the intervention to have influenced who we are and our future endeavors. We doubt
the experience would have contributed to our development without the purposeful reflection on
closing. Other successful OD projects where we were not able to have such closure did not
provide some of the same learning benefits.

Healthy Closure
It is important for OD practitioners to transfer their skills to clients and to identify resources in
client organizations to carry on change efforts. When independence is fostered, closure comes

more easily for all involved. At the same time, practitioners must avoid becoming dependent
on their clients as a means to meet their needs for work, money, or affiliation, because these
needs can lead to unnecessary change efforts and wasted resources. OD practitioners should
respond to actual needs in client organizations rather than to their own needs. Given the
growing need for internal OD practitioners with numerous change initiatives, it is useful to
have clear closure of projects. In this way, clear lines of responsibility are established and
confusion avoided.
Ideally, the OD practitioner and client mutually agree that it is time to close the engagement.
Otherwise, there are challenges when only one party sees the need to close. The client and the
consultant can experience a sense of loss that may result in depression and dependence as a
positive working relationship comes to a close (Block 2011). In some societies, endings often
initiate anxiety, discomfort, sadness, or depression. Therefore, some people may avoid
terminating relationships. They may postpone completing projects by beginning new projects
or by procrastinating in completing assignments.
The client and the OD practitioner may have shared important experiences and are likely to
have developed a mutual interdependence. It is important that the OD practitioner initiate a
discussion to address and deal with the emotions associated with disengagement. Otherwise,
these feelings may linger and lead to an unproductive extension of the OD process.
In a healthy but terminating OD relationship, the client may miss the confidential, candid, and
stimulating discussions he or she had with the OD practitioner. Both the client and the OD
practitioner can experience the loss of friendship. The OD practitioner may also sense a loss
of challenge. The process of jointly determining the appropriate time to terminate the
relationship allows the client and the OD practitioner an opportunity to share their feelings and
perspectives. An open discussion about the discomfort in separation is important and healthy.
The OD practitioner and the client will find it valuable to understand the stages and the
behavioral outcomes of the mourning process for long-term relationships (Bridges 2010).

Determining Next Steps
After the client and the OD practitioner have reviewed the initial agreement or contract and
determined the results of the change effort, they can then identify any remaining tasks and
determine whether to continue the services of the OD practitioner. The client and the OD
practitioner should develop an outline of next steps and decide who will be involved in these.
If the goals of the change effort were not realized, the OD practitioner and the client will have
to redefine the challenge or desired state and/or generate new intervention options. Even if the
goals of the effort were realized, there still may be additional or related work for the OD
practitioner. In this case, the process moves to one of exploring needs and contracting anew.
Alternately, the OD practitioner and client may decide that additional work is not required at
this time.
Often a friendship develops with a client and the OD Practitioner chooses to stay in touch. One
way to stay in touch with clients is to contract for a different relationship as the OD

practitioner departs. We have coached clients after the completion of change initiatives on a
regular basis or for quarterly check-ins to assess progress or facilitate annual summit events.
Even when a formal arrangement is not made, it is useful to touch base with clients to renew
friendships and engage in dialogue regarding new initiatives and developments.
When a successful closure is made, it is not uncommon for clients to call even years later for
another engagement. After we assisted a client with a large cultural change effort, she called
for assistance with an even more complex cultural change process when she moved to a
different organization five years later. Because time had been spent to evaluate and
successfully separate, the client had positive feelings about the work, and we were able to start
a new process in an efficient manner. We were able to recall our learnings from the first
project and build the structures and support needed to be successful. In addition, we had a
basis of trust and a positive style of working together.
A consulting project with a different organization was successful, but the client became very
busy and time was not taken to effectively separate. A few years later, the client was grateful
when the OD practitioner stopped to visit, and they were able to adequately close when he had
more time and energy. It is likely he did not call for additional projects because he felt
awkward about the ending. It's often not too late to close. Some ways to stay in touch and
maintain a relationship include sending blog articles and emails, visiting the client when
nearby, encouraging the client to call anytime, helping clients find resources, suggesting
articles and books, providing recommendations for opportunities that may be of interest, such
as conferences, and calling to ask to use the client's name as a reference for other projects
(Biech 2013; Weiss 2011).

Summary
We'll conclude with a case of closure to an OD project to change a global organization's
culture. A major reorganization caused a rift between senior staff and top management and the
tension extended throughout the system. The goal of the OD initiative was to help the
organization to become unstuck, create open-minded conversations, and develop a plan for
changing the climate. We conducted interviews and focus groups across the organization,
coached senior leaders, and facilitated dialogue between management and staff. We worked
with a sounding board of well-respected staff and forged a plan to change the culture to be
more open and collaborative.
Through many dialogue sessions, the senior leadership team and the directors and staff
representatives developed a plan to change the polarized environment to be more
collaborative. After there was agreement on the plan and communication throughout the
organization, we established a process for senior leaders to communicate to staff what actions
were being taken in specific areas. In this way, the desired change and progress on
recommendations was transparent. Each month, progress was reported to staff. We provided
coaching to leaders and supported accountability.
As we came to the end of our contract and the organization was more stabilized, we reduced

our involvement and the internal change office monitored and reported on progress. We agreed
to facilitate quarterly conversations on progress. After a year, we formally closed the
engagement. The sounding board members and senior management had a lunch focused on
closure. Each person shared their personal learning from the experience and what was still
unfinished. A document of lessons learned was prepared and shared with the whole
organization. The CEO at an annual leadership summit recognized the OD practitioner and the
sounding board. While a difficult moment for this organization, all agreed that the organization
became stronger for the experience. One outcome was regular team-building meetings with the
directors of the organization. This cross functional leadership group met for a number of
sessions with the OD practitioner and then this group moved to be self-managing with a similar
closure process. Each shared what they were leaving with from the experience, what was still
unfinished, and next steps were identified.
A learning experience for the OD practitioner was seeing how difficult organization
experiences with opportunities for dialogue, reflection, and conscious closure throughout the
intervention could be used to strengthen and sustain the system. Years later, most agreed that
the intervention made the organization more agile and shored them up for significant changes in
the marketplace. The conscious process of closure, and in this case documenting the lessons
learned for the rest of the organization, enabled us to all feel stronger for the experience. In this
case, the organization shared the lessons with other companies too. They also recommended
the OD practitioner to other organizations for similar projects. We were glad to understand the
value of closure and to extend the understanding to this system. When it was time for formal
closure, the leaders had already had many opportunities to see the benefits of closure in other
settings and they recognized the value of reflecting, sharing their emotional reactions, and
learning and consciously closing.
Taking the time for reflection about fulfillment of the contract and the process, recognizing the
emotional component of closure, agreeing on next steps, saying good-bye, and following up
enable the client and the OD practitioner to benefit from this last phase of the OD process.

Discussion Questions
1. What have been your experiences with closing OD engagements?
2. What is a healthy mindset to have around closure?
3. How can you incorporate the closing questions to mobilize energy throughout the OD
process?

Resources
Project Management Essentials: Closing (Skillpath Seminars): www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MWu8B8rcS2g
What Is Honorable Closure? (Linda Curtis): www.youtube.com/watch?v=mGkcGBAHjyI

Closing the Consulting Assignment Video Tutorial (Derek Hendrikz):
www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqCjvsVQ0K8
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Chapter Fourteen
Taking Culture Seriously in Organization Development
Edgar Schein

What Is Culture and How Does It Work?
The simplest way of thinking about culture is to liken it to personality and character in the
individual. As we grow up, we learn certain ways of behaving and have certain beliefs and
values that enable us to adapt to the external realities that face us and give us some sense of
identity and integration. As groups and organizations grow, they undergo the same kind of
learning process. The initial beliefs and values of the group's founders and leaders gradually
become shared and taken for granted if (1) the group is successful in fulfilling its mission or
primary task and (2) if it learns how to manage itself internally. The group's culture consists of
its accumulated learning, and if the group builds up a history, the beliefs, values, and norms by
which it has operated gradually become taken for granted and can be thought of as shared
assumptions that become tacit and nonnegotiable.
However, as organizations grow and age, they also develop subunits in which the learning
process described above occurs as well, since they have different tasks and issues of internal
integration. Therefore, an organization will eventually develop both an overarching culture and
subcultures that will vary in strength and degree of congruence with the total organization
culture.
The strength of a given culture or subculture depends on several factors:
The strength of the convictions of the original founders and subsequent leaders.
The degree of stability of the membership and leadership over a period of time.
The number and intensity of learning crises that the group has survived.
The stability of the leadership and membership is the most critical in that high turnover,
especially of leaders, would keep the organization from developing a shared set of
assumptions in the first place. Beliefs and values would continue to be contested between
various subgroups, which would prevent the kind of consensus that would, over time, lead to
shared tacit assumptions. How well the organization succeeded would then depend on the
degree of interdependence of the tasks of the subgroups. As coordination needs increase,
subcultural alignment becomes more critical.
The content of a given culture is generally the result of the occupational culture of the
founders and leaders of the group or organization. Since the mission or primary task of an
organization is to create products or services that society wants and needs, successful
organizations usually reflect some congruence between the core technology involved in the
creation of the products and services and the occupational skills of the founders and leaders.

Thus, a computer company tends to have been founded by electrical engineers, a chemical
company tends to have been founded by chemists and chemical engineers, and a bank or
financial institution tends to have been founded by people trained in the management of money.
There will be many exceptions, of course, such as IBM, which was founded by a salesman, but
ultimately there will be congruence between the core technology and the core occupations of
the founders and leaders.
An occupational culture can be thought of as the shared beliefs, values, and norms of an
occupational community, based on their formal training and practical experience in pursuing
the occupation, leading to shared tacit assumptions that govern the occupation. In the traditional
professions, such as medicine or law, these beliefs, values, and norms are codified and
formalized, including codes of ethics designed to protect the vulnerable client from
professional exploitation. Underneath these codes are the tacit assumptions such as “a doctor
must do no harm,” or “a scientist must not misrepresent data.” As organization development
(OD) has evolved, the field has sought to professionalize themselves by developing formal
educational and training programs for future OD practitioners and codes of practice and ethics
designed to reassure clients and set standards. These codes are sometimes expressed legally
and enforced through licensing procedures. OD has not reached that status, though some of its
subsets of practitioners are licensed counselors, social workers, or coaches.
The process by which this happens is the same as in the growth of other group cultures. OD
founders and leaders, such as Kurt Lewin, Lee Bradford, Rensis Likert, Ron and Gordon
Lippitt, Eric Trist, A. K. Rice, Tommy Wilson, Harold Bridger, Elliot Jaques, Doug McGregor,
Chris Argyris, Richard Beckhard, Herb Shepard, Warren Bennis, Bob Blake, and Bob
Tannenbaum—to name a few of the first generation of forerunners—have shared certain
beliefs, values, assumptions, and practices that they have taught to successive generations.
However, as this long list of OD leaders indicates, the process of forming consensus around
occupational norms takes longer and is more complex because the client systems respond
differently to different practices that come from the same occupational community. And in this
way, an occupation spawns subgroups and subcultures in the same way that a given
organization does. For example, the Tavistock group, built around A. K. Rice and Wilfred
Bion, developed very different theories and assumptions about how to work with groups and
organizations than the Lewinian group that developed in Bethel, Maine, or the Human Potential
group that evolved in California around Bob Tannenbaum and John and Joyce Weir.
Even the OD group working in Bethel eventually divided over the issue of whether to stay
focused on leadership training and community building or to become more individually
oriented. Within 10 years, this group had divided into at least two factions—those wanting to
continue to work with organizations and managers and those who saw in sensitivity training the
potential for “therapy for normal individuals” and who allied themselves with the human
potential movement.
The field of OD today is, therefore, considered to be more of a confederation of subcultures
trying to become a single occupational community rather than a profession in the more
traditional sense. It is missing a core content that would be embodied in a formal training

program and licensing process, and there is little consensus on what is an appropriate or
inappropriate form for working with client systems. The same statement applies to the larger
field of consultation, especially management consultation, where it is obvious that consulting
companies and individual consultants are quite diverse in what they advocate is the “correct”
way to deal with clients and what they think the goals of consultation should be.
Within this confederation there has grown up in the last 10 years a kind of further distinction
that may or may not ultimately lead to two different OD cultures—what Gervase Bushe and
Robert Marshak (2014) have identified as “Dialogic OD” as contrasted with “Diagnostic
OD.” In some of my previous critiques of OD, as in the third edition of this handbook, I made
several points which, I now realize, apply primarily to diagnostic OD and reflect some
growing subcultural occupational differences within the broader OD confederation.

Dialogic and Diagnostic Organization Development
The basic distinctions between these two types of OD (dialogic and diagnostic) will be
discussed by Bushe and Marshak (in Section 93 of this handbook) so I will not repeat here
their analysis but rather discuss what I see to be the differences in the evolving cultures of
these two sets of practices and how this impacts work with organizational cultures.
At the most fundamental level, many OD practitioners start with the tacit assumption that
organizations can be improved, and there is an ideal model of what that improvement should
entail. From McGregor's Theory Y to Maslow's and Argyris's concepts of self-actualization,
OD has held up a set of humanistic values that are constantly expressed as making work a more
fulfilling activity that engages the whole person not just “his hands.” Some practitioners make
these values quite explicit, but others are conflicted about them when they encounter complex
organizational situations that seem to require an even higher-level pragmatic value of
improving what the organization is trying to do, even if that involves some personally
unpleasant activities.
I encountered this issue early in my career when I realized that the T-group was a laboratory in
which neither the participants nor the staff knew exactly what would be learned and, therefore,
touted as our ultimate goal a “spirit of inquiry” and “learning how to learn.” However, when
we analyzed group behavior, it was clear that we disapproved of groups “shutting down” a
member, interrupting members, or, in other way violating some of the norms of civility. A
model of good group behavior clearly emerged and was valued.
My learning occurred when in my working with the Operations Committee of Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) in the mid 1960s, when I discovered a group that violated just
about every concept of good group behavior I had brought with me from my training in Bethel
(Schein 2003). I focused on pointing out as best I could the dysfunctional behavior of
constantly interrupting each other, emotional arguments, shouting, putting others down, and so
on. I got nowhere with this approach; therefore, I gave up, sat back, and began to wonder why
a very smart group of successful electrical engineers were so rude. That is when I first
encountered organizational and occupational culture.

DEC was a young, very successful company that had adopted many of the academic norms that
one should not trust an idea unless it can stand up to any amount of criticism. This group was,
after all, fighting for its economic survival and growth. Its members were not only smart but
very passionate about their ideas and had low impulse control. I did realize that if ideas were
important that their constant interruption was keeping ideas from being fully heard. So at one
meeting I went to the flipchart and when Person A started into an idea, I started to write it
down. Needless to say, the idea was interrupted immediately, but at this moment, I did
something different. I turned to Person A, locked in on his eyes and said: “I did not get all of
that…what was the rest of your idea?”
To my relief and amazement the group shut up while Person A finished his thought, and I was
able to write it all down. When another idea came up, writing it down again controlled the
group, and we discovered that having the full ideas in front of us made it easier to discuss them
and decide how to proceed. What had happened from a cultural point of view is that I had
finally figured out a key element of the DEC culture—it was about processing ideas, not about
being nice to each other. I had finally helped them by helping them process ideas, not telling
them how to behave. I had abandoned my ideal model of what a group should be and what
human discourse should be and begun to help them with their need to make better choices
among idea alternatives.
To me this was the moment where I think I conceptualized what I later called “process
consultation,” (Schein 1969, 1999) reflecting the reality that I was now helping them with their
process in the context of their culture and that humanistic values or ideal models of group or
organizational behavior became irrelevant. This did not mean that I gave up my humanistic
values, but it did imply that I had to resolve in my mind whether this group's need to solve
problems and make decisions was more important than being nice to each other. In fact, when
their leader would from time to time rudely and angrily criticize one of his subordinates in
public, we would all cringe and wish that this did not occur. But none of us knew how to
change that behavior until we sat down and figured out that his rants were likely to occur when
he was anxious about something; therefore, the solution was to reassure him when we first saw
symptoms of growing anxiety.
My point is that in the 25 years of working at DEC, helping was defined in many different
ways that often had little to do with ideal models or humanistic values. If it made me too
uncomfortable, I would get out. If I stayed, I would work with them on their issues. My
conceptualization of this as “process consultation” is, as I now understand it, one of the key
assumptions of “dialogic OD”—that the consultant must facilitate the organization's efforts to
improve its functioning but that the consultant does not know at the outset what the nature of
that improvement will be. In pure dialogic OD, this conclusion would be reinforced by the
adoption of a more general model of human society as being perpetually socially constructed
and reconstructed and, therefore, by definition no one would know “the answer” for a given
problem.
It is, of course, not necessary to take the extreme either/or position on whether problems are
ever solvable or not, and whether culture itself is always socially constructed. As OD

practitioners, we can work with the distinction made by Heifetz between problems that cause
immediate crises but have solutions, which he calls “technical problems,” and problems that
are perpetually bubbling up but have no immediate solution because they exist in a dynamic
perpetually changing, socially constructed context, which he says require “adaptive” processes
(Heifetz 2009). The broad argument might then be made that diagnostic OD is all about solving
technical problems and dialogic OD is all about helping clients to adapt to their complex,
ever-changing environment. The practitioner must, therefore, be diagnostically agile in
determining what kind of problem or issue the client is facing. That leads to the question of
how diagnosis and intervention are connected.

Diagnosis and Intervention
Much of the OD and traditional consulting literature takes it for granted that, before one makes
an intervention, one should make some kind of diagnosis of what is going on. That diagnosis is
typically based on several factors: (1) the OD practitioner's insights based on prior education
and experience, operating in the form of mental models and organizational stereotypes that
structure expectations, predispositions, and communication filters; (2) the OD practitioner's
personal style and preferences operating as predispositions to perceive the new situation in a
way that is comfortable for that person; (3) supplemented by the here-and-now “online”
interpretation of the spontaneous reactions of the client to whatever the consultant does; and (4)
the consultant's reactions to what the client says and does, leading to formal or informal
activities by the consultant in the form of questions, surveys, or observation periods designed
to elicit data (most models talk about a “stage” of data gathering) that are then interpreted by
the consultant as a basis for deciding how to intervene.
It is my belief that the first and second factors, the OD practitioner's theoretical biases and
personal style, are inevitable and ever-present sources of whatever diagnostic insights the
practitioner possesses. I also believe that the third factor, the immediate “online” interpretation
of here-and-now events as the consultant and client interact, is the only valid basis for
diagnostic insights. And, by implication, it is my belief that the fourth factor, the active
diagnostic activities that practitioners engage in for “gathering data” are, in fact, interventions
in disguise that, if not treated as interventions, change the system in unknown ways and,
thereby, invalidate whatever is found by the interviews, surveys, or observations in the first
place. In other words, formal diagnostic processes launched by the OD practitioner through
surveys, assessment processes, tests, or interviews may be neither scientifically valid nor good
practice when we are dealing with human systems that have cultures and are perpetually
evolving.
In stating this so bluntly, I am de facto allying myself with dialogic OD. In contrast, the model
of OD as a set of stages beginning with contracting, then doing data gathering and then
intervening is in fact the model of diagnostic OD in which the cultural assumption exists that
there will be an answer that can lead to expert solutions. The diagnostic model would, as in
“action research,” argue for involving the client, but it would also be understood tacitly that the
OD practitioner's knowledge and experience would influence how the client thinks and what

solution might be developed.
When we engage in any kind of interaction with another person or group, whether in the role of
a consultant, friend, casual acquaintance, or stranger, we are in a process of dynamic, mutual
influence that simultaneously reveals data to be interpreted and learned from and changes the
situation as a result of the interaction. Even if we take a completely passive listener's role, like
the psychoanalyst sitting in a chair behind the patient on the couch, our silence is still an
intervention that influences the patient's thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. When therapists talk
of transference and countertransference, they are talking of the reactions both in the patient and
in the therapist, through their ongoing interaction.
For some reason, in the OD field, many practitioners have deluded themselves that they can
engage in data gathering prior to intervention and have, thereby, created a monumental fantasy
completely out of line with reality—that data gathering precedes intervention rather than being
one and the same process simultaneously. When I first wrote about process consultation and
then helping (Schein 2009), I always found it necessary to distinguish these three fundamentally
different helping roles: (1) the expert who provides information that the client needs; (2) the
doctor who makes a diagnosis and then prescribes a remedy; and (3) the process consultant
who stays in the dialogic role of helping the client to solve a problem or achieve whatever it is
that the client aspires to.
However, I found myself arguing a very central principle that the human process with the client
must always start in the process consultant role and must start with humble inquiry (Schein
2013). The reason for this conclusion is that the helper cannot know what kind of help is
needed and what role to be in without first establishing a relationship that elicits a feeling of
security in the client and motivates the client to reveal what is really bothering him or her. That
may be just one question or hours of relationship building but the helper is intervening all this
time to create a trusting relationship as a prerequisite to further helping. Until I know what the
problem or aspiration is, this is by definition a dialogic process because I don't know the
outcome and the client may not know either until we have interacted for some time.
If it turns out that the problem is a technical one that the client and I believe has a solution, then
I must use my agility to drop into the right role to be helpful. Again two examples from DEC
make this clear. The operations committee meetings never got through their agenda. I asked a
question to which I did not know the answer, hence by definition, this was “humble inquiry”:
“Where does this agenda come from?” Surprisingly the group members did not know—it was
just there when they got to the meeting. The boss said that his assistant prepared it, but he did
not know how she did that so they called her in, and she explained that she took items by phone
in the order in which they were called in. This news raised a lot of knowing eyebrows. They
decided to keep her doing that but also decided at every meeting they would first rearrange the
items by importance before they started to discuss them. I considered this good process
consultation that would fit into the dialogic framework since none of us knew the outcome.
But the group still never got through their agenda because they put off some of the more
complex strategy items to the end and never got to them. These were Friday afternoon meetings
and I “knew from experience” that they needed a different kind of meeting to deal with these

items, so I asked a pointed question which, in retrospect, fit better into the model of diagnostic
OD and shifted into a “doctor” role: “Should you have a different kind of meeting to discuss
the policy issues?”
The group immediately responded “yes” and proposed that they alternate Fridays for “fire
fighting” and “policy” items. At this point, I felt completely in the doctor role in “knowing”
that Friday afternoons was not a good time for heavy policy questions. I said, still in
questioning mode but with a confrontative intention, “Shouldn't the policy issues be discussed
away from the office where you have more time?” I knew of many successful “retreats” that
companies were using for such purposes. Evidently, I struck the right key because the president
immediately volunteered his cabin in Maine for a weekend overnight. Others in the group also
had houses in New Hampshire and Maine so the group decided on the spot to start quarterly
two-day meetings to tackle the big questions, called them “Woods Meetings,” and launched
what became a 25-year quarterly tradition. The engineering group decided a few years later to
also have such retreats and called them “Jungle Meetings.” If I had the time, I was to join such
meetings and to be, from their point of view, the “helper,” which turned out to include the
“doctor” role of helping the internal designers of these weekend meetings formulate an agenda
that would enable them to move forward. The insider OD people knew what problems really
needed to be addressed, and it was my job to help them design a meeting that would work on
the issues constructively.

The U.S. Culture of Doing and Measuring
In summarizing the previous section, I was simultaneously both diagnosing and intervening
throughout this process, even when I was in the doctor role. That conclusion leads to the
interesting question of why the diagnostic OD practitioners and theorists keep seeing the
process as a series of stages of contracting, diagnosing, intervening, and then terminating (e.g.,
Gallant and Rios 2014). The answer to that question might be cultural, in this case the U.S.
culture with its pragmatic obsession with doing things, accomplishment, efficiency, timeliness,
and individual achievement. With those concerns comes the need to measure and assess
accomplishment, and with that need comes the need to break what is an integral systemic
process into definable and measurable components.
The OD function is, after all, being performed primarily in Western, capitalist countries so one
would expect that the larger culture of Do, Tell, and Measure individual accountability would
override the values of Ask, Listen, Relate, Collaborate (Schein 2009, 2013). I am well aware
that my book Humble Inquiry is, in a sense, countercultural in asking even bosses to accept
their dependency on subordinates and to build personal relationships with subordinates if they
are in complex interdependent tasks. There are two different cultural issues involved in
thinking about this. The first issue is that tasks to be performed are increasingly complex,
interdependent, and adaptive (often uncertain outcomes). In many such tasks as in a surgical
team, there is a clear hierarchy and power differential, but the higher-status person is
nevertheless at various times dependent upon the collaboration and open communication of the
subordinates, especially if a mistake is about to be made.

The second issue, a more complex cultural one, is that many cultures do put more of a value on
relating, on groups, on loyalty, and on dependency, but not necessarily downward across rank
and status barriers. A boss in such cultures may be even more resistant to accepting his or her
dependency on subordinates even if the task clearly requires it. The dilemma for the OD
practitioner then is how to design a diagnostic or intervention process that values humble
inquiry for purposes of relationship building but not across status or hierarchical barriers, and
especially not downward.
Of course, the astute reader will note that in making this point I have lapsed back into my
expert/doctor model in assuming that in a relational culture the same kind of boss behavior is
needed to open communication channels. One year at MIT, we had a German middle-level
executive who was very formal and was often teased by his American peers about this. He
finally retaliated one day by saying: “Look guys, when I go into my boss's office I bow, I click
my heels, I shake his hand, but then I tell him the truth.” Another example along the lines of
how open one can and should be occurred in a competition simulation game among executives.
The game involved some negotiation in which an American Jesuit priest lied to gain advantage
for his team which won. Several Catholic managers from a South American country were so
outraged that a priest would lie, game or not, that it destroyed the relationships between some
of the group permanently and led to abandoning the game. The big lesson for me is not to try to
do OD in another culture without an insider to work with you and advise you how diagnostic
or dialogic to be. Yet another example that illustrates cultural complexity was the heartfelt
complaint of a woman from India that in her company in the United States, they were much “too
open” talking about things that she felt uncomfortable about, yet expected her to be equally
open.

What Is Organization Development's Model of
Organizational Functioning?
How we end up doing our OD work will inevitably reflect our own mental models of what an
organization is and what constitutes improvement in how it functions. My mental model has
evolved from focusing on total corporate culture—the things that everyone in the organization
agrees on—to worrying more about occupational cultures and three kinds of generic
subcultures that seem to arise in all organizations and reflect the very nature of organizing.
1. An operator culture, the line organization that delivers the basic products and services.
This would be production and sales in businesses, nursing and primary care in hospitals,
the infantry in the army, and so on. These units are always built around people and
teamwork and are embedded in the organization. The operators come to believe that they
are the key to performance because they have to innovate and cope whenever there are
surprises or events not anticipated by the formally engineered processes.
2. An engineering or design culture, the research and development function, and/or the
design engineering function. This group is not necessarily identified with the organization
but is embedded in the larger occupational community that constitutes their profession. It is

their job to design better products and processes, which often means engineering the
people out of the system through automation, because it is people who, in their view, make
mistakes and foul things up. These are the design engineers in business, the experimental
surgeons in the hospital, and the weapons designers in the military. Their solutions are
often expensive, which reveals the third critical culture.
3. The executive culture, the CEO, whose primary job is to keep the organization afloat
financially. The CEO culture is also a cosmopolitan culture that exists partially outside the
organization in that the CEO is most responsive to the capital markets, to the investors, to
Wall Street and the analysts, to the board of directors, and, paradoxically, to the CEO's
peers. CEOs believe their jobs to be unique.
For any organization to function well, these three subcultures must be aligned and collaborate,
and should not compete for resources. The Dialogic OD practitioner will realize that in order
to become aligned the organization must be able to: (1) sense and detect changes in the
environment; (2) get the information to those subsystems that can act on it, the executive and
operating subsystems; (3) be able to transform its production processes; (4) develop the
capacity to export its new productions; and (5) close the cycle by observing accurately
whether its new products, processes, and services are achieving the desired effect, which is
again an environmental sensing process.
The OD practitioner can be helpful around any of these five processes and, most importantly,
make the organization aware of its general subcultures, its cultural biases based on the
occupations of its members, and its need to worry about the alignment of these subcultural
biases.

Summary
To take culture seriously, we must start with understanding our own occupational culture in
which we are embedded and that we take for granted. Having understood that, we can then
examine the cultures and subcultures of our client systems and decide whether or not there is
enough value congruence to proceed with the project. If we pass that test in our own minds, we
can proceed to help the client by intervening in a helpful, constructive way to build a
relationship with each part of the client system that will reveal cultural strengths and
weaknesses on the path to helping the clients with whatever problems they want help with.
This process must start by intervening in a Dialogic OD manner using humble inquiry to build
a relationship with the client that enables us to determine how best to help. We can then decide
whether to continue in a dialogic manner or shift to being an expert or doctor in the more
Diagnostic OD process. That, in turn, will be determined by our joint assessment with the
client of whether we are dealing with a technical or adaptive type of problem.

Discussion Questions
1. As an OD practitioner, if a client asks you what your values are, what would be your
answer? Does it matter?

2. Do you identify yourself more with Diagnostic OD or Dialogic OD? Why?
3. Think about a current or recent client and identify in that organization the operator,
engineering/design, and executive cultures.
4. As you think about that client, what are the major occupations of the key managers and
employees, what technologies drive the organization, and what occupational cultures are
involved?

Resource
Culture University: Culture Fundamentals: 9 Important Insights from Edgar Schein (includes a
video clip): www.cultureuniversity.com/culture-fundamentals-9-important-insights-fromedgar-schein/
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Part Three
Levels and Types of Change

Chapter Fifteen
Individual Development in Organization Development
Making Change Stick
Marshall Goldsmith
Successful leaders can achieve positive, long-term, measurable change in behavior for
themselves, their people, and their teams. While behavioral coaching is only one branch in the
coaching field, it is the most widely used type of coaching for individual development. There
is nothing more important in organization development (OD) than positive role modeling from
the leaders of the company. When leaders' behaviors vary from the desired behavior in the OD
intervention, the intervention will not work. When leaders' behaviors are aligned with the
needed behavior for the OD intervention, the odds on successful implementation are much
greater.
Does behavioral coaching work? Can people really change their behavior? The answer is
definitely yes. At the top of major organizations, even a small positive change in behavior can
have a big impact. From an organizational perspective, that the executive is trying to change
leadership behavior (and is being a role model for personal development) may be even more
important than what the executive is trying to change. One key message I have given every CEO
I coach is, “To help others develop—start with yourself.”
When the steps in the coaching process described in this chapter are followed, leaders can
achieve positive behavioral change—not as judged by themselves, but as judged by
preselected, key stakeholders. While this process can be very meaningful and valuable for top
executives, it can be just as useful for high-potential future leaders. Increasing effectiveness in
leading people can have an even greater impact if it is a 20-year process, instead of a one-year
program. This process has been used around the world with great success—by both external
and internal coaches. Taking a similar process and using it with teams, as described in the
second half of the chapter, furthers positive change throughout the organization.

Coaching Steps for Behavior Change Process
The following steps describe the basics of the coaching for behavioral change process. If these
basic steps are followed, leaders almost always achieve positive change!
1. Involve the leaders being coached in determining the desired behavior in their
leadership roles. Leaders cannot be expected to change behavior if they have no clear
understanding of what desired behavior looks like. The people I coach (in agreement with
their managers, if they are not the CEO) work with me to determine desired leadership
behavior.

2. Involve the leaders being coached in determining key stakeholders. Not only must clients
be clear on desired behaviors, they need to be clear (again in agreement with their
managers, if they are not the CEO) on key stakeholders. There are two major reasons
people deny the validity of feedback—wrong items or wrong raters. Having clients and
their managers agree on the desired behaviors and key stakeholders in advance helps
ensure their “buy-in” to the process.
3. Collect feedback. Interview all key stakeholders to get confidential feedback for our
clients. The people who I am coaching are either CEOs or potential CEOs, and the
company is making a real investment in their development. This more involved level of
feedback is justified. However, at lower levels in the organization (that are more price
sensitive), traditional 360° feedback can work well. In either case, feedback is critical. It
is impossible to get evaluated on changed behavior if there is not agreement on what
behavior must be changed!
4. Agree on key behaviors for change. As I have become more experienced, my approach has
become simpler and more focused. Select only one to three key areas for behavioral
change with each client. This helps ensure maximum attention to the most important
behavior. My clients and their managers (unless my client is the CEO) agree upon the
desired behavior for change.
5. Have the coaching clients respond to key stakeholders. The person being reviewed
should talk with each key stakeholder and collect additional “feedforward” suggestions on
how to improve on the key areas targeted for improvement. In responding, the person being
coached should keep the conversation positive, simple, and focused. When mistakes have
been made in the past, it is a good idea to apologize and ask for help in changing. Suggest
that those you are coaching listen to stakeholder suggestions and not judge the suggestions.
6. Review what has been learned with clients and help them develop an action plan. My
clients must agree to the basic steps in this process. Outside of the basic steps, all of the
other ideas are suggestions. Ask them to listen to your ideas as they are listening to the
ideas from their key stakeholders. Then, ask them to come back with a plan of what they
want to do. After reviewing their plans, encourage them to live up to their own
commitments. I am much more of a facilitator than a judge. The coach's job is to help great,
highly motivated executives get better at what they believe is most important—not to tell
them what to change.
7. Develop an ongoing follow-up process. Ongoing follow-up should be very efficient and
focused. Questions such as, “Based upon my behavior last month, what ideas do you have
for me next month?” can keep a focus on the future. Within six months, conduct a two-tosix-item mini-survey with key stakeholders. They should be asked whether the person has
become more or less effective in the areas targeted for improvement.
8. Review results and start again. If the person being coached has taken the process
seriously, stakeholders almost invariably report improvement. Then, build on that success
by repeating the process for the next 12 to 18 months. This follow-up will assure continued

progress on initial goals and uncover additional areas for improvement. Stakeholders
almost always appreciate follow-up. No one minds filling out a focused, two-to-six-item
questionnaire if they see positive results. The person being coached will benefit from
ongoing, targeted steps to improve performance.
9. End the formal coaching process when results have been achieved. The goal is not to
create a dependency relationship between coach and client. While I almost always keep in
touch with my coaching “graduates” for the rest of their lives, we have no ongoing business
relationship.

Case Study
This case study shows how an executive can expand a simple coaching assignment to benefit
his or her team and the entire company. Joe Smith is the president and chief executive officer of
Clarkson Products. Clarkson Products is a key division of Clarkson Enterprises and employs
over 40,000 people. Clarkson Enterprises is a Fortune 100 company that employs over
100,000 people and is a leader in its industry.
I worked with Joe as an executive coach for over a year. Although I am not sure how much Joe
learned from me during this period, I learned a lot from him and his team! Hopefully, the great
work done by Joe and his team gives you a few ideas you can use, either as a coach or as a
person being coached.
This real life case study shows how an executive can expand a simple coaching assignment to
benefit his team and the entire company. This case study also reinforces my observation that the
most important factor in executive coaching is not the coach. It is the executive being coached
and his or her coworkers.

Getting Started
The project began when I met with Bruce Jones, the CEO of Clarkson, and Mary Washington,
the executive vice-president of human resources. Bruce was a “fan” of Joe's. He let me know
that Joe was a fantastic leader who had produced consistent results. He felt that Clarkson
would benefit if Joe played a greater role in reaching out across the company and building
relationships with his colleagues in other divisions. Mary agreed that Joe was a key resource
for the company and that the entire company could benefit from his increased involvement.
Clarkson, like many of my clients, is trying to increase synergy across divisions and build
more teamwork across the company.
When I first met Joe, I was impressed with his enthusiasm and love for his job. He was in a
place where he wanted to be. Joe was very proud of what Clarkson Products produced and
proud of the people who worked with him. I have worked with over 150 major CEOs. I have
met a lot of committed leaders. Joe is one of the most committed leaders I have ever met.
Joe liked the design of our coaching process. He developed a list of key stakeholders and
called Bruce to validate his list. He worked with me.

Collecting Information
One-on-one confidential interviews were conducted with each of Joe's preselected
stakeholders. Both colleagues and direct reports agreed that Joe was brilliant, dedicated,
hardworking, high in integrity, great at achieving results, well organized, and an amazing
leader of people.
Joe's peers felt that the company could benefit if he did a better job of reaching out and forming
partnerships with them. Some believed that Joe and his team were so focused on achieving
results for the products division, they had not placed enough emphasis on building synergy and
teamwork across the entire Clarkson business.
Joe's direct reports agreed that Joe, his team, and the company would benefit if the products
team did a better job of reaching out across the company. They also wanted Joe to focus on
making sure that everyone felt included. Some mentioned that Joe was so focused on achieving
his mission he could (unintentionally) leave out people or ideas not on his “radar screen.”
All of the interview data was collected by topic, so that no individual could be identified.
After reviewing the summary report of the interviews with Joe, he agreed that he wanted to
work on “reaching out across the company and building partnerships with colleagues” as a
goal. He also expanded the goal to include his entire team. Joe also worked on “ensuring
involvement and inclusion” with his direct reports. Joe checked in with Bruce and both agreed
these were worthwhile goals.

Involving Team Members
Our research on behavior change is clear. If leaders get feedback, follow up, and involve their
coworkers in the change process, they get better. If they do not follow up and involve their
coworkers, they usually are not seen as improving.
As part of the coaching process, Joe had one-on-one discussions with each of his colleagues
and direct reports about what he had learned in his initial feedback. He thanked them for their
input, expressed gratitude for their involvement and positive comments, openly discussed what
he wanted to change and asked them for their ideas on how he could do a great job.
After the initial discussions with his direct reports, Joe made a minor modification in one of
his goals. He decided that his direct reports wanted him to do a great job of “inclusion and
validation.” The products division was going through very turbulent times. Several of Joe's
team members wanted to make sure that he was “checking in” with them and validating that
they were headed in the right direction during these changing times.
While I always recommend that my coaching clients follow up with their key stakeholders to
get ongoing ideas for improvement, Joe came up with a much better idea. He got his entire
team involved! Not only did Joe pick key colleagues to connect with regularly, so did everyone
on this team. This expanded the benefit “reaching out” far beyond anything that Joe could do by
himself. Joe's team established a matrix with ongoing process checks to ensure that everyone
was “sticking with the plan.” All members of Joe's team talked about whom they were

contacting and what they were learning regularly. They shared information with each other to
help improve cross-functional teamwork, synergy, and cooperation.
In ensuring inclusion and validation with direct reports, Joe developed an amazing discipline.
He would consistently ask, “Are there anymore ideas that we need to include?” and “Are there
any more people that we need to include?” at the end of each major topic change or meeting.
This gave everyone a chance to reflect and made sure that everyone made a contribution.
Often in the meetings of high-level executive teams (like Joe's), there is an “outer ring” of
people who may attend meetings. These are people who may report to team members and may
provide information on key topics to be discussed. Not only did Joe make sure that his team
members were included, he also ensured that everyone in the room was invited to participate.
During the year, I had follow-up discussions with Joe's direct reports. Not only did Joe pick an
area for personal improvement, each one of his direct reports did. This way the process of
change not only benefited Joe; it benefited everyone.
Two of his direct reports showed great maturity by telling Joe, “When we started on this
process, I was critical of you for not being inclusive. In the last few months, you have been
doing everything that you can do to include people. You have asked me for my input regularly. I
have to admit something. You were not the problem. Sometimes I just was not assertive enough
to say what I was thinking. It was easier for me to blame you than to take responsibility
myself.”

A Year Later
At the end of the coaching assignment, I interviewed each of Joe's 15 direct reports and his 10
colleagues from across the company. They were asked to rate his increased effectiveness on
each item on a “−5” to “+5” scale (with “0” indicating “no change”). His improvement scores
were outstanding. Forty percent of all numerical responses were a “+5” and over 85 percent
were a “+3” or above. No individual had a negative score on any item. I have seen hundreds of
reports like this. These scores were exceptionally positive.
In “reaching out across the company and building partnerships,” both his direct reports and
colleagues were satisfied with his progress. They commented on his ongoing dedication to
being a great team player. They noticed how he had “gone out of his way” in meetings, phone
calls, and emails to be a good partner.
In “ensuring that his team does a great job of reaching out and building partnerships,” his
scores were equally positive. Both groups commented on the ongoing process he put in place
with his team. Some of his direct reports commented that their colleagues across the company
had also become better team players. (It is much easier to be helpful and supportive to
someone else if they are trying to be helpful and supportive to you!)
In “ensuring validation and inclusion,” his direct report scores were not just positive, they
were amazing! His 15 direct reports had over 100 positive comments and nothing negative to
say. They almost all talked about the value of his asking for input on an ongoing basis and

including everyone who was involved in the decision.
Like many companies, Clarkson's business was dramatically affected by September 11 and its
aftermath. This was a hard year for Joe, his team, and his company. Many of his team members
noted how easy it would have been for Joe to “lose it” and not contact others during this tough
time. He had every “excuse” not to put in the time. They were amazed at his ability to involve,
inspire, and motivate people when times were so tough. Some of the written comments were
more than positive, they were moving.

Learning Points for Coaching
As we discussed earlier, individual leader change is critical for the successful implementation
of organizational change. My friend and former coaching client, Alan Mulally, did a
spectacular job of creating change as the CEO of Ford (he was ranked in 2014 as the third
Greatest Leader in the World—behind only the Pope and Angela Merkel). He began by helping
his executive team agree on desired leadership behaviors and then coached his team members
to ensure they would be great role models for the desired change at Ford. From his team, this
process spread throughout the organization. Most OD interventions require changed leadership
behavior and improved team coordination—the best place to start is at the top!
Point 1: The key variable in determining the success of coaching is not the coach; it is the
person being coached and his or her coworkers. Joe had greater challenges and problems than
almost any of the people I have coached. In spite of this, he achieved outstanding results in
building relationships with his colleagues and being inclusive with his team. He did not get
better because I did anything special. I have put in much more time with people who have
achieved much less. He reinforced an important lesson for me (as a coach)—I only work with
people who care!
As a person being coached, never put the responsibility for your change on the coach. It is your
life. Like a personal trainer, the coach can help you get in shape. You have to do the work. Not
only was Joe a model of ongoing dedication and commitment, so was his team. Every team
member had a positive, “can do” attitude toward improving teamwork across Clarkson. Joe's
positive results were not just a reflection of his efforts, they reflected his team's efforts.
Point 2: True long-term change requires discipline over time and process management. One of
the great false assumptions in leadership development is, “If they understand, they will do.” If
this were true, everyone who understood the importance of going on a healthy diet and
exercising would be in shape. Every executive I meet is smart. In terms of behavior, they all
understand what they should do. Joe did it! Joe established an ongoing process and discipline
and “stuck with it.” He managed a process. He made sure the follow-up discussions were
scheduled. He had the discipline to ask, “Are there any people or ideas that we need to
include?” over and over again. Joe worked with Carrie, a great executive assistant, who
helped keep him and his team on track.
Point 3: By involving team members and key stakeholders, the value of the coaching process
can be increased exponentially. Joe and everyone around Joe got better! Joe's entire team was

involved. Everyone in his team reached out across the company to build partnerships and
increase synergy. Everyone on Joe's team picked personal areas for improvement and focused
on getting better. Many of the members of Joe's team implemented the same process with their
own teams. Sometimes, people across the company reached out to Joe's team in a much more
collaborative way.
Joe was given a simple challenge to change his own behavior. Through his effort at personal
improvement, Joe ended up benefiting hundreds of people across Clarkson. This can be done
with teams, as you'll discover in the next section.

Coaching Teams for Behavior Change
Recently, I coached a team in a group session. The team members rated the team a 6.1 (out of
10) to work together. Each team member was asked to reflect on a challenge he or she is
having and share it with me and the group. There were about ten people, and six focused on
changing what they could not change. It was an epidemic! The team prioritized this behavior as
the one to focus on in their team change efforts. Over the next six months, the group
participated in the Team Building without Time Wasting process, and it is now a highly
functional team, with members rating the team an 8.6!
Following are the steps the team took to change this endemic challenge of focusing on what
they could not change. All of the steps are critical, and Step 7 is the one that will take your
team to the next level—it is follow-up—and it will ensure that the change sticks!
1. Ask all members of the team to confidentially record their individual answers to two
questions: (1) On a 1 to 10 scale (with 10 being ideal), how well are we doing in terms of
working together as a team? and (2) On a 1 to 10 scale, how well do we need to be doing
in terms of working together as a team?
2. Have a team member calculate the results. Discuss the results with the team. If the team
members believe that the gap between current effectiveness and needed effectiveness
indicates the need for team building, proceed to the next step.
3. Ask the team members, “If every team member could change two key behaviors that would
help us close the gap between where we are and where we want to be, which two
behaviors should we all try to change?” Have each team member record his or her selected
behaviors on flip charts.
4. Help team members prioritize all the behaviors on the charts (many will be the same or
similar) and (using consensus) determine the most important behavior to change (for all
team members).
5. Have each team member hold a one-on-one dialogue with all other team members. During
the dialogues, each member will request that his or her colleague suggest two areas for
personal behavioral change (other than the one already agreed on above) that will help the
team close the gap between where we are and where we want to be.

6. Let each team member review his or her list of suggested behavioral changes and choose
the one that seems to be the most important. Have all team members then announce their
one key behavior for personal change to the team.
7. Encourage all team members to ask for brief (five-minute), monthly three-question
“suggestions for the future” from all other team members to help increase their
effectiveness in demonstrating (1) the one key behavior common to all team members, (2)
the one key personal behavior generated from team member input, and (3) overall effective
behavior as a team member.
8. Conduct a follow-up mini-survey in approximately six months. From the mini-survey, each
team member will receive confidential feedback from all other team members on his or her
perceived change in effectiveness. This survey will include the one common behavioral
item, the one personal behavioral item, and the overall team member item. A final question
can gauge the level of follow-up—so team members can see the connection between their
level of follow-up and their increased effectiveness.
This team-building process works because it is highly focused, includes disciplined feedback
and follow-up, does not waste time, and causes participants to focus on self-improvement.
There is more to read on creating teams, especially innovative teams, in Chapter 16.

Summary
Let me close this chapter with a challenge to you: Try this process. The “downside” is low;
and the “upside” can be high. As effective leadership and teamwork become more important,
the time that the leader, organization, and team members invest in this process can produce a
great return for the leader and the team and an even greater return for the organization!

Discussion Questions
1. Has your organization used behavioral coaching in its improvement attempts? Was the
effort successful? Why? Why not?
2. As a member of an organization, at whatever level, consider this statement: “To help others
develop, you must start with yourself.” What does this mean for you, your team, or
organization?
3. Think about team(s) you have led or been a part of. How might the Team Building without
Time Wasting process have been implemented?
4. Have you ever been part of a “dysfunctional” team? How did that work out? How about a
functional team? What did you find was the biggest difference being dysfunctional or
functional made to you, to your team, to the organization?

Resources

Coaching for Behavioral Change: Steps in the Coaching Process: http://youtu.be/Hwn_WX2Rds
Team Building without Time Wasting: www.youtube.com/watch?v=hq2CnccWdPs
FeedForward: www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlVZiZob37I

Chapter Sixteen
Leading Innovative Teams
Jeffrey H. Dyer and W. Gibb Dyer
When you create something that people didn't think could be created, it's never one
person. It's always a group.
‒A. G. Lafley, former Chairman and CEO, Procter & Gamble

With the permission of John Wiley & Sons, this chapter is adapted from: Dyer, W. G., Jr., J. H.
Dyer, and W. G. Dyer, Team Building: Proven Strategies for Improving Team Performance
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2013), 183–203.
In our previous chapter in Practicing Organization Development on team building, we
outlined the “4Cs” that determine the performance of teams. These are: Context, Composition,
Competencies, and Change (Dyer, Dyer, and Dyer 2013). “Context” refers to the organizational
factors—leadership, culture, structure, systems, and processes—that either support or
undermine teamwork. “Composition” refers to the skills, experience, and motivation of team
members and team size. “Competencies” concerns the ability of the team to make decisions,
solve problems, deal with conflict, and so forth, while “change” is a team's “metacompetency,” and concerns the team's ability to monitor its performance and make changes—
usually in the form of team building—to improve the team's performance.
In this chapter, we focus on the team competency of “innovation.” A key question for team
leaders and those that work with them is: “Do you have what it takes to create an innovative
team?” Most managers spend little time thinking about this question because they are too busy
focusing on execution: delivering results through the current strategy, business model, and
processes. In the short run, this may work, but in the long run, it will not differentiate one's
organization. An organization's most valued leaders are those who create and lead innovative
teams—teams that generate and implement valuable new products, processes, and strategy
ideas. The ability of the OD practitioner to use team building to foster innovation in teams is
very important as organizations attempt to adapt and survive in a global economy.
So what are the characteristics of leaders—and teams—that excel at innovating? Our research
(Dyer, Gregersen, and Christensen 2011) suggests that innovative teams have:
1. A leader with strong innovation skills who leads by example (contributes directly to
innovation) and instead of dominating others, creates a safe space for them to shine.
2. Team members who possess a complementary mix of innovation and execution skills, as
well as complementary expertise in multiple functions and knowledge domains.
3. Team processes that explicitly encourage, support, and even require team members to
engage in questioning, observing, networking, experimenting, and associational thinking as

they hunt for creative solutions to problems.
When a team has all of the above, it has the capacity to become an innovation lighthouse for an
organization. To realize this role, it requires a leader fully capable of leading an innovative
team.

Examining the Team Leader
As a first step to leading an innovative team, team leaders and/or the OD practitioner working
with the team must take a look at those who report to the team leader, the team leader's peers,
and the team leader's manager. They might ask the following questions of those individuals:
“How would you describe the team leader? Would you describe the leader as innovative?
How creative do you feel in the leader's presence?” Answering these questions requires a hard
look at the team leader and asking another question: On what activities does the team leader
typically spend time at work?
When team leaders are asked this question, we suggest that they divide their core tasks at work
into two categories: discovery activities and execution activities. Discovery focuses on
innovation and includes spending time actively engaged in questioning, observing, networking,
and experimenting in search of new ideas to change or improve products, services, or
processes. Execution is all about delivering results, analyzing, planning, executing, and
implementing strategies.
Team leaders need to look at their calendars for a typical work week and ask: What percent of
my time do I personally spend on discovery versus execution activities? Is innovation a
priority for my team and me?
A long-term research project on business innovators by Jeff Dyer, Hal Gregersen, and Clayton
Christensen (2011) suggests that particular skills separate business innovators like Jeff Bezos,
the late Steve Jobs, and Marc Benioff of Salesforce.com from ordinary managers. They refer to
these as the five skills of disruptive innovators, and describe them as follows:
1. Questioning allows innovators to challenge the status quo and consider new possibilities.
2. Observing helps innovators detect small details—in the activities of customers, suppliers,
and other companies—that suggest new ways of doing things.
3. Networking permits innovators to gain radically different perspectives by talking to
individuals with diverse backgrounds.
4. Experimenting prompts innovators to relentlessly try out new experiences, take things
apart, and test new ideas through pilots and prototypes.
5. Associational thinking is a cognitive skill of finding connections between questions,
problems, or ideas from unrelated fields that is triggered by new information brought in
through questioning, observing, networking, and experimenting and is the catalyst for
creative ideas.

The leader should ask: To what extent do I question the status quo, engage in observations of
customers or companies for new insights, network far and wide with diverse people to spark
new ideas and get different perspectives, and experiment by learning new skills, taking apart
products or processes, or launching a pilot or creating a prototype? If the leaders find that they
are not engaged in these behaviors very frequently, they probably are not triggering lots of new
creative ideas in their team.
After assessing the leader's strengths and weaknesses on these discovery skills, the next step is
to encourage the leader to find a specific, current innovation challenge or opportunity so that
the leader can practice these skills with the team. This challenge might range from creating a
new product or service, reducing employee turnover, or coming up with new processes that
reduce costs by 5 percent in the business unit. With this innovation challenge clearly in mind,
the leader with the team develops a plan to practice some of the discovery skills as the team
searches for creative solutions.
We propose working on questioning skills first, since innovation often starts with a compelling
question. The leader, perhaps with the team, should brainstorm (Question-Storm) at least 25
questions about the team's innovation challenge. A sample question might be: “What resources
will we need to solve this innovative challenge?” This process of questioning will help the
leader and the team identify the key issues to be addressed in the search for a creative solution.
It will also help create a safe space for others on the team to ask questions. The team should
identify the top three to five questions that need to be answered in order to come up with a
creative solution to its challenge.
After identifying the key questions, the team should identify some activities that the team could
do to answer the key questions or generate ideas that might be relevant to its innovation
challenge. For example, the team could identify some individuals that the team or team leader
should talk to about its innovation challenge to get their perspective. Finally, the team should
consider pilot studies it could run, or prototypes it could build to answer some of those key
questions. Try to identify some experiments that might answer “what if” questions about the
team's innovation challenge. The team leader should involve the team as much as possible in
observing, networking, or experimenting as it searches for a solution to its challenge.
The team should then repeat the process. Improving discovery skills requires building new
habits. This takes time, practice, and self-discipline. The innovative leaders we studied were
often very conscious that they set the example by modeling behavior for others. A. G. Lafley,
former chairman and CEO of Procter & Gamble, recognized the need to be an in innovative
leader. “Lafley always gets out in market places and wants consumer interactions,” says Gil
Cloyd, a member of his top management team and former chief technology officer. “He's
genuinely curious about it. This becomes important because it's not just role modeling of
something you'd like, but it's an infectious curiosity to discover how we can provide an ever
more delightful experience for our consumers” (Dyer et al. 2011, 179). Lafley also showed that
innovation is not an individual game, but in the end, a powerful team effort. “You remember the
times when nobody knew what to do and you came through with something that people didn't
think you could come through with or when you create something that people didn't think could

be created,” Lafley observed. “When this happens in our company, it's never one person. It's
always a group… Getting everybody in the same boat, rolling in the same direction, that is
really what is fun. Especially when you win” (Dyer et al. 2011, 180). To encourage leader
modeling of innovative behaviors, the OD practitioner may need to initially educate team
leaders about the key concepts regarding innovation and help them practice innovative
behaviors.

Create a Safe Space for Others to Innovate
Having the team leader lead by example lays the foundation for what is arguably the most
difficult part of leading innovative teams—creating a safe, encouraging space for others to
innovate. Researchers call this creating “psychological safety,” a condition in which team
members are more willing to express opinions, acknowledge mistakes, and have confidence
that they can engage in risky, learning-related behaviors without punishment (Edmondson
1999). Leaders of innovative teams possess a rare talent: They somehow establish a sense of
psychological safety so that people feel empowered to produce insights with impact. “If you
foster an environment where people's ideas can be heard,” says AZUL and JetBlue founder
David Neeleman, “things naturally come up” (Neeleman 2007).
How do leaders create a safe space for others to innovate? First, they inspire team members to
show the courage to innovate by asking for game-changing ideas. Just ask! Asking people to be
creative legitimizes the generation of original—even wild and crazy—ideas. We've seen this
first-hand when watching graduate student teams come up with solutions to a business problem
facing a company. In most cases, an easy way to cultivate more innovative solutions is to give
the assignment and say, “Be creative in your solution. I'm looking for something innovative.”
We get far more innovative solutions when we ask than when we do not.
Second, creating a team culture that encourages questions can make a big difference in
establishing psychological safety. At Southwest Airlines, Herb Kelleher was known for
creating an innovation safe space by soliciting challenging questions from direct reports. “I just
watch, I listen,” he says. “And, I want them to ask me tough questions” (Kelleher 2003).
Third, encouraging and supporting team members to engage not only in questioning, but also in
observing, networking, and experimenting activities helps establish psychological safety. This
means not only giving team members time to engage in those activities, but applauding what
they learn by doing so. Building psychological safety happens interaction by interaction,
moment by moment, one-on-one as well as with the entire team. Leaders should ask themselves
honestly whether they applaud and support others' innovative behaviors. Research shows that
out of 60 new product ideas that are generated, only about one or two will eventually get to
market. Hence, failure is a common experience of teams that are trying to innovate. Thus, the
leader must continually encourage, challenge, and support those who try new ideas, even when
they are not successful.
In our work with executives around the world, we often ask large groups, “Do you get as
excited about others' ideas and achievements as you do about your own?” More often than not,

about half the hands go up in the room. Then, we ask a tougher version of the question, “Do you
get more excited about others' ideas and achievements than you do about your own?” Far fewer
hands go up for this question. Yet enthusiasm for others' ideas remains a fundamental condition
for our teams to feel “safe” in our presence.

Building a Team with Complementary Skills and
Expertise
Innovative teams work best when comprised of people with complementary skills in two
areas. First, the team needs complementary innovation and execution skills to effectively
generate novel ideas as well as implement them. Second, it helps immeasurably if team
membership reflects a complementary set of functional skills—different types of expertise.
Innovation design firm IDEO's substantial experience designing innovative teams recommends
the importance of complementary expertise among members in understanding human factors
(the desirability of an innovative idea), technical factors (the technical feasibility of an
innovative idea), and business factors (the business viability and profitability of an innovative
idea).

Complementary Innovation and Execution Skills
Effective leaders of innovative teams understand their personal strengths and weaknesses with
regard to innovation and execution and strategically balance their weaknesses with other
people's strengths. For example, during the highly successful 1990–2005 run at Dell Computer,
Michael Dell engaged in a frequent tug of war between discovery and delivery with then
president Kevin Rollins. “Kevin gave me a toy bulldozer driven by a little girl with a huge
smile on her face,” Dell recalled. “Sometimes, I'll get really excited about an idea and just
start driving it. Kevin put the bulldozer on my desk, and it's a signal to me to say ‘wait a
second, I need to push it a little more and think through it for some others and kind of slow
down on this great idea that I'm working on.’ I gave Kevin a Curious George stuffed animal.
The Curious George is for Kevin to ask questions, to be a little more inquisitive. We don't use
them that much, but they're subtle little jokes between us” (Dell 2004).
The takeaway from this story is that teams that innovate successfully need the ability to
generate novel ideas and the ability to execute on those ideas. Both skill sets are necessary.
Smart leaders know this and consciously think about team composition—making sure the team
is balanced enough in terms of discovery and delivery skills. Figure 16.1 shows discovery and
delivery skills temporarily “in balance” on a team. Sometimes discovery skills should weigh
more heavily on a team or throughout an organization (particularly during the founding stage of
an organization or if the team is charged with product development or other business
development tasks), while, at other times, delivery skills are relatively more important and
those skills should be given greater weight (during the growth or mature stage of a business, or
in functional areas related to operations and finance).

Figure 16.1 Balancing Innovation and Execution Skills

Complementary Human, Technical, and Business Expertise
Making sure that innovative teams possess complementary innovation and execution skills
matters, but we learned that making teams multidisciplinary—comprised of individuals with
deep expertise in different disciplines—matters even more when it comes to innovation. To
illustrate this idea, consider how IDEO, the hottest innovation design firm in the world (they've
won twice as many Industrial Design Excellence Awards as any other firm) staffs innovation
design teams.
In general, IDEO tries to create multidisciplinary teams comprised of individuals who are “T”
shaped in terms of expertise: deep in at least one area of expertise with shallow expertise in
multiple knowledge domains. The deep area of expertise often falls in one of three domains
that they call “human factors,” “technical factors,” or “business factors.” First, they like to
have a “human factors” expert on a product or service design team, someone with a
background in one of the behavioral sciences like cognitive psychology or anthropology. This
person's role is to provide insight into the desirability of a new product (or service) from the
user's perspective. The human factors person orchestrates in-depth observations of customers
to understand customers' latent needs and wants and to acquire deep user empathy. For
example, when designing a product or service for people in wheelchairs, the human factors
person might make sure that folks on the team spend a day a week in a wheelchair,
experiencing the world as someone confined to a wheelchair. By gaining insight and empathy
into the user experience, the human factors person brings insight into the desirability of an
innovative new design. This perspective is particularly important in early stages of designing a
new product or service.
The “technical factors” person brings deep expertise in various technologies that the team
might employ in the design of a new product or service. This person likely comes from an
engineering or science background. This expertise is important for the team to understand what
technologies are feasible for use in a particular new product or service design. Technical

expertise is particularly critical after the user's needs have been clearly identified (the “job to
be done”) and the team is searching for and deciding which technologies might provide the
optimal solution.
Finally, the “business factors” person brings the business expertise necessary to figure out
whether an innovative new product or service design will prove viable in the market. This
person likely has a business background, such as a master's degree in business administration
(MBA) with expertise in operations, marketing, or finance. Naturally, this expertise becomes
critical in the later stages of the innovation process when a team must figure out the optimal
way to manufacture, distribute, promote, and price the product for profitability.
In summary, effective innovation teams at IDEO possess the necessary complementary
expertise to figure out how to create a product or service that is desirable, feasible, and viable.
This requires multifunctional expertise within the innovation team. Most organizations attack
problems within functional silos—which means those on the team bring limited perspectives to
the problem.

Team Processes That Encourage Innovation
The final piece of the team innovation puzzle is having team processes that encourage—even
require—team members to question, observe, network, and experiment in search of new ideas.
Research on successful innovators shows that they engage in those four behaviors more than
noninnovators (Dyer, Gregersen, and Christensen 2008). Not surprisingly, the same is true for
innovative teams. Beyond diverse team composition, IDEO founder David Kelley attributes
IDEO's success at innovating to its team processes. “We're experts on the process of how you
design stuff,” Kelley says. “We don't care if you give us a toothbrush, a tractor, a space shuttle,
a chair; we want to figure out how to innovate by applying our process” (Nightline 1999).
So what team processes does IDEO rely on to innovate? Not surprisingly, IDEO teams start
with a questioning process, move to observing and networking processes to gather data about
their initial questions, and conclude with an experimenting process where innovative ideas
emerge and evolve through rapid prototyping. These processes stood out in the now famous
Dateline TV episode that shows an IDEO team redesigning a shopping cart. Today IDEO takes
the same approach in their quest for more innovative products and services with a variety of
clients. For example, these processes formed the core of IDEO's work with Zyliss, a maker of
kitchen products, to completely redesign its kitchen gadget line from cheese graters to pizza
cutters and mandolines (slicers).

Process 1: Questioning
The IDEO project team begins its quest for an innovative cheese grater (or pizza cutter, or
mandoline) by asking a series of diverse questions to better understand the problems
associated with using traditional cheese graters. “What are the problems with cheese graters?
What don't people like about existing cheese graters? How important is safety? What other
things do people want to grate with a cheese grater? Who are the ‘extreme users’ of cheese

graters (highly skilled and highly unskilled users) and how do their needs differ?” As far as
kitchen gadgets go, extreme users are cooks and chefs (those using kitchen gadgets for hours
each day) as well as those who are first-time or rare users of kitchen gadgets, such as college
students, children, or the elderly.
This initial process has been referred to by Dyer et al. (2011) in The Innovator's DNA as
“Question Storming,” a method to ensure that teams ask questions about a problem before
jumping to offer solutions. At IDEO, they not only ask lots of questions, but they put them on
small Post-it notes so they can easily rearrange and prioritize them. As Matt Adams, product
design director at IDEO told us, “By having the right questions, it becomes clearer how you
might go about answering those questions.” Then, IDEO teams have a much better sense of
“what to ask, how to ask it, and what kinds of people to ask” as they move to the next
processes: observing and networking.

Process 2: Observing
This phase involves sending the IDEO design team out into the field where they observe and
document the customer experience first-hand. “Our process is to go in and try to really
understand the people that you are designing for,” says Kelley. “We try and look for a latent
customer need, a need that's not been seen before or expressed in some way.” So the Zyliss
team spent hours observing various product users, particularly extreme users, in Germany,
France, and the United States trying to intuit what they're thinking and feeling. They took photos
and videos of customers using kitchen gadgets to document what they noticed.
Through observations, the team captured many problems with using traditional kitchen gadgets.
For example, they saw that traditional cheese graters easily clogged, were hard to clean, and
often required considerable dexterity to be used safely. They noticed that the mandoline, a
slicer well-beloved by advanced cooks, presented severe safety hazards due to extremely
sharp blades that were often exposed.
During these observations, they look for ways to optimize ergonomics (ease of use),
cleanability, and functionality. For example, to optimize ergonomics, they carefully observe
hand and arm movements to make subtle adjustments in handle shape or tool angle for
tremendous ergonomic benefit.

Process 3: Networking
As IDEO team members observe, they also talk to as many product users as they can about the
kitchen gadgets they are using. In particular, they want to visit with users while they are
operating a particular kitchen gadget because this is when users are most likely to offer ideas
or insights about the things they like and hate about it. They especially like to talk to “experts”
(e.g., chefs; stay-at-home cooks) because they are the most demanding and difficult-to-please
users and often have great suggestions for product improvements.
Through these unscripted conversations, IDEO team members gain critical insights for
designing novel kitchen gadgets. They're trying to gain deep empathy to the point that they can

champion a particular user, such as a chef. They come to understand what she loves, what her
challenges are, and what's important so they can share that person's story later with other team
members. Peter Killman, a project leader at IDEO, says that during the observing and
networking phase, IDEO teams “go out to the four corners of the earth and come back with the
golden keys of innovation” (Nightline 1999). Those keys help unlock the doors to innovative
ideas.

Process 4: Brainstorming Solutions and Associating: The Deep
Dive
The next phase involves bringing all of the insights acquired through observation and
interviews back to a brainstorming session that IDEO calls a “Deep Dive.” During the Deep
Dive brainstorming session, everyone openly shares all of the knowledge acquired during the
data collection phase. It is basically a storytelling session with lots of details about individual
lives where they capture insights, observations, quotes, and details and share photos, videos,
and notes.
The team leader or OD practitioner facilitates the discussion, but there are no real titles or
hierarchy at IDEO—status comes from coming up with the best ideas, and everyone gets an
equal opportunity to talk. After the ideas are shared, the team starts to brainstorm design
solutions to the problems they have witnessed. To actively support associational thinking
during the brainstorming phase, IDEO maintains a “Tech Box” at every office (full of a
fantastic range of odd, unrelated things from model rockets to slinkies). Many items are often
spread in view of the team to stimulate creative thinking as they brainstorm innovative product
designs.

Process 5: Prototyping (Experimenting)
The final phase is “rapid prototyping” where the designers build working models of the best
kitchen gadget ideas that emerge from the brainstorming session. Kelley argues that prototyping
is critical: “You know the expression ‘a picture is worth a thousand words.’ Well if a picture is
worth a thousand words, then a prototype is worth about a million words… Prototyping is
really a way of getting the iterative nature of this design going through feedback from others. If
you build a prototype, other people will help you” (Kelley, 2006). IDEO takes its kitchen
gadget prototypes to a variety of different product users—from chefs to college students to
children—for feedback. For example, the new cheese grater design has a large drum to grate
cheese as it rolls and can grate more cheese (or chocolate or nuts) with less cranking. An
optimized, clog-resistant tooth pattern provides maximum grating with minimal resistance for
older users and people with small hands. The foldable and opposable hand crank makes for
more efficient drawer storage, and for easier use by right- and left-handed users. These
innovations get refined with each new prototype because they “build to think and think to
build,” as Matt Adams, IDEO consultant, put it (Adams 2010). Taking the prototype out for a
test drive is the fastest way to get great feedback on new product ideas.
Finally, IDEO teams follow a set of guiding principles that give them the courage to innovate.

Among these philosophies, which are posted in their work spaces, are: “Fail often to succeed
sooner,” “Encourage wild ideas,” and “Build on the ideas of others.” “You have to have some
wild ideas,” claims Kelley. “And, then you build on those wild ideas to build a really
innovative idea” (Nightline 1999). As mentioned earlier, a critical step in leading an
innovative team is to ask them to be creative. By asking for creative and wild ideas, you
legitimize it. That way people don't have to worry about being shot down for a “wild” idea.

Summary
Mahatma Gandhi once suggested that each of us “be the change you want to see in the world.”
Is the team leader seen as someone who contributes to innovation? Or, do team members see
the leader mostly admonishing others to innovate? When it comes to innovation and creating
highly innovative teams, doing what innovators do—as a leader—gains much greater traction
than talking about it. Given the importance of leadership in team innovation, the role of the OD
practitioner is to train team leaders and members in the innovation model we have discussed in
this chapter and encourage the team to experiment with the various activities that encourage
innovation. Organizations like IDEO have been successful at innovating as a result of
implementing these techniques in their teams.
Without question, the most effective innovation leaders are good at questioning, observing,
networking, and experimenting (Dyer et al. 2011). They lead by example and can mentor and
coach others because they are capable innovators. But even if team leaders are not particularly
skilled at innovating, they can still lead an innovative team if they understand how innovation
happens at the individual and team level. The OD practitioner as a mentor and coach can help
the team leader implement these practices, monitor the team's innovative behaviors, and help
the team set benchmarks to track its performance in regards to innovation. Furthermore, the OD
practitioner can encourage team leaders to select team members with complementary
discovery and execution skills (as well as multidisciplinary expertise) to ensure that novel
ideas can be generated and executed. And the OD practitioner can help to establish processes
in the team that encourage and support team members in questioning, observing, networking,
and experimenting. Finally, it requires establishing a culture that creates psychological safety
on the team—where team members trust that they can throw out wild ideas, experiment, and
take risks without retribution as we have described in the case of IDEO. While certain teams
might have the skills and ability to create a culture that fosters innovation, we have found that a
skilled OD practitioner can be an invaluable resource to any team and team leader who wants
to implement the strategies for innovation that we have outlined in this chapter.

Discussion Questions
1. Why are some teams unable to be as innovative as they would like to be?
2. Which of the five innovation skills—questioning, observing, networking, experimenting,
associative thinking—are most important? How can OD practitioners help teams develop
each of these skills?

3. How can OD practitioners encourage team leaders to be more innovative in their approach
to managing their teams? How might the practitioner help the team in general to be more
innovative?

Resources
Dyer Team Building Assessment: www.josseybass.com/go/dyerteamassessments
Becoming a World Class Innovator: www.innovatorsdna.com
IDEO: Helping Organizations Innovate: www.ideo.com/
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Chapter Seventeen
Transformation and Change in Large Systems
Thomas G. Cummings and Ann E. Feyerherm
Organization development (OD) interventions can help large systems change themselves to
keep pace with the challenges of rapidly changing and highly competitive environments.
Building an organization capable of change and agility or creating a network organization
comprised of different organizations that join together to tackle complex problems are both
examples. This chapter describes a coherent set of OD practices for large systems, which
generally proceed from assessment and action planning to change implementation. It defines
interventions in large systems, describes their characteristics, and presents examples of these
change methods.

Defining Transformation and Change in Large Systems
OD interventions in large systems involve changes in organizational entities that are relatively
large in size (e.g., members, budget, or sales), such as a large global firm or government
agency, one of their major divisions, or an alliance they might enter with other organizations.
These change programs include significant transformations in large systems' character and
performance. The character of a large system includes the pattern of exchanges between the
system and its environment as well as the design of the system's internal structures, processes,
and procedures for producing products or services. The performance of a large system
concerns how effective and efficient those outcomes are produced, which can include
measures such as productivity, return on investment, environmental impact, and employee
satisfaction and retention. A large system's character directly affects its performance.
Performance is likely to be high when exchanges between the system and its environment are
effective and the system's internal-design features fit together and mutually reinforce strategic
behavior (Mohrman et al. 1990).
Figure 17.1 illustrates the two basic features of a large system's character: system-environment
relations and internal-design components. The figure relies heavily on open-systems theory,
which views systems as embedded in a larger environment (Cummings and Worley 2015). The
environment provides the system with inputs (such as raw materials) that are converted by
transformation processes (such as manufacturing technologies) into outcomes (such as products
and services). The environment also provides feedback on how well the system is performing.
The system's transformation processes include several interrelated design components. A key
concept in open-systems theory is congruency or alignment among these components (Ritson,
Johansen, and Osborne 2012). They must fit and work together to attain the most effective
results (Hanna 1988). Large-system interventions generally change most if not all of the design
components to assure that they are aligned with each other to increase system performance
(Macy, Bliese, and Norton 1994). These changes are transformational because they

fundamentally alter the large system's character.

Figure 17.1 Model of a Large System
The open-systems model applies to different levels within a large system as well as the entire
system. It is appropriate for large-system change because a system's components must be
viewed with the total system in mind. The system provides the overriding logic for organizing
its components so they motivate and reinforce behavior in a particular strategic direction.
Large-system interventions seek to improve the two main features of a system's character: the
system-environment relationship (how well the system interacts with its environment) and the
fit among the internal-design components (how well the design components mutually reinforce
strategic behavior). Large-system interventions directly influence the system's character which,
in turn, affects its performance. The two features of a large-system's character are defined next,
and then examples of large-system interventions are described.

System-Environment Relationship
The system-environment relationship is defined as the fit or congruence between the system's
inputs and its design components. The key inputs include strategy and environment.
Strategy defines how a large system will use its resources to gain a competitive advantage in
the environment (Hill and Jones 2004). It includes choices about which functions the system
will perform, which products or services it will produce, and which markets and populations
it will serve. Strategy defines the relevant environment within which the large system chooses
to compete (Porter 1985).

The environment consists of those external elements and forces that affect a large system's
ability to achieve its strategic objectives. The environment includes suppliers, customers,
competitors, and regulators. It also includes cultural, political, technical, and economic forces.
Environments range along a continuum from static to dynamic (Emery and Trist 1965). A
dynamic environment changes rapidly and unpredictably. It requires large-system strategies
and designs that are different from those appropriate in a static environment. System members
need to assess their environment in order to plan a large-system intervention.

Internal-Design Components
In addition to the system-environment relationship, a large system's performance depends on
the alignment among its design components. The following five design components are shown
in Figure 17.1: technology, structure, feedback systems, performance-management systems, and
culture.
Technology includes the methods a large system uses to convert raw materials into products or
services. It involves production methods, equipment, and work flow. Lean manufacturing and
total-quality processes, such as statistical process control, also are part of technology.
Structure is the way in which a large system divides tasks into departments or groups and
coordinates them for overall task achievement. Alternative structures can be differentiated by
function (such as engineering, manufacturing, and sales), by product and service (such as
detergents, food, and paper), or by a combination of these (a matrix). Structures also can be
based on business processes (such as product development, order fulfillment, and customer
support).
Feedback systems are the methods a large system uses to gather, assess, and disseminate
information relevant to its performance. Management information systems help a large system
ensure that each of its subunit's activities are consistent with its objectives.
Performance-management systems focus on selecting, developing, and rewarding people.
These systems help shape employees' behavior and activities within a large system. For
example, rewards systems induce people to join, remain, and work toward specific objectives.
They provide employees with incentives for achieving the system's goals.
Culture includes the basic assumptions, values, and norms shared by members of large systems
(Schein 1985). It guides and coordinates members' decisions and behaviors by providing a
shared understanding of what actions are needed for successful performance. Culture is central
among the design components shown in Figure 17.1 because it is so pervasive and embedded
in a large system's design. Thus, it can significantly impact the success or failure of largesystem transformation and change (Cameron and Quinn 2011).
Research suggests that large systems achieve high performance when all five design
components fit with one another and mutually reinforce behaviors needed to achieve the
system's strategic objectives (Daft 2012; Galbraith 2008, 2014). For example, when a large
system's strategy and environment demand innovation and change, its design elements should
promote flexibility and experimentation, such as those found in high-involvement organizations

(Ashton 2000).
While open-systems theory is useful for framing transformation and change in large systems,
complexity theory also can provide insights into these interventions (Vessey and Ward 2013).
Complex systems display characteristics of learning and adaptability, spontaneous selforganizing, and emergent phenomenon from interactions among system members. The inherent
paradox or tension between freedom and control in complex systems can spur creativity and
innovation. Based on complexity theory, large-system interventions seek to create greater
connectivity among system members and significant external stakeholders. This results in
large-system designs that encourage self-organizing, learning, and self-motivation (Brodbeck
2002; Hammer, Edwards, and Tapinos 2012).

Characteristics of Interventions in Large Systems
OD interventions in large systems have the following common features that distinguish them
from other change methods. They are triggered by environmental jolts and internal disruptions
that provoke revolutionary or transformational change. These changes incorporate new
organizing paradigms that significantly alter how the organization is designed and managed.
Large-system interventions are typically led and supported by senior executives. Considerable
organization and personal learning is required to execute the changes. Consequently, multiple
organization levels and large numbers of organization members are involved in planning and
implementing them.
Environmental jolts and internal disruptions can be compelling reasons for large systems to
change. Such interventions generally occur in direct response to at least three kinds of
disturbance (Tushman, Newman, and Romanelli 1986):
1. Industry discontinuities such as dramatic changes in legal, political, economic, and
technological conditions.
2. Changes in a product's life cycle that require different business strategies.
3. Internal system dynamics such as changes in size, strategy, or leadership.
These disruptions jolt a large system at a basic level, and if identified correctly during
diagnosis, can provide the strong “felt need” necessary to embark on large-system change.
OD interventions in large systems involve changes that dramatically reshape the system. Such
changes generally transform all of the system's design components. Although evolutionary
changes that fine-tune a large system also can occur, the primary focus is revolutionary change
(Zeid 2014). Most interventions in large systems attempt to restructure or redefine the system.
The goal is to create commitment-based systems that are better suited to adapt to rapidly
changing conditions than the old compliance-based systems. Commitment-based systems have
the following mutually reinforcing elements:
Lean and flexible structures
Information and decision making diffused throughout the system

Decentralized teams and subunits accountable for specific products, services, processes,
or customers
Participative management and teamwork
Strong customer orientation
Commitment to quality concepts and practices
A large system's senior executives must lead and take an active role in these interventions
(Kotter and Cohen 2014; Winn 2013). Change leadership in large systems generally involves
the following essential capabilities (Feyerherm and Parker 2011; Metcalf and Benn 2013):
1. Understands complexity. The complexity of large-system change is often accompanied by
paradox and tension that leaders must psychologically, cognitively, and behaviorally
address (Peters 2012). When paradox and tension are handled skillfully, innovation and
learning can emerge.
2. Engages groups of stakeholders. Since transformation in large systems involves multiple
stakeholders, leaders need to know how to engage with them to enable shared leadership
and commitment to change (Mayfield 2014).
3. Manages emotions. Change in large systems is often unsettling, and leaders need to
manage their own emotions and help others to do so as well (Foltin and Keller 2012).
The problem solving and innovation necessary to change large systems require considerable
system and personal learning (Brown 2012; Mohrman and Cummings 1989; Senge et al. 1999;
Shani and Docherty 2008). Learning helps to manage the uncertainty involved in
transformational change by bringing new information to the system and providing a
constructive element of control. Unlearning old ways is equally important as people's
traditional values, worldviews, and behaviors are challenged and replaced with new ones.
Because members spend considerable time and effort learning how to change themselves, large
systems need to create norms and practices that support learning for the entire system.
OD interventions in large systems require considerable involvement and commitment from
members throughout the system. Consequently, everyone or at least a cross section of the
system needs to be involved in planning and implementing change (Haggroth 2013). Ideally,
this includes getting all system members or their representatives in the same room at the same
time. As members of the large system directly communicate and interact with each other, they
can begin to understand the issues confronting the system and to devise better responses to
them. Methods for bringing members of large systems together for change are called largegroup interventions (Bunker and Alban 1996; Worley, Mohrman, and Nevitt 2011). These
include techniques such as conference boards, future searches, open space technology, and
Appreciative Inquiry; each having its own proponents and rhythm. The values and assumptions
that underlie these large-group interventions include beliefs that people in the system have the
capacity to self-organize, that perception becomes reality, and the system needs to be seen in
its entirety. While pragmatically having all members of a large system in the room at the same
time may be difficult if not impossible to accomplish, at least representatives of all relevant

stakeholders should be included.

Examples of Selected Interventions in Large Systems
OD interventions in large systems generally fall into two categories: those that create changes
in the system-environment relationship and those that reshape the internal-design components
of a large system. Examples of both interventions are presented in the following sections.
Interventions in System-Environment Relationship
Two OD interventions that change system-environment relationships are dynamic strategymaking and network organizations.
Dynamic strategy-making. Fast-paced environments require rapid strategic responses. Yet,
conventional approaches for planning and executing strategy are highly formal, detailed, and
time consuming and often create obstacles to quick thinking and action. Dynamic strategymaking is a type of OD intervention aimed at overcoming the problems with traditional
strategic planning. It provides large systems with the capability to strategize continuously and
to execute quickly (Greiner and Cummings 2009). It enables them to engage effectively with
rapidly changing environments.
Dynamic strategy-making treats the content (the what) and the process (the how) of strategymaking as inseparable, integrating them to create strategies that are relevant and
implementable. Dynamic strategy-making forges a strong link between strategy and execution,
addressing them together rather than separately. It builds strategy-making and implementation
into the design of the system—its structure, systems, and culture—so strategic behaviors are
constantly directed and reinforced.
Dynamic strategy-making involves large system members directly in creating strategic content
—what the system intends to do to achieve specific outcomes in a particular market.
Determining strategic content involves two broad activities. The first is strategic assessment,
which involves collecting and analyzing data about the system and its environment to inform
strategic choice. The system is diagnosed to identify core capabilities and resources; the
environment is scanned to discover opportunities where the system can gain competitive
advantage. Based on this assessment, the second activity involves drafting a statement of
strategic direction. It includes the business model for how the system will gain competitive
advantage and the strategic goals that will direct and motivate members' behavior. The
statement also contains guidelines for structuring the system's activities, and an action plan for
implementing strategic initiatives.
Dynamic strategy-making also addresses strategic process—those activities used to create,
execute, and update strategic content. Choices about process can powerfully affect whether
strategic content is relevant, timely, and accepted throughout the large system. Strategic
process identifies the key stakeholders who should be involved in strategy-making and
organizes their interaction and decision making. It includes two key issues. The first has to do
with strategic leadership and change, which are essential for guiding strategy-making and

making sure the strategy is enacted effectively throughout the system. Strategic leaders show
behaviorally how to create the strategy and make it happen. They hold themselves and others
accountable for changing the system to enact the strategy and to keep it up to date.
The second issue involves guided involvement, which helps members rapidly assess the
system and its environment, share their knowledge and experience, and choose the right
strategic direction. Guided involvement is generally carried out by OD practitioners with
skills and experience in both the content and process of strategy-making. They help large
systems involve key stakeholders in strategy-making, facilitate their interactions and choices,
and encourage wider understanding and commitment to the strategic content throughout the
system. In Chapter 18, you will be introduced to the SOAR framework and approach, which is
one way to build and execute dynamic strategy.
Network organizations. An OD practitioner can use network concepts to help large systems
join in partnerships with other large systems to solve problems and perform tasks that are too
complex and multisided for single systems to handle alone (Boje and Hillon 2008; Chisholm
2008; Cummings 1984; Gray 1989). Typically called network organizations, these multiorganization partnerships are used increasingly to respond to the complexities of today's
dynamic environments (Steele and Feyerherm 2014). Examples include joint ventures, research
and development consortia, public-private partnerships, and customer-supplier networks. Four
basic types of networks have been identified: an internal market network, a vertical market
network, an inter-market network, and an opportunity network (Chisholm 2008; Halal 1994).
The opportunity network tends to be the most loosely coupled, nonhierarchical, and underorganized. Consequently, it requires large-system interventions that help members recognize
the need for such partnerships and develop mechanisms for organizing their joint efforts.
OD interventions to create and develop network organizations generally follow four stages that
are characteristic of planned change in under-organized settings: identification, convention,
organization, and evaluation.
In the identification stage, an OD practitioner helps organization members identify potential
network members. The organization or person that is motivated to form a networked
organization generally takes the lead, which is key in the early stages. The main activities
include determining criteria for membership and identifying organizations that meet them. Often
a network of leaders from different organizations emerges, which mimics the characteristics of
the network.
In the convention stage, OD practitioners bring potential members together to assess the
feasibility of forming a network organization. At this point, the potential members evaluate the
costs and benefits of forming, and determine an appropriate task definition. Key activities in
this stage include reconciling members' self-interests with those of the network and working
through differences.
In the organization stage, the network takes shape. Members organize themselves for task
performance by creating key roles and structures. Legal obligations and member rights are
determined at this point.

In the evaluation stage, the OD practitioner gives network members feedback about their
performance so they can start identifying and resolving problems. The members assess how the
network is working and how it can be improved.

Interventions in Internal-Design Components
This section describes two interventions that reshape the internal-design components of a large
system so they fit better with the system's strategy and with one another. These interventions
are culture change and built-to-change organizations. They transform most of the large system
design components.

Culture Change
While there is some debate on the possibility of changing a system's culture, most would agree
that culture plays a central role in system functioning and performance (Schein 2011). Culture
is the unique pattern of assumptions, values, and norms that guide system members in how to
solve problems, perform tasks, and interact with each other and with key elements of the
environment such as suppliers, customers, and government regulators. Culture is the outcome
of social learning and emerges from past decisions and behaviors that have proved successful
for system performance and become part of the system's values and norms. Because culture is
deep-seated and taken for granted, it is difficult to change. Thus, it can be a liability when a
system's environment is rapidly changing and past practices and behaviors are no longer
effective (Schein 2010). It is not surprising, then, that culture change is a compelling
intervention in today's fast-paced world.
Changing the culture of a large system commonly starts with an assessment of the existing
culture to determine how well it fits with the system's strategy and environment. This can be
accomplished with culture surveys, such as Cameron and Quinn's (2011) survey based on
typical archetypes of system culture. Similarities and differences in survey responses might
reveal the strength of a culture or the existence of subcultures within the system. Another
approach relies on interviews and focus groups (Schein 2010), which seek to tap into
members' strongly held assumptions and values.
Culture change also requires a widely shared vision of the system's strategic direction and
what values and norms are needed to support it. This provides a clear path for members to
follow as changing a culture can feel like the ground is shifting below. Top management is
responsible for leading culture change and consequently must be committed to the change and
visibly enact the values and norms that are espoused for the new culture. Chatman (2014)
provides a cogent example of culture change at Genetech, outlining the kind of leadership that
is needed for implementation success. Also, since culture is intertwined with the other
components of system design, such as reward systems, human resource practices, structure, and
information processes, these components may need to be changed to align with the new cultural
values and norms. Such fit with the other design components is essential for a new culture to
“take hold.” Finally, since culture is embedded in members' thoughts and feelings, one of the

most effective ways to change culture is to identify and recruit people who fit the new culture
or can easily be socialized into it. Training and developing existing members also can help
culture change, though changing entrenched thoughts and habits can be difficult.

Building Systems for Change and Agility
Several OD interventions are aimed at creating large systems that are capable of constant
change and agile performance (Lawler and Worley 2006; Worley, Williams, and Lawler 2014).
Their design components and managerial practices all work together to encourage and
reinforce change and agility. These large system designs contrast with traditional designs that
support stability and reliability, a recipe for failure in a fast-paced world. Large systems that
are built for change and agility can compete in rapidly changing environments in which
constant change is essential for success. They also can achieve sustainably managed
performance (Lawler and Worley 2011).
Large systems that are built for change and agility include the following design features: talent
management practices that select quick learners and provide them with constant training and
development; reward systems tied to change goals and continuous learning; flat, lean structures
that promote flexibility and innovation; transparent information systems that move information
rapidly to where it is needed; and shared leadership that disperses power and control
throughout the organization. Developing these features can be a daunting task, especially for
large systems that have been designed for stability. The following interventions can help them
gain change and agility capabilities (Lawler and Worley 2006):
Create a Change-Friendly Identity. This addresses the core values, norms, and beliefs
shared by system members, who can either hinder or support change. Existing values and
norms are surfaced, assessed for their relevance to change and agility, and appropriate
adjustments are made. Attention is directed at creating values and norms that help members
see change and agility as necessary and natural.
Pursue Proximity. This helps the system get closer to current and possible future
environments by focusing outward to gain a clearer picture of environmental demands and
opportunities. Scenarios of possible and desired future environments are developed, and a
strategy for moving the system and its environment in the favored direction is developed.
Build an Orchestration Capability. This helps the system build its own change and agility
capability. It develops members' change management skills, creates a design and change
function into the system, and helps members learn how to apply their change capability by
engaging in system changes and agile performances and reflecting on that experience.
Establish Strategic Adjustment as a Normal Condition. This helps large systems
constantly work at changing and coordinating all of their design components to fit changing
conditions. It includes empowering members to make relevant decisions, giving them the
necessary skills and knowledge, sharing information widely, and measuring and rewarding
the right things.
Seek Virtuous Spirals. This helps large systems constantly develop their change

capabilities to create even better system designs and competitive strategies. This results in
a series of competitive advantages as large systems improve their capabilities and designs
to take advantage of emerging prospects.

Summary
Today's organizations are facing unprecedented levels of complexity and uncertainty that
require continuous change in how they are designed and managed. Transformation in large
systems can affect all aspects and components of the system. It is led by senior executives and
can involve all levels of the organization and many members in planning and implementing the
changes. An important consideration for OD practitioners is to diagnose what intervention is
most appropriate for a particular large system. Some large-system interventions relate the
organization to its environment (such as dynamic strategy-making and organization networks)
while others are directed at internal design components (such as culture change and building
systems for change and agility). Changing a significant aspect or component of a large system
will have implications for the entire system; thus it is essential to plan how a large-system
intervention may cascade throughout the system.

Discussion Questions
1. In what ways does transformation and change in large systems differ from change in small
systems such as leader-subordinate dyads or work teams?
2. What special knowledge and skills are needed to practice OD in large systems?
3. OD has traditionally been applied within a particular system. Large system change may
require interventions that go beyond the system's boundaries to influence parts of the
environment. What are the challenges of moving beyond the system?
4. It has often been said that large systems cannot rely on outside experts to transform and
change them but must build their own change capability within the system. What does this
mean for large systems? What does it mean for OD practitioners?

Resources
The Center for Effective Organizations at the Marshall School of Business, University of
Southern California: http://ceo.usc.edu/
The Change Leaders Network: http://changeleadersnetwork.com/
Strategy & Business: The Agility Factor: www.strategy-business.com/article/00188?pg=all
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Chapter Eighteen
SOAR
Building Strategic Capacity
Jacqueline M. Stavros and Patricia Malone
Strategy should be more fluid, generative, and dynamic to make a positive impact. This
suggests a perspective of strategy that requires organizations to build strategic capacity.
Strategic capacity is “the ability of an organization to obtain its vision, mission, and goals,
ultimately leading to its sustainability. In short, strategic capacity is a deeply embedded ability
that enables an organization to bridge the gap between its current performance and its
potential” (Malone 2010, 8). Malone researched strategic capacity and the impact of the
SOAR framework on building strategic capacity.
SOAR is “a profoundly positive approach that allows an organization to construct its future
through collaboration, shared understanding, and a commitment to action” (Stavros and
Hinrichs 2009, 3). The SOAR acronym stands for strengths, opportunities, aspirations, and
results. SOAR is best understood as a strengths-based framework with a participatory
approach to strategic thinking, planning, and leading “that allows an organization's
stakeholders to co-construct and execute its future through collaboration, shared understanding,
and a commitment to action” (3). SOAR is a generative framework that supports and
accelerates building strategic capacity, ultimately transforming individuals and organizations
(Malone 2010; Stavros 2013).
This chapter starts with a brief historical perspective of strategy and highlights the connection
between organization development (OD) and strategy. Next, we present what SOAR is,
examples of SOAR applications, and how to apply SOAR. Then, we share an illustration of
SOAR at a global consumer products organization that resulted in a positive transformation
with impactful results. SOAR has been used by hundreds of small and large organizations
throughout the world to support strategy generation, strategic planning, and implementation.

Strategy—A Historical Perspective
Over time, strategy research evolved from studying strategic planning and implementation
processes to the configurations and strategic positioning of organizations. By thinking about
organizations as configurations, strategy researchers began to explore the structuring of
mutually supporting and interrelated practices in an organization that enable it to achieve
internal harmony and adapt to the external environment (Miller and Mintzberg 1984). As the
configuration perspective of strategic management matured, other strategy researchers began to
focus more on the content of strategy and how organizations use strategy for positioning within
an industry. Michael Porter's classic 1980 book, Competitive Strategy, became the focal point

for this positioning perspective by looking at how industry forces shape an organization's
strategy. From this viewpoint, the market structure and the desire to find a niche within an
industry dictates the positioning of strategy and structure, and this determines an organization's
performance (Hofer and Schendel 1978).
Embedded in these various schools of strategy research is the idea that strategy is a rational,
leadership-driven process that should be comprehensive and analytical, involving tasks such
as market research, competitor analysis, and the alignment of internal resources with an
organization's external environment. Moreover, these classical perspectives of strategy created
an artificial dichotomy that segments strategy formulation from strategy implementation by
separating the planners from the doers (Barrett, Cooperrider, and Fry 2005). Yet, researchers
acknowledge that, in practice, strategy formulation and implementation are an intertwined
dynamic process that involves the entire organization (Hart 1992). Furthermore, the
involvement of organizational members beyond the leadership ranks is critical to the success
of the strategy because these are the people responsible for co-creating and executing the
strategy (Hauden 2008; Stavros and Wooten 2012).

Linking Strategy and Organization Development
As the strategy field evolved, OD researchers became interested in integrating the two fields.
OD emerged from research on group dynamics, behavioral sciences, and experiential learning
by the National Training Lab (Cummings and Worley 2005). Research on OD emphasizes
system change in the character and performance of an organization (Cummings and Feyerherm
2010). The character of an organization reflects the pattern of exchanges between the
organization and its environment through the design of internal practices and structures that
produce the organization's desired service or product. An organization's character directly
influences its performance and is measured by outcomes, such as productivity, return on
investment, customer satisfaction, and employee engagement.
OD scholars contend that the blend of their research and practices offers the field of strategic
management a lens for exploring processes associated with formulating, planning, and
implementing strategy from a whole system perspective. Integrating this perspective provides a
dynamic view of strategy-making by emphasizing both the content and process of strategymaking that enables an organization to engage its relevant stakeholders in rapidly changing
environments (Greiner and Cummings 2009; Stavros and Hinrichs 2009). From this blended
lens, strategy-making processes can be designed so that strategic behaviors are
institutionalized throughout the organization by members assessing the environment, sharing
knowledge, identifying strengths and opportunities, and choosing the right direction. This is a
by-product of a learning organization that values the process of strategy-making by listening to
different voices, engaging in reflection, and creating systems to synergistically combine
personal and team mastery for collective strategic action (Barrett et al. 2005).
The foundations of historical perspectives of strategy and OD open the doors to explore
strategy from a positive perspective and provide us with an alternative way of thinking about

framing strategy and strategic conversations by using SOAR. A SOAR-based perspective takes
into account emergent and planned strategies that capitalize on the full human potential within
an organization by engaging the hearts, hands, and minds of its members (Malone 2010).

SOAR
What Is SOAR?
The Appreciative Inquiry (AI) paradigm led to shifting to a new framework to support strategic
analysis, formulation, and planning, leveraging the “S” and “O” from SWOT into SOAR. The
traditional SWOT approach begins with a scan of internal strengths and weaknesses and an
external scan of opportunities and threats. From the recent advances in OD theory, we realized
that any consideration of strengths implicitly considers weaknesses and, similarly,
opportunities are developed in consideration of threats. There is also an intentional shift in
language from problems to possibilities that is subtle yet powerful when engaging in strategic
conversations. Rather than focusing attention on weaknesses and threats directly, organizations
can reframe their perspective to optimize their path toward their highest possible
achievements. SOAR does not ignore an organization's challenges; it reframes them into
possibilities, thus creating a strengths-based opportunity approach to the strategic plan.
SOAR places the focus on finding a strategic fit between positive aspects of internal
environment (strengths) and external environment (opportunities) that invites a dialogue to
continue into aspirations and results. Thus, SOAR was created to help organizations generate
innovations and design strategy around strengths (S) and opportunities (O). The “A” in SOAR
inspires teams to explore their values, vision, and mission statements, and sets of strategic
goals and objectives through discovering their aspirations for their most desirable future and
what is valued from the organization's stakeholders. The “R” element in SOAR connects
strategy formulation and implementation through a focus on measurable and meaningful results.
The SOAR framework provides a flexible approach to strategic thinking, planning, and leading
that invites the whole system (i.e., stakeholders beyond the senior management) into a strategic
planning or strategy process by including relevant stakeholders with a stake in the success of
the organization's future. These stakeholders can be internal (i.e., employees) or external (i.e.,
customers, suppliers, and communities). Utilizing a whole system perspective provides a more
complete picture of how an organization best serves its customers and what its future can
become by considering many different stakeholders' perspectives.

Who Is Using SOAR?
Since 1999, the application of SOAR has offered a wide-range of options to each organization
that has adopted it to help them meet their strategic needs. Organizations' use of SOAR varies
from strategy, strategic planning, coaching, leadership development, team-building, and other
areas. The broad categories of organizations (Types of Organizations) and locations
(Continents) where SOAR has been applied are listed in Table 18.1. This demonstrates robust
nature, flexibility, and the global growth of applications that the SOAR framework has gained

since 1999. Furthermore, organizations are adopting the SOAR framework to be used at
different levels of strategy or strategic conversations including industry-wide, organizationwide, group, and individual.
Table 18.1 SOAR's Application in Types of Organizations and Global Growth
Types of Organizations
For-profit organizations, at every level

Continents
Africa

Non-profit organizations
Governments
Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)

Asia
Australia, New Zealand
Europe

Education: primary, secondary, and higher education North America, South America
SOAR helps organizations create dialogue about how best to build and deliver their unique
value through creating a positive strategy that is now supported by hundreds of case studies on
the benefits of employing the SOAR framework.

How to Use SOAR
SOAR features a disciplined 5-I approach that starts with initiate to helping an organization
inquire into strengths, opportunities, aspirations, and results; imagine its best possible future;
innovate strategies, strategic initiatives, plans, systems, designs, and structures; and inspire the
strategic plan and strategies to create positive results. SOAR uses a whole system
(stakeholder) approach to strategic thinking, planning, and leading (see Figure 18.1).

Figure 18.1 SOAR Framework and 5-I Approach
SOAR asks the questions:
Strengths: What can we build on? What makes us unique?
Opportunities: What are our stakeholders asking for? What are the top three to five
opportunities on which we should focus our efforts?
Aspirations: What do we care deeply about? What are our most compelling aspirations?
Results: How do we know we are succeeding? What are meaningful, measurable results?
These SOAR-based questions and their collective responses can start the journey to understand
the past and present strategic situation and imagine the best future for the organization's
stakeholders. The questions are designed to create positive conversations about strategic
direction and strategy. The key is to make sure stakeholders' voices are represented, and that
there is space and time to inquire, imagine, innovate, and make decisions in the strategic
planning process and its implementation. It has been our experience that a SOAR workshop
can be designed with 10 to hundreds of participants, with sessions that range from a half day to
three days. The differences in these ranges depend on what the organization wants to achieve
as determined in the initiate phase.
A 5-I approach guides the SOAR process: Initiate, Inquire, Imagine, Innovate, and Implement,
which can be used to guide the delivery of the questions highlighted above. Some organizations
use the AI 4-D or 5-D cycle when applying the SOAR framework. The phases are briefly

defined next.
Initiate. How shall we work together? The organization's leadership team or a core strategic
planning team meets to determine how to use SOAR. They identify the relevant stakeholders to
invite and discuss ways to engage stakeholders in and throughout the process.
Inquire. This is a strategic inquiry into values, mission, vision, internal strengths, and external
environment to identify opportunities, and conversations of aspirations and results. This phase
explores the “as is” state of the organization and “might be” of future states of the organization.
Imagine. A dialogue takes place that considers the combination of strengths and opportunities
to create a shared vision that aligns with aspirations. Participants use the power of positive
images of the future as a basis for envisioning actions and results. These images and supporting
dialogue create the inspiration and excitement to fuel strategy, strategic initiatives, plans, and
aligned action.
Innovate. Strategic initiatives are identified and prioritized that may result in new or changed
processes, systems, structures, and culture as required to support the new goals. These changes
are designed by taking advantage of the identified strengths and opportunities to achieve the
aspiration and results.
Implement. Energy, commitment, and tactical plans emerge to implement the new strategic
plan. Implementation involves many people, with different skills and competencies aligned and
working on linked projects. Because the original inquiry and strategic dialogue connects each
person to what to do, why to do it, and how to do it, all participants are more likely to be
motivated to contribute. The rewards can be tangible in terms of a successful result in the
marketplace or in financial returns and also in knowing the work served others in a positive
and meaningful way.
Since SOAR is a framework, it provides the flexibility of application in many different
situations and levels of change. A goal of this section has been to provide you with a new way
of thinking, crafting, planning, and implementing strategy. We have found that creating strategy
from a strengths-based, whole system perspective builds confidence and momentum to move
people forward in an uncertain environment. The following story brings this concept to life.

SOAR: A Positive Transformation
Overview
This story is set within the operations finance function of a division of a large Midwestern
global consumer products manufacturer with $4 billion in sales. This division is responsible
for the manufacture of five different personal product categories across four different brands
representing over $1 billion in sales and 2,000 employees in seven countries.
The operations finance team was experiencing a crisis in performance and leadership in
delivering core financial services such as budgeting, forecasting, reporting, and strategic
analytics to their operations team. A new finance director was brought in to provide strong

leadership in driving an operations finance team transformation. Over a period of 18 months,
the director applied positive organization approaches, including SOAR, Appreciative Inquiry
(AI), lean management, and business process management techniques to build and develop a
team of finance professionals who became strategic business partners and leaders across the
greater consumer products organization.

The Personal Care Division Story
At first, the director concentrated on just getting up to speed on the annual budgeting process
(ABP), which culminates in the setting of new standards. This process was very complex,
involving many people across the division and taking several months to complete. In general,
the ABP appeared to be a free-for-all with few defined responsibilities. Not only were roles
unclear, but the team was experiencing a crisis in both leadership and performance. The
director conducted a requirements gathering exercise that attempted to define the key issues for
the personal care division (PCD) team. She interviewed a number of key operations leaders to
determine what they thought the issues were and their vision of a high-performing finance team.
The feedback was not good regarding performance to date. Key operations leaders wanted (1)
improved business partnering, (2) ability to meet deadlines, (3) greater speed and accuracy in
standards and forecasting, (4) stronger analytics, (5) effective new product development
(NPD) process, (6) greater consistency, (7) proactive reporting and analysis, (8) deeper
understanding of cost drivers, (9) improved capital budgeting process, (10) greater visibility,
(11) opportunities to improve, and finally, (12) a better understanding of the business and
ability to make a meaningful contribution to its strategic competitiveness.
In summary, every finance process was broken, and the stakeholders were unhappy with the
finance team's performance. In addition, the team lacked effective tools for insightful reporting
and analysis. Given this situation, the finance team was unable to successfully serve as a
strategic business partner to the operations team. As a result, the finance team was frustrated
and demoralized.

Whole System Strategic Planning—Learning to SOAR
After the annual ABP was completed, the new director launched a week-long Hoshin
(strategic) planning meeting where she included the entire team (i.e., engaging the whole
system). A key event on the agenda was a quick SOAR using the 5-I approach. A quick SOAR
is basically a half-day to full-day session allowing teams 60 minutes of dialogue for each of
the four SOAR elements (Stavros and Hinrichs 2009). Some quick wins emerged from this
session around the ABP process to build momentum and the finance vision and key strategic
initiatives for the following year. Overall, a great deal of energy, alignment, and trust were
created around what the team wanted to achieve together in the coming year.
SOAR was chosen to build strategic capacity and create whole system engagement in
transforming the finance organization to achieve its ideal future in support of the organization
and its stakeholders. As a result, the team discovered that SOAR:

Builds trust

Creates alignment

Promotes relationships

Evokes action and accountability

Provides a safe environment

Fosters engagement and energy

Empowers

Promotes learning

Develops efficacy

Is versatile and simple to use

Enables innovative thinking

Is flexible in working with other tools and frameworks

The SOAR journey unfolded through 5-I phases: Initiate, Inquire, Imagine, Innovate, and
Implement.
Initiate. Interviews of key operational leaders (stakeholders) were completed to gain feedback
regarding performance. This feedback was presented at the planning event as part of the
planning process. SOAR was used with 12 colleagues representing the entire finance core
team who traveled to the Hoshin meeting to participate in the one-and-a-half-day quick SOAR.
An agenda outlining the planning process utilizing SOAR is in Exhibit 18.1.

Exhibit 18.1 PCD Planning Process Agenda

SOAR Introduction and
Interviews

(90
min)

Strengths Conversation: (90 What are we most proud of as an organization? How
What can we build on?
min) does that reflect our greatest strength?
What makes us unique? What can we be best at in our
world?
What is our proudest achievement in the last year or
two?
What do we do or provide that is world class for our
customers, our industry, and other potential
stakeholders?
Opportunities
Conversation: What are
our stakeholders asking
for?

Aspirations
Conversation: What do
we deeply care about?

Results Conversation:
How do we know we are
succeeding?

(90 Stakeholder needs reviewed
min) What are our potential opportunities/innovations?
What are the top three opportunities on which we
should focus our efforts?
Are there any challenges that can be reframed into
opportunities?
What new skills do we need to move forward?
(90 When we explore our values and aspirations, what are
min) we deeply passionate about?
Reflecting on our strengths and opportunities
conversations, who are we, who should we become,
and where should we go in the future?
What strategic initiatives would support our
aspirations?
(90 Considering our strengths, opportunities, and
min) aspirations, what meaningful measures would indicate
that we are on track to achieving our goals?
What are three to five indicators that would create a
scorecard?
What resources are needed to implement our most vital
projects?
What are the best rewards to support those who
achieve our goals?

Adapted from J. Stavros and G. Hinrichs, The Thin Book of SOAR: Building Strengths-Based Strategy (Bend, OR:
Thin Book Publishing, 2009), 16–17.

Inquire. The 12 colleagues were divided into teams of two who interviewed each other using
the AI and SOAR-based questions in Exhibit 18.2. Small groups were formed combining two
teams for debriefing. Each colleague presented what each partner had relayed during the
interview process within the small group using the SOAR framework. Wonderful stories were

shared around past successes, and a feeling of deep engagement and energy permeated the
sessions. One colleague per team captured the emerging themes and ideas. At the end of the
conversations, several key themes emerged: (1) standardized processes and reporting, (2)
better tools and capacity building, (3) strong communication within our team and externally
with our business partners, (4) restored trust and credibility, (5) a lean culture was created,
and (6) partnership with operations.

Exhibit 18.2 Discovering the Best of Our PCD Team
(Interview Questions)
What
Attracted
You?
High Point
Experience

Think back to when you first got involved with PCD—what attracted you?
What were your initial excitements and impressions?

During your relationship with our team, I'm sure you've had some ups and
downs, some peaks and valleys, some high points and low points. I'd like
you to reflect for a moment on a high point experience, a time when you felt
most alive, most engaged, most proud of your involvement with our team…
tell the story. What happened? What made the experience exceptional?
Root
As you reflect on your high point, I'd like you to identify some of the “root
Causes of causes” that contributed to making it a peak experience.
Success
First, what was it about you that made it a great experience? If we had a
conversation with the people who know you best and asked them, “What are
the three best leadership qualities they value in you, qualities or capabilities
that you bring to our team and the building of its future—what would they
say?
Second, who were significant others and what was it about them that made it
a high point?
Third, what was it about the nature of your work…the things you most
value…that made it a great experience?
Finally, what was it about our team as a group (e.g., culture, values,
relationships, leadership, systems, ways of working, etc.) that made it a high
point for you?
Strategic Based on the last three questions, if you could boil it down to one thing, what
Core
would you say is the strategic core factor (a distinctive competency) that
Factor
gives life, health, and vitality to our team—our strengths?
Exploring Organizations work best when team spirit and enthusiasm are high and
the Best
everyone is a valued member of a group where his or her ideas are heard. To
Qualities be effective over time, organizations need cooperation within groups as well
and Hopes as between groups that cross department lines, jobs, and levels in the
hierarchy. Teamwork requires trust, open channels of communication,
for the

Future

Leadership
in Finance

Images of
the Future

How Do
We Get
from Here
to There?

appropriate business information, responsiveness to others' needs, good
training, and interpersonal skills. Think of an example for the most effective
team or group effort you have been part of at some point during your career
or elsewhere. Tell the story of what happened. Who was involved? What
made the teamwork effective? What were the important lessons?
As you think today about the larger context and purpose of our team, there
are many trends, events, and developments that will call on our group (like
any high-purpose organization) to change, develop, and play an even more
significant role in the future. In your view, what are the two or three most
important opportunities affecting our finance group today (e.g., opportunities
to better serve our customers in the finance realm)?
Imagine five years have gone by, major changes have taken place, and our
team has become everything you hoped it could be. You can truly say,
without reservation, that this is the team of your dreams. What do you see?
What does it look like? What's going on in finance? What's happening that's
new and different? What is our team's culture and distinguishing
characteristics? What is our reputation in the broader organization? In what
ways are we leading in the field of finance? What do you see in terms of
purpose, values, systems, people, ways of working, fiscal performance,
others—aspirations?
If you could develop or transform our team in any way, what three wishes, in
order of priority, would you make to heighten our team's overall health and
vitality? What results would define our success?

Imagine. The small groups reconvened within the large group and shared stories and key
themes. The large group continued the conversation to imagine the future through using the
interviews as a core foundation for exploration. The large group identified key strengths,
opportunities, aspirations, and results (see Exhibit 18.3) as part of this phase utilizing the
SOAR framework questions.

Exhibit 18.3 SOAR: Strengths, Opportunities,
Aspirations, and Results
Strategic
Inquiry

Strengths
People
Experience
Tenacity and dependability
We deliver/make our
deadlines
Relationships—
internal/external and with
our customers
Flexibility—we seek new
challenges
Hunger for learning
Appreciative Aspirations
Intent
Being winners
Make a difference
Finance is the go-to person
on all projects
High credibility
Trusted partner
We all care about each
other
Everyone has grown and
achieved personal career
dreams
Smoothly functioning team
Good data and the right
tools
Save the company millions!
Agile and fluid
Premier team within PCD

Opportunities
Better tools
Clear roles and responsibilities
Standardized processes
Communication
Proactive reporting
Capacity building
Cross-training and cross-teaming
Lean culture
Share best practices
Restore trust and credibility
Results
Close the books in three days
Improve forecast accuracy by 90 percent
100 percent of finance core value streams are
streamlined and standardized using best
practices
Standards delivered on time and with high
accuracy Controllable variances = $0
Communication plan and team established
Team 100 percent cross-trained
SAP and EXCEL training delivered

The team's core values emerged from the dialogue based on the interview questions (Exhibit
18.2 and SOAR factors summarized in Exhibit 18.3) as (1) passion, (2) respect, (3) integrity,
(4) trust, and (5) appreciation. The team developed a shared vision: “To become a highly
credible finance team who is a trusted partner in making a difference for our company.
Together we will grow, care, share credit, and become a smoothly functioning team that is able
to achieve our collective dreams.” This information was put on all the finance badge tags to

remind the team of their values and vision every day.
Innovate. Based on the identification of strengths, opportunities, aspirations—image of the
future, core values, and understanding the mission, the team identified the following strategic
initiatives:
Implement lean management techniques to streamline, standardize, innovate, and define the
future state for all key finance processes
Create a new division-wide strategic planning process using tools for business process
management such as the inputs, guides, outputs, and enablers (IGOE) and stakeholder
analysis
Develop a business partner scorecard to promote better freight management
Adopt lean leadership practices to enhance communication and coordination among the
team
Host Lunch & Learns and Power Hours to build the team's strategic capacity
The team also discussed necessary changes to structure, processes, systems, and resources to
support the strategic initiatives. These strategic initiatives drove the action plans.
Implement. Moving from identification of strategic initiatives to implementation of the plan,
the team showed high energy and commitment to their findings. Many team members joined
together to work on projects to obtain positive results. Focusing on newly identified individual
strengths, the finance team was reorganized around product value streams to promote better
support of their operations business partners. This support by value stream was aligned with
how operations were organized. The reorganization provided clear roles and responsibilities
and customers for each finance colleague and key financial process. A change management
plan was developed and implemented utilizing the ADKAR® framework along with a robust
communication plan. ADKAR® is a change management tool used to diagnose and improve the
people side of a change management initiative. Developed by Prosci, ADKAR stands for
Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability, and Reinforcement, which represent critical stages in
an individual's adoption of change (Hiatt 2006).
A whole system, collaborative approach was utilized to implement the reorganization. Each
team member met with individuals they were giving duties to and getting duties from. These
meetings resulted in specific project plans to accomplish the new organization. As part of this
effort, core processes and procedures were documented to promote team learning. Each
individual was accountable to carry out the action plan accomplishing their transition. During
implementation, each major initiative identified in the Innovate phase was assigned a lead
person from the finance team. Then, individuals self-selected into projects supporting each
initiative based upon interest and ownership of the topic under the new organization structure.
Lean project management templates were utilized (A3s) as a tool to manage each initiative.
These A3 templates were living documents posted on an intranet site so that the entire team
could access and review progress. In addition, monthly half-day Hoshin reviews were
established for each team to report to the larger team progress on their projects in order to

receive help and advice. Individual performance scorecards were created to measure actual
results against individual key performance indicators. These scorecards were reviewed with
the colleague by their manager each month to assess progress and provide coaching/help.
These scorecards were utilized as part of the annual review process to establish overall scores
for each colleague. This performance tool promoted high communication, coaching, and
strategic focus.

Results
Through the project management structure and activities specified in the implementation phase,
including monthly Hoshin reviews, daily stand-up meetings, and regular management reviews
of individual performance scorecards, the strategic initiatives were accomplished within 12
months.
The team was successfully reorganized with no disruption in service levels. New tools were
implemented and training provided to the finance team to build their capability. Standardized
reports focusing on stakeholder requirements were created and refined. Every core finance
process (value stream) was redesigned, streamlined, stabilized, and standardized. Because
operations had been involved in many of the process redesign efforts, there was greater
accountability on the part of the operations team for achieving the targeted financial results of
the division. In addition, these processes became highly focused on stakeholder requirements,
which were much more valuable to accomplishing the operations team objectives. Forecast
accuracy improved dramatically, and the division met their budgeted targets. As a result of
these efforts, the finance team improved in their ability to become a trusted strategic business
partner.
A Finance Customer Scorecard was created and completed by every operations leader at the
end of the fiscal year. The scorecard showed dramatic customer satisfaction improvement in
the areas of providing basic financial services, reporting, and overall customer service levels
to the organization. However, scores for analytical services showed low satisfaction. This
instrument served as the starting point for another SOAR cycle that occurred at the annual
Hoshin planning event in the new year.
The finance team experienced a positive transformation from demoralization and disrespect to
highly functioning, positive financial leadership of the division. SOAR enabled the team to
bridge the gap between its current performance and its potential, by building the team's
capacity to identify and meet its strategic goals. Some of the results realized:
A kaizen session (a Japanese philosophy for continuous improvement) was held for closing
the books, which resulted in the ability to close the books in three days (this process was
formerly taking seven days to accomplish).
All major finance value streams were streamlined, standardized, measured, and managed.
A new financial model and process was developed to bring greater visibility,
accountability, and transparency to divisional strategic planning targets.

A new process was designed for new product development costing, resulting in improved
analytics and greater functional coordination.
Best practices for financial modeling and EXCEL techniques were developed and shared
among the team. This built the team's capacity and offered a vehicle for recognition.
Cross training and standardized work (documented work processes) were completed for
all major processes to enhance team scale and scope.
The team created a peer recognition award: the Yeoman Award for great and noble service.
The results were celebrated each month at Hoshin reviews in order to build and leverage
momentum. A communication committee was established to ensure high communication,
collaboration, sharing of best practices, and fun celebrations among the team. The team
eventually became recognized as the highest achieving finance team in the organization. The
team built strategic capacity through this experience and subsequently was able to leverage this
capacity in a second major transformation 18 months later as the entire finance team was
reorganized into centers of excellence.

Summary
SOAR engages the entire system (or representatives of key stakeholders) to build upon
strengths, engage in possibility thinking, and expand participation in the development of goals
and objectives for strategizing in developing and implementing strategic plans. SOAR creates
positive energy that informs action. The SOAR framework is very versatile and can be utilized
for many applications such as individual coaching, leadership development, brand
management, problem-solving, continuous improvement, and conflict management. SOAR also
fosters learning and engagement, allowing for a shared learning system in its different
applications. SOAR functions as a sense-managing tool that enables individuals across the
organization and multiorganizations to better understand the values, mission, vision, and
strategies of the organization and relate them back to individual actions. Finally, SOAR can be
utilized throughout an organization to foster trust and build relational generativity. Generativity
refers to the ability to create something new and unique as the offspring from an initial
condition. Ultimately, SOAR builds strategic capacity enabling individuals and organizations
to achieve their latent potential.
In a McKinsey Quarterly survey of 1,200 global executives, it was found that organizations
with the highest performance had a clear purpose, an understanding of strengths, shared
aspirations, and leaders who know how to unleash ideas (opportunities) with a results-driven
process (Isern and Pung 2007). As a result, those responsible for strategy formulation and
execution are placing a new emphasis on positive strategy and the SOAR framework. SOAR is
gaining attention and actively emerging as an effective and flexible strategic framework that
releases an organization's energy, creativity, and engagement to build strategic capacity that
achieves positive results. SOAR builds strategic capacity that creates an environment where
strategy is fluid, generative, and dynamic.

Discussion Questions
1. How can SOAR be combined with other change management techniques to bring about
transformation within your organization?
2. How can SOAR be utilized to build strategic capacity within the teams that you work with?
3. How can SOAR and lean management methodologies create culture change in back office
processes?
4. How does SOAR support holistic transformation?
5. How can SOAR be used at your organization to release energy, creativity and engagement?

Resources
ADKAR: Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability, and Reinforcement: www.changemanagement.com/
Lean Enterprise Institutes (includes Hoshin and project management): www.lean.org/
Kaizen Institute: www.kaizen.com
Project Management: www.pmi.org/default.aspx
SOAR website: www.soar-strategy.com/
SOAR Facebook: www.facebook.com/SOAR.Strategy
Business Process Management and Redesign—BP: Trends: www.bptrendsassociates.com/
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Part Four
Special Issues in Organization Development,
Transformation, and Change

Chapter Nineteen
Sustainability and Transformational Work
What Should Business Do?
Nadya Zhexembayeva
In recent years, three big trends—declining resources, radical transparency, and increasing
expectations—have redefined the way companies compete. The linear throw-away economy,
in which products and services follow a one-way trajectory from extraction to use and
disposal, can no longer be supported, as we are simply running out of things to unearth and
places to landfill. Consumers, employees, and investors are beginning to demand socially and
environmentally savvy products without compromise, while radical transparency is putting
every company under a microscope.
Together, these challenges have been addressed by the global sustainability movement, which
at its best calls for embedded sustainability—defined as “the incorporation of environmental,
health and social value into the core business with no trade-off in price or quality—in other
words, with no social or green premium” (Laszlo and Zhexembayeva 2011, 100). Yet,
embedding sustainability into the core of business without compromises on price or quality
requires a comprehensive business makeover. This transformation does not happen overnight,
and it requires strategic and systemic change management efforts by everyone involved. Here,
organization development (OD) professionals have a special role to play. So, what are the
most crucial considerations for transformational work done in the field of sustainability? It
boils down to three aspects:
1. The emergent nature of sustainability strategy
2. The need for rich harvest of low-hanging fruit
3. The call for new competence development
In this chapter, we will explore these considerations and discuss implications and insights for
OD professionals thriving to assist businesses in building and executing their sustainability
strategy.

Consideration 1: Move from a Preplanned to an
Emergent Process
Modern management has a thing for putting the world in boxes. Whether it is a dip in
performance that drives our companies to embark on a grand change program, or pressure from
legislators, consumers, or investors—whether it is inside-out or outside-in—it seems that all
of us are expected to go through the same process. Step one: Identify the problem. Step two:

Conduct a thorough root-cause analysis. Step three: Brainstorm and analyze possible solutions.
Step four: Choose and develop a clear course of action. Step five: Implement. Managing
strategic change for sustainability seems no different: We need clear, manageable steps—from
plan to implementation—and no other way will do. Sounds easy, right?
I have yet to find a company where this perfect step-by-step plan ever worked. Yet, we insist
on taking this route again and again—and every time I ask a group of managers to draw me a
change-management plan, they produce the same five steps. Perhaps, that is exactly the reason
why so many change efforts fail miserably. In 1996, in his blockbuster Leading Change, John
P. Kotter revealed a shocking number: Only 30 percent of change efforts succeed (Kotter
1996). Considering that change management was a very new discipline at that time, we can
give it the benefit of the doubt; it has to have gotten better since then, right? Unfortunately, the
progress was not visible. In 2008, a McKinsey survey of 3,199 executives around the world
found, just as Kotter had, that only one transformation in three attempted succeeds (Aiken and
Keller 2009).
Sustainability is a complex, multi-activity, and multi-actor challenge; no simple recipes are
possible. The task of embedding social and environmental value into the DNA of a business is
iterative, repetitive, and chaotic. Embedded sustainability demands new thinking and
unorthodox solutions that can spring from unlikely sources and in improbable ways. The
challenge of strategic sustainability breaks the expected sequence of change management.
Customarily, it is assumed that you first develop the strategy and then implement it. In fact, the
line between strategy and execution has become so sharp that it is taken as a sign of great
wisdom to hear business leaders such as Jamie Dimon, CEO of JPMorgan Chase, assert, “I'd
rather have a first-rate execution and second-rate strategy any time than a brilliant idea and
mediocre management” (Martin 2010, para. 1).
Yet, for most of us who lived through at least one successful strategic management and OD
process, it is rather clear that the line, if it exists at all, is less of a Great Wall of China and
more of a jagged set of dots guiding the ever-changing dance between strategy and execution.
Roger Martin, a strategy theorist and practicing manager, offered this passionate illustration in
a 2010 Harvard Business Review article:
If a strategy produces poor results, how can we argue that it is brilliant? It certainly is an
odd definition of brilliance. A strategy's purpose is to generate positive results, and the
strategy in question doesn't do that, yet it was brilliant? In what other field do we
proclaim something to be brilliant that has failed miserably on its only attempt? A
“brilliant” Broadway play that closes after one week? A “brilliant” political campaign
that results in the other candidate winning? If we think about it, we must accept that the
only strategy that can legitimately be called brilliant is one whose results are exemplary.
(Martin 2010, para. 5)
Indeed, early successes with innovating for a resource-deprived, demanding, and transparent
world echoed Martin's strong questioning of the illusory line between strategy and execution.
But even more so, they challenge the sequence of change itself. Every company I studied or
worked with that dared to venture into the unknown terrain of sustainability had to do so in the

nearly complete dark, each step suggesting the next, experimenting heavily, taking action
courageously, and producing results long before a truly comprehensive strategy could be
voiced. Long before it became clear what strategic pathways would take one from here to
there, companies had to plunge into the first steps, reap the first low-hanging fruits, develop the
first new capabilities, and survive the first failures. In other words, they had to learn their way
into the sustainable business.
Clearly, transformational work in the field of sustainability requires flexibility of thinking and
action. That does not mean that it lacks clarity or deliberation. Experience of companies who
have already ventured into this territory suggests four interdependent and interconnected lines
of action to guide the journey (Laszlo and Zhexembayeva 2011; Zhexembayeva 2014):
1. Getting the Right Start: Mobilizing, educating, and acting around specific cross-functional
projects that can generate clear win-win results for business and society within a relatively
short period of time.
2. Building the Buy-In: Aligning the company, value chain, and all other stakeholders around
the vision of embedded sustainability with the goal of creating a true ownership of the
process by the entire business.
3. Moving from Incremental to Breakthrough: Developing clear but unorthodox goals,
specific for the company and designing the strategy for capturing value through co-creation
and innovation.
4. Staying with It: Managing organizational learning and energy while making sustainability
ubiquitous in business practice.
While the above list may suggest a possible linear sequence, in reality, much of the
sustainability journey is nonlinear, with some efforts starting simultaneously, while others
repeated more than once. This is, indeed, at the center of the first consideration for OD
professionals working in the field of sustainability: Build your transformation as a flexible,
fluid, and emergent process, rather than a rigid hard-to-change action plan.

Consideration 2: Harvest the Low-Hanging Fruit
Whenever we talk about transformation, it is assumed that the product of the change process
has to be big. Breakthrough. Breathtaking. Yet, the most potent and often most difficult type of
change comes in small packages. This is exactly where sustainability companies start with
their journey. Experimentation—packaged in small portions, focused on quick wins and lowhanging fruit—is what allows you to make a lot of mistakes (safely!), train your eye to be able
to notice the hidden value, and build the managerial muscles needed for this demanding
transformation. This is something that international retailer Walmart started with.*
From Walmart's humble beginnings in 1962 to its present state as an international superpower,
Walmart rightly claims the position of being one of the most renowned businesses worldwide.
One might think that for a corporate superpower of such unlimited resources, innovation should
be a natural aspect of daily life, whereby every possible discovery for a better business

performance is made and implemented at the speed of light. Indeed, the company is well
known for its outstanding practices in supply-chain and inventory management, where it has
invented like no other. Yet, one of its most recent waves of innovation came from the place
least anticipated for an international giant.
In 2005, facing the pressures of declining resources and increasing demands, all fueled by
increasing transparency, Walmart made its first official sustainability commitment by setting
three specific goals:
1. To be supplied 100 percent by renewable energy
2. To create zero waste
3. To sell products that sustain resources and the environment
Corresponding short-term goals were set in each category, such as “fleet 25 percent more
efficient in three years” for the energy category and “25 percent reduction in solid waste in
three years” for the waste category—all driving significant innovation wrapped in small
packages. So, how did the transformation work, exactly? With the goals set, it was time to
experiment—searching for new ways of doing business that would allow for achievement of
the tightly set requirements. One of Walmart's first experiments in the domain of zero waste
was an effort to “right-size” the packaging for a private-label line of children's toys. For years,
the cost-cutting champion followed the lead of its suppliers when selecting specific packages
for the products sold in Walmart stores. The zero-waste goal created a new lens for assessing
and making packaging decisions, driving a fundamental quest for reducing the packaging
material. And with the new lens, it became apparent that some of Walmart's packages had room
to spare; the product fit in a loose fashion, with some space left between the product and the
package. Making the first step with just one of thousands of product lines, Walmart tested
“right-sizing” for all 350 items in the product line. Shaving just about an inch (three to four
centimeters) from each box in the line as well as master cartons, Walmart was able to save
3,425 tons of corrugated paper materials, 1,358 barrels of oil, 5,190 harvested trees, and 727
shipping containers, while creating savings of $3,540,000 in transportation costs in one year—
an ultimate “aha!” moment for the accidental innovators.
It seemed to be a rather simple solution—just an inch off a box—but experiments similar to the
one in the right-sizing story bring about a depth of discoveries:
First, starting with “small” innovation trains your eyes to notice invisible risks and new
opportunities.
Second, countless examples show that even a rather timid transformation of this kind
requires a significant mobilization of the company to drive changes in product design,
production, packaging, supplier relations, and more. Doing it first at a relatively small
scale allows you to learn from your own mistakes—in other words, to learn how to learn,
faster.
Third, a story of this kind quickly makes it through the corridors of the corporation,
becoming fuel for the next wave of valuable discoveries. (As the example of Silicon Valley

shows, one big success is enough to drive thousands more efforts.)

Consideration 3: Develop New Competencies for New
Challenges
While traditional business skills remain vital when embedding sustainability into the DNA of a
company, they must be complemented with new competencies. Four essential skills have been
identified but are yet to be valued in today's corporate world: design, inquiry, appreciation,
and wholeness (Laszlo and Zhexembayeva 2011). These four skills are also at the core of the
OD profession.
Design is first and foremost an attitude or mode of thinking. At its core is an assumption
strikingly different from the one that underlies the typical business decision. If decision-making
is all about making a hard choice between easy-to-identify alternatives, design attitude
assumes an easy choice between difficult-to-create alternations. Tim Brown, CEO and
President of IDEO, ranked among the 10 most innovative companies in the world, illustrates
this point in the following way:
A management philosophy based only on selecting from existing strategies is likely to be
overwhelmed by new developments at home and abroad. What we need are new choices
—new products that balance the needs of individuals and of society as a whole; new
ideas that tackle the global challenges of health, poverty, and education; new strategies
that result in differences that matter and a sense of purpose that engages everyone affected
by them. What we need is an approach to innovation that is powerful, effective, and
broadly accessible. Design thinking…offers just such an approach. [Brown 2009, 4]
The next two competencies—inquiry and appreciation—build respectively on what is
possible and on the existing strengths present in every business system. A well-known OD
methodology—Appreciative Inquiry—has, as its name implies, these two competencies at its
very core (Cooperrider and Srivastva 1987, Cooperrider and Whitney 2001). Appreciative
Inquiry has enabled managers at leading firms such as Hewlett-Packard, Walmart, and
McKinsey to discover the best of their shared experiences and tap into the larger system's
capacity for cooperation. Efforts to discover and elaborate the positive core—the past,
present, and future capacities of the whole system—lead to innovations that integrate societal
stakeholder issues that are often excluded from consideration in conventional approaches to
decision-making.
Wholeness is the final skill needed to master the complex challenge of embedding
sustainability across entire business systems. It requires an ability not only to see the big
picture but also to understand the linkages within the system. Donella Meadows, the systems
scientist, quotes an ancient Sufi teaching that captures this focus: “You think because you
understand one you must understand two, because one and one makes two. But you must also
understand and” (Wheatley 1994, 9). Learning systems tools such as feedback loops, life-cycle
analyses, and stakeholder value maps can help managers develop solutions that are less
fragmentary and contradictory than bolt-on sustainability measures developed in isolation.

Together, these competencies allow managers across functions and hierarchies to deal with the
complex challenge of sustainability in business.

Summary
Embedded sustainability—or the incorporation of environmental, health, and social value into
the core business with no trade-off in price or quality—has become a key priority of
organizations worldwide. The task of embedding sustainability requires systematic and
strategic transformation effort—one that is particularly dependent on the skills and capabilities
of OD professionals. However, to make meaningful contributions, OD teams need to consider
that embedding sustainability into the core business strategy is a deliberate, nonlinear, and
iterative process—a process in which conversations about strategy and strategic
transformation and change become relevant only once the company has already harvested some
low-hanging fruit and thus engaged its employees in practical day-to-day action; and in which
new competencies are needed as a foundation for transitioning from incremental to deeper
change.

Discussion Questions
1. What are the similarities and differences between sustainability and any other
transformation challenges?
2. How does the challenge of sustainability impact the life of your organization today? What
does your organization do to manage these challenges effectively?
3. What OD methods and approaches, in addition to the ones already named, might be
particularly effective when addressing the challenges of sustainability in business?

Resources
The Challenge of Sustainability in Business: www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTNI_ToDISc
Overfished Ocean Strategy: Powering Up Innovation for a Resource-Deprived World:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTNI_ToDISc
Overview of Embedded Sustainability Approach: www.europeanfinancialreview.com/?
p=2927
Innovation for Positive Sustainable Development: http://positivitystrategist.com/innovationpositive-sustainable-development-nadya-zhexembayeva-ps018/
LinkedIn profile of the author featuring articles and podcasts on sustainability and
transformation: www.linkedin.com/pub/nadya-zhexembayeva/0/627/88b/
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* Special

Note: The data for Walmart stories came from a DVD I purchased from Walmart in
2006. It was produced by Walmart and titled Sustainability 101, and it has been a great
addition to my executive education classes ever since. On January 13, 2014, I was able to
access it online in full at http://greenenergytv.com/watch.php?v=367.

Chapter Twenty
Organization Design that Transforms
Amy Kates
A foundational understanding of organization design frameworks and methods should be in the
toolkit of any organization development (OD) and human resource (HR) professional. Many
business leaders understand that the design of an organization is just as much a source of
competitive advantage as strategy or talent. While not all OD practitioners and HR generalists
will engage in the design of whole new organizations, most will be asked to help activate
these changes—to bring to life the assumptions that business leaders have made about how
strategy should be executed, where the power and resources lie, how decisions are made, and
the behaviors that are essential to that organization's culture.
To make the right choices about what interventions and support to provide, the OD practitioner
must understand how the organization has been designed if brought in after the fact, and be
ready to guide leaders in making sound choices when given the opportunity. This chapter
discusses the relationship between organization design and OD, highlights key frameworks and
methods in the field, and suggests some of the competencies needed for those who wish to
pursue a deeper practice in organization design.

The Relationship of Organization Design to
Organization Development
Organization design is a decision science for selecting among competing alternatives to match
the optimal organizational model to the strategy (Boudreau and Ramstad 2007). Making good
design choices is not enough to successfully carry out a strategy. OD can be thought of as the
discipline of implementing these design choices. Organization design is then the link between
business strategy and execution.
Without organization design, there is no framework within which to determine what OD
activities will have the most impact and when they should be carried out. Understanding
organization design concepts and options and analyzing existing designs and anticipating the
predictable consequences of various choices will aid practitioners in making better decisions
regarding what OD interventions will be most effective and how best to implement them. Many
experienced OD practitioners are seeking to learn about organization design because it moves
them up the value chain in their discussions with their business clients. Participating in the
discussion places them closer to strategic decisions and in a position to more fully influence
their organization development work.
One can also define organization design by its relationship to talent. An analogy is that of
architecture to city planning. Architecture focuses on individual buildings and their
relationship to one another. City planning is about urban systems; it not only deals with the

built environment, but with political, social, economic, and transportation networks. In the
same way, organization design is about complex, interconnected systems that create the
conditions in which individuals and teams—that is, “talent”—can succeed. Organization and
talent work together, but organizational choices must be first understood to avoid designing
around people (Worren 2012).

Key Concepts in Organization Design
The essential model in organization design is the Star Model, which was developed by Jay
Galbraith in the 1970s and is shown in Figure 20.1 (Galbraith 2014). There are many versions
of the Star Model in use such as McKinsey's “Seven S,” but they all incorporate a holistic
view and emphasize the importance of understanding that organizations are systems. A change
to one element will require a change to other elements to create alignment. Many companies,
including P&G, GlaxoSmithKline, BASF, Intel, and MetLife use the Star Model as the core of
their organization design methodology and find that line managers appreciate that it is both
comprehensive and practical.

Figure 20.1 The Star Model
The Star Model includes the basic elements that must be considered in organization design:
strategy, capabilities, structure, process, metrics, and people. Only those elements a leader has
direct influence over are included in the model. Therefore, although culture is an essential part
of an organization, it is not an explicit part of the model. A leader cannot design culture
directly. Culture is a product of the cumulative design decisions made in the past and of the
leadership and management behaviors that result from those decisions.
Besides the “what” of organization design summarized by the Star Model, there is also a “how

to” that is emerging as a core design methodology in the field. Figure 20.2 summarizes the fivemilestone organization design process (Kesler and Kates 2011).

Figure 20.2 The Organization Design Process
From Greg Kesler and Amy Kates, Leading Organization Design (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2011), 10. With
permission from John Wiley & Sons.

This chapter cannot cover the many decision frameworks and methods that one can use to guide
choices about structure, matrix relationships, levels and layers, management processes,
decision rights, matching talent to roles, and reward systems. Rather, what are emphasized are
the two steps that come before any solutions are generated or evaluated. The core elements of
the first milestone in the organization design process—business case and discovery—are the
assessment and design criteria development. The experienced OD practitioner will find both
steps consistent with any good problem-solving process.

The Assessment
Organization design starts with a clear identification of the problem to solve. Failure to do this
leads to wasted effort and sometimes the wrong fix—which is why multiple organization
changes are often made with no change in business results. A presenting problem is usually
articulated by the top executive at the beginning of the discovery process. Listen closely to
what executives say because they capture frustrations as well as aspirations for the future. But
smart leaders do not want their internal or external OD practitioners buying in to the presenting
problem too quickly.
The current-state assessment must do more than report back what people in the organization are
thinking. The assessment must deliver an articulated problem statement. This requires that a
fact-based, diagnostic point of view be reached. An effective problem statement should be
written in specific, concise language that can be supported by the data and captured in five to
seven statements. Typically the problem statement is crafted through several iterations of
dialogue with the key executives. This is time well spent. Table 20.1 shows an example of a
problem statement for a medical device company. The division president had articulated the
initial presenting problem as, “We need to tie the front and back of the business together, get
everyone on the same team; and we need to learn how to do integrated solutions selling and
marketing.” Note how the analysis evolved.

Table 20.1 Sample Problem Statement
There are major disconnects between the customer—represented today exclusively by the
sales organizations—and center-led product, product development, and marketing.
New product development is widely regarded as the single greatest gap in capability
today, leading to a commodity versus solutions view, lack of momentum in new products,
and USA-centric deliverables.
Product management is distributed across functions (and geographies) with fragmented
and undisciplined roles and process (lacking a life-cycle view), low customer
connectivity for development organization, and poorly defined product specs for software
development.
Marketing lacks effective role focus and vertical market specialization; alignment with the
field is not strong, and processes do not bring the voice of the customer into product
groups.
Sales teams' roles and skills need to transition from legacy-product sales to systems and
solution selling. The current sales structure, sales role definitions, metrics, and rewards
systems work against longer-cycle, systems selling.
Sales and service (front-end) organizational models and performance vary widely by
region (and within regions) relative to vertical market specialization, key account
coverage, and linkage between sales and service management.
We call this a “problem statement,” but the case for change may be a gap, a response to a new
opportunity, or an anticipated change in the external environment. The problem statement
provides the focus for the next design steps. When design teams lose their bearings, they can
refocus by asking, “What problem are we trying to solve?”

Design Criteria
The organization design process is a series of choices and decisions. In any decision-making
process, clear criteria serve the purpose of allowing alternatives to be evaluated against
agreed-upon standards. The criteria that should be used to make organization design decisions
are the organizational capabilities that will differentiate the organization and help it execute its
strategy. Different strategies require different capabilities. Different capabilities lead to
different design choices. The terms organizational capabilities and design criteria can be
used interchangeably.
For the medical device company discussed above, one important needed capability uncovered
by the assessment is to bring the voice of the customer into the new product development
process. If the company was a consumer packaged goods company used to feeding robust
consumer insights into the R&D process, this may be easy and obvious and not even worth
mentioning. For this company, connecting the front-end sales and customer-sensing part of the

company with the engineers focused on pushing out the latest technological advances is quite
new and difficult but important to the company strategy. Therefore, it is a capability worth
developing for them.
As part of a set of design criteria, this capability might be written as: “We need to design an
organization that is able to bring the voice of the customer into the new product development
process.” Building this capability may be accomplished through structure and role, new
processes, incentives, or some combination of changes. The diagnostic and the design criteria
do not jump to solutions. They provide the benchmark against which alternatives can be tested.
The organization development practitioner can play a critical role to ensure these two steps are
taken before line managers jump to developing possible answers. One does not have to be an
expert in organization design to use these tools. And just by ensuring a disciplined thought
process that starts with a robust diagnostic and a clear set of criteria, the quality of design
decisions will be improved.

What Makes a Good Organization Designer?
As OD practitioners seek to add organization design to their service portfolios, it is worth
reflecting on what defines a skilled organization designer. As in any field, knowledge is not
enough. Organization design requires a particular set of competencies and skills.
Diagnostic and Analytic Skills. The organization designer must ask the right questions and
make sense of the answers. Like a physician who sorts through symptoms that may have many
causes and determines the correct underlying disease, the organization designer must be able to
determine the root causes of performance issues in the system. As important, the designer also
must be able to recognize internal best practices to leverage and strengths that can be sustained
over time (Heath and Heath 2011). The designer then analyzes what changes will have the most
impact with the greatest likelihood of success in this context.
Deep Curiosity about Organizations as Systems. Effective organization designers are
fascinated by the complexity of business and organizational life. They like to solve
multifaceted problems and do not stop at easy answers or one-dimensional solutions. One
needs to be able see an organization as more than a collection of individuals and to discern the
interconnected political, social, and information networks that have formed. Transforming a
system requires curiosity about how the pieces interact.
Design Mindset. Designers—whether of organizations, buildings, information technology
systems, or functional objects—share a common ability to conceive of and articulate how their
designs will work. They take problems and frame them so the right questions are asked, a wide
range of options is generated, and the best solutions are chosen. They know that the process is
rarely linear but rather iterative and enhanced by contributions from different perspectives.
Designers are often ambidextrous thinkers, comfortable with solving for both the possible and
the practical (Mootee 2013).
Pattern Recognition. Organization design is not for the neophyte. One must have enough
hands-on, personal experience working with a variety of organizations to build the expertise to

recognize and sort patterns. While one can become familiar with frameworks from training
programs and reading, pattern recognition cannot come from a book. Each designer must have
his or her library of experiences and examples to draw upon. This is where collaborating with
OD and HR colleagues in the work can be beneficial to test assumptions and share insights.
Consulting and Enabling Skills. Successful organization design requires a high level of
confidence and competence to guide leadership teams through a design process. All of the core
consulting skills—contracting, assessment, facilitation, written communication, and
presentation abilities—are used in the organization design process. Handing down expert
answers from on high does not work in design. The leader and leadership team must discover
and own the solution themselves; the designer is there to educate the team about the realities
and possibilities, to provide them the language and tools to decide, and to challenge and guide
them to implementable solutions.

Summary
Organization design will continue to grow as a topic of importance for business leaders as they
transform their organizations to pursue new strategies. The OD practitioner that understands the
core models, frameworks, and design skills will be well positioned to influence and guide this
important work.

Discussion Questions
1. Does our organization use assessments and diagnostics to help make data-based
organizational decisions? If not, how can I build an appreciation among clients of the
importance of understanding the problem to solve before generating options?
2. What capabilities does my client organization(s) need? What differentiates them
strategically from their competitors? How might the use of capabilities (stated as design
criteria) help them make better decisions?
3. What design frameworks do my clients use when they make organizational changes? Where
could they benefit from a more disciplined and comprehensive approach and process?
4. Do we have an organization design capability in our HR team? Where do we need to invest
—conceptual understanding, common tools and methodology, and/or consulting skills?
5. How do generalists and specialists on our HR team work together to deliver organization
design solutions to our clients? What do we need to do to improve how we deliver
complex consulting seamlessly?
6. How would I rate myself against the competencies of a good organization designer? What
development activities could I do to build on my strengths? Who can I partner with to
develop areas where I have less experience?

Resources

Design blog and articles from Kates Kesler: www.kateskesler.com
Organization Design Community (global academic association producing a journal, webinars,
and annual conference): www.orgdesigncomm.com
Organization Design Forum (U.S. and Europe-based professional association for
practitioners): www.organizationdesignforum.org
Organization re-Design Blog: www.organizationdesign.net
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Chapter Twenty-One
Mergers and Acquisitions
Still Crazy After All These Years
Mitchell Lee Marks and Philip H. Mirvis
Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are a way for organizations to maintain their competitiveness
and generate transformational change in an increasingly global market place (Faulkner,
Teerikangas, and Joseph 2012). They are used to achieve economies of scale, diversification,
and economic growth (Giessner, Ullrich, and van Dick 2012). In the 2010 edition of this
handbook, we anticipated that the easing of the global economic crisis would stimulate an
increase in M&A activity worldwide (Marks and Mirvis 2010b). We got it right: M&A activity
is growing at a pace not seen since 2007, and the number of global deals is up 53 percent from
2013 to 2014 (Mattioli 2014).
A variety of trends are fueling the M&A boom. Some are financial. Interest rates are low, many
firms have large stockpiles of cash, and some companies, particularly in health care, are
making overseas acquisitions to take advantage of lower tax rates. Psychological factors also
are contributing to the wave of M&A activity. Major deals spawn “copy-cat” combinations as
CEOs want to eat before being eaten. In the telecom and media sector, A&T's $50 billion
acquisition of DirectTV was followed by Charter's $55 billion offer to take over Time Warner
Cable. And some deals are done for strategic reasons. Tech firms like Google and Facebook
use acquisitions as a proxy for internal R&D efforts.
Despite this flurry of M&A activity, one thing has not changed since we wrote about the
organization development (OD) role in M&A five years ago: the dismal track record of
mergers and acquisitions results. Fewer than half of all corporate combinations achieve their
financial or strategic objectives (Das and Kapil 2012; Gomes, Angwin, Weber, and Tarba
2013). Many factors account for the high M&A failure rate: buying the wrong company, paying
the wrong price, or combining at the wrong time. However, based on insights from our
experiences in over 100 cases of mergers and acquisitions—as well as our review of the
literature on the human, cultural, and organizational aspects of M&A—the primary reason why
most combinations fail is the process through which the partner companies are integrated
(Marks and Mirvis 2014).
In this chapter, we briefly review the M&A process and highlight the success factors and
common problem areas in each of the three phases of a deal. Then, we present recent
developments in M&A practice, with a focus on how OD practitioners can assist early on as
the deal is being conceived and planned.

The M&A Process

Our 30-year research program on M&A highlights important differences between the “typical”
cases and “successful” ones that achieve their financial and strategic objectives (Marks and
Mirvis 2010b). These differences are observed over the three phases of a deal:
1. The Precombination Phase, when a deal is conceived and negotiated by executives and
then legally approved by shareholders and regulators.
2. The Combination Phase, when planning ensues and integration decisions are made.
3. The Postcombination Phase, when implementation occurs and people settle into the new
roles.

The Precombination Phase
As the deal is conceived and negotiated by executives and then legally approved by
shareholders and regulators in the Precombination Phase, much of the emphasis in the typical
case is on financial matters. Buyers concentrate on the numbers: what the target is worth, what
price premium to pay if any, what the tax implications may be, and how to structure the
transaction. The decision to do a deal is thus framed in terms of the combined balance sheet of
the companies, projected cash flows, and return on investment.
Two interrelated human factors add to this financial bias. First, in most instances members of
the “buy team” come from financial positions or backgrounds. They bring a financial mindset
to the study of a partner, and their judgments about synergies are informed by financial models
and ratios. They often lack expertise in engineering, manufacturing, or marketing and do not
bring an experienced eye to assessing a partner's capabilities in these regards. Second, there is
a tendency for “hard” criteria to drive out “soft” matters in these cases: If the numbers look
good, any doubts about, say, organizational or cultural fit tend to be scoffed at and dismissed.
In successful cases, by contrast, buyers bring a strategic mindset to the deal. But there is more
to this than an overarching aim and intent. Successful buyers also have a clear definition of the
specific synergies they seek in a combination and concentrate on testing them well before
momentum builds. They also incorporate human factors in conducting a “diligent” due
diligence.

The Combination Phase
As the two sides come together, politics typically predominate. Oftentimes, it is power
politics: The buyer decides how to put the two organizations together. But even when a buyer
seeks to combine on the basis of operational synergies, politics can intrude. Corporate staffers
bring in their charts of accounts, reporting cycles, planning methods, and the like, and impose
them on subsidiaries. It does not matter that these systems seldom enhance growth and often
prove unworkable for the needs and business cycles of the acquired firm.
Meanwhile, individuals jockey for power and position, and management teams fend off
overtures for control from the other side by hiding information or playing dumb. In the typical
situation, transition teams are convened to recommend integration options, but personal empire

building and conflictual group dynamics block efforts to seek out and capture true synergy.
Meanwhile, culture clash rears up as people focus on differences between the partners and
fixate on which side wins what battles rather than join together to build a united team going
forward.
In successful combinations, there are still politicking and gambits for self-preservation, but
much of the energy typically directed into gamesmanship is more positively channeled into
combination planning. Leadership clarifies the critical success factors to guide decision
making and oversees the integration process to ensure that sources of synergy are realized.
Managers and employees come together to discuss and debate combination options; if the
process is well managed, high-quality combination decisions result.

The Postcombination Phase
We have received calls 18 months after a combination from executives bemoaning that their
best talent has bailed out, productivity has gone to hell in a handbag, and culture clash remains
thick. Often this is because the executives grew impatient with planning and hurried
implementation, to the extent that their two companies failed to integrate and serious declines
resulted in everything from employee morale to customer satisfaction. Much can be done in this
damage-control situation, but it is obviously better to preclude the need for damage control by
following the successful path from the onset.
In successful combinations, managers and staff from both sides embrace the strategic logic and
understand their roles and responsibilities in making the combination work. To facilitate this
transition, we have seen combining companies engage thousands of their employees in
integration planning and, later, implementation efforts that they have helped to shape. This
phase sees successful companies intentionally go through the work of organization and team
building in combined units and functions and forge a common culture. And, reflecting the
complexity of joining previously independent organizations, we find that most successful
combinations have major mid-course corrections and turn a potential disaster into a winning
combination.

Recent Developments in M&A Practice
In recent years, the most striking changes in M&A practice have occurred during the
Precombination Phase—the period when the deal is conceived and negotiated by executives
and then legally approved by shareholders and regulators. The actions taken in this phase have
a critical impact on employee sense-making and other responses to a deal's announcement
(Monin, Noorderhaven, Vaara, and Kroon 2013). Given that employee identification with the
combined organization is an important element in M&A success, research finds that companies
are wise to pay closer attention to human factors prior to the legal closing of the deal (Giessner
et al. 2012). Four key developments in the M&A process during the Precombination Phase are
particularly relevant to OD practice: conducting behavioral and cultural due diligence,
establishing a vision for the combined organization, initiating the integration planning process,

and establishing integration principles and priorities.

Behavioral and Cultural Due Diligence
It is important that the lead company delve into its candidate to understand what is being
purchased, how well it might fit with the lead company's current businesses, and what potential
pitfalls may lie ahead. Without a close look at the capabilities and characteristics of a partner,
it is easy to overestimate revenue gains and cost savings and to underestimate the resource
requirements and headaches involved in integrating businesses (Marks and Mirvis 2010a).
To offset these tendencies, we recommend that companies broaden the perspective of the dealmaking team. HR professionals, operations managers, marketers, and other nonfinancial
personnel are better equipped than M&A staff to compare the two companies' business
practices, organization structures, and corporate cultures and determine what these could mean
for the combination. The inclusion of line management in the search-and-selection builds
understanding of and buy-in to the acquisition strategy among the people who will be running
the acquired business.
Where does OD fit in? Traditional OD practices—such as collecting valid data and helping
clients to use the findings to develop insights and plan actions—certainly apply here. More
specifically, OD specialists can help companies to preview human, organizational, and cultural
issues likely to emerge in a combination. This provides potential buyers with a “reality check”
on wishful thinking and gives them a head start on addressing issues that are likely to impact
the integration process after the deal receives legal approval. OD and operational inputs can
also influence the valuation and purchase price, the pace through which integration occurs, and
the placement of personnel. Moreover, an OD-based assessment of an acquired leadership
team (of their skills and desire to stay on after the sale) can help a buyer understand the extent
to which people from the lead company need to be more or less hands-on in running a new
acquisition (Marks, Mirvis, and Ashkenas 2013).
Diligent due diligence pays off: A study of large combinations found that successful acquirers
were 40 percent more likely to conduct thorough human and cultural due diligence than
unsuccessful buyers (Anslinger and Copeland 1996). Paying attention to human dynamics in the
Precombination Phase has the added benefit of signaling to to-be-acquired employees that the
lead company is sensitive to this subject, which, in turn, breeds confidence that the buyer will
manage the integration process well.

Vision for the Combined Organization
Authoritative studies emphasize that the most successful companies operate with a strong and
clear sense of purpose (Collins and Porras 2002). This sense of purpose comes from a guiding
vision (what we hope to accomplish), a defining mission (what we do), and deep
understanding of markets served, strategies, competencies, and such that add granularity and
distinctiveness to the vision and mission. The value of a clear vision is quite relevant to the
M&A situation—the sooner employees on both sides of the deal have a sense of the combined
organization, the more likely they are to transfer their identity and commitment to it (Venus

2013).
Leaders need to be active agents of change by providing a clear vision with a purpose. But,
when we stress the importance of a vision to hard-nosed executives, their first reaction is that
it sounds “soft.” For them, it is all about strategy. We do not disagree with the emphasis on
strategy. But what a vision does is make a connection between strategy and larger goals: the
purpose for combining and what can be accomplished together. We also get some push-back
from executives that it is “too soon” to discuss a vision. (“What if the deal doesn't go through?”
“What if market conditions change in the months it may take to gain approval for the deal?”)
We acknowledge these concerns, but also point out that the Precombination Phase is the right
time to craft a compelling vision statement—a message used to strengthen employee
commitment to the combined entity just as a business case is used to attract investors to it—
before things get too busy in the Combination Phase when people have to run a business while
managing a transition. This is also a good time for OD practitioners to develop a post-close
process for conveying the vision and assessing the extent to which employees understand and
buy into it.

Integration Planning Process
Since 2009, buyers have increasingly used the Precombination Phase to get a head start on
integration planning. Since government regulation prevents the exchange of sensitive
information before the deal receives legal approval, buyers have to be exceedingly careful not
to jeopardize their pending combination or to engage in illegal activity. In the past few years,
two models of early integration planning have been used to accelerate the process while
staying within legal constraints. One approach uses independent third parties— a “clean team”
of experts from consulting firms—that have legal clearance to view data from both sides in
advance of the merger's close. The team collects information from each organization to prepare
baseline data on business and functional cost structures in the two companies to be used by inhouse transition teams later in the Combination Phase. They also prepare pro-forma pictures of
synergies that might emerge in various integration and consolidation scenarios. The second
approach is to have “separate but equal” integration planning teams in each organization
coordinated by external consultants in a process akin to “shuttle diplomacy.”
We have observed both models of early integration planning being greatly enhanced by the
involvement of OD practitioners. In the “clean team” approach, OD practitioners can liaison
between external consultants and internal managers. In the “separate but equal” approach, OD
practitioners can directly facilitate the work of the internal teams and coordinate the two sets
of data. They can also clarify inconsistencies between the partners (in everything from
language to styles) that inevitably arise as previously separate entities begin the integration
process.
As the third party steps away, executives and staffs from the two partners must learn to “play
well” together. However, people from both sides may be more concerned with looking back at
what they are losing rather than looking ahead to what they may be gaining in the combination.
So, OD practitioners play the added role of coaching leaders and managers on cross-company

interactions as well as facilitating early meetings in the transition from the Precombination
Phase to Combination Phase. Studies find that these early cross-company meetings are
important in “setting a tone” for the combination and send signals to both organizations about
how to (and how not to) work together (Chreim and Tafaghod 2012; Jacobs, Oliver, and
Heracleaous 2013).

Integration Principles and Priorities
We find that successful integration planning teams (i.e., those that succeed in identifying and
bringing to life the true strategic and financial synergies in a deal) benefit from a senior leader
who shapes the process with principles and begins impressing upon people the priorities for
the transition period (Marks and Mirvis 2010a). Efforts to clarify principles and priorities
early on clear a path for the complex and high stakes work of combination planning. They do
so by making explicit to all involved “what matters” as they make the journey toward attaining
the vision. However, this comes more naturally to some executives than others. So, OD
practitioners can add tremendous value in the Precombination Phase by impressing upon CEO
or business unit leader clients the need for integration principles and priorities, assisting in
articulating and communicating them through the ranks, and assessing the extent to which they
are being followed in the planning process.

Summary
Given the seemingly contradictory realities that M&As are frequently occurring events yet only
a minority achieve their desired strategic or financial objectives, there is a tremendous
potential for OD practitioners to add value to the M&A process. Much more than simply move
people and organizations through the process, OD interventions early on in the Precombination
Phase can set the stage to help leaders use M&A to transform workplaces, achieve
globalization, and respect and sustain human capital.

Discussion Questions
1. How can OD practices and professionals be used in a transformational merger or
acquisition?
2. How can OD practitioners gain access to organizations planning or engaged in M&A?
3. In what ways can OD enhance the M&A success rate?
4. What are the latest developments in using OD to make mergers and acquisitions work?

Resource
YouTube Video on “Success Factors in Making Mergers and Acquisitions Work”:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=riYzM7IH8F8
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Chapter Twenty-Two
Exploring the Relationship between Organization
Development and Change Management
Tim Creasey, David W. Jamieson, William J. Rothwell, and Gail Severini
In the past decade, change management has emerged and grown significantly. We all recognize
the acceleration of continuous change, increased need for change implementation help, and
generally poor results across many change approaches. However, why change management?
This chapter explores the dynamics between the two fields of organization development (OD)
and change management (CM).
As often happens with many emergent groups, they tend to create new identities, highlight their
differentiation, create separate associations, and find fault with closely related fields. CM
advocates often describe OD as:
Too high-level, conceptual, soft, and touchy feely
Not pragmatic enough
Does not pay enough attention to on-the-ground implementation
Too disconnected from delivering real traction/ROI
While OD advocates often describe CM as:
Just a rebranding of what we have been doing and on the more critical side
Too mechanical and too focused on tools
Too structured and “one size fits all”
Too focused on the project and not enough on the people and the system
We came together to explore the differences and similarities in the two fields. We began by
acknowledging that our unique perspectives, as shaped by our deep individual experiences and
scholarship, probably led us into biases. This realization liberated us to speak more freely and
candidly—to really probe the potential overlap and differences.
We have consequentially approached our chapter on the premise that aligning on common goals
and recognizing the different levels of delivery and foci of interventions is the key to
optimizing them in concert. Further, we recognized that, given that the changing nature of
change is only accelerating and becoming more complex, the onus is on us to raise our game.
This leads us to the need for multidisciplinary perspectives inclusive of CM and OD.
Our intents in the chapter are: to bring clarity to the fields, their overlaps and differentiated
contributions, and to conclude with some suggestions on how to optimize the benefits of CM

and OD.

What Is Organization Development?
OD is best known as a process of planned intervention(s) utilizing behavioral and
organizational science principles to change a system and improve its effectiveness, conducted
in accordance with values of humanism, participation, choice, and development so the
organization and its members learn and develop (Jamieson 2014). The focus of OD work is:
Series of planned and emergent actions that intervene in organization structures, systems,
processes, and relationships
Using theory, principles, and practices from the behavioral (psychology, sociology,
anthropology, and economics) and organization (organization theory, organization design,
systems theory, management theory) sciences
Understanding an organization system and its present behaviors and taking actions to
improve its effectiveness in achieving its mission, strategy, or desired outcomes (process
and content, mission and results, social and technical), and its workplace health
Conducting in accord with certain values, guiding both processes and outcomes, that are
represented by: humanism (authenticity, openness, honesty, fairness, justice, equality,
diversity, respect); participation (involvement, participation, voice, responsibility,
opportunity, collaboration, democratic principles and practices); choice (options, rights,
accountability); development (personal growth, reaching potential, learning, selfactualization)
Having the organization and its members learn and grow in capacity, capability, and
achievement of potential
OD is concerned with whole organization systems at different levels and scale. Because
systems are regularly nested in larger systems, it is important to begin with the organization's
context (environment, societal, sector, and cultural influences) and clear desired outcomes
(what is effectiveness and health for this system). Next, one must know the relevant
stakeholders that make up and influence this system (Who cares? Who counts? How influential
are they?). Finally, an understanding of the presenting situation (changes, events, trends,
successes, failures, markets, products/services, etc.) is needed. One is then prepared to plan
change and draw on relevant theory and methods to apply. Each situation has differences, so
little is prepackaged but the process is developed along the way from current data,
experiences, and drivers. As one author often stated, “If you know step two, you're probably
not doing OD.”

What Is Change Management?
A regional utilities firm is undergoing a strategic transformation to become more customerfocused. A global manufacturer is implementing the next iteration of its enterprise resource

planning (ERP) application to improve end-to-end data flows. A local health care system is
installing electronic medical records to become compliant and improve access to information.
A food and beverage firm is introducing an open office concept. A management consulting firm
is moving from desktop applications to web-based applications.
While each of these efforts is varied in motivation, impact, scope, and strategic importance,
there is a single common denominator for achieving the desired results and outcomes of these
initiatives. Each impacts how individual employees do their jobs (for example, their
processes, workflows, systems, tools, critical behaviors, and mindsets, to name a few). CM is
the emergent discipline focused on individuals affected by change and catalyzing their adoption
and proficient usage of the changes affecting how they do their jobs. When successful, CM
contributes to achieving the initiative's targeted results.
CM is a relatively young discipline drawing on diverse bodies of knowledge including
psychology, behavioral science, social science, OD, project management, process
management, and neuroscience. During the 1990s, “change management” entered the lexicon of
organizations with major works from contributors like Daryl Conner (1992), Todd Jick (1993),
Jeanenne LaMarsh (1995), John Kotter (1996), and Spencer Johnson (1998). Each highlighted
the importance of the people side of change on initiative results. Since 2000, the discipline of
CM has been marked by continued formalization of processes, tools, job roles, organizational
functions, and even industry associations. In leading organizations, CM has gained a regular
“seat at the table” and is recognized as a key contributor to successful change.
We use Prosci's definition of CM to start the conversation: “The application of processes and
tools to manage the people side of change from a current state to a new future state so that the
desired results of the change are achieved” (Hiatt and Creasey 2012, 9).
The definition contains three essential components, which we will address in reverse order:
“To achieve a desired result”—CM's goal is to drive and capture the portion of benefits
that depend on employee adoption and usage. Organizations are experiencing tremendous
amounts and types of change, including developmental, transitional, and transformational
(to draw on Ackerman-Anderson and Anderson 2011). Many are technology changes,
process changes, and strategic changes. Each has a desired outcome, and CM's purpose is
to enable the realization of those expected benefits.
“The people side of change”—At the macro level, change involves numerous moving parts
and systems. At the most foundational and fundamental level, organizational change
impacts and depends upon employees changing the way they work. The scope of CM is
supporting those individual transitions and, as defined below, the steps needed to catalyze
individual adoption and usage. CM considers the organizational systems and cultures, and
the initiative level actions necessary, but these are addressed in their impact on individual
change journeys.
“The application of processes and tools”—While change ultimately depends on and
requires individual transitions, successful change does not happen by chance. With an
understanding of how individuals experience their own change process, the targeted use of

organizational and project levers can support and catalyze those necessary individual
changes.
CM is most often applied to a defined project or initiative. The scope of CM does not extend
into identifying opportunities or issues to address or into designing the actual solution for the
change initiative (although it can provide valuable input and direction). CM's focus is on
applying a structured approach to enable individual employees to successfully adopt and
proficiently use the new processes, systems, or behaviors required by the change initiative, so
the organization's change achieves its intended results.

The Relationship of Organization Development and
Change Management
The relationship between OD and CM is interesting and complex. This chapter began by
clarifying the purpose and intent of the two separately and distinctly. This section introduces
three dimensions of difference and three significant overlaps that provide the foundation for
convergence and collaboration in the disciplines. While examining the divergence of the two
provides insights into their unique contributions and applications, the success of organizational
change—and the disciplines—can be improved if the shared values and overlaps are
leveraged. The Venn diagram in Figure 22.1 presents the three dimensions of difference and the
overlap of OD and CM.

Figure 22.1 OD and CM: Overlap and Dimensions of Difference

Three primary dimensions of difference are identified: scope of application, focus of effort,
and level of engagement.

Scope of Application
At a high level, the scope of application provides insight into which situations within an
organization might lean more heavily on OD and which might lean more heavily on CM. For
OD, application is often a whole system application while remaining sensitive to interpersonal
relationships and group dynamics. For CM, application is more often a specific project or
initiative with specified results and outcomes that require changes in individual behaviors.

Focus of Effort
The focus of effort dimension reflects the fundamental building blocks the discipline hopes to
impact in application. For OD, the focus of the effort is “how the system functions” while the
focus of effort in CM is “how to catalyze individual employees in changing how they do their
jobs.” These are not mutually exclusive—how the system functions impacts how employees
react in times of change, and how employees adopt the new way of doing their jobs impacts the
system.

Level of Engagement
The level of engagement dimension identifies the targeted approach taken by practitioners in
the discipline. For OD, the focus is on designing interventions to modify higher-order
organizational components, those that inform the functioning of the system. CM focuses on
structured and repeatable approaches to facilitate individual adoption and usage, leveraging
assessments, processes, and tools that can aid an employee in making a successful personal
transition required by an organizational change.

Overlap
While the scope of application, focus of effort, and level of engagement are different, the
disciplines of OD and CM have shared values that provide groundwork for convergence and
collaboration. The three overlaps identified next can and should be leveraged by thought
leaders and practitioners.
First, each focuses on the human dynamics within the organization—even though the starting
points are different (system versus individual), both OD and CM acknowledge, appreciate, and
focus on the human dynamics within an organization and the important contribution, especially
in times of change, of those human dynamics.
Second, each recognizes the critical nature of the individual employee in the performance and
improvement of the organization—in OD, this emerges through the focus on self, while in CM
this manifests in the unique contribution of individual adoption and usage to initiative results
and outcomes. In both cases, the employees that make up an organization are viewed as crucial
to any successful change.

Third, each focuses on improving organizational effectiveness, supporting return on investment
(ROI) of change initiatives, and increasing the alignment between employee behaviors and
strategic imperatives. This final overlap is essential to build credibility and buy-in for both
disciplines with executives and leaders. The value of both OD and CM is driving more
successful change and enabling organizations to achieve their intended results.

Example: A Merger
A merger of two organizations presents an entry point to explore the unique opportunities for
both OD and CM to contribute to successful change. A merger creates numerous changes within
an organization, including: strategy, leadership, organization design, culture, human resources,
information technology and financial systems, reporting relationships, roles, and operations.
OD's perspective on supporting a successful merger would focus on the larger, systematic
changes including outlining impacts on all aspects of organization systems such as strategy,
mission, charters, structure, culture, systems, processes, and people's behaviors. OD would
address team dissolutions, formations, integrations, and development. When the implications of
the organizational changes reach the granular level of impact on specific jobs and behaviors,
CM provides guidance and direction to catalyze those individual transitions. For example,
employees using a newly integrated ERP application must adopt and use new systems and
workflows. Operational changes would require new job roles, mindsets, and behaviors that
would be supported by CM execution. For the merger to succeed, both OD and CM are
required, and both uniquely contribute to organizational performance.

Summary
The wall between OD and CM may not be as high as purported by some or even still being
constructed by others. In today's world of ever-increasing change, there is a marked need for
approaches and disciplines to improve change effectiveness. Both OD and CM provide
necessary and crucial support to successful change.
This chapter presented the disciplines side-by-side, attempting to add clarity by delineating
them and then drive convergence by showing the differences and overlaps. Through the
examination, there emerged a common set of shared values and perspectives that should serve
to unify the disciplines rather than promote divergence, namely the critically important
contribution of individual employees to the overall health and success of organizations in times
of change.
The key takeaway should be that both OD and CM support successful change, and the question
is not “OD or CM?” but rather “When OD and/or CM?” With a better understanding and
foundation of each discipline, practitioners can better identify when each provides the greatest
value and addresses the issues they are facing at a given point in time. As Gail commented
during one conversation, “I cannot do my work without both. I can no longer think about them
as one or the other.”

Change is not slowing down, and the importance of individuals within the systems of the
organization will only increase with new values and relationships emerging. The question for
you, and for those hoping to advance the disciplines in academia and elsewhere, is not
“which” but, “when and for what purpose?” To conclude the chapter, we will leave you with
some questions to ponder as you evaluate your role and approach in bringing more successful
change outcomes to your organization.

Discussion Questions
1. What do you see as the similarities and differences between OD and CM?
2. What strengths do you see each discipline bringing to the conversation?
3. How can each be leveraged to advance change success?
4. When and where do OD and CM add unique value?

Resources
Association of Change Management Professionals (ACMP) Global: www.acmpglobal.org
Change Management Institute (CMI): www.change-management-institute.com
Change Management Learning Center tutorial index: www.changemanagement.com/tutorials.htm
Organization Development Network (ODN): www.odnetwork.org
Institute of Organization Development (IOD): www.instituteod.com
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Chapter 23
Positive Organizational Change
What the Field of Positive Organizational Scholarship
Offers to Organization Development Practitioners
Kim Cameron and Jon McNaughtan
On September 11, 2001, two hijacked planes were used by terrorists to attack the World Trade
Center towers, a third plane was flown into the Pentagon, and a fourth plane crashed on a field
in Shanksville, Pennsylvania. In total, 2,996 people were killed and over 6,000 were injured.
The effects of that tragic day were far reaching, of course, but no industry was hit harder than
the U.S. airline industry. Not only did national governments worldwide prohibit airline flights
for the next several days, but passengers were fearful that this industry, in particular, was the
primary target of terrorists. Fear was rampant, and passengers were reticent to return to the air.
In particular, the short-haul carriers—the two companies most heavily dependent on short
flights—were abnormally affected. Passengers chose trains, buses, or automobile travel
instead of airline flights for relatively short distance travel. US Airways and Southwest
Airlines were the two firms hurt the worst financially, although virtually every airline lost
millions of dollars daily (Sharkey 2004). Reductions in flights averaged 20 percent, and the
average number of layoffs was 16 percent across the industry.
Not all airlines handled this crisis the same way and an analysis of the 10 airline companies'
response to the tragedy uncovered an important finding. A strong correlation exists between the
way an airline company handled the adversity and the company's financial recovery (see
Gittell, Cameron, Lim, and Rivas 2006).
Specifically, airlines that engaged in positive practices experienced significantly higher
financial return than those that did not. Positive practices included prioritizing human capital
over financial capital, providing protection for employees' jobs, and ensuring compassionate
support for employees' families. As paradoxical as it may seem, the airlines that did not engage
in typical cost-saving measures, such as layoffs, during the crisis experienced the fastest
recovery to their stock price and more productivity during the years after the crisis.
Southwest Airlines was the quintessential example of using a crisis to turn challenges into
opportunities, strengthen relationships with employees, and reinforce a culture of compassion
that resulted in positive outcomes. Southwest CEO Jim Parker stated, “We are willing to suffer
some damage, even to our stock price, to protect the jobs of our people” (Conlin 2001, 42).
This unique approach to crisis and adversity provides one example of how positive
organizational scholarship (POS) offers a positive lens for the practice of OD.
This chapter describes the emerging field of POS and its connection to organization

development (OD). The case of the airline industry following September 11, 2001, provides an
illustration of positively deviant organizational performance, a key focus of POS research. A
framework for POS is described as a way to differentiate between “abundance” versus
“deficit” approaches to OD. The chapter concludes with an overview of POS findings.

Positive Organizational Scholarship
Analyzing positive practices in the U.S. airline industry after September 11 provides an
example of the research interests of scholars in the field of POS. This approach to scholarship
originated in 2001 at the University of Michigan as an alternative to the dominant scholarly
paradigm at the time (Cameron and McNaughtan 2014). POS is distinct from traditional
organizational studies in that it seeks to understand what represents and approaches the best of
the human condition. The concept of positive refers to (1) positive deviance (such as
explaining extraordinary positive outcomes and the processes that produce them), (2) an
affirmative orientation (such as focusing on strengths rather than weaknesses or on flourishing
relationships rather than problematic relationships), and (3) virtuousness and elevating
processes (such as doing good in addition to doing well). Organization is this context in which
these positive phenomena occur; the dynamics of the workplace are centrally important. And
scholarship describes the intention of grounding all findings and prescriptions in rigorous,
theoretical and empirically based research in order to understand what makes these kinds of
positive dynamics and organizational breakthroughs possible (Cameron, Dutton, and Quinn
2003).
Although not without critics (Fineman 2006; George 2004), POS scholars have helped develop
an understanding of organizations that nurtures flourishing (Fredrickson and Losada 2005),
thriving (Spreitzer et al. 2005), optimal functioning (Keyes 2002), capacity-building (Dutton
and Glynn 2007), and general excellence in the human condition (Cameron 2003). POS
scholars focus on understanding enablers and motivators, as well as “the outcomes or effects
associated with positive phenomenon” (Cameron, Dutton, & Quinn 2003, 3).

A Positive Organizational Scholarship Framework
The need for scholarship that focuses on the positive can be illustrated by using Figure 23.1.
This figure illustrates how the dynamics associated with helping people and organizations
flourish are likely to be different than the dynamics of helping a person or organization reach
effective functioning.

Figure 23.1 The Positive Deviance Continuum
Source: Adapted from Kim. S. Cameron, “Organizational Virtuousness and Performance,” in Positive Organizational
Scholarship: Foundations of a New Discipline, edited by K. S. Cameron, J. E. Dutton, and R. E. Quinn (San Francisco:
Berrett-Koehler, 2003), 53.

Loosely speaking, we can think of people and organizations in terms of three states: negative
deviance, normal performance, and positive deviance. At the extreme left end of the continuum
is negative deviance, or the dysfunctional state. In this state, people experience illness, and
organizations are unprofitable, ineffective, and inefficient. Quality is problematic and errors in
production are customary. Unethical behaviors may be evident. Interpersonal relationships
between people are often toxic. Metaphorically, this condition might be characterized by
individuals or organizations in need of a hospital.
At the right end of the continuum is positive deviance or an extraordinarily high-performing
condition. Individuals in this condition might be characterized by vitality, flow, and flourishing
in their work (Csikszentmihalyi 1990). Organizations might be characterized by thriving and
contributing extraordinary value. They achieve not merely effectiveness but excellence.
Virtuousness characterizes organizational practices. Quality is error-free, people honor one
another, and flourishing occurs by “achieving the best of the human condition” (Cameron 2012,
11). Metaphorically, this condition might be characterized by individuals or organizations
functioning like an Olympic athlete or OD practitioners who transform visions of possibilities.
The experience of these airline companies exemplifies both extremes. Following the crisis,

these companies were clearly in a negatively deviant, highly dysfunctional condition. By 2005,
the airlines that utilized positive practices had become positively deviant, extraordinarily
performing organizations. In fact, the correlation between financial return and the
implementation of positive practices was p = .86 (Cameron 2013).

A Positive Organizational Scholarship Lens in the
Practice of Organization Development
The POS approach to change provides a framework for identifying the two fundamental
motivations for change. Specifically, the question might be asked: “Is the change intended to fix
a dysfunctional aspect of the organization (closing deficit gaps), or is the change intended to
extend or elevate the strengths in the organization (closing abundance gaps)?”
With respect to the first motive, the resolution of deficit gaps, OD practitioners are typically
brought into an organization when dysfunction exists (Burke 2002). The OD professional
functions much like a physician in diagnosing the issues, prescribing solutions, and working to
heal the organization from its ills. The organization's starting point for change is a state of
negative deviance. The intention of a change intervention is to solve problems. OD
practitioners address deficit gaps while reinforcing expected norms and routines. Many change
experts, for instance, advocate the need to create urgency for change (Kotter 2008) or the
importance of diagnosing issues (Cummings and Worley 2009), tacitly acknowledging the
normative power of identifying a common concern and the motivating potential that may come
in the process of overcoming such challenges (Cameron 2008).
The second motive for change is a transformation beyond a normal, expected state to an
extraordinary, positively deviant state. This means changing from normal performance to
extraordinary performance—unleashing the latent positive energy in a system so that thriving
and flourishing can occur (Spreitzer et al. 2005). As illustrated in Figure 23.1, tremendous
resistance exists in organizations anytime they move away from the center of the continuum—in
both negative and positive directions. A great deal of momentum exists to remain at the center
of the continuum. Just as an Olympic athlete immediately experiences decline toward the
normal state if he or she ceases training at the highest level, extraordinary organizations also
quickly slip into a pattern of ordinariness that is consistent with expected, average
performance. Extraordinary performance is always dynamic and difficult to sustain.

The Application of Positive Organizational Scholarship
in Organization Development
Positive organizational change has emerged in the last decade as an attempt to rebalance
organizational change research and to examine previously ignored relationships in the
discipline of POS. Because the importance and credibility of any new approach depends, at
least partly, on verified relationships with successful performance and change, a sampling of
what has been uncovered to date about successful positive organizational change is provided.

Of course, no summary can capture the breadth and core themes of all the work being done, but
an examination of the empirical literature has uncovered a set of themes that describe several
of the main thrusts.
One irony in many of these findings is that, by definition, positive practices do not need to
produce traditionally pursued organizational outcomes in order to be of worth. Nevertheless,
studies have shown that organizations in several industries (including financial services, health
care, manufacturing, education, pharmaceuticals, and government) that implemented and
improved their positive practices over time also increased their performance in desired
outcomes such as profitability, productivity, quality, customer satisfaction, and employee
retention (Cameron and Lavine 2006).
Organizational Virtuousness. A number of studies have examined virtuousness as a source of
positive organizational change. For example, one study conducted on 14 Portuguese businesses
found that organizational virtuousness led to higher organizational citizenship and employee
well-being (Rego, Ribeiro, and Cunha 2010). O'Donohoe and Turley's (2006) interview study
of newspaper staff dealing with bereaved clients found the staff engaged in “philanthropic
emotion management”—in which they made personal sacrifices for the sake of grieving clients
—even though these sacrifices were neither required nor rewarded by the organization.
Several studies also link virtuousness to performance. One study within a health care network
showed how units that were supportive of their members' spirituality produced higher levels of
customer satisfaction (Duchon and Plowman 2005). Stephens and colleagues (2013) found that
virtuous relationships with coworkers who were willing to share both positive and negative
feelings correlated with resilience to adversity.
Leadership. Several investigations of the role of leadership and positive change have been
conducted. Bono and Ilies (2006) described a series of studies showing that leaders who
express more positive emotions engender the same emotions in followers, who then perceive
that leader as more charismatic and effective. Similarly, Army leaders who expressed more
vision and love for their troops satisfied their followers' needs for the same, fostering greater
well-being, commitment, and productivity among followers (Fry, Vitucci, and Cedillo 2005).
In the fast-food industry, leader hope has been linked to follower satisfaction and retention
(Peterson and Luthans 2003). Similarly, Cameron (2011) argued that responsible leadership
and virtuous leadership are synonymous and both lead to amplification of employees'
performance and strong positive outcomes.
Positive Relationships and Performance. Interpersonal relationships serve as another
important source of performance benefits investigated in the positive change literature. For
example, the work of Dutton (2003) on high-quality connections is compelling. High-quality
connections are temporary encounters with another individual, in contrast to an ongoing
relationship. These connections can be life-giving and enhancing or deenergizing and
diminishing. Dutton's extensive research indicates that forming high-quality connections
produces higher amounts of learning, resilience, cooperation, job satisfaction, involvement,
commitment, and physical health in individuals. And, it produces increased cooperation,

attachment of employees, suppliers, and customers, as well as more adaptability in
organizations (Dutton and Ragins 2007).
Energy. Owens, Baker, and Cameron (2014) investigated the positive energy displayed by unit
leaders in a variety of business units. Several forms of energy exist, such as physical energy,
emotional energy, and psychological energy. With each of these forms of energy, their use
diminishes energy and requires rest and recuperation for renewal. People become exhausted
after expending physical energy (e.g., running a marathon), emotional energy (e.g., cheering for
the home team in a finals game), or psychological energy (e.g., studying for an exam).
This study assessed relational energy, defined as the uplifting, motivational, and life-giving
influence leaders have on employees as a result of interactions. Only with relational energy
does expending lead to renewal (e.g., people do not tire of being cared for and loved). The
results showed that positively energizing leaders have a significant, positive impact on
individuals—including their performance, engagement, well-being, satisfaction, and even
family life—as well as on the organization's performance, teamwork, innovation, and learning
orientation.
In studies of energy networks—that is, the position of individuals in a network in which giving
and receiving relational energy was assessed—an individual's position in that network was
found to be significant. Those who energized others performed substantially higher than even
those who were assessed as powerful or central in the information network. Energy trumped
power and information in predicting improvements in performance (Baker, Cross, and Parker
2004; Baker, Cross, and Wooten 2003). Moreover, individuals who provided positive energy
to others were four times more likely to succeed than individuals who were at the center of
information or influence networks.

Summary
This chapter introduces the concept of positive organizational change which has emerged from
the field of POS. The research suggests that what is currently known about dysfunctional
organization (deficit gaps) is vastly greater than what is known about extraordinary
organization functionality (abundance gaps). POS attempts to address this imbalance, not to the
exclusion of problem-based scholarship and practice, but as a complementary extension.
Implications for expanding the practice of OD through POS are numerous, and we have
focused in this chapter on briefly reviewing research that can lead to positive change
interventions. Both positive and negative factors may perpetuate positive change, but when
both are present, the negative tends to dominate. Therefore positive factors must be
emphasized in order for positive change to be stimulated.
This helps explain why a historical bias exists in OD toward deficit-oriented more than
abundance-oriented change (Cameron 2012). Baumeister and colleagues (2001) even went as
far as to state that “Bad is stronger than good” in capturing our attention and motivating a
response. Positive climate, positive energy, and high-quality relationships, however, unleash
the heliotropic effect in individuals and organizations, and this, in turn, produces extraordinary

performance. Learning to detect and emphasize what is positive, in addition to what is
negative, is an important prescription for OD in the future.

Discussion Questions
1. In what ways can the positive deviance continuum be a helpful framework to your own
work?
2. How can you ensure virtuous performance in your own work and within your organization?
3. How can you become a positive energizer to those around you?
4. Have you seen heliotropism in your own work? If so, how can you take advantage of it?
5. How can positive organizational scholarship provide a new approach for leading
organizational change?

Resources
The Center for Positive Organizations (this center is run out of the University of Michigan and
has current research and information for those who wish to research POS or enhance their
practice): http://positiveorgs.bus.umich.edu/
TEDX Beacon Street talk on Leading Positive Change is a talk by Rosabeth Moss Kanter who
discusses six steps to leading positive change: www.tedxbeaconstreet.com/rosabeth-mosskanter/
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Chapter Twenty-Four
Positive Organizational Ethics
Adult Moral Development in the Workplace
Leslie E. Sekerka
The word ethics comes from both Latin and Greek meaning character (Oxford English
Dictionary 2013; see www.oed.com/). Broadly speaking, ethics refers to the philosophy of
human conduct, which is the determination of right and wrong behavior. When ethics is applied
to an organization, it relates to its principles and values and the choices derived from them,
applied to successfully achieving operational performance. Until recently, organizations were
considered ethical so long as they were law abiding. With ongoing demonstrative evidence that
malfeasance occurs with regulatory controls in place, many realize that prevention of moral
ineptitude does not ensure ethical behavior. This is especially the case when business operates
without a strong moral foundation. When motives are not backed by socially responsible
performance, organizational ethics is unreliable. When organization development (OD) is used
to help firms build moral strength, people work together to enhance productivity, learning, and
core competencies that can benefit the company and its broader community (McLean 2006).
Because OD professionals commit to promoting justice and serving the well-being of all living
beings, it is assumed that those working in this field are interested in advancing moral
responsibility in business enterprise (see www.theodinstitute.org/; www.iodanet.org/).
An initial challenge in organization ethical development is to consider the level of moral
responsibility that a firm must or should adopt. Prescriptive demands and normative
declarations are not realizable unless there is a willingness to go beyond the moral minimum
imposed by externally driven legal standards. The strength of a firm's ethics calls for an
internally driven moral awareness, with decisions and actions directed to the pursuit of ethical
performance. While the firm's values represent elements of identity, ethical character begins
with the underlying management philosophy.
This chapter provides foundational information regarding the use of OD to build ethical
strength within a firm. Challenges and opportunities are presented, along with a technique to
advance adult moral development in the workplace. Key lessons and discussion questions are
offered for reflective consideration.

Principled Performance
Studies in the general area of positive psychology (PP), positive organizational scholarship
(POS), and positive organizational behavior (POB) have put a spotlight on the best aspects of

our organizational systems at both individual and collective levels. Research in this area seeks
to enhance organizational effectiveness in a way that goes beyond promoting the basic survival
of the firm, seeking instead to uncover what contributes to personal and collective thriving in
workplace task action. The idea or expectation that organizations protect people and the planet
as they earn profits for investors is not guaranteed by external mandates.
Principled performance embraces an ethics of care, manifested by a firm's self-directed
concern for corporate citizenship, corporate social responsibility, and/or environmental
sustainability. Driving the organization's ethical character are decisions made by top
management, which are then implemented by employees at every level. When ethics are based
on governance to address legal mandates, organizational ethics programs are unlikely to be
designed to promote, develop, or endorse a deep and abiding sense of moral responsibility. A
more broadly defined sense of duty within the organization's identity is required, advancing
both the breadth and depth of ethics en route to performance. OD experts are encouraged to
consider the domain of positive organizational ethics (POE) to advance their understanding of
strengths-based approaches to business ethics. As an emerging field, POE is a home for those
interested in going beyond compliance to encourage systemic change, educating leaders,
managers, and employees to use character strengths to activate the ethical core of their
organization (Sekerka, Comer, and Godwin 2014).
The philosophy that drives corporate decision making is often visible by its time horizon for
how success is measured. Stakeholder concerns typically require short- and long-term
considerations, whereas shareholder concerns center on meeting quarterly and annual targets
(Wagner 2011; see http://dowelldogood.net/; www.businessdictionary.com/). Regardless of
value statements and rule-based behaviors, when an organization focuses largely on its own
self-interest, its ethics are often less durable than those also interested in the concerns of others
(Sekerka and Stimel 2011). Organizations that fully embrace moral responsibility make ethics
central to their purpose, and reflect this with the use of triple-bottom line (TBL) accounting. A
proactive approach to ethics requires a genuine respect and care for others, not only striving to
do no harm, but actually working to do “good.”
When management is ready, OD experts can help members co-create a broader ethical identity,
and help with the design of performance metrics that track, measure, and reward people on
how to achieve objectives in a morally responsible manner. Practitioners can assist planners in
aligning strategic operations to inculcate a range of stakeholder concerns, and foster the
creation of operational processes and strategic alignment that connect success with
environmental and socially responsible goals. Processes driven by OD professionals can
enable the identification of opportunities, restrictions, threats, and incentives that will help
build ethical strength within a firm's business strategy (Schaltegger and Synnestvedt 2002),
ensuring objectives and goals are defined with specific implementation plans that are
supported with concrete actions.
A challenge for OD is to help organizations balance their commitment to social goals when
competitive demands call for economic results. Ontological differences may exist regarding
the role of OD to increase efficiency and effectiveness toward economic performance or to

advance organizational learning, helping firms to become better corporate citizens. Experts in
OD can play a pivotal role here, advancing moral responsibility as a capacity-building
endeavor, one that offers beneficial economic implications as well as promoting the growth
and empowerment of organizational members. Going beyond compliance means people are
encouraged to engage in virtuous action, to do more than what is required as a way of
conducting the firm's business to ensure its ethicality. (See Figure 24.1.)

Figure 24.1 Compliance as the Moral Minimum
Source: From L. E. Sekerka, “Compliance as a Subtle Precursor to Ethical Corrosion: A Strength-Based Approach as a
Way Forward,” Wyoming Law Review 12, no. 2 (2012): 286.

Ethics as a Practice
While the ethical framework is cast by management, at the heart of organizational ethics is the
individual character strength of each organizational member. While policies and procedures
must be upheld, ethics is demonstrated by employees in their everyday workplace routines.
Social norms that support ethics are created through reward systems and complemented by
management role-modeling and open and transparent communication. But moral competency
(Sekerka, McCarthy, and Bagozzi 2011) and moral intelligence (Wickham and O'Donohue
2012) is built and affirmed by the way business is conducted on a daily basis. Ethical
awareness and personal governance that support the ability to engage in moral action are
important, especially when values compete for supremacy (Bagozzi, Sekerka, Hill, and
Seguera 2013), when rules conflict, or when situations are complex and answers are not clear
cut.
Being ethical is both a cognitive and affective process, where responsibility is driven by
norms, shaped by culture, beliefs, principles, and values. Because living one's values requires
self-awareness, a desire to act morally, and a decision to engage in moral action, ethics is a
very personal experience. Relationships and interactions with others provide the motive and

motivation to act ethically, or to do otherwise. Therefore, OD efforts to help people come
together and work through their salient ethical challenges, fostering collaborative reflection
and dialogue in the workplace, is critical. People need skills and supportive contexts to foster
their ability and willingness to achieve business goals in a morally responsible manner.
This calls for self-directed governance, enabling members to learn how to manage their
temptations, fears, and desires, deterrents that can intervene and distract movement toward
moral action. Ethics is supported by people thinking through their values, principles, and
objectives, and then determining appropriate choices, given the particular circumstances.
Learning to seek out ethical concerns and to discuss them with others is very different from
reacting to ethical problems as they emerge. Experts in OD can help organizations co-create a
proactive ethical culture, contexts where identifying ethical risks and bringing forward
uncertainties becomes the expected norm. Efforts that support such openness and transparency
around ethical concerns are a means to develop trust, which can bolster organizational
commitment.
Given the complexity of views, perspectives, and traditions, the reality is that most ethical
issues are a mix of black, white, and gray. Ethical issues may not even be perceived similarly,
given the cultural lens that is applied (Marar Yacobian and Sekerka 2014). Even when
mandates declare the rightness (or wrongness) of an action, determining the best “right” in
circumstances can be difficult, depending upon the person, situation, and context (Treviño
1986). People see things differently and are not necessarily consistent in applying their own
views and values. Despite training and code of conduct directives, issues are rarely crystal
clear. Dealing with ethical ambiguities means people learn how to discuss sensitive concerns
that might become problematic before they become full-blown issues. Making sense of matters
calls for collaboration; people need to work together to build a shared ideology for how to
conduct morally responsible actions, given their area of expertise. Practitioners in OD can be a
conduit for advancing this sort of development by creating “safe spaces” and helping people
conduct difficult conversations (e.g., speaking truth to power). Scientists explain that moral
judgment is a function of our cognitive and intuitive-emotional systems, involving both rational
and affective components that drive ethical thinking, feeling, and behavior. This underscores
why employees need to learn how character strength comes from within, learning to balance
internal competing values and emotions with external pressures.
Personal governance is driven by a willingness to maintain personal and organizational
integrity, underwriting the motivation to address tough ethical concerns. This means learning
how to address fears that can derail moral intent. If a firm is truly committed to principled
performance, a prevention/promotion orientation is needed, teaching and encouraging members
how to work together to thwart ethical risk and leverage ethical strength. Organizational ethics
means employees work to sustain their desire and ability to do the right thing in their daily
workplace routines. This suggests that employees need to establish a shared goal to inculcate
this expectation in the meaning of work itself. Techniques that foster reflective dialogue can
empower employees and build positive momentum which, in turn, can broaden capacity for
moral strength. Rather than limiting ethics to values, rules, codes, and governance, facilitated
OD can help employees co-create the conditions that render their ethical skills development,

process creation, and organizational scripts to support the use of character strengths.

Techniques for Ethical Development
Best practices in ethics education and training show that employees need to engage in face-toface interaction to learn how to address ethical risks in the workplace (Sekerka 2009). It is
important for people to be part of a learning community, working together with peers,
managers, and leaders to understand what can threaten principled performance and how to
address these challenges as a collective. Whatever issues employees deem relevant are an
important focal point for interactive experiential learning processes. Use of the balanced
experiential inquiry (BEI) process has been shown to increase curiosity, decrease negative
emotions, and bolster managers' desire to proceed with moral action, without the need for
external affirmations or praise (Sekerka, Godwin, and Charnigo 2012, 2014).
The BEI method is considered a hybrid approach linking personal learning and OD, by
weaving two very different core change management techniques together (diagnostic- and
appreciative-based inquiry) (Sekerka and Godwin 2010). Employees share their ethical
challenges, airing both successes and times of difficulty. This provides a platform for how to
conduct ongoing reflection and discovery, and to help people recognize and review how they
overcame barriers to moral action or were blocked by them. Employees are guided to use their
own stories to determine how their personal and organizational strengths can be leveraged, as
well as how to resolve unsettled conflicts.
Initially facilitated by an OD trainer, BEI must eventually become inculcated into workplace
routines to sustain its benefits. The goal is to help managers conduct BEI as a part of staff and
planning meetings, as well as being integrated into personal coaching and feedback sessions.
Techniques like BEI prompt a deeper level of adult learning than what is garnered from the
typical static delivery of rote content material. Participants engage in reflective and critical
ethical thinking, role-play decision-making processes, and begin to practice new behaviors in
a “safe space.” Social engagement and practice are necessary if ethical strength is to become a
part of employees' expected regular performance capability. Information gleaned from BEI
helps people identify where potential ethical risks reside and how people can help one another
pursue moral action with personal governance. As organizational inconsistencies emerge,
members in different roles, functions, and status work together to see where their assets reside
and where improvements need to be exacted.
Using BEI, employees work together to draw upon strengths as they identify organizational
shortcomings, practicing transparency in a social setting. People can therefore become more
aware of and sensitive to their emotional signals and then self-regulate these feelings as they
prepare for moral action. But it is the actions of management that ultimately serve as the
cornerstone for securing the organization's ethical health. While individual contributors need to
practice and exercise their moral competencies, leaders are responsible for setting a consistent
example and creating a workplace that expects, supports, and nurtures employees' character
strength. When employees develop daily habits of principled performance, they make it a

practice to look for how and where activities may be vulnerable to ethical weakness, while
also looking for where moral potency can be leveraged to empower moral responsibility and
leadership (Hannah and Avolio 2010).

Summary
This chapter sets forth an introduction to core terms and offers several core concerns and
elements of conducting organizational ethical development. Key lessons from this offering
include:
OD experts are charged with advancing the moral responsibility of business and committed
to promoting justice and serving the well-being of others.
A firm is committed to principled performance by adopting a stakeholder philosophy and
proactive approach to ethics, emphasizing character strength at the organizational and
individual levels and expressing this commitment in prosocial performance expectations
and measurement criteria.
A challenge for OD is to help firms balance their commitment to society when competitive
demands call for short-term economic results. Experts can help members strengthen their
commitment to ethics, elevating prosocial duty as an important and necessary element of its
stakeholder strategy.
OD experts can help ensure a firm's values are integrated into strategic processes and
implemented as elements of daily practice, helping the organization to build a more genuine
and lasting form of organizational ethics.
Face-to-face activities using experiential learning methods are essential toward supporting
ongoing adult moral development and ongoing organizational learning.
In shaping principled performance, OD experts must strive to go beyond a surface approach,
working to establish a more durable and proactive form of ethics. If the main thrust of
programming is to convey rules, codes, regulations, policies, and reporting channels, then the
value of ethics will remain dubious at best. Working with management, OD professionals must
help establish ethical criteria connected to performance goals and support ongoing education
that treats “right” action as an expected duty and responsibility of POE in business enterprise.

Discussion Questions
1. When discussing OD, is the topic of ethics considered an area for ongoing advancement?
Why or why not?
2. If a firm is interested in pursuing organizational ethical development, does management
focus largely on the prevention of unethical activity, as compared to building ethical
strength? What can OD professionals do to cultivate a more proactive approach to ethics in
organizational settings?
3. When moving to align ethics with strategic planning and performance targets and their

associated metrics, are moral competency development and individual ethics objectives
and their associated metrics included?
4. When a firm is largely driven by a shareholder philosophy, what might attract them to a
more broadly defined ethical identity?
5. How do organizations undergoing rapid expansion stay true to their ethical identity? In the
case of mergers and acquisitions, how does a firm honor the character strengths of an
acquired firm, while maintaining its original ethical core?

Resources
B Corporation: People Using Business as a Force for Good: www.bcorporation.net/b-thechange
The Do Well Do Good Second Annual Public Opinion Survey Report on Cause Marketing and
The Do Well Do Good Second Annual Public Opinion Survey Report on Sustainability:
http://dowelldogood.net/?page_id=688
Ethics in Action Research & Education Center, Menlo College, Atherton, CA:
www.sekerkaethicsinaction.com/
Ethics Resource Center—National Business Ethics Survey: www.ethics.org/nbes/
Organizational Development International—The ODI Code of Ethics:
www.theodinstitute.org/od-library/code_of_ethics.htm
Santa Clara University's Markkula Center for Applied Ethics—Business and Organizational
Ethics Partnership: www.scu.edu/ethics-center/programareas/businessethics/
Ethics Training in Action: An Examination of Issues, Techniques, and Development. Ethics
in Practice Series. Charlotte, NC: Information Age Publishing:
www.infoagepub.com/products/Ethics-Training-in-Action
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Chapter Twenty-Five
The Classic T-Group
Matt Minahan and Robert Crosby
“Oh, man, are we gonna sit here all day? In this silly circle? I wonder what the agenda is? Why
won't they just tell us what we're going to do? If someone doesn't speak up soon, I'm gonna go
nuts… And why don't the leaders just lead?” The inner monologue of a typical T-group
participant on the first day.
It seems like torture to subject people to a large circle of colleagues and peers or even
strangers for several days, without an agenda, without a clear plan, and with leaders who do
not seem to lead. And yet, that is exactly the fertile ground in which mountains of learning erupt
that make the silence and early ambiguity worth it. This chapter describes the T-group as a
form of personal and professional development including its history, growth, decline, and
current applications.

T-Group Defined and Explained
The T-group is a “type of experience-based learning environment” (Seashore 1999, 271)
whose ultimate purpose is to develop and enhance the members' human relations competencies
(Tannenbaum, Weschler, and Massarik 2013). The T-group helps members increase their own
interpersonal skills, understand the impact of their own behavior on others, and others'
behavior on them.
Experiential learning groups, such as T-groups “focus primarily on developing members'
understanding of group-level processes and of their own behavior in groups” (Gillette and
McCollum 1995, 3). The T-group provides participants with an “opportunity to learn about
themselves, their impact on others and how to function more effectively in group and
interpersonal situations. It facilitates this learning by bringing together a small group of people
for the express purpose of studying their own behavior when they interact within a small
group” (Gallagher 2012, 2).
Participants and one or two trainers sit in a circle in a group of 7 to 15, interacting with each
other on ideas and topics that emerge from their own conversations, rather than from a
preplanned agenda or curriculum. The interaction among the members as topics are suggested
and pursued, or suggested and ignored, allows the participants to
Observe the impact of their behavior on the group
Gain insights from other participants and occasionally the trainers about how they are
perceived by others

Practice the skills of giving and receiving feedback, including the full range of emotions
involved
Improve their ability to observe interactions “in the moment,” and notice the impact of
others' behavior on themselves
Experiment with different behaviors of their choosing
See how participants react, observing the results the new behaviors might generate
In addition, interactions are happening and learning can occur at the level of the
Individual, where most participants gain insights into their own thoughts, feelings, and
reactions to what's going on around them
Interpersonal, where most participants can assess the impact of their behavior on other
people and the group. The participant can assess whether the degree to which that impact is
aligned with their own conscious intentions and can monitor their own feelings
Group, where cohesion, power, group maturity, climate, and structure can be affected by
certain behaviors and feelings
Organization, where authority, decision making, business process simplification, crossunit conflict, communication, stereotyping, and so on, can be figural (Seashore 1999)
This includes the full range of emotions involved, and places the T-group as a precursor to the
quest for emotional intelligence. John Wallen, who coauthored with Carl Rogers Counseling
with Returned Servicemen in 1946, forged his remarkably clear distinctions between the
“description” of an emotion (“I'm irritated by how you said that”) and its expression (“Shut
up!”). Finding that emotion and describing it became one of the key features of the T-group,
especially in the Pacific Northwest of the United States where Wallen led National Training
Laboratory (NTL) T-groups and other programs for years.
Also powerful was his distinction between openness (describing an emotion) and personal
confession. Participants already were highly skilled in telling personal secrets, such as, “I've
been divorced twice.” Many assumed that openness meant more expressions and confessions.
Perhaps even more critical was that few knew the distinction between being judgmental versus
being descriptive of behavior, which is the bedrock “scientific” skill learned in the T-group. It
is this capacity to differentiate between actual phenomena and the internal thoughts and feelings
they generate that helps create a balance between the thinking and feeling parts of the brain.

Key Principles of T-Group Participation
Given its unique form as a learning laboratory and specialized focus, the T-group has its own
principles and practices, such as learning how to learn and peers as teachers, which contribute
to its success (Golembiewski 1999).

Laboratory Learning

Even though it is possible to generalize about the outcomes of a T-group, it is impossible to
predict the topics or conversations that can occur. Each T-group is a laboratory in which
individual participants engage in experiments of their own design. They are both the scientists
in this laboratory, creating and testing hypotheses about themselves, others, and the group, and
the subjects of their own experiments, doing the things designed by their inner scientist to see
what happens and how they feel about it.

Learning How to Learn
Rather than being driven deductively by predetermined content, learning occurs inductively
from the experiences that take shape in the group. That is true especially over time, as the first
few hours and days of a T-group are often disquieting and uncomfortable, especially for those
expecting a traditionally structured training course. Effective T-groups engage participants'
“emotions, values, and motoric skills”—the ability to execute a new skill so effectively that it
becomes tacit or unconscious—“in ways that are strikingly uncommon in a typical classroom”
(Crosby 2013b, 55).

Peers as Teachers
Much of the learning in the laboratory is based on feedback received from other T-group
participants; therefore, the “teachers” are other members of the T-group. It is not uncommon for
a T-group trainer to begin by saying something like, “Look around this room, around this circle.
These are your teachers, and it is from them you will learn much, much more than the staff can
ever teach you.”

Here and Now
As any mindfulness practitioner or teacher will know, keeping our consciousness in the
present, in the “here and now,” is difficult on a good day. When you add 6 to 14 other people to
the mix, with all of the distractions and anxieties involved, it is hard work to keep the group's
focus on the events they themselves are creating in the “here and now.” Stories about past
experiences and workplace troubles and other historical events are the currency we exchange
in everyday life and conversation. But to create the laboratory in which participants can
experiment, the focus must be on what the group is doing and feeling in this present moment, so
that all in the circle have access to the same data in real time.

T-Group: Content and Process
The other major concept that drives the T-group experience is the difference between the
content of the work and the process by which it is done. “The easy answer is that process is
not the what but the how” (Schein 2013, 66).
Using the iceberg as a metaphor, the content of the work occurs above the waterline…that
which we can see and hear and is happening in the open, in plain view of all. That is most of
the focus of our work and daily lives, as seen in Figure 25.1.

Figure 25.1 Group Dynamics
The process of the work occurs below the waterline. The variables we are seldom trained to
observe, but which generate thoughts and feelings in us about which we are often not even
aware. Process variables are typically observed and noted by the leader at first, until the group
itself takes over and becomes self-enforcing.
Process variables include, but are not limited to, who is in the group and how they show up,
who is taking on what roles, how leadership is enacted, how decisions are made, how
members deal with disagreements and conflicts, how members relate to authority, how
members use “I” statements to speak for themselves and own their own perceptions, how
members know of the emotionality of the group and its work, how they separate feelings from
thoughts or judgments, how the group develops its own emergent norms around communication,
conflict management, problem solving, decision making, and so on. Because the “real world”
is driven by content, it does not train or teach how to monitor and observe these process
variables in real time. That is why the T-group is the ideal setting for participants to focus on
the process variables, because the content of the conversation is about those dynamics below
the waterline, the “here and now” work of the group, which is where the real ballast of the
iceberg and the power of group life live and which provides grounding for the other
dimensions of communication.

The Role and Skills of the T-Group Trainer
In a traditional program, the expert management consultant or stand-up trainer “typically
intervenes on the content of the work: He or she makes recommendations about how to solve
problems.” However, an OD practitioner or T-group trainer intervenes “on the variables that
fall below the waterline of the iceberg, those process variables that affect the group and how it
does its work” (adapted from Minahan 2014, 400).

The T-group leader leads no discussion of topics. Instead, she brings to consciousness
dynamics about which the participants are not usually aware, the process variables (Crosby
2013a).
The goal of the effective T-group trainer is to support the group as it develops the capacity to
do its own work and to overcome its dependency on the trainer. The T-group trainer most often
intervenes early in the life of the group almost exclusively on interpersonal and group
processes. Within a day or two, most groups get what is needed, and the T-group trainer can
focus on the more complex, systemic dynamics of the group and its work, often intervening less
frequently as the T-group goes on.
Two major factors determine the success of the T-group leader. “The first is our ability to
notice and understand what's going on in the various levels, stages, and phases of group life…
The second is our ability to notice and understand what's going on in our own inner lives; our
work as an intervener, leader, or member of a group is a function of our own self-awareness
and ability to communicate about the complex factors and “multiple motivations that make us
human” (Minahan 2014, 404).

What Participants Say About T-Groups
It was at the Academy of Management annual conference in 2009 in Chicago that many of the
past chairs of the OD Division of the Academy—including Stafford Beer, Warner Burke, Frank
Friedlander, Larry Greiner, Bob Golembiewski, Craig Lundberg, and Dale Zand among others,
cited their T-group experience as the moment that changed their lives for the better. These
leaders in leadership, management, and OD said it was in their T-group experiences and
training that they learned to notice process, to operate in the here and now, to test their
observations and inferences before acting, and to empathize with others in ways that had not
happened previously.
Quotations from participants acknowledge their T-group: “was a life changing experience. It
has stuck with me even though I did it many years ago” (engineer). “I went through this almost
20 years ago…and it is the only training that has ever stuck with me. I use the skills and
concepts every day” (nuclear power industry). “My employee grew more in one T-group than
he had in the previous 24 years I have known him” (plant manager). “I've never had such a
powerful experience in my life” (accounting manager). So, despite the complaints in this
chapter's first paragraph, these quotations are more typical of what people say at the end of
their T-group experience.

The Past, Present, and Future of T-Groups
Soon after its creation as a social justice and racial equality intervention in the late 40s, the Tgroup quickly became mainstream. Thousands attended sessions. Life Magazine, perhaps the
most prestigious publication of that time, ran a major article featuring the personal growth
aspect of this new popular movement. They dubbed it “sensitivity training.” While that term

had been in earlier use referencing sensitivity to group processes, it was rapidly being
interpreted exclusively as referring to intrapersonal/interpersonal sensitivity.
With rapid growth came the inevitable decrease of quality as trainers proliferated without
training or grounding in this social-psychological phenomenon. The Wallen distinctions
mentioned earlier were blurred or unknown. A decline was perhaps to be expected. Countless
stories abound of groups (under names such as Encounter, Sensitivity, T-group, etc.) that
became “spill your guts” sessions. One major corporation began such groups with practices so
foreign to the original intent that participants were even encouraged to drink before evening
sessions to help them be more “open.” A decade later, one of the authors of this piece (Crosby)
was constantly having to ease some frightened participants in that corporation into industrywide T-group training because of those earlier efforts. As the T-group form evolved through the
1960s and 70s, “the motoric element emerged on par with the cognitive and affective domains.
This was commonplace in sports, but virtually unknown in this educative arena. ‘Experimental
try’ of new behaviors was encouraged” (Crosby 2013a, 4).
Today, there are two basic forms of the T-group. The first form is T-groups among strangers,
which are offered by NTL Institute approximately monthly on a first-come, first-served basis
among participants who come together for a week and then disband. The other is T-groups
conducted among people who know each other in university and organizational settings. The
most popular elective course for Stanford University's MBAs is a T-group, lovingly referred to
as “Touchy-Feely.” Many other universities teach about T-groups and their history, and several
conduct actual T-group sessions as part of the OD curricula. One of the authors (Crosby)
continues to facilitate T-groups with intact work groups within organizations and in open
sessions twice a year, with one major client finding statistically significant improvements in
boss-employee relationships among those who have attended.
As for the future, the T-group must be grounded again in its original intent. The possibilities of
this transformative training that Carl Rogers (1970) reportedly called “the most important
social invention of the 20th century” (15) have yet to be realized in the political, social, and
business community. Learning to adapt and market it lies ahead, as does deeper grounding and
training. Energy spent inventing new interventions could be well spent digging deeper into this
one, still barely known or applied even in the OD world.
Perhaps the biggest challenge for the future is the velocity of time in today's organizational
world. Few organizations think they can spare key staff and managers for the full five days that
the form requires to achieve its optimal results. Trainers continue to experiment with shorter
forms, but have found nothing that achieves the same benefit as the five-day format of today's
T-group.

Summary
The T-group as a form of personal and organizational intervention is entering its eighth decade,
having clearly evolved from its simple creation at a workshop on racial equality. Its use grew
rapidly through the 50s and 60s, expanding into personal growth and management development,

and has been applied well, and perhaps sometimes misapplied in settings and situations for
which it was not ideally suited. However, when designed and facilitated well, the T-group
remains among the most powerful personal, interpersonal, and organizational interventions.
Participants continue to report “life-changing” insights and experiences; trainers continue to
experiment with the form to make it ever more relevant to today's world; and, organizations
continue to benefit from the T-group as a personal skills and organization development
intervention.

Discussion Questions
1. Please reflect upon your own learning experiences. Which ones were the most powerful for
you, and what made them so?
2. Did your most powerful learning experiences occur in a social setting, that is, in the
presence of other people, or when you've been alone?
3. What role do you think other people play in learning lessons about yourself and your
impact on others?
4. To what extent could you be comfortable in a learning environment that was mostly
unstructured and unplanned, but still governed by principles supporting personal growth
and managed by a trained and skilled facilitator?

Resources
NTL Institute on the origins of the T-Group methodology: www.ntl.org/?
page=OriginsTGroupMethod
History of T-groups: www.youtube.com/watch?v=IdxxRYNwMG8
On the heart of T-groups by Robert Crosby: www.youtube.com/watch?v=po2yu-FCUNk
On openness in T-groups by Robert Crosby: www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsh7F3beJf4
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Chapter Twenty-Six
Leveraging Diversity and Inclusion for Performance
Judith H. Katz and Frederick A. Miller
The opportunity inherent in global diversity and inclusion comes with the challenge of
eliminating miscommunication and misunderstandings—in short, the waste in interactions—
that often comes with interacting across differences (Legas and Sims 2012; Mor Barak and
Travis 2010). This speaks to the need for a set of common mindsets and behaviors to enhance
interactions, expressed in a common language that everyone readily understands and uses.
Diversity can be defined as “The collective mixture of differences and similarities that
includes…individual and organizational characteristics, values, beliefs, experiences,
backgrounds, preferences, and behaviors” (Society for Human Resource Management, n.d.).
We have defined inclusion as a feeling of belonging and respect as each person is seen for
whom he or she is, an individual in a collective group where the work can best be done (Katz
and Miller 2012).
In this chapter, we discuss two foundational elements for leveraging diversity: a mindset of
joining rather than judging others; and, the use of the 4 Keys to create a common language that
people can readily use and understand. The language of the 4 Keys—lean into discomfort,
listen as an ally, state your intent and intensity, and share your street corner—founded on
the basic choice to join rather than judge, paves the way for faster, more inclusive
collaboration, better decision making, and the elimination of waste in interactions. In achieving
these results—by providing a simple, practical way to live out the basic principles of
inclusion—the 4 Keys provide an intervention to enhance effectiveness that lies at the heart of
organization development (OD).

The Essential Choice in Every Interaction: To Judge or
to Join?
Most people have learned to approach interactions and differences from a standpoint of
judging. In judging mode, we evaluate people (pass/fail, up/down, okay/not okay), compare
them, withhold benefit of the doubt, fail to start from a place of positive intent, and engage with
them cautiously, if at all. Often, the more different people are from us, the more easily we
judge them. Judging places distance between us and others, and it puts the person being judged
in a box (Bloom and Bloom 2014). When we feel judged by others, we often tend to judge
them back, creating a lose-lose situation.
The effect on organizational performance can be substantial. Judging limits productivity, the
ability to solve problems quickly, and progress toward the team's or organization's goals (Katz
and Miller {). In addition, when people feel judged, they do not trust one another, leading to

miscommunication and potentially lower productivity and motivation (Blake n.d.). Moreover, a
judging mode creates waste in two ways: we waste substantial time and energy in the process
of ranking others, and because judging places limits on the person being judged, we lose the
ability to draw fully on her or his contributions. Figure 26.1 identifies the many ways in which
judging and joining impact contribution.

Figure 26.1 The Judging versus Joining Continuum
From J. H. Katz and F. A. Miller, “Judging Others Has Not Worked…So Let's Join Them,” Leader to Leader (2013): 51–
57.

Rather than judge, we can engage in interactions by using joining behaviors as illustrated in
Figure 26.1 (Katz and Miller {). In joining mode, we approach differences from a stance of
openness and support rather than caution and defensiveness. We begin with the assumption that
each of us has something to offer the other. The goal of joining is to learn and to assume that
you will partner with the other person. In joining, we extend trust, assume positive intent, give
people the benefit of the doubt, and, most importantly, invest in the interaction.
Nowhere is this more important than in working across differences. Joining in this context
means that we approach the other person (or team) from a stance of curiosity. We are willing to
invest the time in developing the relationship necessary to build trust. We are willing to slow
down in our interactions, providing time for others who may need to translate a question from
English to their language (and then translate their response back to English), so they can fully
contribute. We test our assumptions versus acting on them without complete information. We
see ourselves truly in partnership with others, working and aligned to the same goals.
This makes a marked difference in interactions. In joining, people seek out areas of agreement,

find ways to link to the perspective of others, and foster collaboration. We work through
conflicts with an understanding that we are working for the best interests of the team and
organization. We see ourselves on the same side of the table, not in opposition. When people
feel joined, they are likely to be more open and willing to join.

Enhancing Interactions with the 4 Keys
The joining mode is necessary but not sufficient to enhance interactions. The 4 Keys (see
Figure 26.2) provide a concrete way to demonstrate and live a joining mindset through a
common language that changes the interactions and the results and leads to people being
included and more fully able to do their best work.

Figure 26.2 4 Keys that Change EVERYTHING

Key 1: Lean into Discomfort
Trust is fundamental to our most productive interactions and critical for working across
differences (Covey 2006). Unfortunately, trust generally takes time to develop—time that many
people believe they cannot afford. Building trust becomes even more challenging as
individuals work virtually across time zones, geographies, and cultures.
Leaning into discomfort creates an environment in which trust can grow quickly. It involves
making the choice to step outside our comfort zones and take a risk during an interaction. When
we lean into discomfort, we make ourselves open to change to try something new. And we
inspire others to respond in kind, both bridging differences and leveraging the different
perspectives we bring. An environment evolves in which everyone feels safe enough to speak
up, offer new ideas, take worthwhile risks, raise difficult issues, co-create solutions, and
collaborate freely.

The best time to lean into discomfort, in general, is as soon as we begin to sense discomfort.
Saying “I am going to lean into discomfort” signals to others that we are reaching out, making
ourselves vulnerable, and extending an invitation to reciprocate. When working across
differences, the language of leaning into discomfort provides people with a shared “code” of
understanding. It gives people the permission and the safety to speak up and share their
perspective. This becomes even more important as we work across differences in cultures
where bringing another point of view could be seen as inappropriate or too aggressive.

Key 2: Listen as an Ally
Many organizations operate with little sense of solidarity. Expanding our sense of “we”
involves becoming an ally—learning from and reaching across differences in order to
collaborate—and the first step toward becoming an ally is listening (and challenging) as an
ally.
In listening as an ally, we listen deeply and with full attention, viewing others as partners on
the same side of the table. We look for value in the speakers' perspectives and build on what
they say. We slow down to truly hear others and engage with them in the conviction that we are
all in this together. As a result, people feel that they have been heard and valued, and that their
contribution matters. Listening as an ally opens the door for collaboration to take place and for
breakthroughs to arise. When individuals work across differences, the need to listen as an ally
is critical, particularly when language challenges or cultural differences may provide nuances
that must be heard for real collaboration to exist.
Moreover, listening as an ally does not mean you always agree; one can also challenge as an
ally. The result of challenging as an ally is that the other person hears a different “street
corner” (see Key 4), but it is shared from a perspective of joining and strengthening the team,
not breaking it down and finding fault.

Key 3: State Intent and Intensity
When we clearly state what we mean and how committed we are to the idea, it enables others
to fully understand our meaning and expectations. In today's global workplace, a common
language for stating intent and intensity eliminates miscommunication across language and
culture—and the waste in interactions that results from it. Figure 26.3 is a model for stating
intent and intensity (Katz and Miller 2013b) that provides people with this common language.

Figure 26.3 Guide to Notions, Stakes, Boulders, and Tombstones
From J. H. Katz and F. A. Miller, Opening Doors to Teamwork and Collaboration: 4 Keys that Change EVERYTHING
(San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler, 2013b), 72–73.

Notions are statements that require no action from others; notions are offered simply as an
invitation for further discussion. By positioning a statement as a notion, we open the door to
exploring an idea and seeing where it will take the group, if others find it of value.
Stakes, like tent stakes, establish a place for a discussion to start, with the knowledge that the
initial place can be moved. When we put our stake in the ground and demonstrate that we are
willing and able to move it, we are saying that others may have insights and information that
might reveal a better position for the stake.
Boulders offer much less latitude. They imply a strong investment in seeing the idea addressed
in the way we have framed it. If you are going to change a boulder, it is best to come with a lot
of data and a lot of friends.
Tombstones leave no room for negotiation. When we label a statement as a tombstone, it
indicates total commitment to the idea or issue—so much so that we may be willing to quit our
jobs over it, or ask others to quit their jobs if they cannot abide by the tombstone. Tombstones
usually are about values, safety, legal requirements, ethics, or policy issues that are

nonnegotiable. When faced with a tombstone, it is best to focus on how you might implement
rather than discussing the issue at hand.
To illustrate how this might work, imagine a new product strategy meeting in which the chief
marketing officer announces, “We should introduce the product to the market by year-end.”
That could be interpreted as a “go do,” whether or not the leader wanted to hear from others
about the timing. Now consider the scenario if the leader said, “I have a stake about
introducing the new product by year-end.” Suddenly the direction of the ensuing conversation
is obvious—the leader has a strong opinion about action, but is seeking conversation about that
opinion. It is an invitation for others to offer alternatives (such as a different timeline); even if
they think the original idea is reasonable. People on the team are clear about how they can add
value to the thought process.

Key 4: Share Your Street Corner
One of the great benefits of collaboration is that it enables organizations to bring together
people with many different perspectives, or “street corners” (as in “the view from my street
corner”; Miller and Katz 2012). Ensuring that all street corners are represented—and
encouraging people to share them freely—yields as close to a 360-degree view as possible,
which in turn leads to more effective solutions and better decisions.
In many organizations, it is difficult to speak up and share another point of view (Bang 2012).
The greater the differences among individuals, the more challenging this becomes. The
language of “sharing my street corner” or “wanting to hear your street corner” lets people
know it is not only safe to have a different opinion, but other ideas or opinions are in fact
sought after in order to solve problems more effectively and have the best possible decisions.
As a result of inviting different street corners, people bring their best thinking to the problem
or opportunity.
Using the language of street corners to work across differences leads to a different set of
questions and interactions. Asking for all street corners invites people to share their different
perspectives without being seen as a devil's advocate. People begin to ask questions that seek
out differences. Do we have the right people with the right information included? Are there
street corners we are missing? Moreover, inviting in others' street corners means that each
person must truly listen as an ally—hearing and learning from others' perspectives while
leveraging those differences, leading to greater collaboration and breakthroughs.

Three Strategies for Creating the Change
The 4 Keys have transformed interactions throughout the world. Yet how does one introduce
them into a system so that they “take hold”? We have found several strategies to be particularly
effective.

Executive Feedback Pods

The mindsets and behaviors of senior leaders set the tone for any organization. To create a
breakthrough in these areas, leaders can benefit from a supportive environment in which to
grow, learn, and hear honest feedback about how they are incorporating a joining mindset and
the 4 Keys into their interactions. The executive feedback pod creates precisely this
environment (Katz 2011).
To start an executive feedback pod, each leader selects a small group of people (typically six
to eight) to provide feedback on her or his behavior over the course of a year. Pod members
are people who interact with the leader on a regular basis and reflect a diversity of
backgrounds, functions, levels, and regions. All pod members must be willing to provide
honest feedback about the leader's behavior, so the leader can continue to make progress
toward living and modeling the 4 Keys.

Internal Change Agents
The role of internal change agents is to accelerate application of the 4 Keys via peer-to-peer
leadership and accountability (Davis-Howard 2014). After participating in an intensive
education program, internal change agents adopt the new language and create an inclusive,
collaborative workplace by changing their day-to-day interactions with peers and colleagues.
In addition to joining with others and using the language of the 4 Keys, each internal change
agent brings together a group of three to five individuals whose role is to support the internal
change agent and model the new language with others. The effect is to spread the 4 Keys faster
through peer-to-peer interaction than traditional top-down initiatives typically would.

Embedded Consulting
Embedded consultants “live” in the organization or team with which they work, modeling
joining and the 4 Keys and providing real-time coaching (DaRos and Pfeffer 2011). Embedded
consultants attend work meetings, observe, assess leadership actions and group processes, and
evaluate effectiveness. The real-time aspect of their feedback is invaluable for individuals and
groups as they problem-solve work issues in progress. Embedded consultants help to slow
down interactions so leaders and others can recognize opportunities to apply joining and the 4
Keys. With this kind of support and guidance, improvement in interactions becomes normative
over a short period of time, resulting in higher levels of performance more quickly than many
other approaches (e.g., exclusive use of classroom training) can achieve.

Summary
Differences can make a difference for a team or organization—if they are leveraged and
valued. Sharing common language and mindsets are critical to leveraging the vast richness of
skills, talents, abilities, and differences of all team members across the globe. The mindset of
joining others and the common language of the 4 Keys pave the way for an environment of
inclusion in which greater trust and collaboration, making problems visible, and faster
decision making, are evident—all of which eliminate waste and create the environment that

enables breakthroughs. In this way, the 4 Keys are a powerful contributor to two commitments
at the heart of organization development: a respect for the dignity and contributions of all
people, and a drive to optimize the performance of organizations.

Discussion Questions
1. Are there individuals or groups in your organization that get joined more? Judged more?
What actions are you taking to help others feel joined?
2. How can practitioners and leaders provide the sense of safety necessary for people to
speak up, make problems visible, and lean into discomfort?
3. How might listening as an ally facilitate your efforts to create a sense of “we” in the teams
with which you work?
4. How might the language of notions, stakes, boulders, and tombstones clarify intent and
facilitate decision making in your team?
5. In the next meeting you attend, imagine all the street corners that could be of value to the
topic at hand. Then look around the room. Who should be at the meeting but is absent? Who
is in attendance that should not be?
6. How might you and others listen as an ally and leverage different street corners to create
breakthroughs?

Resources
Remarkable Leadership interview with Judith Katz and Frederick Miller (Podcast) by Kevin
Eikenberry: http://members.remarkable-leadership.com/files/teles/guest/katz-miller-aug13audio.mp3
Opening Doors to Teamwork and Collaboration by Judith Katz and Frederick Miller (Video):
www.kjcg.com
The WOW Club interview with Judith Katz and Frederick Miller (Video):
www.kjcg.com/video
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Chapter Twenty-Seven
The Global Organization Development* Professional
Therese F. Yaeger and Peter F. Sorensen
A special issue confronting the field of organization development (OD) today is the
phenomenon of globalization, as reflected in world markets in which corporations strategize,
produce, and market across national boundaries. Countries that once seemed absent on the
global stage now have a growing presence in the world of business. African countries and
Southeast Asian countries now represent new ways the world does business (Sulamoyo 2012;
Yeh 2011). But it is not just globalization in terms of business that is changing rapidly—the
world is also changing in beliefs and ideologies, creating implications for peace or conflict.
The increased globalization activities provide the needed and expanding role of OD.
Global OD is much broader than in-country OD, where it is often a process in a single local
organization to improve organizational effectiveness. Global refers to being cognizant there
may be different political, economic, legal, and cultural factors that may influence a change
initiative or may alter the OD approach. What a wonderful time to be an OD professional, to
be a member of a field dedicated to the implementation of effective change within a set of
uncompromising human values when we see changes occurring at an ever-accelerating rate.
In this chapter, we present some important issues for professionals who work globally. We
begin and conclude with overarching questions and an overview of the critical issues and
questions the global OD professional must ask, and then summarize critical issues and how
these issues can influence the work of the OD professional. Then, we address the skills and
abilities required of the OD professional in the complex, global world.
National culture values and OD continue to represent fundamental questions for the OD
professional:
To what extent am I, as an OD professional, committed to the core OD values?
To what extent are national cultural values compatible with the core values of OD?
What is my role as an OD professional in working within cultures with national cultural
values opposed to the values of OD?

Critical Issues and Their Influence on Global
Organization Development
Many would be surprised at the success rate of OD both in the United States and
internationally. The best-documented OD work on success is by Golembiewski and Luo
(1994), who report success rates for OD at approximately 90 percent, with relatively

comparable success rates for OD in developing countries and Southeast Asia. Their work is
supported by more recent experts in countries such as Denmark and Japan (Kjar 2007;
Kongsbak 2010). What are the issues and questions to ask in successful international OD? One
critical issue in the success of global OD consulting is understanding the national cultural
values.

Culture
Knowledge of cross-cultural dimensions can assist in addressing OD's fit in other nations. The
work of Geert Hofstede (2001; Hofstede and Hofstede 2004) and his concepts regarding
societal orientation in terms of power, uncertainty, masculinity, and individualism are essential
tools when practicing OD internationally.
Power distance is the extent to which a society accepts that power in institutions and
organizations is distributed unequally.
Uncertainty avoidance is the extent to which a society feels threatened by uncertain and
ambiguous situations.
Individualism is a loosely knit social framework in which people should take care of
themselves and their immediate families only, while collectivism is characterized by a tight
social framework in which people distinguish between in-groups (relatives, clan,
organizations) to look after them.
Masculinity is the extent to which the society is assertive and aggressive rather than
contemplative (indicative of a feminine culture).
Culture has important implications for the global OD professionals as national cultural values
play a major role in terms of differences in resistance to change, the nature of leadership roles,
organizational structure, and the application of OD techniques such as team building, survey
feedback, job redesign, and large group methods.

Economic Development
Although Golembiewski reports high levels of success in developing countries, there are
several critical questions for the OD professional. A country's level of economic development
places constraints on applying OD in terms of technology and information systems, employee
and management skill levels, project planning and organizing, and motivational and reward
systems, among others (Cummings and Worley 2015).
These include:
What is the economy's base: agricultural, manufacturing, service, or diversified?
What is the skill level of the labor force?
What are the labor costs (wages, benefits, social programs)?
What is the general quality of life? Quality of work life?

What is the native managerial skill level?

Legal Issues
Probably one area that has not received sufficient attention but which is critical for the practice
of global OD is issues of legality. Some of the questions we feel the OD professional must ask
include:
What are the national laws that the client must follow?
Which laws are enforced by the government and which are not?
What are the national laws the consultant must obey?
Is the OD professional prepared to deal with ethical dilemmas that might occur?
On a more personal level, questions that the OD professional may want to ask include:
Is it possible to enter the country on a regular visitor's visa, or is a special business visa
required?
Will my copyrights be valid and actively protected?
Will I encounter any problems in being compensated for my services?
Will I have access to the information I require to make good decisions?
Answers to these questions can help the OD professional when undertaking work in other
countries.

The Role of Culture in Global Organization
Development
Culture exists at multiple levels, such as national cultures and corporate cultures. Culture
shapes the other elements of legal and economic development. Lack of cross-cultural
knowledge is often at the root of failed global OD work (Kudonoo 2013; Lu, Yaeger, and
Sorensen 2011). Culture makes a difference in how we practice OD globally. There are three
answers: yes, no, and maybe.
There has been considerable work on matching national cultural values to the core values of
OD. The basic question is not “Can OD be successful in different countries with different
values?” That has been answered by the work of Golembiewski, cited earlier. The “yes, it
works,” “no it does not,” and the “maybe” answer are more complex. The maybe answer deals
with changing national cultural values and the question: “Do we have OD approaches which
transcend national cultural values?”

Matching Organization Development Practices with Cultural Values
The matching approach to global OD is based on work by Jaeger (1986), who compared the
national cultural values established by Hofstede, defined as low power, collectivism,

feminine, and low on uncertainty avoidance, with the core humanistic values of OD, such as
trust, respect, and collaboration. How compatible national cultural values are with the values
of OD has important implications.
Those countries with values most compatible with OD were identified as Denmark, Sweden,
and Norway. Countries with values moderately different from those of OD included Australia,
France, Germany, Great Britain, India, Singapore, South Africa, Turkey, and the United States.
Countries that differ the most were identified as Argentina, Belgium, Greece, Hong Kong, Italy,
Japan, Mexico, Pakistan, Taiwan, and Thailand.
Matching values has important implications for the global OD professional. The Scandinavian
countries are characterized by values compatible with, and reinforcing, OD values. These
countries have a long history of OD-related activities, including early work on industrial
democracy in Norway, the Saab-Scania/Volvo work on work redesign. In these countries,
resistance to change would be expected to be low, so a full range of OD interventions would
be appropriate, ranging from job redesign to sociotechnical change and large-group
interventions.
Countries with values moderately consistent with OD also provide a favorable environment
for the global OD professional. Many have a rich history of contributions to the field where a
wide range of OD interventions are appropriate. Team building should be more explicitly taskfocused and autonomous work groups would require more attention to development and
implementation. Data to support the need for teamwork are evidenced by Schroeder, Sorensen,
and Yaeger (2014) finding that the true test of whether a team is global is not in its structure or
espoused values, but in the way the team works together and how its attitude about being
global manifests in team interactions. Also, transition and change to a more organic
organization require greater time, effort, and preparation.
In countries with values least consistent with the values of OD, greater attention must be given
to the choice of interventions, the method of implementation, and the role of the global OD
professional. In these countries, the acceptance of the OD professional is based on a
demonstration of “expert” knowledge. Here, the OD professional will be challenged and may
need to find innovative and creative ways of resolving value dilemmas. Implementing any
change may well be more directive and less inclusive and participatory. Interventions may
have to be more task-oriented and structured, such as job enrichment and job redesign,
management by objectives, and survey feedback.

Cultures in Transition
Due to the recent increases in technology and rapid development of global business
enterprises, some nations have experienced unprecedented growth and change that have led to
rapid and large-scale movement in their cultural values. African countries and Southeast Asian
countries undergoing significant political and economic change represent significant
opportunities for the OD professionals. One example of a country going through rapid
transition is China. For an elaboration of change and a country's social responsibility beyond
China, which includes three regions of Eastern Asia, Southeast Asia, and Asia Pacific, see the

work of Thanetsunthorn (2014). Although countries in transition are an important topic,
relatively little is known about the practice of OD in countries characterized by rapid
transition. This rapid transition can have impacts far beyond one particular country's borders,
as seen with immigrants and refugees predominantly from East Asian countries (Rao 2014). In
this case, exploring the employee's openness to change and how openness, through
appreciative discourse, can be cultivated with multicultural groups proved beneficial for both
the diverse staff of employees and the refugee clients they served.
While little is known regarding cultures in transition, some indication exists that approaches in
OD, specifically Appreciative Inquiry (AI), have applications in countries undergoing rapid
transition. See, for example, the concept of Ubuntu and AI in the country of Malawi (Sulamoyo
2012).

What Other Professionals Have to Say
In this last section, we would like to present the results of interviews we held with over 100
experienced OD professionals, including past chairs and presidents of NTL, primary architects
of AI, primary architects of the Managerial Grid, Peace Corp members; not-for-profit
executives, and Fortune 50 executives. These results continue to be dramatically reinforced
and reiterated through recent conferences and schools including the OD Network conferences,
the Academy of Management, the International Society of OD, and in continuing work at the
Copenhagen Business School, Benedictine University, and the University of Lyon-ISEOR in
France.
Here are some of their thoughts:
1. The humanistic values of OD are at the forefront of successful global OD consulting.
2. The discerning ability to encounter and overcome cross-culture complexities while
accomplishing successful global OD work exists with the global OD professional.
3. Divergence continues in cross-cultural consulting, but convergence in the future is the
preferred future state. These consultants paradoxically recognize divergence and believe
that geographical boundaries are becoming less important.
Global OD professionals possess a powerful set of values that allow for successful global
work. These consultants are the future “value-setters.” Their attraction to OD work is often a
result of their strong OD values base, similar to that of Lewin who accepted the unknown not
as a mystery, but as a frontier against which all scientists must strive to push back if they are to
achieve a better understanding of the social world about which science still knows so little
(Marrow 1969).

Summary
The competencies for the global OD practitioner are considerably more complex than for the
traditional “in-country” practitioner. International OD work is not the place for amateurs.
Competencies for traditional nonglobal OD exist as highlighted in Chapter 7 in this handbook.

What specifically must global OD professionals do to practice successfully? First, the OD
professional must know of success rates of OD across national cultural boundaries. For the
best source of information on success rates, see the work of Robert Golembiewski (2002).
Second, the international OD practitioner must maintain a network of professional colleagues
from such associations as the ODC Division of the Academy of Management, ISOD, and ODN,
as these colleagues may assist in becoming networked and familiar with the continuously
developing literature related to global OD. Third, the OD professional must know of the
client's dominant cultural values and how these values might affect the nature of one's work. A
helpful framework for understanding the role of national culture is Hofstede's value typology.
Finally, it is critical that professionals know their personal value orientations, the value
orientation of OD, and how these need to be combined in doing effective OD work. The
combination of these values will determine both the process and selection of interventions and
will determine the extent to which the overall process and interventions must be modified
consistent with the cultural values of the client.

Discussion Questions
The following questions represent a significant source of debate within the profession. They
can serve as a guide to the practice of global OD:
1. How is OD perceived in the host nation? How will I be perceived, and what is expected of
me? Are the clients expecting a facilitator, or an expert? Does the client know of OD?
2. How am I to be perceived by the client as an OD consultant?
3. What are the client organization's values as reflected in a particular country's culture? Are
they compatible with my OD values?
4. What is the nature of the political system?
5. What is the appropriate OD process? What interventions are appropriate and what needs to
be modified?

Resource
The OD International Registry of OD Professionals, 22nd International Code of OD Ethics:
www.theodinstitute.org/od-library/code_of_ethics.htm
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chapter, we use global OD and international OD interchangeably.

Chapter Twenty-Eight
The Convergence of Organization Development and
Human Resource Management
David W. Jamieson and William J. Rothwell
According to human resource (HR) professor David Ulrich, human resource management can
play the role of change agent in organizational settings (Ulrich, Younger, Brockbank, and Ulrich
2012). Ulrich's perspective is important, since it is possible to get an MBA degree from a
leading U.S. school and never hear a word about how to bring about change in organizational
settings. And, maybe, the leading skill of business leaders will be to initiate and manage
change. More professionals in organization “helping roles” are being called on to assist with
change, and human resource management (HRM) is at the center of that effort in most
organizations. One value of organization development (OD) is to bring a mindset, theories,
methods, and skills to change planning and execution.
This chapter examines recent changes and trends in both HRM and in OD; provides a brief
history of the relationships of these two fields of practice; presents conceptual overviews of
HRM and OD; describes similarities and differences of HRM and OD; and describes present
and future challenges in the relationship between HRM and OD, centering on mindsets, skills,
acceptance of new roles by client managers, and the design of organization units and
departments.

The Growing Convergence of Human Resource
Management and Organization Development
For the past 50 years, HRM and OD have operated more apart than together. They have been
housed both together and separately. There have been clashes resulting from differences in
status, pay, and mindsets (where OD often pursued change while HRM often pursued stability).
There have also been tensions between the HRM compliance drivers and OD's need for
creative solutions to organizational issues.
More recently (last 15 years), that has been changing, mostly driven by organization leaders
needing new expertise to solve unprecedented problems, change the “what” and “how” of their
organizations and create new workplaces and workforces to meet twenty-first-century
challenges. Organization leaders must attract and keep the people they require strategically,
comply with requisite laws to manage risk and manage continuous change, simultaneously.
Organizations are being challenged strategically and operationally to create new work,
workplaces, and workforces to engage successfully with rapid, continuous, and disruptive
changes. The knowledge and skills from HRM and change resources (OD and CM) are both

needed. While some of the legacy and baggage remain, the convergence has begun and, in most
sectors, both disciplines are collaborating, housed together, more integrated, or have
segmented and coordinated by level and scale of change work, where large-scale, enterprisewide, transformational change is handled by special OD-type units and regular, smaller-scale,
incremental changes are embedded in internal consulting/HR roles serving organizational
segments or units.
In discussing the relationship, convergence, and challenges between HRM and OD, it is helpful
to share a conceptual grounding for the work of each field. This helps to see the similarities
and differences and options for integrating and segregating the different work.

A Conceptual View of Human Resource Management
Historically, HR was the personnel department that cared for finding employees, managing
their paperwork, supporting them with benefits, training them in job skills and required
information, managing the organization's compliance with employment law, managing labor
relations (in union contracts), and problem-solving employee relations issues (Rothwell
2012). The work of these departments was support, service, and compliance. Even as the
names changed from HR to HRM, the functions stayed the same. As the environment became
more volatile and talent (in many forms) became more central strategically, HRM was pushed
for more strategic results while still maintaining all the operational services needed by
employees. Dave Ulrich's series of publications in the 1990s and 2000s (Ulrich 1997; Ulrich
et al. 2009; Ulrich et al. 2012) and other thought leaders (Rothwell, Prescott, and Taylor 2008;
Lawler 2008; Christenson 2006, Boudreau and Ramstad 2007) encouraged and supported the
transition of HRM into more strategic arenas of the organization. Central in Ulrich's work has
been the research, updated a few times, on the roles that HRM must play in the organization.
The latest version outlines (Ulrich et. al. 2012):
Strategic positioner
Credible activist
Capacity builder
HR innovator and integrator
Change champion
Technology proponent
These roles outline a comprehensive view of what HRM must accomplish to add value in
today's organizational world. The HRM innovator and technology proponent are critical to
creating efficient, accessible services for employees. The rest of the roles lean more toward
adding strategic value through connecting HRM with business strategy, advocating human
capital implications for strategy, developing and retaining needed talent, building organization
capacity to execute new strategies, dealing with changing environments and creating changeready and change-capable organizations.

In addition, the practice worlds of HRM, HRD, and OD and the academicians converged, as
the knowledge and skills of each came to bear on faster changes and new challenges for
organizations (Ruona and Gibson 2004). Today, we can add change management (CM) and
some of the process improvement work using Lean and Six Sigma. In subsequent years,
boundaries have been loosening among these areas of practice, roles are combining tasks and
skills across these areas, and organization structures for HRM, OE, and L&D are shifting into a
wide range of configurations.
The dilemma today involves:
Growing need for interdisciplinary perspectives on organizational challenges (for
example, business, HRM, OD, learning and development)
Increasing demand for the operational support and well-being services of human resources
Rising attention to compliance and risk management issues in a litigious society
It is hard to find people that are fluent or skilled across such diverse areas, or people who can
lead the interdisciplinary combinations. There are a set of operational HRM functions that
need efficiency, accessibility, and effectiveness, and there are a growing set of strategic HRM
(and business) roles involving connecting strategies, people, technology, and change. The
centrality of talent issues in strategy execution and the equalization of many other resources
(financial, technological, material resources, etc.) has raised the bar for strategic HRM roles at
the enterprise leadership table. These functions involve such things as talent planning,
acquisition, development, succession, and retention; culture development in alignment with
strategies; organization design for new internal and external relationships; engagement and
productivity of the workforce; continuous organization learning in changing times; and rewards
that align with motivations and strategic behavior. As HRM moves from operational (“do for
me”) tasks to more strategic (“partner with me”) roles, the abilities of OD in such areas as
collaborating, consulting to, and joining with organization leaders become more critical.

A Conceptual View of Organization Development
OD operates mostly at the whole organization systems level (including subunits of larger
wholes). It pursues organization effectiveness by working on all parts of the socio-technical
system that makes up any organization. It was always best known for its focus on the human
element, but that is not all that is important. In the early days of the field, the human element
was the least considered when management control, financial issues, and engineering were
dominant mindsets during the industrial revolutions and the early information age. However,
the whole organization contains numerous elements important to the functioning of whole
systems—including environmental interfaces, strategy, structure, culture, systems and
processes, and relationships and human dynamics within and across groups.
A recent definition of OD helps to capture the essence of the work of OD (Jamieson 2014), and
is a modification of one developed earlier by Jamieson and Worley (2008): “OD is a process
of planned intervention(s) utilizing behavioral and organizational science principles to change

a system and improve its effectiveness, conducted under values of humanism, participation,
choice, and development so the organization and its members learn and develop” (Jamieson
2014, 104). The key ingredients in this definition and the focus of the work in OD are:
Series of planned and emergent actions that intervene in organization structures, systems,
processes, and relationships
Using theory, principles, and practices from the behavioral (psychology, sociology,
anthropology, and economics) and organization sciences (organization theory, organization
design, systems theory, management theory)
To understand an organization system and its present behaviors and take actions to improve
its effectiveness in achieving its mission, strategy, or desired outcomes (process and
content, mission and results, social and technical), and its workplace health
Conducted in accord with certain values, guiding both processes and outcomes, that are
represented by: humanism (authenticity, openness, honesty, fairness, justice, equality,
diversity, respect); participation (involvement, participation, voice, responsibility,
opportunity, collaboration, democratic principles, and practices); choice (options, rights,
accountability); and development (personal growth, reaching potential, learning, selfactualization)
For the organization and its members to learn and grow in capacity, capability, and
achievement of potential
So critical elements to pay attention to in the practice of OD include an understanding of:
The present state of a system (diagnosis or discovery)
The desired future state and evidence used to assess (planning, visioning, metrics)
Who is involved and their roles (stakeholders)
Change theories and processes (alternatives for organization change)
Strategies for intervention (and their selection) for change in socio-technical systems
(change methods and tools)
The operationalization of core values in practice (being authentic)
Creation of system and individual learning (sustaining change and building capacity)
How the elements of an organization system operate interdependently (systems theory)
Establishing cycles of understanding, action, and reflection, leading to new understanding,
action, and reflection, because in complex systems there is continuous change in numerous
variables creating dynamic interactions (action research)

Organization Development and Human Resource
Management: Similarities and Differences

How is HRM similar to, and different from, OD? Consider several points of agreement and
difference.
First, there are points of agreement. Both HRM and OD focus on the human side of the
enterprise. Both HRM and OD can—but do not always—regard themselves as “people
advocates,” spokespersons for human capital's strategic role and high ethical standards. Both
HRM and OD can emphasize the human element in organizational change and in strategic
planning. Both bring the talent perspective and well-being of the human resources into planning
and decision-making and humanistic values into balance with financial, technical, and
managerial values.
Now for some points of possible difference. HRM has historically been conflicted, with one
half focused on organizational compliance with government laws, rules, regulations,
organizational policies and procedures, and collective bargaining agreements where they may
exist. That half, the yin of HRM, is defensive (as in sports) in the sense of preventing loss and
minimizing risks. The other half of HRM, the yang, is offensive (also as in sports) and should
maximize productivity, human performance, creativity, and innovation.
OD is more in alignment with the yang part, such that OD is an offensive issue. OD creates and
sustains organizational cultures in which the human spirit can flourish, creative and innovative
thought can be maximized, and human productivity can be enhanced. That is accomplished by
divorcing the value of ideas from the status of those who present those ideas, since OD
practitioners assume that everyone (and not just senior executives) has valuable ideas that may
be worth hearing. OD is interested in bringing together diverse voices and perspectives to
engage people in ownership of solutions and changes.
Parts of HRM must process and serve many micro-tasks in an operational manner and in high
volume. Most OD practitioners must think strategically first and plan changes through the more
operational implementation stages. Each of these task characteristics requires different mind
and skill sets.

Present and Future Challenges in Human Resource
Management and Organization Development
As the two fields move closer together, a few challenges will need innovation and solutions.
Integration of some tasks and roles into new blended strategic partner positions
Separation of some aspects of the work to match mind and skill sets to the nature of the
work
Designing HRM (with OD) into new delivery models and functions

Strategic Partnering Roles
Some of the work will require a combination of strategic HRM understanding and change
capability. The strategic business partner role (Jamieson, Eklund, and Meekin 2012) is one

such role. These people must partner with business leaders across many functions and
understand their business; how to operate as an equal partner; and have foundational
knowledge of HRM and OD to assist with planning, decision making, and change. Other
similar roles could involve integrated talent management or combinations of talent management
and organization effectiveness.

Operational/Transactional Tasks
Much HRM work involves repeatable, transactional tasks that support employment,
compensation, benefits, well-being, and ER issues. These need to be efficient, high volume,
consistent, and easily accessed. Using technology to make more self-administered and use
people for whom routine is enjoyable work are both ways to make this area work. These tasks
take up most of the time of many HRM generalists today and overwhelm many roles asked to
do these plus be strategic with business leaders.

Human Resource Management Organization Design
Today, most organizations are experimenting with new structures (organizing schemes) of how
to design their functions into manageable units that provide the needed support for the
organization and add value. One common approach is to separate operational and strategic
tasks. Centers of excellence and shared service units are one model. Yet these need to be
pulled together around strategic issues as well and need to be coordinated for speed, access,
and delivery to users. Some organizations are moving more toward integrated roles requiring
special selection and/or training to develop the right skills. Some create different roles to
oversee and integrate across functions, such as organization effectiveness covering all L&D,
OD, and some talent management. Where organization design and culture work get located is
also an important choice.

Summary
This OD and HRM convergence has been underway for about 15 years and still seems in
process.
Deep understanding of what the organization needs in talent and change is a critical first
step. These will differ across organizations, sectors and industries.
Getting past the old legacies and tensions must occur for the professionals to become
colleagues and the clients to understand and expect different behaviors.
Cross training will help to create useful integrated roles.
Finding ways for talent and change practitioners to know the business needs will greatly
help the transition.
Helping leaders to see how different disciplines can serve the strategic needs of the
organization, including HRM, OD, L&D, CM, and PM, when integrated or coordinated.

The changing environment is a strong driver for continued innovation in both what the
organization does and how the organization and its workforce are designed, developed, and
operate.

Discussion Questions
1. In what ways are HRM and OD different?
2. In what ways are HRM and OD similar?
3. What is the justification for believing that HRM and OD are converging?

Resources
OD—Past, present, future: www.employment-studies.co.uk/pdflibrary/wp22.pdf
This article describes the history of OD and discusses possible reasons for the convergence of
HRM and OD: http://organisationdevelopment.org/history-of-od/od-hrm/ The article explains
why OD and HRM are converging.
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Chapter Twenty-Nine
Constructive Use of Power for Organization
Development Practitioners
L. Mee-Yan Cheung-Judge
In organization development (OD), context is everything. Organization context provides a
reference point for our diagnostic work, the design of our intervention, and helps clients and
ourselves to decide upon the best way to support the organization.
Most Western organizations—and/or those whose parent company is from the West—operate
from both a political and a pluralist model. A pluralistic organization comprises different
interest groups, each asked to pursue individual functional or specialist interests legitimately.
In a political organization, decisions are made through coalitions, partnership, jockeying for
dominance, influence, or resource control, based on preserving the interest of one's part of the
organization. In such organizations, power is an inherent feature. When each subsystem is
charged to pursue its own agenda, power often becomes the intervening variable between
desired outcomes and actual results. Conflict is also inherent and a way of getting things done;
hence, political behavior is part and parcel of the daily work in organizations.
OD practitioners charged to support this organization in change will be ill-equipped if they do
not understand power. In this chapter, the following is covered:
1. What is power and politics?
2. Why power relates to OD?
3. The concept of power bases and power strategies.
4. How to increase power and influence to achieve greater impact?

What Is Power and Politics?
Here are definitions of power by OD writers:
“Power is the potential for influence…the potential must be acted upon” (Burke 1982,
149).
“A capacity that A has to influence the behavior of B, so that B does something he or she
would not otherwise do” (Brooks 2008, 237).
“The potential ability to influence behavior” (Pfeffer 1992, 30).
“The capacity of an individual or group to affect the outcome of any situation so that access
is achieved to whatever resources are scarce and desired within a society or a part of the

society” (Watson 2011, 140).
“Power is defined as the capacity to effect (or affect) organizational outcomes” (Mintzberg
1983, 4).
These definitions show us three things about power: First, power is about creating the outcome
one wants or what the situation requires—for example, getting people to amend the way they
view the change. Second, exercising power happens in the social arena in the “in between”
zone among people. Third, power use is always “potential” as the effectiveness of power use
depends on what we have (power bases) channeling through activities and behaviors (power
strategies) to achieve the change goals. This last point defines the word “politic,” which are
the processes, actions, and behaviors one uses to achieve the influence one desires.
Organizational politics is “power-in-action”—getting things done that otherwise one would not
have accomplished.

Why Power Relates to Organization Development
Two OD leaders have articulated why power relates to OD. The first is “Organization
development signifies change, and for change to occur in an organization, power must be
exercised. For OD, therefore, the consultant must understand the nature of power, from both a
personal and an organization perspective, and be able to determine, within an organization,
who has power, how power is exercised, and where the leverages for change (exercising
power) are likely to be” (Burke 1982, 127). The second is “Power and politics, indisputable
facts of organizational life, must be understood if one is to be effective in organization…the
OD practitioner needs both knowledge and skill in the arenas of organizational power and
politics,” (French and Bell 1999, 282).
Should the use of power among OD practitioners be different? Greiner and Schein (1988)
point out that, “The effective combination of OD and power represents, for us, taking the high
road to organization improvement” (7). What is this high road? It is when OD practitioners,
through the way we work, and our presence
teach and encourage people to collaborate in decisions that affect their own destiny;
show people how to deploy power strategies that are open and aboveboard and prove
more creative and efficient than political bargaining;
assist the power structure to confront and transform itself so change can be more lasting;
and
uphold the concerns and interests of those with less power affected by these changes.
Sticking to this high road should build power users into powerful role models for better ways
to wield power for the good of the entire organization—and that is the heart of OD values.

The Concept of Power Bases and Power Strategies

Power bases are composed of unique resources over which we have control. Power bases will
determine the power strategies for influencing others. Power bases, which are dynamic means,
can be developed, expanded, or eroded depending on our circumstances and actions taken.
French and Raven (1959) explained that power is used by those who, in Richard Emerson's
(1962) terms, have control of desired commodities by accumulating various bases of power,
and then use it to do things. He defined five classic power bases. Another writer, Michael Beer
(1980), identified similar power bases. These are summarized and listed in Table 29.1.
Table 29.1 Power Bases
French and Raven (1959)

Michael Beer (1980)

Reward power—The ability of the power
holder to do or give something valued by
another.
Coercive power—The potential ability of
the power holder to punish another.

Competence—Demonstrating competence in
delivering the jobs that we are commissioned to
carry out.
Political access and sensitivity—Cultivating
and nurturing multiple sources of support by
offering our services to support the overall
organizational agenda.
Sponsorship—Having multiple senior leaders
giving sponsorship to the value of OD role in
supporting changes.

Legitimate power—Power comes from
having legitimate right to exert influence,
and those around him/her have a legitimate
obligation to comply.
Expert power—Power based on the person
possessing expert knowledge, information,
or important facts that are needed by
another.
Personal referent power—The highest
form of power base—by being “who” the
person is, they attract others as people
around them “refer to” or “identify” with
them.

Stature and credibility—Having early success
on any OD initiatives will lead to the building
of credibility and stature.
Resource management—Power accrues to
those who control resources—in this case, the
resources of OD expertise and ability to help
organizations will strengthen our power base.

If OD practitioners want to be effective in supporting a client system through change, they need
to know of and own a variety of power bases, intentionally build on them, and develop a
strategy to expand and update them to increase the impact in the change work undertaken. This
may include teaching clients how to use power in a constructive way within their
organizations.

Power Strategies
Power strategies are used by power holders (actions, activities, behaviors) to achieve workrelated objectives. There are many types of power strategies—the main ones are summarized

in Table 29.2.
Table 29.2 Power Strategies
Form alliances and coalitions

Be persistent

Surround oneself with competent colleagues

Increase relationship traction

Trade favors

Use contacts for information

Focus on needs of the target groups

Deal directly with key decision makers

Work around road blocks

Deal with others socially

Use data to convince others

Use threats

Present a persuasive viewpoint

Use organizational rules
Give guarantees

The list of power strategies can be endless depending on who we are, what type of power
bases we have, and the context in which we operate. Remember, whatever we do, we are there
to promote the use of positive power and role model an alternative set of power behaviors.

How to Increase Power and Influence to Achieve Impact
Since power can evolve, maintain, erode, and expand, OD practitioners must be vigilant to
keep power in an increasing measure in their work. Many appropriate approaches can be used.
1. Become a “desired commodity.” Professionally, to be a desired commodity means to
have in possession competence, stature, and credibility in dealing with the range of
relevant organization issues, and be well versed in applied behavioral science, people
matters, organization, and change. Such expertise is a rare and valuable commodity within
the leadership community.
2. Make change approach work. OD principles of change put people at the center in a
development way. Encourage people to have information for choice, to have a voice, and
to participate in creating what matters to those whom the change will affect. As a default
methodology, make co-construction a norm and encourage others to work collaboratively to
facilitate their change work. This approach will work, and success will accrue more
power.
3. Get involved in strategic change work. Make sure one of the top priorities is to get
involved in strategic change initiatives. OD is a twin to strategy. When OD initiatives are
aligned to the organization's strategic change priorities, it demonstrates the value of OD.
4. Making relationships work. In the world of complex change, it is not a formula or a
mechanistic approach but authentic relationships that will gain the trust of people to help
navigate their change journey. By turning advocacy into inquiry, judgement into curiosity,
conflict into shared inquiry, defensiveness into self-reflection (phrases from Glenda

Eoyang, HSDP Certification Workshop), you become the person that others want to relate
to and spend time with. Developing this power base will require a “deeper” work with
ourselves as part of the continuous development of self as an instrument.

Summary
Change is to alter or make a situation different or to pass from one state to another. It is all
about movement, transformation, and transition. The question that bothers people-centric
leaders is, “Do I/we have the right to ask people to move from a state of comfortable mastery
to one of psychological disorientation?” This, coupled with the awareness that they know little
about how to effect change, makes them turn to OD practitioners for help.
To do effective change work, especially when we have no formal power, power bases must be
built to earn trust and credibility to ensure people will allow us to walk alongside them and
support their self-organized change work. In the “complexity and chaos” work situation, every
individual change agent within the system will act in a semiautonomous way to impact on the
change outcome anyway. In this context, the power bases crucial for practitioners are: personal
referent power—using it to increase our relationship traction; act as a container for the change
team by using our expert and competence power to offer a safe space for them to experiment;
using our political access to help people to build a sense of alliance and a network of hope to
work in a collaborative way; doing favors for people by supporting them to succeed; and using
our stature and credibility to pass change capability to people so they can continue to do their
own change work. To accept that reliance on a dominant change expert power base will no
longer work in the complex adaptive system context; hence, there is a need to rethink how to
exercise influence in different ways as part of personal change work.
What will ground us will always be our primary sources of power—our expertise in applied
behavioral science, our love for people, and our ability to observe how power dynamics work
between different agents and subsystems. Our personal referent power, driven by value and
calling from our deep self, will always keep us strong and credible.
Finally, in the continuously changing world of work, our job is to continue to deploy our power
bases and power strategies to facilitate our clients to achieve their change work and help them
to experiment with ways to deliver change marked by positive use of power within an ethical
base. That is the dual goal OD practitioners always ambitiously aim for.

Discussion Questions
1. Do you have a clear idea of what your power bases are—operating either as an internal or
an external OD practitioner? Name them.
2. How deliberate have you been in channeling your power bases into power strategies to
accomplish what you set out to do for the client system? Share a story.
3. In your diagnostic work, how often do you diagnose the power terrain of the client system?
Once you have the data, what do you use them for in your change work?

4. As an interventionist, how conscious and intentional have you been in designing
interventions that will minimize the power differential and encouraging cross-rank and
cross-border collaboration? Recall cases so you can teach others.
5. On a continuum of 0 to 10, where 0 means you never deliberately use power and politics to
support change work and 10 means you deliberately use power and politics all the time in
change work, where would you position yourself? What action steps would you take to
climb a notch or two on the continuum?
6. If you gave a short introductory workshop for OD novices on power and politics, what key
points would you include in your workshop outline?

Resources
“As a Leader, Political Savvy Is NOT About Being Political,” by Robert Denker:
www.rdpusa.com/political-savvy-not-about-being-political
“Women and Political Savvy: How to Build and Embrace a Fundamental Leadership Skill.” A
Whitepaper by W. Gentry and J. L. Brittain:
www.ccl.org/leadership/pdf/research/WomenPoliticalSavvy.pdf
Mind Tools, French and Raven's Five Forms of Power: Understanding Where Power Comes
from in the Workplace: www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newLDR_56.htm
“Power: How to Get It, Use It and Keep It,” by Jeffrey Pfeffer: www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jk4m-S73Ijc
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Chapter Thirty
Beyond Social Networks
The Über Connection
Karen Stephenson
A conventional organizational classification schema should be expanded to include heterarchy,
in addition to networks (Powell 1990), markets, and hierarchy (Williamson 1976). Heterarchy
is a precise amalgamation of networks and hierarchies (Stephenson 2009). This organizational
structure challenges more traditional forms of governance and organizational change and
therefore presents an opportunity for organization development (OD) research in the twentyfirst century.
We are on the cusp of a tipping point in twenty-first-century governance. With the addition of
network science in OD and the general, albeit young, practice of social network analysis,
academics are researching and recording the successes and failures of singular hierarchical
governance in diverse cultures in global society. Social network analysis is best defined as the
practice of mapping and measuring a network of social relationships. A network is depicted as
a set of nodes, representing individual actors, and edges, representing the relationships
between the individuals and usually drawn as lines connecting the nodes to each other. A
network diagram can represent friendship, kinship, market relations, and organizational
behavior.
Singular hierarchical governance, meaning a chain of command, worked well when the world
was large and flat. That was before the advent of the digital domain that has made our world
small and über connected (meaning superiorly connected and derived from Nietzsche's 1883
coinage of the term “Übermensch” to describe a higher state of man). It is suggested that this
digital landscape will rival anything the Serengeti plains offered our hominid ancestors. In
fact, we need not look back millennia but only 100 years to read Durkheim's vision of the
world as a vast interconnected network of institutions (Durkheim 1933). He was correct.
Organizations have morphed beyond singular entities into vast networks or conglomerates.
Networks of organizations—or so-called heterarchies (McCulloch 1945)—come with an
innovative form of governance. Capitalizing on this organizational structure may require a
rethinking of governance models and institutional change in future OD research.
Heterarchy is an organizational structure comprising a network that links three or more
different organizations (hierarchies) to each other, where no single organization is privileged
over the other (Stephenson 2014). Networked together, these hierarchies share in the collective
governance of the whole to achieve a greater good that no single organization could achieve on
its own. This requires participating organizations to suppress their competitive drive in lieu of
a collaborative ethos that benefits the whole network (Coase 1937). We know something about

larger heterarchies because of their spectacular failures. For example, the 2010 Deepwater
Horizon oil spill was a man-made collision of special interests, which resulted in a natural
disaster of epic proportions. Specifically, multiple organizations such as Halliburton, British
Petroleum, and several insurers were locked in contractual relationships when an explosion
struck and eleven lives were lost. In a maelstrom of publicly abdicating responsibility,
organizations passed the blame while the deep sea rig bled oil into the Gulf of Mexico
destroying marine and wildlife habitats, and fishing and tourism industries in what was to
become the largest oil spill in the history of the petroleum industry.
Heterarchies are not dysfunctional by nature; they become dysfunctional when a leader of a
single hierarchy naively privileges his or her own interests over the whole. Said differently,
leaders mistakenly assume that their special interests are the only things that matter. This is
largely due to how leaders learn their tradecraft by practicing as serial CEOs or directors of
singular hierarchies. Alternatively, they may have been educated in business schools that are
grounded in nineteenth-century norms of leadership. Either way, leaders are generally
unprepared to manage the social networks embedded in heterarchies.

Segmentary Systems
Heterarchies require much more than a coalition of the willing; they demand a well-designed
and coordinated network to ensure the alignment of tasks across multiple and (at times)
competing organizations. Not recognizing the primacy of this network structure in heterarchies
is precisely why the most well intentioned leader will be derailed by segmentary politics. For
example, teams or departments are created not from the ground up, but from subunits of existing
segments, mimicking cellular division. As smaller “chiefdoms” proliferate, they compete
against one another, calling a truce only when a larger chiefdom threatens their mutual
existence (Sahlins 1961). For example, consider a government division where one team
jockeys for position with another, one department attacks another to protect its budget, and the
overarching division as a whole fights other divisions to defend its turf. In these systems there
is no internal structure or infrastructure to join up the system as whole; it is simply a collection
of hierarchies or vertically “integrated” silos. As such, segmentary systems are never more
(and often much less) than the sum of their parts, calculating power by comparing and
contrasting their stock, status or budgets with other segments. If push comes to shove, they will
cannibalize other parts of the organization in order to preserve their part (Douglas 1986). This
ruthless survival tableau describes segmentary politics. If leaders could step back and see the
whole network of interacting organizations instead of only their portion, then no one would
have to die, pay amends, or bear any of the blame.
An example of segmentary politics in health care happened in 2014, when the U.S. military
health care system experienced an alarmingly high number of “never events” (fatalities which
are potentially preventable). The system is organized as a coalition of the willing and
comprised of four major players: Army, Navy, Air Force, and the Department of Defense
(DoD). When certain “never events” were revealed in a New York Times exposé, each leader
of the member hierarchy blamed the others, when in fact, forensic analysis revealed that refusal

to share patient data across the heterarchy is what led to the fatalities. As a former Army
policy officer said, “Why should the Army safety system want to play with DoD? Because then
I have less control over my data, less control over my kingdom (emphasis mine), and
potentially DoD is going to tell me what to do” (LaFraniere and Lehren 2014, 32). His words
were taken straight from a page in the playbook of segmentary politics (Sahlins 1963).
Heterarchies are an entirely different species altogether. Member hierarchies within the
heterarchy will suppress the killer instinct in lieu of collaboration with others because they
understand that if the higher objective is achieved, then they all stand to benefit, and not at the
cost of a peer. By leveraging crosscutting collaboration to solve crosscutting problems, greater
systemic benefits can be achieved. An example of a successful health care heterarchy is
summarized in Sobczak (2013). Wisconsin hospital administrators recognized that “coalitions
of the willing” in managing readmissions would break down once collaboration clashed with
the individual hierarchical chains of command in participating organizations. So they designed
a sustainable heterarchy by (1) rewriting policy to account for institutional integration and
collaboration, (2) designing the collaborative network that would sustain the heterarchical
structure, and (3) building in individual incentives specifically targeting lateral collaborative
behaviors that were a regular part of individual performance measures. Space constraints
prohibit further elaboration of case studies, but the reader is referred to the reference material
for additional supporting examples (Stephenson 2008).

Summary
Twenty-first-century organizational governance must address a structural “deficit” in theory
and practice that only heterarchy can fill (Stephenson 2011). Blueprints of the industrial
complex—conventional hierarchical governance—are still needed and well researched. But,
there is a new class of blueprint that is required and addresses the social networks between
organizations, and not just at the board level, but at all levels. Heterarchical governance is
deeply rooted in social network theory and practice. I suggest it may require a broadening of
what problems we choose to research in OD going forward.

Discussion Questions
1. Network connections are generally trust-based; hierarchical connections are generally
authority-based. How would you use this framework to construct a research design for the
study of heterarchies?
2. Can you identify historical geopolitical conflicts and deconstruct their outcome in terms of
heterarchical governance or the lack thereof?
3. What industries are most likely to organize themselves as heterarchies and why?
4. Have you observed heterarchical structure in your own work or research? If so, can you
describe specific examples of the management or mismanagement of heterarchy?
5. How can the concept of heterarchy provide insight and new directions for OD

practitioners?

Resources
For a practical case study of organizational heterarchy applied to hospital readmissions, read
“Wisconsin Hospitals Tackle Readmissions with Inside/Outside, Macro/Micro Strategy” by
Stephanie Sobczak: www.wha.org/pdf/Readmissions0614Sobczak.pdf

“Social Network Analysis on Unique Characteristics of Organizational Heterarchies” by
Karen Stephenson:
http://web.archive.org/web/20130729204859id_/http://itc.conversationsnetwork.org/shows/detail108
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Part Five
The Future of Organization Development: Embracing
Transformation and New Directions for Change

Chapter Thirty-One
The Dialogic Organization Development Approach to
Transformation and Change
Gervase R. Bushe and Robert J. Marshak
In the past 30 years, the postmodern orientation in the social sciences, and the discoveries in
nonlinear and complexity natural sciences, have been influential in altering ideas about change
and change practices. These ideas and change practices have led to a variety of methods (see
Table 31.1) that deviate from key tenets of the diagnostic forms of organization development
(OD) created during the 1960s and 1970s. We have labeled these ideas and practices Dialogic
OD (Bushe and Marshak 2009) and have been studying their common philosophical basis, and
how they actually create change in practice (Bushe and Marshak 2014a). Overall, we've
concluded that simply having “good dialogues” is not enough to create change, but that
Dialogic OD approaches can help leaders and organizations meet adaptive challenges (Heifetz
1998) and create transformational change (Bushe and Marshak 2015a). In this chapter, we
identify eight key premises of a Dialogic OD mindset and contrast these with a Diagnostic OD
Mindset. We also identify the three core change processes that, whether practitioners are
aware of it or not, are the source of change in Dialogic OD efforts. Based on our research we
believe that Dialogic OD practices are now widely used, but under a variety of names and
without a clear understanding of their shared premises nor their similarities and differences
with foundational OD. Furthermore, dialogic methods seem to be especially effective when
dealing with two types of contemporary issues. One is when the prevailing ways of thinking,
talking about, and addressing organizational dilemmas traps an organization and its leaders in
repetitive but futile responses. The other is when facing wicked problems, paradoxical issues,
and adaptive challenges, where there is little agreement about what's happening and where
there are no known solutions or remedies available to address the situation. Dialogic
approaches work by fostering generativity to develop new possibilities rather than problemsolving, altering the prevailing narratives and stories that limit new thinking, and working with
the self-organizing, emergent properties of complex systems. Dialogic OD offers a viable
alternative to create a vision, plan a path to it, and implement through action teams the practice
of organizational change, and is better able to meet some of the challenging complexities of
twenty-first-century organizing.

Table 31.1 Examples of Dialogic OD Methods
Appreciative Inquiry (Cooperrider)
Art of Convening (Neal and Neal)
Art of Hosting (artofhosting.org)
Charrettes (Lennertz)
Community Learning (Fulton)
Complex Responsive Processes of Relating
(Shaw)
Conference Model (Axelrod)
Coordinated Management of Meaning (Pearce
& Cronen)
Cycle of Resolution (Levine)
Dynamic Facilitation (Rough)
Engaging Emergence (Holman)
Future Search (Weisbord)
Intergroup Dialogue (Nagada, Gurin)
Moments of Impact (Ertel & Solomon)
Narrative Mediation (Winslade and Monk)
Open Space Technology (Owen)
Organizational Learning Conversations (Bushe)
Participative Design (M. Emery)
PeerSpirit Circles (Baldwin)
Polarity Management (Johnson)

Preferred Futuring (Lippitt)
REAL model (Wasserman and Gallegos)
Real Time Strategic Change (Jacobs)
Re-Description (Storch)
Reflexive Inquiry (Oliver)
Search Conference (Emery and Emery)
Six Conversations (Block)
SOAR (Stavros)
Social Labs (Hassan)
Solution Focused Dialogue (Jackson and
McKergow)
Sustained Dialogue (Saunders)
Syntegration (Beer)
Systemic Sustainability (Amodeo and Cox)
Talking Stick (preindustrial)
Technology of Participation (Spencer)
Theory U (Scharmer)
Visual Explorer (Palus and Horth)
Whole Scale Change (Dannemiller)
Work Out (Ashkenas)
World Café (Brown and Issacs)

From: G. R. Bushe and R. J. Marshak, “Introduction to the Dialogic Organization Development Mindset,” in Dialogic
Organization Development: The Theory and Practice of Transformational Change, edited by G. R Bushe and R. J.
Marshak (Oakland, CA: Berrett-Koehler, 2015).

Eight Key Premises of Dialogic Organization
Development
Dialogic OD is still an evolving convergence of newer premises, principles, and resulting
practices that lead practitioners to approach situations with a different way of thinking and
acting. We hope to speed up this convergence by giving it its own name and identity—Dialogic
OD—and inviting OD practitioners into a conversation about its underlying premises and
practices, both now and going forward.
Based on our review of the range of methods listed in Table 31.1 and an in-depth analysis of
six major theories of Dialogic OD practice (Bushe and Marshak 2014b; 2015b), we have
identified eight key premises that we believe shape the Dialogic OD Mindset, a set of
fundamental beliefs about organizations and change that differ in important ways from the
thinking found in Diagnostic OD.
1. Reality and relationships are socially constructed. The Dialogic OD Mindset believes

that organizations are socially constructed realities. It is how we socially define and
describe objective and subjective “facts” that influence what people think and do. In every
conversation, this reality is being created, maintained, and/or changed. Furthermore, there
is no single objective social reality. Instead, there are many different “truths” about any
organization, some dominant and some peripheral.
2. Organizations are meaning-making systems. The Dialogic OD Mindset thinks of
organizations not just as open systems interacting with an environment, but as dialogic
systems in which people are continuously sense-making and meaning-making, individually
and in groups. What happens in organizations is influenced more by how people interact
and make meaning than how presumably objective external factors and forces impact the
system.
3. Language, broadly defined, matters. The Dialogic OD Mindset believes that words (and
other forms of communication) do more than convey information, they create meaning.
Thinking is powerfully influenced by written and verbal communications and the
underlying narratives, stories, and metaphors people use when engaging with each other.
Change is created and sustained by changing what words mean and by changing the words,
stories, and narratives that are used in groups and organizations.
4. Creating change requires changing conversations. The social construction of reality
occurs through the conversations people have, everyday. Change requires changing the
conversations that normally take place. This can occur from changing who is in
conversation with whom (e.g., increasing diversity, including marginalized voices), what is
being talked about, how those conversations take place, increasing conversational skills,
and by asking what is being created from the content and process of current conversations.
5. Groups and organizations are inherently self-organizing. The Dialogic OD Mindset
believes that organizations are self-organizing, emergent systems where social reality is
being constructed every day. The Dialogic OD Mindset finds it more useful to think of
organizations as continuous flows, rather than stable entities, where different processes,
structures, and ideas vary in how quickly they are changing. OD practitioners may nudge,
accelerate, deflect, punctuate, or disrupt these normal processes, but they do not unfreeze
and refreeze them. Stakeholders who care about the state of the system, who are able to
develop rich enough information networks, and are not constrained by any one group's
power, will frequently find ways to respond to challenges that are too complex for leaders
to successfully address through planning and controlling approaches. Instead, the leader's
job in Dialogic OD approaches is to create spaces where useful changes can emerge, and
then support and amplify those changes.
6. Increase differentiation in participative inquiry and engagement before seeking
coherence. In foundational OD, organizational system members are involved at various
times in diagnosing themselves and making action choices to address identified issues. The
Dialogic OD Mindset reflects a much broader conception of engagement that is based on
methods of inquiry intended to discover new and transformational possibilities. The
resulting processes of participative inquiry (rather than diagnosis), engagement, and

reflection are designed to: (a) maximize diversity, (b) encourage stakeholders to voice
their unique perspectives, concerns, and aspirations, and (c) surface the variety of
perspectives and motivations in the system, without privileging anyone, before seeking new
convergences and coherence.
7. Transformational change is more emergent than planned. Transformational change
cannot be planned toward some predetermined future state. Rather, transformation requires
holding an intention while moving into the unknown. Disrupting current patterns in a way
that engages people in uncovering collective intentions and shared motivations is required.
As a result, change processes are more opportunistic and heterarchichal, where change can
and does come from anywhere in the organization, more than planned, hierarchical, and
top-down.
8. Consultants are a part of the process, not apart from the process. OD practitioners
cannot stand outside the social construction of reality, acting as independent facilitators of
social interaction. Their mere presence is part of the discursive context that influences the
meaning making taking place. OD practitioners need to be aware of their own immersion in
the organization and reflexively consider what meanings they are creating and what
narratives their actions are privileging and marginalizing.
As shown in Figure 31.1, these premises lead to different ways of thinking about the basic
building blocks of organization transformation and change, even as practitioners may on the
surface seem to engage in similar steps as in Diagnostic OD. For example, one can use AI
methods diagnostically: collect and analyze stories during Discovery, identify preferred
outcomes during Dream, propose alternative actions during Design, and choose and implement
changes during Destiny. Yet when decisions and actions follow from a Dialogic OD Mindset,
the choices made and actions taken will be very different (Bushe 2012). As Shaw (2002) notes
in discussing foundational OD, “Above all I want to propose that if organizing is understood
essentially as a conversational process, an inescapably self-organizing process of participating
in the spontaneous emergence of continuity and change, then we need a rather different way of
thinking about any kind of organizational practice that focuses on change” (11).

Figure 31.1 Contrasting Polar Ideal Types: Diagnostic and Dialogic Mindsets
Source: From G. R. Bushe and R. J. Marshak, “The Dialogic Mindset in Organization Development,” Research in
Organizational Change and Development 22 (2014): 86.

The Core Processes of Transformational Change in
Dialogic Organization Development
Simply having good “dialogues,” creating spaces where people are willing and able to speak
their minds and listen carefully to one another, is not sufficient for transformational change to
occur. We propose that three underlying change processes, singly or in combination, are
essential to the successful use of any of the Dialogic OD methods listed in Table 31.1 (Bushe
and Marshak 2015a). Said another way, we believe that failures of any Dialogic OD method to
stimulate transformational change is a result of none of the following three transformational
processes having happened.

Transformational Process 1: Emergence
Transformational Process 1 is when a disruption in the ongoing social construction of reality is
stimulated or engaged in a way that leads to a more complex reorganization. This disruption
occurs when the previous order or pattern of social relations falls apart, and there is little
chance of going back to the way things were. Disruptions can be planned or unplanned, and the
group or organization may be able to self-organize around them without much conscious

leadership. From a Dialogic OD perspective, however, transformation is unlikely to take place
without disruption of the “established” meaning-making processes (Holman 2015; Stacey
2005; 2015).
A variety of Dialogic OD methods can be used to create containers for productive
conversations to take place that support reorganizing at higher levels of complexity despite the
anxiety that disruptive endings can create. However, once disrupted, it is impossible to plan or
control what might then happen; the options range from complete dissolution to reorganization
at a higher level of complexity (Prigogine and Stengers 1984). Practitioners operating from a
dialogic Mindset tend to encourage leaders to confront and push the system close to chaos
while expanding and enriching the networks among stakeholders, rather than pursuing
diagnostically induced planned change from a current to a desired future state. It is at the close
to chaos boundary that self-organizing changes can emerge (Kauffman 1995; Pascale,
Milleman, and Gioja 2001). Dialogic OD practitioners assume that fully engaging
organizational members in such self-organization will lead to more impactful changes, more
quickly, than attempts to plan and implement prescribed changes.

Transformational Process 2: Narrative
Transformational Process 2 is when there is a change to one or more core narratives. Core
narratives are the storylines people use to explain and bring coherence to their organizational
lives by making sense of ongoing “facts” and events. Changing what people think or their
social agreements—for example, about the role of women in organizations, or about
hierarchical structures, or even about how change happens in organizations—requires changing
the common, prevailing storylines endorsed by those presently and/or historically in power
(Marshak and Grant 2008). Stories are a way of managing change, particularly culture change,
and transformational change is often constituted by transformations in the narratives that
participants author (e.g., Brown and Humphreys 2003; Buchanan and Dawson 2007). A variety
of the methods listed in Table 31.1 can be used as a conscious intervention into the narratives
and story-making processes of an organization (Storch 2015; Swart 2015).

Transformational Process 3: Generativity
The third transformation process happens when a generative image is introduced or surfaces
that provides new and compelling alternatives for thinking and acting. A generative image is
one or more words, pictures, or other symbols that provide new ways of thinking about social
and organizational reality. They, in effect, allow people to imagine alternative decisions and
actions that could not be imagined before the generative image surfaced. “Sustainable
development” is one iconic example of a generative image. Even though it cannot be defined
(one quality of truly generative images) it continues to spin off innovations more than 25 years
after it was first coined. A second property of generative images is that they are compelling;
people want to act on the new opportunities the generative image evokes. A variety of the
methods listed in Table 31.1 are often supported by using generative images as the initiating
themes or questions for inquiry (Bushe 2013b) or by evoking new generative images in the
process of dialogue and inquiry (Storch and Ziethen 2013). Bushe's research has found that

generative images are central to successful applications of AI (Bushe 1998, 2010, 2013a;
Bushe and Kassam 2005), and we propose that they are also central to Dialogic OD
approaches more broadly defined (Bushe and Storch 2015).

What Do Dialogic Organization Development
Practitioners Do?
Dialogic OD practice differs along a continuum from episodic change practices to continuous
change practices (Bushe and Marshak 2014a). An episodic change practice focuses on one or
more events intended to help a group or organization transform from one semistable state to
another. A continuous change practice is based on a stream of ongoing interactions intended to
make small alterations to the ongoing patterns of interaction or self-organization that, over
time, accumulate into a transformed state of being.
Those sponsoring Dialogic OD usually do not know exactly what changes are needed, wanted,
or how to achieve them. The complexity of the issues and dynamics that leaders and
organizations face in the twenty-first-century world of work means that application of “best
practices” or preexisting knowledge to identify and then implement change is unlikely to be
successful. This has been described by Heifetz (1998) as the difference between technical
problems and adaptive challenges, and by Snowden and Boone (2007) as the difference
between complicated and complex decision situations. Dialogic OD practitioners believe that
dialogic processes are the most effective way to deal with adaptive, complex challenges.
During the entry process, the Dialogic OD practitioner will work with the sponsors to identify,
in general, their intentions and the range of potentially affected stakeholders who need to be
engaged in the Dialogic OD process. They may or may not decide it is important to create a
“planning” or “hosting” group that in some way represents those stakeholders to help architect
the change effort. This is usually more important when the change involves a complex issue,
for example: transportation in the region, where there's a need to engage a large or very large
group of stakeholders and when operating from a more episodic change mindset. It's critical at
this stage for the OD practitioner and the sponsor to agree on the desired directions of the
change effort and for the sponsor to be able and willing to make the necessary resources,
particularly time, money, and personal commitment, available for the project.
Some Dialogic OD methods involve participants in becoming explicitly aware of the stories,
narratives, and patterns of discourse they are embedded in while others do not. In either case,
all assume that personal and/or organizational change will require a change in those narratives.
Some focus primarily on changing the discourse while others focus on both discourse and the
changes in decisions and action that emerge from it. Like Diagnostic OD, Dialogic OD
involves both structured interventions (like action research) and experiential interventions
(like process consultation). In the following we briefly summarize both types of Dialogic OD
practice.

Structured Dialogic Organization Development

Structured Dialogic OD involves one or more events. These events are designed so that
relationships and communications are enhanced to enable more creativity and engagement.
Practitioners create a “container” (Corrigan 2015) within which new conversations can take
place, new relationships forged, and ideas for change emerge. Much of the difference in
Dialogic OD methods concerns ways of orchestrating (rather than facilitating) what happens in
these containers. In all cases, when successful, participants make personal, voluntary
commitments to new behaviors and projects. An emergent or improvisational, as opposed to a
planned implementation, approach to the action phase is generally used. Events are intended to
generate and support self-organizing groups with ideas for change to take action, without
knowing which of these will actually be successful. Practitioners work with leaders to watch
and learn, cultivate the ideas that lead the organization in the desired direction, amplify their
impact, and embed them into the organization's fabric (Roehrig, Schwendenwein, and Bushe
2015).

Unstructured Dialogic Organization Development
We refer to less-structured approaches to Dialogic OD as “dialogic process consultation.” In
these approaches, a practitioner will bring a dialogic mindset to one-on-one and small-group
interactions. In some approaches to dialogic process consultation, the OD practitioner helps
individuals become aware of and take more control over the prevailing images, metaphors, and
narratives that are shaping how people think and act (Marshak 2013). They may focus attention
to the ways in which conversations that differ from the prevailing wisdom are restricted or
encouraged, for example the degree to which a diversity of participants and perspectives are
included or excluded in key organizational decisions. They may invite consideration of
processes of generativity; especially how to foster new images that will influence the ongoing
construction and reconstruction of social reality (Storch and Ziethen 2013).
The most provocative approaches to dialogic process consultation are based on concepts of
complexity, meaning making, emergence, and self-organization. These dialogic process
activities assume relationships and organizations are continuously recreating themselves
through the ongoing conversations that occur at all levels and parts of an organization (Shaw
2002; Stacey 2015). Any shifts in the nature of these conversations, for example, their
participants, emphases, or patterns, will encourage incremental shifts that lead groups to selforganize in new and different ways without the need to bring anything to awareness. There is
no use of specially structured events to shift from a current state to a more desired future state
(Goppelt and Ray 2015; Ray and Goppelt 2013). Instead the OD practitioner enters into a team
or organization that is assumed to be in the continuous process of becoming, participates fully
in the ongoing life of the system while seeking to draw attention to, or modify, any ongoing
dialogic patterns that may be blocking or limiting the organization's ability to evolve, and/or by
accentuating differences that might encourage new patterns to emerge.

Summary
Dialogic and Diagnostic OD are not two different things—they are different ways of thinking.

We believe they both exist, more or less, in the mental maps of individual OD practitioners.
Like yin and yang, they can combine in a myriad of ways to affect an OD practitioner's choices
and actions. We advocate avoiding either/or arguments and, instead, inquiry into the
opportunities for change each mindset provides separately and in combination.
It is unclear to us, at this time, whether dialogic transformational change requires all or most
all of the eight premises, and more than one of the three core transformational processes to be
successful. To us and other Dialogic OD practitioners, they do seem related, either explicitly
or implicitly. It is difficult to imagine, for example, a change in a core narrative that did not
also involve a disruption to the prevailing social construction of reality. But changes in core
narratives do occur over time, which do not necessarily involve an abrupt disruption. In a
world of constant change, however, “disruption” is mainly a matter of temporal perspective.
Our current proposition is that transformational change from Dialogic OD results from some
combination of the three change processes as supported by the eight key premises. Hopefully,
Dialogic OD, and the narrative advanced in this chapter, serves as a generative image evoking
new insights into the potential for OD practices to transform organizations and realize more
effective organizing.

Discussion Questions
1. What aspects of the Dialogic Mindset are consistent with or contrast with your current
ways of thinking about organizations and change?
2. When might it be more, or less, appropriate to use Dialogic OD methods? Or, perhaps to
combine Dialogic with Diagnostic OD approaches?
3. Based on reading this chapter, what ideas would you like to learn more about? How might
you do that?

Resources
Go to www.dialogicod.net for articles, resources, and a list of readings for all the approaches
presented in Table 31.1. This website includes links to videos, presentations, and useful
information on Dialogic OD.
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Chapter Thirty-Two
The Future of Organization Development,
Transformation, and Change
Allan H. Church, Amanda C. Shull, and W. Warner Burke
What is the future of organization development (OD)? What factors and trends are influencing
and will influence the evolution of the field for the next 10 to 20 years? As scientistpractitioners, we intend to look to the data. One of the most fundamental principles and
differentiators of OD is its emphasis on using data through action research as a catalyst for
individual and large-scale change. Whether data are at the individual (micro), group (meso), or
organization (macro) level, the basic premise is the same. Although the paradigm continues to
evolve with the concept of dialogic OD in the prior chapter (e.g., Bushe and Marshak 2009), at
its core, OD is about using data to (a) create a felt need for change through self-awareness and
facilitated learning, (b) develop a collaborative diagnosis of the prevailing and underlying
issues, and (c) determine and enact an intervention set with full organizational engagement
intended to achieve a desired future state (Burke 2011; Shani and Coghlan 2014; Waclawski
and Church 2002).
This chapter applies this same logic to the future of the field. Specifically, we will highlight
five key themes which have both immediate and long-term implications for the science and
practice of OD. These themes are based on several sources including data from a 2012 survey
collected with over 400 OD practitioners (Shull, Church, and Burke 2013; 2014), and another
study conducted in 2013 with the heads of talent management from 84 “top development”
companies (Church and Rotolo 2013). The chapter concludes with discussion questions for
further consideration.

The Five Emerging Trends
Listed below are five observations and trends for the field based on data and insights gleaned
from various sources. These trends coupled with a review of emerging practice areas suggest
that the field is once again experiencing significant growing pains. Influences occur at the
cultural, systems, and individual levels (see Table 32.1).
Table 32.1 Sample Emerging Practice Areas Influencing the Future of OD
Practice
Area
Diversity and
Inclusion

Emphasis
Valuing differences in background, orientation, cultures, styles, and
preferences including a focus on culture and behavior change through

measurement, training, and other interventions
Encouraging people to bring their whole selves to work to promote diverse
thinking and perspectives
Sustainability

Applying efforts to focus on the triple bottom line that includes: people,
planet, and profit
Broader definition may include emphasis on designing self-monitoring,
self-regulating, and self-sustaining systems, continuous improvement, and
learning

Employee
Engagement

Measuring employee and manager behaviors and attitudes including
satisfaction, pride, commitment, and discretionary effort, which have been
empirically linked to organizational outcomes
Focusing on data-based insights and action-planning efforts targeting key
drivers of attraction and retention, culture and behavior change, as well as
individual and organizational performance

Talent
Management

Designing and implementing an integrated set of processes, programs, and
cultural norms to attract, develop, deploy, and retain talent in order to
achieve strategic business objectives
Differentiating on the “few” select populations including high-potentials,
key talent segments, pivotal roles, and/or C-suite successors that are
deemed most critical for the future success of the business, rather than
broad-based development of the “many”

Individual
Assessment

Promoting individual growth and development through the use of databased tools and feedback applications (e.g., 360s, personality, simulations,
cognitive, judgment, values) for enhancing self-awareness
Making administrative decisions for hiring, performance management, team
composition, or advancement through the use of validated criteria and
measurement of psychological constructs, behaviors, and abilities

Coaching

Enhancing self-awareness and creating behavior change through
individualized development with a focus on building on strengths and/or
addressing opportunities to support individual and organizational goals
Placing emphasis on areas such as leadership orientation, on-boarding, fixit, executive presence, management skills, presentation style, nonverbal
cures, process consultation, group dynamics, etc.

Big Data

Integrating, analyzing, and telling a compelling story based on massive
amounts of information that can be used to inform and advance strategic

business decisions
Emphasizing four areas: volume, velocity, variety and veracity of data, all
of which impact quality and validity of results; however, currently there are
no values considerations being applied to Big Data applications

Organization Development Values Are Here to Stay
As many researchers and practitioners have discussed since the origins of the field, OD is
grounded in the normative and humanistic values of helping individuals in organizations
develop, grow, and achieve their potential. While this emphasis is understandable given OD is
rooted in the 1960s social context, over the years there has been considerable debate and
consternation that the values were waning or had been lost in favor of organizational
effectiveness and the bottom line. Data from practitioner studies in the 1990s supported this
dichotomy and raised concerns that the future would see the end of the field.
More recently, data from both OD practitioners and heads of talent management in top
development companies indicate this is not the case. In these studies, practitioners rate the
importance of focusing their efforts on enhancing empowerment, welfare, and development at
least equally, and sometimes ahead of, pure business outcomes. The vast majority of feedback
and assessment tools in use today are targeted at individual development efforts. However,
decision-making is becoming increasingly a second priority when talent management and
succession planning goals are involved (Church 2013, 2014). Despite perceptions over the
weakening of traditional values, the field of OD has settled nicely into owning the tension
between an emphasis on helping people and improving performance. We would argue that the
field has come to terms with and embraced its inherent conflict—even to the point that Worley
(2014) has called for us to move on from the debate entirely.

Organization Development Practitioners Lack the Data Skills
Needed for the Future
Just because our values are stable does not mean the field should stop evolving. As new
concepts and areas of practice emerge, practitioners must continue to enhance their skills to
stay relevant. One of the key areas we see trending in research and practice is the use of data.
While the field has long been grounded in action-research and data-driven methods (e.g.,
Burke 2011; Waclawski and Church 2002), the game has changed. With the rise of talent
management, individual assessments (e.g., psychological, cognitive, and 360-degree
feedback), and particularly the implications of Big Data for the field (Church and Dutta 2013),
OD professionals are becoming woefully ill-equipped to remain current. While some authors
argue against the overreliance on measurement methods for driving change, research indicates
that using these tools is increasing particularly at the most senior levels in the organization
(Church and Rotolo 2013). Unfortunately, OD practitioners are just beginning to understand
this trend, evidenced by a ranking of these practices of 30 among 64 possible interventions in
the most recent practitioner survey by Shull et al. (2014). Further, Big Data is not even on the
radar yet. An examination of various OD textbooks (e.g., Cummings and Worley 2015) yields a

similar issue with no mention of these newer data methodologies.
While it was acceptable in the early days of OD to be facile with tools such as the MyersBriggs Type Indicator and others for individual and team interventions, and these remain tools
for leadership development and coaching (e.g., Burke and Noumair 2002; Church 2014),
organizations have become increasingly sophisticated in their need for and use of empirically
valid and behaviorally grounded information about their talent. If we ignore these areas and
lack the skills to integrate data from multiple methodologies, we will continue to fall short of
our full potential as change agents. It is time for OD professionals to up their game in data
analytics and actionable insights.

The Organization Development Field Needs to Build a
Differentiated Coaching Model
Coaching is hardly a new concept to the field of OD. Practitioners have been coaching their
clients in some form since the inception of the field. However, the emphasis and playing field
for individual and executive coaching today has changed dramatically. Hiring an executive
coach is no longer an outgrowth of the process consultation model but now targets a wide
range of goals such as coaching for individual development, on-boarding, “culture fit,”
leadership succession, executive presence, management skills, and health and stress
management (Hernez-Broome and Boyce 2011). Coaches come in all shapes and sizes
including formally trained I-O and counseling psychologists, certified coaching professionals,
former athletes and retired executives, motivational speakers, and even school teachers. While
coaching is on the rise as a practice area (as indicated by 47 percent of practitioners from the
2012 study), the field is so cluttered with models and methods it is difficult to differentiate an
OD approach from others.
What is needed is a defined and articulated means for OD practitioners to offer something
unique to the process. Given our strong humanistic values and core tool suite, this should not
be that difficult, but it is desperately needed if OD is to have a lasting impact in organizations
with this intervention. If we couple our observation with the one regarding data, particularly
around assessment and development in a talent management and succession planning context
(Church 2013, 2014), OD practitioners should define our unique niche going forward.

Organization Development Practice Appears to Be Moving Away
from Large-Scale Change
One of the consequences of the shift to focusing on the individual in OD (e.g., an emphasis on
individual feedback and coaching) is what appears to be a trend away from interventions
targeting large-scale organizational change. Data from the 2012 OD practitioner survey
indicate that interventions have declined considerably over the last 20 years since a prior
survey of the field (as first reported by Church, Burke, and Van Eynde 1994). Similarly, while
practitioners have written about the link between OD and other organizational change domains
such as diversity and inclusion (e.g., Church, Rotolo, Shull, and Tuller 2014), and
sustainability (e.g., Laszlo and Laszlo 2011), these types of boundary-spanning examples are

not as common as they were in the 1960–1980s. Data from the 2012 study showed that culture
change efforts focused on diversity and inclusion, global mindset, and sustainability, were not
ranked particularly highly on the values or interventions lists, nor were these areas among the
top most important. This trend is troubling.
While OD has always operated at multiple levels of intervention, one of the hallmarks
historically has been a focus on large-scale change (e.g., Burke and Litwin 1992). If we lose
this aspect of the field with an overemphasis on individual relationships, collaborative
discovery, and learning, we risk becoming less relevant for long-term impact from a total
systems perspective. This is even more important when we consider the potential future role
and impact of Big Data on organizational processes, policies, and decisions, which exist by
definition at the broadest and most complex levels of analysis.

Optimism in Organization Development Is High but Commitment in
Organization Development Is Low
Overall, we were encouraged to note that 79 percent of respondents to the 2012 survey were
optimistic about the future of OD despite some of the issues and challenges raised (Shull et al.
2014). The values remain strong and grounded in the dual purpose of helping employees grow
while improving organization effectiveness, and practitioners are engaging in a variety of
interventions. These are all signs the field is healthy and continuing to evolve. What may
trouble practitioners are some of the other external indicators, namely professional
membership and the perceived level of practitioner engagement in the field today. This seems
paradoxical.
In the beginning, there were no formal programs in OD. Practitioners came from many other
disciplines including social psychology, management science, organizational behavior, and
clinical psychology (Burke 2014). Today, while we have many formal academic and
professional programs and certification processes in place, OD professional groups appear to
be stagnant while other professional organizations are growing. Why is this? Is it that belief in
the field is high in principle but low in commitment and/or as an affiliation of practice?
One answer, which has its roots in past debates, may be the lack of a unified definition of the
field and single governing professional body (Church 2001). Another may be that OD
embraces the value of inclusion of practice so openly that it has diluted its core of everything
but the values themselves (per above). However, this reflects some of the emerging practice
trends cited earlier.
First, many organizations today have moved away from having formal OD functions. They
instead have blended their subfunctions with more current and trendy content practice areas as
talent management, organizational learning, leadership development, or culture and
transformation. While this comingling of domains internally is not new, the segmentation and
deep specialization externally in the HR realm is new and driving challenges in the profession.
Specifically, although OD internally might be integrated with the talent management or
organizational learning teams, the outcome is a targeting of types of external participation to
build knowledge and networks versus identifying with the OD profession. Visible engagement

with OD broadly is affected with practitioners attending conferences on more targeted topics
such as coaching, performance management, or talent management instead. To combat this
issue, our professional associations must seek feedback and become more nimble and adaptive
to meet the needs of the field.
Second, OD may not be as appealing as a label as it once was, and that was questionable even
in the early days of the field (Burke 1982). As many organizations move to follow influential
thinking regarding HR as a strategic business partner (e.g., Boudreau 2010; Ulrich 1997), much
of the classic OD work is being transferred to the HR generalist. Specifically, these models
focus on the role of HR as stewards of the culture, externally oriented or “outside-in,” and
data-driven in their approach. The 2012 practitioner survey provides support for this trend.
Based on a group of 50 HR professionals responding, 41 percent were using survey feedback,
34 percent were engaged in team building, 32 percent were focused on changing the culture,
and 29 percent were doing leadership development. It's as if the HR community is transforming
to be more effective OD practitioners than many of the traditionally trained OD people in the
field today.

Summary
A field is defined by its values, practices, vibrancy, and impact. When all four are strong and
evolving in a positive direction, the field benefits and grows. Based on the data, we see
evidence of positive growth, some signs of stall, and some potential declines as well across
these four indicators. While OD values remain at the core of the profession, and we agree it is
time to stop the debate, the practices and capabilities required of practitioners must continue to
change to support the new realities.
The data indicate that practitioners must build skills and define their perspectives in the areas
of coaching, talent management, and assessment, Big Data/analytics, global thinking, and
diversity and inclusion. We also need to ensure a continued emphasis on large-scale systemic
organizational change, and data or evidence-based methods for evaluating that change, to
ensure long-term impact. Finally, we need to better bridge the gap between classic OD and the
new and more relevant HR practice areas on which senior leaders are focused.
While we are not advocating for a change in the name or discipline of OD (that has been tried
before with change management and others and was unsuccessful), practitioners should
embrace the boundary-spanning and systems thinking tenets of the past. OD should be the focal
point or hub to connect between other areas and disciplines such as I-O and consulting
psychology, talent management, human resources, diversity and inclusion, learning, and other
related areas. Although this idea has been advocated before (e.g., Church 2001), the supporting
evidence for this recommendation is becoming increasingly clear. OD should remain at the
center of the organizational change nexus and assist in integrating all the parts of the process
together. Sounds like we should go back to our roots, doesn't it?
Finally, to drive our main point home regarding values, practices, and integration across
disciplines, let us consider an analogy from the writings of James O'Toole (1995) regarding

leadership. He is a strong critic of contingency and situational theories of leadership stating
these theories suggest that people in positions of leadership can behave in any manner they may
wish and justify their actions. These theories have a core set of values and ethics that never
change. Total flexibility is the order of the day. O'Toole contends that effective leadership is
based on a core set of beliefs and values that never change regardless of situation (torture is
out of the question). Effective leaders can modify their behavior depending on context but these
changes in behavior never violate nor contradict one's core values. Let it be so for the future of
competent OD practitioners. The effective practice of OD should be to leverage a variety of
interventions in their work (with sufficient knowledge and skill) to help organizations across a
wide range of content domains while still holding true to basic core values of the field.
Variety in use does not contradict the core humanistic values of OD such as respect for
individual differences, involving employees in decisions that directly affect them, and avoiding
arbitrary uses of power. Nor should it overemphasize the importance of focusing on individual
decision making and organizational performance. OD should be about balance and being at the
nexus of positive change.

Discussion Questions
1. Where are you on the humanistic versus organizational effectiveness values continuum?
2. How strong are your measurement and data analytic skills? Do you understand linkage
research and how to connect information across different levels of analysis?
3. How would you design an individual feedback framework for assessment and
development? What tools would you select and why?
4. How would you describe your approach to coaching? What types of coaching engagements
do you prefer and why?
5. Which professional associations and conferences are you engaged in and why? How many
are focused on OD versus content or practice domain specific?

Resources

Links to the full studies of OD values by Shull, Church, and Burke (2014) and assessment
practices of top development companies by Church and Rotolo (2013):
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.odnetwork.org/resource/resmgr/Center_for_Professional_Developmen
V46No4-Shull_Church_Burk.pdf www.apa.org/pubs/journals/features/cpb-a0034381.pdf
OD and Big Data: www.linkedin.com/in/allanchurch
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Chapter Thirty-Three
Authors' Insights on Important Organization
Development Issues
D. D. Warrick
For each new edition of the Practicing Organization Development book, I survey the
contributing authors in the book to find out what they think about important issues in
organization development (OD). The process generates valuable information for those
interested in OD. The issues addressed in this edition are:
1. The relevancy and future of OD as compared with the 2010 survey
2. The most important OD concepts that should be taught to leaders and students
3. The keys to successful OD
4. The most important competencies OD practitioners should have
5. Favorite tasks for generating important information
6. Lessons learned in practicing global OD
7. The greatest challenges OD practitioners face in practicing OD
Each issue will be addressed with an overall perspective of the authors' comments followed
by a summary of the major themes presented by the authors.

The Relevancy and Future of Organization Development
You will see in Table 33.1 the results of how the current authors rated questions on the
relevancy and future of OD as compared with ratings from the authors of the 2010 edition. The
current authors are more optimistic about the relevance of OD and slightly less optimistic
about the future of OD.

Table 33.1 The Relevance and Future of OD
How Relevant Is OD for Today's
Organizations?
Responses of
2010
2015
Authors
Edition
Edition
Very relevant
75%
89%
Somewhat relevant 18%
11%

How Bright Is the Future of OD?
Responses of
Authors
Very bright
Somewhat bright

2010
Edition
53%
35%

2015
Edition
41%
41%

Somewhat
irrelevant
Very irrelevant

10%

18%

0%

0%

Not very bright

7%

0%

Definitely not bright 2%

0%

Summary of Major Themes: The Relevancy of Organization Development
We live in a world of constant, unrelenting change, and OD is a discipline devoted to
understanding and implementing effective change.
How organizations manage OD and change will be critical to their present and future
success.
OD is a field where leaders and organizations should be familiar if they hope to succeed in
a world of dynamic change and intense competition.
Skills in managing change and building organizations capable of succeeding in today's
times have become a major source of competitive advantage and OD specializes in these
important areas.
The speed and velocity of change in organizations and increased need to build
organizations capable of succeeding in a complex, high-tech, global organization world,
makes the help of skilled OD practitioners increasingly important.
OD is one of the greatest methodologies for dealing with many of today's organization
challenges and building healthy, high-performance organizations and managing change will
be essential to the future success of organizations.
Summary of Major Themes: The Future of Organization Development
The issues that OD addresses, such as change and transformation, will only increase in
importance, and the future looks bright.
There will be a growing need for knowledge and research in OD and especially in creating
new models and knowledge on managing change.
OD is continuing to evolve methods and applications such as being more global and
focusing on large-scale change.
More top-level leaders realize they need help with dealing with change, managing change,
and building organizations for success.

The challenge will be to advocate the need for OD while overcoming a mindset of
economic rewards at any cost and doing everything faster and cheaper.
There are concerns that OD has not been effective at: (1) making known what it can do; (2)
becoming a field like HR that has name recognition; and (3) not screening and certifying
those who practice OD to avoid being identified with poorly educated and trained
practitioners who practice under the name of OD.
OD is often presented under other labels, such as change management or organization
transformation in practitioner books, textbooks, articles, and training sessions, which
causes OD to lose its unique identity.
There is a need for new champions and researchers in the field capable of promoting new
theory, practice, research, and breakthrough paradigms in the field.

The Most Important OD Concepts That Should Be
Taught to Leaders and Students
The responses to listing the most important OD concepts that should be taught to leaders and
students make you proud to be in OD. The field of OD has produced valuable concepts not just
important to OD professionals. You could make a strong case that many OD concepts should be
standard required knowledge for leaders and for preparing students in several majors for
future success.
Summary of Major Themes: Important Concepts That Should Be Taught to Leaders and
Students
The purpose of OD according to Richard Beckard is to increase organizational
effectiveness and health.
OD models and theories for understanding, developing, and changing organizations.
The importance and payoffs of pursuing both organizational effectiveness and health.
The importance of self-awareness and feedback and organizational awareness and
feedback.
Action research and systems thinking as ways of approaching OD issues and change.
How to design and implement changes.
The importance of leader involvement and support in making changes.
Interventions for improving the performance and effectiveness of individuals, teams, and
organizations.
Understanding the differences in healthy and unhealthy organizations.
The importance of knowing reality before treating reality (using assessment methods to
discover what is going on before designing solutions and processes).

The importance of collaboration and involving the right stakeholders in identifying,
planning, and implementing changes (whole system change).
The importance of understanding process and content (how you do things is as important as
what you do).
How to build high-performance teams and understand the differences and purposes of
action-oriented and experiential-oriented team-building methods.
Understanding, building, and changing organization culture.
How to transform organizations.
The normative values underlying the field and the importance of values-based practices.
How to change complex, global, virtual organizations.
How to apply Appreciative Inquiry (AI).

The Keys to Successful Organization Development
The next responses contain insightful information on the keys to successful OD. The most
mentioned key was having a competent OD practitioner. This was closely followed by strong
leader commitment and involvement.
Summary of Major Themes: Keys to Successful Organization Development
Competent OD practitioner(s) who can build a trusting relationship with the client.
Present models of what best-run organizations are like and data regarding the potential
payoffs of building healthy, effective organizations and costs when you don't.
Deliver a good contract for change with a clear understanding of the process, and realistic
expectations and objectives aligned with the organization strategy.
Engage with a willing client and strong leader buy-in and sponsorship.
Building the top leadership team into an effective team committed to championing the
change.
Encourage full engagement of those who can best contribute to the success of the change.
Prepare a useful assessment and agreed upon plan for feeding back and utilizing the data.
Design a flexible change plan that keeps people engaged and achieves quick, convincing
short-term and long-term results.
Use a holistic and open frame of mind to meet the client where they are.
Have a willingness to do what is right for the client including challenging present
processes and practices.
Use a positive approach to address issues and implement changes.

Help others identify and solve their own challenges rather than playing the expert role.
Educate managers and involve employees on theories and practices needed to build
successful organizations and make changes successful.
Frequent monitoring to know what is working and not working and what needs to be
changed.
Planned evaluation of the process and follow-through to assure that the changes are
sustained.

The Most Important Competencies OD Practitioners
Should Have
Being an effective OD practitioner, as in any profession, requires knowledge, practice,
continuous learning, and growing. The responses from the authors identified several important
competencies that OD practitioners should have.
Summary of Major Themes: Most Important Competencies OD Practitioners Should Have
Knowledge of OD (purpose, history, values, concepts, interventions, past and present
practices and skills, what makes organizations successful, the critical role of leadership).
Interpersonal skills (passion for what you do, genuine concern for others, high selfawareness and willingness to learn, grow, and model what you teach, ability to build trust,
uplifting and humble attitude that promotes the success of others).
Sound philosophical and ethical basis for practicing OD.
Conceptual skills (ability to see things from a big picture, systems perspective and to
conceptualize and design the interventions and change process that fit the needs of clients).
Consultation skills (skills in gaining entry, proposal writing, contracting for change,
teaching and communicating ideas, diagnosing what is going on, data collection, analysis,
and feedback, implementing changes, accomplishing goals, learning from the process).
Training and development skills and particularly skills in educating people on the
importance of OD, change, and transformation.
Skills in listening, facilitating, interviewing, conflict resolution, coaching, overcoming
resistance to change, and giving candid, straightforward, helpful feedback.
Understand business fundamentals.

Favorite Tasks for Generating Important Information
Most OD practitioners facilitate groups to generate important information. The responses
below provide a wide variety of approaches that can be used.

Summary of Major Themes: Favorite Tasks for Generating Information
Create a safe environment for participants to speak freely (agree on protocol, prepare
leaders to set the tone, plan proven processes for exploring ideas, visualizing the desired
future, and addressing issues. etc.).
Complete SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats).
Engage in SOAR dialogue (strengths, opportunities, aspirations, results).
Present and discuss best practices by the best organizations and benchmark how the
organization is doing on key measures and what it could do to improve.
Evaluate research regarding best practices such as what the best regarded organizations do
to get the best results and have the best places to work do.
Evaluate helpful information prepared from surveys, interviews, and other relevant
sources.
Develop a shared view of skilled leadership, high-performance teams, high-performance
organizations, and a vision for the future and how to get there.
Use Lewin's force-field analysis process to identify enablers and inhibitors of the desired
state.
Use Appreciative Inquiry (AI), Future Search, Open Space, large-group or whole system
approaches, and other known methods.
Have a well-chosen design team identify conversations, issues, or survey or interview
questions that must be asked prior to a meeting of the people, and structure the meeting
around their recommendations.

Lessons Learned in Practicing Global Organization
Development
Even domestic organizations are not the same and practitioners must know and understand the
organizations and culture they are working with, whether domestic or international. People and
organizations around the globe have more similarities than differences and the OD principles
used and the principles for personal and organizational success are likely to apply globally but
need to be adapted to each unique organization. While differences in cultures are important, the
differences and stereotypes are not universal even within cultures. Sometimes, there is too
much of a focus on differences and too little focus on what the best organizations do around the
world.
The following are lessons learned in practicing global OD:
Summary of Major Themes: Lessons Learned in Practicing Global Organization Development
Make sure that senior leaders understand, embrace, and support what is being done.

Partner with internal professionals who have a good understanding of the organization and
culture.
Work with the team or teams to plan processes and changes.
Adapt to different cultures or organizations, which may mean using different methods such
as a greater emphasis on anonymous and written activities rather than oral activities.
Global OD practitioners must have the humility to learn, grow, and adapt to situations they
may not be accustomed to.

The Greatest Challenges OD Practitioners Face
OD is a field for the times, as there is a great need for what OD studies, teaches, researches,
and practices, and organizations are in need of what OD practitioners can provide. However,
the authors are also realistic in their responses regarding the challenges in practicing OD. The
responses are instructive about what OD practitioners must be prepared for.
Summary of Major Themes: Greatest Challenges in Practicing Organization Development
Communicate the value and documented payoffs of OD.
Know the difference between OD and change management.
The short-term, cost-cutting, performance-at-any-cost mentality that leaders are often
rewarded for that discourages engaging in OD thinking and processes.
Developing faster, accelerated OD methods better adapted to changing times that
accomplish more in less time.
Make OD more technology savvy, especially in diagnosing organizations, building teams,
working with virtual and international teams, and using social media to communicate and
effect change.
Lack of quality control over those practicing OD who may be well intended but are not
well trained in OD.
Understand the complexities of organizational change in today's rapidly changing and
complex organization world.
Greater experience and knowledge in applying OD to global environments.
Encourage education in OD in academic and professional leadership training curriculums.

Summary
The responses to the questions for this edition of Practicing Organization Development have
provided a wealth of information for OD practitioners. There are reasons to be hopeful about
the practice of OD as fully 100 percent of the respondents rated the relevancy of OD very
relevant (89 percent) or somewhat relevant (11 percent). What could be more relevant for

today's times than a field devoted to understanding how to build healthy, high-performance
organizations and manage change? However, there are also legitimate concerns about the future
of OD and the challenges in practicing OD. This would likely be true of almost any field in
times of dynamic change, so let us hope that the champions in the field will rise to the
challenge and continue to practice OD; teach OD; provide valuable books, articles, and
research on OD; and keep the field relevant and a valuable contributor to the success of
organizations.

Discussion Questions
1. Discuss each of the items in the chapter by commenting on what the author has said and
then adding any additional insights.
2. Take time to review what chapters in the book can best help you address the issues,
challenges, and suggested learning to be a most effective OD practitioner.
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National culture. See Culture
National Trade and Professional Associations of the United States
National Training Laboratories (NTL): “Human Interaction Laboratories” (T-groups) of
the; OD training provided by; origins and development of
Naughton, J.
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Networking: alliances and; innovation through the process of
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Observation assessment
“Observer effect”
OD competencies: as competitive advantage; currents state in the field of OD; definition of;
distinction between KSAs and; establishing competence and credibility to the client;
identifying your; knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) required for; performance
evaluation; recruitment and selection; relationship between job duties and; retention; selfmanagement; summary of the most important; training and development. See also
Competencies; Knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs); OD practitioners
OD competency framework: on competencies and job duties; developing a; hierarchy and
domains of the; on KSAs and competencies; for writing effective competency statements
OD Effectiveness Model: doing step of; inquiring step of; overview of the; planning step
of; revitalizing step of; strategizing step of
OD history: action research; Appreciative Inquiry (AI); early adopters of OD; group
dynamics; instrument-based skill development; list of “big books” helping to shape and
define OD; of the name of OD; open system planning; origins and early development and;
“The Origins of OD Timeline” ; origins of socio-technical consulting and self-managed
work teams; systems theory and organization change; T-groups role in the
OD (organizational development): a conceptual view of; convergence of transformational
change with; definition of; description and nature of; Diagnostic; Dialogic; emerging trends
in; global; helping people in organizations to deal with changes; human resource
management (HRM) convergence with; importance of considering culture in; increased
interest in; the keys to successful; the most important OD concepts that should be taught to
leaders and students; philosophical foundations of; planned change as key component of;
positive organization development (POD) applications to; relationship of change
management and; the relevancy and future of; SOAR linking strategy and; strengths-based
movement revolution of; sustainability and; unique characteristics of; what it is not. See
also Positive OD (organizational development)

The OD Practitioner (journal)
OD practitioners: constructive use of power for; determining your value proposition;
Dialogic; establishing routes to the economic buyers; favorite tasks for generating
important information; front-end work to be done by; global practice by; greatest
challenges faced by; having an understanding of organizational design that transforms;
identifying and reaching the economic buyer; identifying the market need and marketing
strategies; identifying your competencies; identifying your passion; implications of
transformation for; mental models of organizational functioning by; mergers & acquisition
practices by; who are also organization designers. See also Change agents; Client–
practitioner relationships; OD competencies
OD terminology: change agent; client; culture; intervention; organizational change; sponsor;
stakeholder
OD trends: need to build a differentiated coaching model; OD practice moving away from
large-scale change; OD practitioners lack the data skills needed for the future; OD values
are here to stay; optimism in OD is high but commitment in OD is low; sample emerging
practice areas influencing the future of OD
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Organization design: assessment and sample problem statement on; criteria of; definition
of; process of; relationship of OD to; STAR Model on the key concepts of
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The Organization Dynamics Model
Organization Effectiveness Staff Officer (OESO) program
Organizational capacity: for change; diagnostic scan on readiness for change and
Organizational change: how OD can help to deal with; as natural state of being; reason why
it occurs so fast; systems theory research on; what are the effects of. See also Change;
Change management (CM); Transformational change
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Organizational culture: behavioral and cultural due diligence M&A practice; description
of; diagnosis and intervention considerations of; dialogic and diagnostic OD
considerations of; how the U.S. culture impacts; interventions that change the; OD
practitioner's mental model of a functioning; as transformational change requirement;
understanding the nature of. See also Culture
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Performance: leveraging diversity to enhance; three strategies for creating change and
improving
Performance evaluation: OD competency of; positive organizational development studies
on relationships and; trends in individual assessment
Perpetual and instantaneous positive change model: marketing the; overview of the; prelaunch phase of; separation phase of the; transformative launch phase of the
Personal care division (PCD) team: background on the; results of the SOAR transformation
of; whole system strategic planning using SOAR
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Plowman, D. A.
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Poling, D.
Politics: completing a preliminary diagnostic scan on issue of; definition of power and
Porras, J. I.
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Position Papers (“white papers”)
Positive energy
Positive OD (organizational development): principles of strengths-based approaches and
implications for; three circles of the strengths-based revolution for. See also OD
(organizational development)
Positive organization development (POD): AI situated within the emerging field of; airline
industry post-September 11th practices of; application of OPD scholarship in OD;
applications to the practice of OD; scholarship framework and positive deviance
continuum of; scholarship on
Positive organizational ethics (POE): balanced experiential inquiry (BEI) process to
develop; compliance as the moral minimum; consideration of the level or moral
responsibility of; individual character and self-directed; principled performance
component of. See also Ethics
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Positive psychology
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examining OD practitioners and the constructive use of; how it relates to OD; how to
increase power and influence to achieve OD impact; power bases and power strategies
aspects of
Power bases: description of; different types and forms of
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Prescott, R.
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Process design: conscious; Sullivan Rothwell change process model; transformational
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Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM); Society for Industrial and
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Proposals: what they should do; what they should not do
Prosci: ADKAR model of; Prosci Change Measurement Framework
Prototyping (experimenting)
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Quinn, R. E.
Quinn, R. W.
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Ragins, B. R.
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Rao, M.
Rapid course correction
Rath, T.
Raven, B.
Ravlin, E. C.
Ray, K. W.
Readiness for change
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Referrals
Reger, R. K.
Rego, A.
Reibstein, D.
Resistance to change: overcoming; reasons for
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Reyerherm, A.
Riberiro, N.
Rice, A. K.
Richey, R.
Riggio, R. E.
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Rios, D.
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Self-awareness: as component of transformational leadership; creating; know thyself for;
self-directed ethics and
Self-managed work teams
Self-management competency
Seligman, M. E.
Semeijn, J. H.
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Separation: OD competencies for; perpetual and instantaneous positive change model
phase of
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The Six Box Model
Sminia, H.
Smith, C.
Smith, J.
Smither, R.
Smollan, R. K.
Snowden, D. J.
Snyderman, B.
SOAR framework: aligning and magnifying strengths using; applications in different types
of organizations; description of; the 5-I approach to using the; historical perspective on; for
launching transformation; linking strategy and OD; overview of; personal care division
(PCD) team transformation using; SOAR dialogue for generating information
Sobczak, S.
Social constructionism
Social media marketing tools
The Social Psychology of Organizations (Katz and Kahn)
Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM); competency framework developed by;
increased membership of
Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SIOP)
Socio-technical consulting
Solga, M.
Sorensen, P. F.
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Spalding, J.
Speaking engagements
Sponsors: definition of; identifying the client and
Spreitzer, G. M.
Srivastva, S.
Staats, B.
Stacey, R.
Stakeholder engagement: in action planning; during change implementation; for successful
transformation
Stakeholders: definition of; engaging during change
Stamps, J.
Stanford University's T-group (“Touchy-Feely”) course
Stanley, D. J.
Star Model
Starting-up change competency
Stavros, J. M.
Steele, B.
Steele, F.
Steen, T. A.
Stengers, I.
Stephens, J. P.
Stephenson, K.
Stevenson, H.
Stich, T.
Stimel, D.
Storch, J.
“Stranger” T-groups
Strengths-based movement: overview of the; strengths-based principles; strengths-based
revolution and three circles for positive OD
Strengths-Finder2.0

Subsystems
Sulamoyo, D.
Sullivan, R. L.
Sullivan Rothwell change process model
Suri, J. F.
Survey-guided Development
Survey research and feedback
Survey Research Center (University of Michigan)
Sustainability: as emerging practice area influencing the future of OD; the global movement
of; three considerations for OD in the field of
Sustainability considerations: 1: move from preplanned to an emergent process; 2: harvest
the low-hanging fruit; 3: develop new competencies for new challenges
Sutcliffe, K. M.
Sutton, A.
Swart, C.
SWOT analysis
Synnestvedt, T.
System-environment relationships: dynamic strategy-making; large system; network
organizations
Systems: components of; definition of a; heterarchy segmentary; model of a; transformation
and change in large; whole system collaborative change of
Systems theory
Systems thinking
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Tannenbaum, R. J.
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The Tavistock method
Tavistock Sociotechnical Systems
Taylor, F.
Taylor, M.
Taylor, S. N.
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Teaching as marketing
Team development: coaching teams for behavior change. See also Individual development
Team leaders: building a team with complementary skills and expertise; creating a safe
space for others to innovate; encouraging team processes that encourage innovation; of
innovative teams
Teams: change; the “4Cs” (Context, Composition, Competencies, and Change) of; leading
innovative; self-managed work; SOAR framework used to transform personal care division
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